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 94. Crushing stone surrounded by chunks of discarded quartz beside mine 4; and two-faced dimpled crushing 
stone

 95. lower grinding stones; and upper grinding stones, “manos”

 96. three dimpled crushing stones and lower rotary grinding stone; and pieces of two upper rotary grinding 
stones

 97. Deep “ski slope” lower grinding stone from outlier 2; and convex grinding stones near modern wells

 98. large, dished grinding stone near modern wells; and wall of modern well house with reused grinding stones

 99. ptolemaic(?) two-handled grinding stone; and mortar

 100. large, shallow grinding stones; and pecked ore concentrating stone, all from wadi el-Sid

 101. Quartz stringers; and opencast mine

 102. Deep mine with revetments, outlier 2 and roman road, and entrance to main settlement; and opencast and 
deep cuttings above mine 2, platform at entrance to deep mine

 103. hut and opencast trench above mine 1; and mine 4 with opencast mine slicing diagonally across slope

 104. Deep opencast mine at mine 4; and collecting ore sample from modern mine 3

 105. Stamping ore sample at modern mill; and grinding ore on bucking plate

 106. Vanning crushed ore; and iron wedge

 107. new kingdom opencast mine
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Chapter 1

introDUCtion

Carol	Meyer

the Bir Umm Fawakhir project of the oriental institute of the University of Chicago carried out four seasons 
of archaeological survey at the site of Bir Umm Fawakhir, in 1992, 1993, 1996, and 1997; one season of excava-
tion in 1999; and one study season in 2001. this is the final report on the 1996 and 1997 seasons; the 1992 and 
1993 final reports appeared in meyer 1995 and meyer et al. 2000. the report on the 1999 and 2001 seasons is 
in progress. the site lies about five kilometers northeast of the wadi hammamat (fig. 1) at the approximate 
midpoint on the ancient route from Quft (ancient Coptos) on the nile river to Quseir al-Qadim (roman myos 
hormos) on the red Sea. here in the central eastern Desert of egypt, the precambrian continental crust that un-
derlies the eastern edge of africa juts up in rugged mountains dissected by steep-sided wadis. the geology of the 
eastern Desert is complex, but Bir Umm Fawakhir sits on the precambrian Fawakhir granite (= 590 ma), which 
itself was injected into still older precambrian rocks. to the west, these include the hammamat graywackes, 
the bekhen stone prized by the ancient egyptians. the Fawakhir granite is the reason for the existence of the 
ancient site of Bir Umm Fawakhir. First, there is water, all-important in a hyper-arid desert. the water comes 
from rare but heavy rainstorms and flash floods. it is trapped in fine cracks in the granite and flows westward 
until the dense ultramafic rocks west of the Fawakhir stock trap it. here the wells are sunk and probably always 
have been. Secondly, quartz veins injected into the granite are enriched with a range of metallic minerals and 

1

Figure 2. Satellite image of Bir Umm Fawakhir  
and wadi el-Sid. the main settlement is circled

Figure 1. Coptic/Byzantine sites  
in the eastern Desert of egypt

W
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gold, especially near the contact zones with the surrounding precambrian rocks. the gold mines in the wadi el-
Sid about four kilometers southeast of Bir Umm Fawakhir have been called the richest in egypt. 

prior to the work done by the Bir Umm Fawakhir project, no archaeological surveys or excavations had 
ever been undertaken at the site, though there had been a great deal of mining, and in their reports or publica-
tions some of the geologists and mining engineers included brief accounts of ancient ruins and artifacts, many 
of which are now lost. Bir Umm Fawakhir was originally investigated in 1992 because it seemed anomalous. 
in the literature it was usually called a roman caravan station, but the sherds were not at all like the roman 
pottery known from Quseir al-Qadim, and the site looked nothing like the orthogonal roman forts elsewhere 
on the Quft–Quseir route. on the contrary, the ancient town of Bir Umm Fawakhir sprawled for about half a 
kilometer down a long, narrow, steep-sided wadi whose sandy bottom served as a main street (fig. 2). Sherds 
were so abundant that it was difficult to walk without crunching them, hence the site name Bir Umm Fawakhir, 
“well of the mother of potsherds.” 

the eastern Desert is not always open to archaeological work for military or security reasons, and at best 
housing and logistics are difficult. we were therefore limited to short seasons, usually two weeks, and small 
teams, usually seven people including a driver, because that is how many fit in a peugeot taxi. Conditions were 
so uncertain that we never had the luxury of long-range planning but rather went out season by season as funds, 
staff availability, and other considerations permitted. therefore, with limited time, money, and staff, we focused 
on a specific set of questions each season. 

SUmmary oF the reSUltS oF the 1992 anD 1993 SeaSonS

the goal of the 1992 season was to map the site, take a sample of the pottery, and determine the date and 
function of the site. mapping what turned out to be 237 buildings in two weeks proved hopelessly optimistic, 
but the project did determine that the site dated to the fifth –sixth century a.d. Coptic/Byzantine period and that 
it was primarily a gold-mining town. we considered several functions: caravan station, military post, granite 
quarry, and gold mine. while the wells did — and still do — provide water for travelers and their animals, Bir 
Umm Fawakhir has no ruins that resemble the roman forts (praesidia) elsewhere on the route. what was prob-
ably the roman part of the site has been so thoroughly clawed up by modern mining that no structures survive 
(see Chapter	2	for a discussion of the pre-Coptic remains). also, the site is far too big for the small number of 
people needed to maintain a watering station. we rejected the idea that the site was a military post because it 
has no walls or fortifications whatsoever and no trace of the organization expected of a military installation. the 
houses sprawl everywhere, not only in the main settlement but also in even less defended outliers. we could 
not reject granite quarrying so easily; it requires a large labor force. Quarrying did take place, probably in the 
roman period, but it seems to have been a minor activity, possibly exploratory. there are some places where 
blocks have been quarried out or naturally split boulders have been further worked (figs. 21a, 23b, 25, 26; pls. 
12b, 55b). they are dated by a few pieces of roman amphorae and by the wedge marks, which are like those at 
the much larger first- and second-century granodiorite quarry at mons Claudianus, 90 km to the north. however, 
the vast bulk of the pottery at Bir Umm Fawakhir is Coptic period, there are no shelters for the draft animals 
needed to haul granite along the road back to the nile, the quarries seem too small to require the large population 
of ancient Bir Umm Fawakhir, and there is as yet no indication that the pinkish Fawakhir granite was used, much 
less prized, the way the salt-and-pepper mons Claudianus granodiorite was. at least two of the main settlement 
houses (Buildings 126 and 176, Chapter	3) incorporate quarry blocks, which means that the abandoned, quarried 
blocks were at least a little earlier. as for gold mining, the quartz is gold bearing, the hillsides around the town 
are riddled and trenched with opencast and deep mines, crushing and grinding stones for ore reduction are the 
second most common find after potsherds themselves, mining gold from a hard rock source such as quartz veins 
in granite requires a large labor force, and the Bir Umm Fawakhir and the wadi el-Sid mines were still produc-
ing gold in the twentieth century.1

the 1992 survey began at the southeast end of the site because at that point the site is sharply delimited by a 
high, pinkish, felsite dyke. there is a natural gate here and no houses beyond. also, the houses at the southeast 

1 See meyer 1995 for the final report on the 1992 field season.
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end were better preserved and hence easier to map and interpret. at the northwest end of the site, many houses 
are more tumbled or more deeply buried in wind-blown or water-borne sand.

the site of Bir Umm Fawakhir was quite well preserved. not only were the outlines of the houses visible but 
also walls were preserved as much as a meter and a half high, doorways were generally visible, and even built-in 
features such as benches and wall niches survived. all walls were dry-stone granite cobble masonry with chink-
ing, skillfully laid but not cut. with such good preservation, it was therefore possible to map the outlines of the 
entire town without excavation. as early as the 1992 season, the layout of the main settlement became clearer. 
the houses were built on the sandy wadi bottom, up to the point where the surrounding cliffs made construction 
difficult. the steep wadi walls constituted natural boundaries north and south, the sandy wadi bottom served as 
the main street, and the wadi mouth at the northwest end formed a natural gate. the basic construction unit was 
a two- or three-room house. larger agglomerated buildings of as many as twenty-two rooms (e.g., Building 106, 
Chapter	3) consisted of six or so houses stuck together with party walls. at least in some cases, they appear to 
have been created by enclosing the space between smaller houses, linking them into one large structure. next 
to many of the house units are dumps or middens with exceptionally heavy sherd scatter. Since the site has 
not been reworked, flattened, rebuilt, or reoccupied since antiquity, the contents of the trash heaps most likely 
pertain to the houses closest to them, which is a rather special archaeological opportunity. Scattered around the 
houses are a number of one-room outbuildings. a few of them high on the slopes may have been guardposts, but 
judging from the results of the 1999 excavations, the outbuildings within the main settlement and outliers are 
not kitchens.2 the outbuildings might have been storerooms, workshops, animal shelters, or latrines, or served 
several functions in succession. Courtyards, a very common feature in near eastern architecture, were seldom 
evident at Bir Umm Fawakhir. instead, a cluster of houses might face an internal “plaza” or a short side alley 
rather than the main wadi bottom “street.”

in 1992, the project succeeded in mapping fifty-five buildings, and in 1993 another fifty, or roughly half the 
main settlement (fig. 3). with a detailed plan of so many houses, we were able derive a preliminary estimate 
of the population of the main settlement, a little over 1,000 souls, assuming that no one at all lived in any of the 
outliers. the population estimate was based on two measures: so many persons per house and so many square 
meters per person in a house. Using conservative ratios of 3.5 to 5 people per house gives estimates ranging 
from 819 to 1,280. Using the figure of 10 sq. m per person, which is surprisingly consistent cross-culturally, gives 
an estimate of 1,084 people in the main settlement.3 even today a thousand or more people is a much larger 
settlement than any on the road between laqeita (ca. 40 km east of Quft) and Quseir. another goal of the 1993 
season was to carry out a walking survey of the vicinity of the main settlement. Seven outlying clusters of ruins 
of the same date as the main settlement were investigated and labeled outliers 1 through 7. at least three of the 
outliers closest to the main settlement, outliers 1, 2, 6, and probably 7, seem to have been residential rather than 
day shelters for workmen at more distant mines. in addition, we found the first of the cemeteries and a guardpost 
high on a peak over the main settlement. the latter has no formal structure, just some large boulders utilized as 
windbreaks, but it is marked as ancient by graffiti, and it does command a fine view of the central part of the 
main settlement, outlier 2, and all three roads leading to the wells (see Chapter	2).4 

another conclusion drawn from the 1992–1993 seasons’ work was that the ancient miners were not prisoners 
of war or criminals. this characterization goes back to Diodorus Siculus of the first century b.C., who based his 
description on agatharchides of the preceding century. they dwelt at length on the miseries of the miners who 
were worked “until, exhausted by the abuse they have suffered, they die in their miseries” (Burstein 1989: 63). 
note that neither agatharchides nor Diodorus ever called the miners slaves. moreover, at Bir Umm Fawakhir 
we have no indication that the workers were captives of any sort. there are no walls to keep people in or out, 
there is no sign of central planning in the main settlement or any of the outliers, and the grain silos in outlier 2 
look more like wages paid to individual households than like rations doled out to prisoners. the conclusion that 

2 the 1999 excavations focused on two houses, two trash heaps, 
and one outbuilding. For preliminary reports on the 1999 and 2001 
seasons, see meyer 1999 and meyer 2001. 

3 For further details, see the chapter on “ancient population of Bir 
Umm Fawakhir” in meyer et al. 2000.
4 See meyer et al. 2000 for the final report on the 1993 field season.
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Figure 3. general plan of Bir Umm Fawakhir showing major features

O = Outlier

M = Mine

Qy = Quarry

NK = New Kingdom
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the workers were career miners is further supported by the results of the 1999 excavations, and by the first- and 
second-century a.d. pay lists from the large granodiorite quarry at mons Claudianus (Cuvigny 1996: 139–40).

goalS oF the 1996 anD 1997 SeaSonS

the goals of the 1996 and 1997 field seasons were to complete the detailed map of the main settlement, to 
continue the investigation of the outlying clusters of ruins or “outliers,” and to address some specific questions 
such as the ancient gold-extraction process. the 1996 season was the shortest and most difficult of all the field 
seasons. the survey contract and security clearance were delayed so long that the December weeks were lost, 
and work did not start until January. almost everyone caught a severe respiratory ailment that cut further into 
working time. in the end, the field season was only ten days, from January 9 to 18, 1996, and one of the season’s 
goals, investigating the ancient mines, had to be dropped. For all that, it was a surprisingly productive season: 
forty-eight more main settlement buildings were mapped in detail, outlier 8 was investigated, and above all 
new kingdom and other pre-Coptic remains were discovered in the wadi el-Sid. 

although the 1997 season was curtailed by a shortage of funding, it nonetheless had the biggest team, nine 
staff and two inspectors, and a solid four weeks in the field, from november 16 to December 10, 1997. we made 
a concerted effort to finish the detailed map of the main settlement, and despite problems with equipment bat-
teries, we succeeded in plotting the remaining 84 buildings for a total of 237. this makes Jême and the main 
settlement at Bir Umm Fawakhir the only completely mapped towns of the period in egypt, and most of Jême, 
across the nile from luxor, was removed in order to reach the mortuary temple of ramesses iii, better known as 
medinet habu. in addition, we continued the walking survey of the vicinity of Bir Umm Fawakhir and discovered 
outliers 9 through 14, as well as some more cemetery areas. we also attempted to make a more nearly complete 
record of some of the outliers of special interest, though none could be recorded with the same detail as the main 
settlement. Clemens reichel plotted most of outlier 2, which preserves features not found in the main settlement, 
in detail. a few more buildings were shot in 1999; for the sake of clarity they are included in this report. outlier 
6, which lies in the long, narrow wadi parallel to the main settlement on the southwest, and outlier 7, which 
almost connects them, were sketched, described in detail, and photographed, but not mapped. outlier 1, which 
is separated from the main settlement only by a low granite ridge, was photographed panoramically in 1999 
but is included here for the sake of consistency. outliers 12 and 13 were sketched and described because it was 
thought that there might be remnants of slag there, but this proved not to be the case. outliers 9, 10, 11, and 14 
were only briefly visited and noted. however, the investigation of the ancient remains in the vicinity of the main 
settlement makes Bir Umm Fawakhir a remarkably complete town; not only is the main settlement plotted room 
for room and door for door, but also features such as guardposts, cemeteries, paths, roads, wells, outlying clusters 
of ruins, and mines are known, and some of these are features not always readily detectable archaeologically.

in 1997 we were finally able to address the question of ancient mining. it had already become clear that the 
term “gold mine” did not explain the operations at Bir Umm Fawakhir. most of the discussions of ancient egyp-
tian gold mining actually dealt with panning gold in nubia, and panning alluvial gold is a far different operation 
from hacking out quartz veins, grinding the ore to powder, and washing and smelting the residue. panning can be 
carried out by a few people with minimal equipment, but hard rock mining — quartz veins in granite — requires 
a large, organized, fed, and sheltered labor force. Furthermore, the ore is so low grade that it could have been 
worthwhile only when the operator, the Byzantine government in this case, was desperate for gold. mining, 
miners, and ore reduction are treated in detail in Chapter	8.

terminology anD methoDology

in this volume we use the term “Coptic/Byzantine” for the time period between the foundation of Constanti-
nople in a.d. 324 and the islamic conquest in a.d. 640. Some historians start the Byzantine period with the victory 
at the milvian Bridge in 313 or with the edict of milan in 314, but since the settlement at Bir Umm Fawakhir did 
not start until roughly the fifth century, a.d. 324 seems reasonable. “Coptic” is the usual term for this time period 
in egypt, but it tends to obscure the fact that egypt was part of the Byzantine empire, and a very important part, 
too. political control of egypt in the Coptic/Byzantine period was in the hands of the Byzantine government. 
neither “Byzantine” nor “Coptic/Byzantine period” is intended to refer to a people, to any specific ethnicity. 
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the project used the same equipment and followed the same mapping procedure each season. we used a 
lietz-Sokkia Set 3 total instrument Station (tiS), which took a team of three. one person sketched the outlines 
of a building and noted features such as niche dimensions, grinding stones, or other surface finds in or around the 
structure, height of walls, or the like. another person held the prism pole at the corner, door, or other numbered 
feature to be shot, and the third person operated the tiS. each evening the points were plotted on graph paper 
and the structures drawn in; if necessary, points could be rechecked the next day. topology usually waited until 
the weekend in order to have enough points to interpolate the contour lines. the basic graph-paper map was 
inked on mylar; for this volume, all the mylar maps, including the already published 1992 and 1993 segments, 
were scanned, cleaned via adobe photoshop, and relabeled. the nearly complete 1996 and 1997 maps were field 
checked in 2004. the exception to this procedure was the map of outlier 2. Clemens reichel mapped the ruins 
with the old oriental institute nubian Survey optical transit and prepared the final maps via adobe illustrator. 
he was assisted in the survey by henry Cowherd, leslie Boose, lisa heidorn, alexandra o’Brien, and mohamed 
omar. work at outlier 2 began november 30, 1997, and finished on the last day of the survey, December 10. 
Unlike at the main settlement, there was no opportunity for field checking the map that season or in 2004. 

in the following pages, Chapter	2 discusses the pre-Coptic material, much of which comes from the wadi 
el-Sid. Chapters	3 and 4 are as detailed a discussion of the remains in the main settlement and outliers as pos-
sible. we fear for their preservation. the cemeteries were never investigated in detail, but what we did note is 
presented in Chapter	5. the problem here is that eastern Desert graves appear to have little in common with 
contemporary nile Valley burials. the Coptic/Byzantine pottery, small finds, and dipinti (labels on wine am-
phorae) are presented in	Chapters	6	and 7. the mining study in Chapter	8 includes some of the most important 
findings from Bir Umm Fawakhir. it is the first intensively studied ancient gold-mining town in egypt, and the 
investigation of the ancient mining and ore-reduction techniques show that they were far more labor intensive 
and technologically sophisticated than simply panning alluvial gold. 
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Chapter 2

pre-CoptiC remainS

Carol	Meyer	and	Lisa	Heidorn

given the importance of the hammamat road from early Dynastic times onward, the bekhen-stone quarries 
and their famous inscriptions only five kilometers from Bir Umm Fawakhir, the sixty-odd intervisible watch 
towers along the route, the dozen large and fortified roman-period presidia and their wells and cisterns, the 
roman port at myos hormos (Quseir al-Qadim), and of course the good wells at Bir Umm Fawakhir, one of 
the first questions about the site is, “where are the roman remains?” perhaps the only remarkable aspect of the 
roman finds at Bir Umm Fawakhir and its vicinity was that they were so few. much more surprising were the 
new kingdom remains. 

although no archaeological survey or excavation had ever been undertaken at the site prior to the Bir Umm 
Fawakhir project, decades of geologists, travelers, and archaeologists published notes on Fawakhir and its area.5 
one of the earliest and most interesting is weigall’s description of the little ptolemy iii euergetes temple, which 
was “constructed of rough stones augmented by well-made basalt columns. it was dedicated to the god min, 
the patron of the eastern Desert; but … it was only about 12 feet by 22 in area” (weigall 1909: 49–50). Couyat 
(1910: 533–36) mentioned some 10,000 cu. m of crushed quartz at Fawakhir, and finds such as coins, beads, 
and lamps; his seems to be the sole publication of two battered, classical-style statues, and a papyrus, now lost, 
found in the “quarries.” guéraud (1942: 143) says that the egyptian mining and prospecting Company worked 
at Bir Umm Fawakhir in 1940 and 1941 with little profit. the company did, however, recover antiquities such 
as lamps, beads, a few coins, and about sixty ostraca, apparently from the crushed ore dumps near the wells. 
a recent restudy of the ostraca indicates that most of them are letters exchanged with people from krokodilo 
(wadi muwayh) and maximianon (Zarqa), praesidia west and east of Fawakhir on the hammamat road. most 
of the ostraca can be dated to the second century a.d., though at least one, no. 29, is third century b.C. (Brun 
2003: 98–99), more or less contemporary with the min temple (guéraud 1942: 183).

lethbridge (1946: 222–25) gives a very interesting account of his visit to Bir Umm Fawakhir in 1944. he 
mentions the modern workings around the well, tin-roofed sheds, a water tower, a small leaching plant, and the 
miners’ bungalow some “hundreds of yards up valley to left.” he adds that “for some hundreds of yards around 
[the well] were mounds of sand and gravel and it was from here that the gold-bearing samples had been taken.” 
the original size of the dump was hard to estimate even in 1944 as it lay in the path of the road and flash floods. 
Still, some 70,000 tons of material passed through the “primitive” leaching plant nearby, presumably the ruined 
tanks still existing west of the entrance to Bir Umm Fawakhir. the gravels were low grade, circa 3 dwt/sq. ton 
(4.665 g/ton),6 but only half that was recovered; the leaching was completed before the war, circa 1939. work 
at the dumps turned up many artifacts, including an inscribed column, though he does not say what language 
or script, “alabaster feeding bowls made perhaps 40 centuries ago,” votive statuettes of which one was “highly 
improper” (min perhaps?), a dice box and dice that could be roman, and a small sarcophagus that at that time 
was set in cement for a camel trough. prospecting around the Fawakhir wells “brought to light one of the most 
extensive complexes of ancient workings in the whole eastern Desert district” (lethbridge 1946: 223).

in the first two centuries of this era, Quseir al-Qadim, ancient myos hormos, was a very active port serving 
the trade to india and the east coast of africa. the main route to myos hormos lay through the wadi ham-
mamat and past the wells at Bir Umm Fawakhir. there is a roman (or perhaps earlier) tower on the mountain 
overlooking the wells; it is one of the chain of intervisible towers along the road from the red Sea to the nile 
at Coptos. on the one hand, Fawakhir lacks anything like the fortified praesidia so well preserved elsewhere on 
the route, but on the other, it is hard to believe that the ancient caravans ignored a good water source such as 

5 See meyer 1995: 40–43, for a summary of other previous ac-
counts.

7

6 Dwt = pennyweight (troy), 1.555 grams.
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that at Fawakhir. whatever may have existed in antiquity, the area around the wells has since been thoroughly 
reworked by flash floods and modern mining activity.

During the 1992–1993 seasons, the Bir Umm Fawakhir project located a variety of pre-Coptic remains. a 
cave behind the modern teahouse (fig. 3) preserves painted and cut graffiti dating to the first through third cen-
turies a.d. (wilfong 1995), and a handful of sherds, amphora toes, bits of faience, and one sherd of red roman-
period glass were found. the scattered, small-scale granite quarries appear to be roman, perhaps exploratory 
(meyer 1995: 46–47). as for gold mining, it is possible that some was attempted at Bir Umm Fawakhir, though 
there is no evidence for large-scale works such as those of the Coptic/Byzantine period. rather, such evidence 
as there is suggests that the richer wadi el-Sid mines were the ones worked in the roman period. 

Further evidence of roman presence at Bir Umm Fawakhir and vicinity was recovered in 1996 and 1997, 
including some intact vessels and lamps from the wadi el-Sid mining camp. new, however, was the recovery 
of some roman sherds from the tailings at the modern wadi el-Sid mine and the discovery of new kingdom 
remains on hilltops on both sides of the wadi el-Sid.

new kingDom remainS

remains of new kingdom guardposts and a sherd dump were discovered in 1996 and further explored in 
1997, and evidence of very ancient mining activity was found in 1997 at the wadi el-Sid.

at the very beginning of the 1996 season, alexandra o’Brien discovered some huts and non-Byzantine-period 
sherds on the steep hill across the road from the egyptian geological Survey and mining authority (egSma) 
mining camp in the wadi el-Sid that served as the expedition base (fig. 3). the following day, she, lisa heidorn, 
and Steven Cole returned to the locale, and heidorn identified the sherds as new kingdom. in particular, she 
noted burnished marl store jars, a number of blue painted sherds (possibly from one vessel only), marl bowls, 
and a marl, black painted small jar. Further investigation of the slopes beyond led to the discovery of half dozen 
or so looted graves (fig. 4) and outlier 8; the latter is discussed in Chapter	4. there was a small amount of bone 
scatter around the graves and some burnished new kingdom pottery. later, on the first and only Friday of the 
field season, the entire crew revisited the new kingdom site and sketched the guardposts and some of the sherds.

the largest of the guardposts commands a fine view over the wadi el-Sid, where it narrows, and across the 
road to the modern mine. the walls of the guardpost are massive and built of boulders, large stones, and cobbles. 
the interior dimensions are circa 5.8 ≈ 4.2 m, and the room now has a sandy floor. there is another constructed 
room a few paces north, and two more rooms or shelters were roughly built around large boulders. Figure 4 is a 
sketch only; plans to plot and excavate the new kingdom remains in 1999 could not be executed.

the new kingdom sherd dump is scattered down a ridgetop that is a little south of the guardposts, which 
are on the highest point of this stretch of the road. the sherd dump looks like debris from the guardposts, which 
themselves have few sherds. almost all the sherds center on a nineteenth–twentieth Dynasty date, with the 
exception of no. 32, a surprising piece of eighteenth Dynasty “palace ware” (fig. 8 below).

across the road from the new kingdom guardposts, on the very top of the knob of the hill right above the 
modern crushing mill, some more new kingdom remains were discovered in 1997. there are two badly preserved 
huts and some sherds, including pieces of a large jar with a rim, fired reddish with black smudges. Downslope, 
on the opposite side of the hill from the modern crushing mill, are the ancient mines. they are opencast trenches 
almost completely silted in after 3,000 years, but they are marked as ancient by large, flat crushing stones with 
a small dimple in the middle (see Chapter	8 for the mining study). about two kilometers farther west of the 
road in the wadi Shemamiya, new kingdom and later remains have been reported (klemm and klemm 1994: 
219–20), though the area has now been thoroughly disturbed by modern mining activity. the project collected 
a few sherds here as well.

a few notes on the pottery drawings are called for. we tried to make notations of ware type, temper, and 
color, but time was too short to permit all sherds to be described so fully. if the sherd represented less than a 
quarter of the diameter of the vessel, the sherd should have been outlined on the reconstructed pot, but again 
time was lacking. the discussion of the sherds is based on heidorn’s study.
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Figure 4. Sketch map of new kingdom remains in the wadi el-Sid (not to scale) and 
sketch plan of largest guardpost (not to scale)
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new kingDom pottery

most of the pottery from the sherd dump is typical new kingdom of the ramesside period. the precise date 
within the ramesside period is uncertain, though parallels to some of the forms are dated in either the nineteenth 
or twentieth Dynasty.

a number of blue painted sherds, including handle fragments, may have come from one vessel (fig. 8:31). 
Colin hope believes that the manufacture of blue painted pottery began in the middle of the eighteenth Dynasty 
and ended sometime after the reign of ramesses iii in the twentieth Dynasty (hope 1989b: 56; 1991: 17). he 
cites references to tomb groups at Deir el-medina, to dumps in the Valley of the kings, and to memphis. Blue 
painted sherds were found in small numbers in a dump outside the tomb of ramesses iV in the Valley of the 
kings at luxor (aston and aston 1987: 27–28). the blue painted decoration on the sherds illustrated, indicative 
of their ramesside origin, consists of linear bands surrounded by thin lines of black or red-brown paint.

the amphora necks appear to be long in relation to what the total height of the jars may have been if fully 
preserved. hope cites this as a trait of the ramesside period (hope 1989b: 55). recent research indicates, 
however, that both fabric and form are important for dating purposes (aston 2004: 175–213). Unfortunately, we 
were not able to carry out detailed study of the clay fabrics, particularly due to the absence of a specialist in 
later new kingdom pottery, but nonetheless it can easily be seen that the wadi el-Sid corpus is mostly from the 
late nineteenth or early twentieth Dynasty.

the predominance of marl fabrics is confusing; many of these forms are usually found in silt fabrics. we 
were aware of the problem, but visual examination most often indicated that the sherds were made of some type 
of marly, nonsilt clay. Speaking of Qantir, aston says that marl clay vessels are less apparent in the strata of the 
twentieth and twenty-first Dynasties there, and elsewhere in egypt (aston 1998: 608).

pottery DeSCriptionS

FigUre 5. new kingDom pottery

 1. three sherds from bowls with slight carination above a flat-rounded base with scraped finish on exterior, and circa 22 cm 
diameter rims. two sherds have prefiring potmarks. the sherds appear to be made of a soft marly(?) fabric, with lots of 
sand and mica, limestone chunks. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump. For an exact parallel at Saqqara, but made of 
silt, see Bourriau and aston 1985: pl. 35:18; the tomb in question is dated late in the reign of ramesses ii (Bourriau and 
aston 1985: 51). Similar silt bowls with red slip are noted in tomb 359 at Deir el-medina of ramesses iii–Vi date (nagel 
1938: fig. 26:153; see also fig. 27:191, for a silt bowl with a red rim band). other parallels have been published from tombs 
at Qustul/adindan (tomb V 48, ramesside; williams 1992: fig. 108h). See also Qantir, no. 776, with a “tree” potmark a 
little lower down, of i.e.01 fabric (sandy silt; aston 1998: 63, 244–45, citing gurob examples; petrie 1891: pl. xix.6.g; and 
Brunton and englebach 1927: pl. xxxiii.5r).

 2. Bowl with conical form and simple rim (23 cm dm). tan surfaces with whitish section layers and tan core. marl; sand and 
perhaps black bits, mica on surface. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom buildings.

 3. Conical bowl (24 cm dm). marl. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump.

 4. Simple bowl with direct rim (24 cm dm). wadi el-Sid, new kingdom remains north of road.

 5. Simple bowl with direct rim (ca. 24 cm dm). wadi el-Sid, new kingdom remains north of road.

 6. Carinated bowl, reconstructed from two non-joining sherds (rim ca. 44 cm dm). exterior 7.5yr 7/4; tan fabric with grayer 
core 5yr 6/4; very thin red slip 10r 6/6 on interior and exterior rim and neck, black drips on rim, smoothed interior surface. 
wadi el-Sid, new kingdom remains north of road. Similar decorated bowls are found at thebes (see nos. 66 through 73 from 
Qurna; mys™liwiec 1987: 39–42). these are dated from the eighteenth to the early nineteenth Dynasty. Qantir examples 
include marl F nos. 1972 and 1973 of nineteenth Dynasty date (aston 1998: 502–03). For a bowl (coarse brown clay) from 
medinet habu dateable to ramesses iV, see hölscher 1939: 116–17; pl. 56:4b.

 7. Basin or large bowl (ca. 34 cm rim). tan exterior with yellow-tan exterior surface. marl, whitish section; sand; black bits. 
wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump. there is a somewhat similar parallel at Qantir, bowl no. 2134 with a more vertical 
stance, rim diameter 30 cm, of a mixed clay fabric and dateable to the nineteenth Dynasty (aston 1998: 526–27). See also 
no. 1703, cream slipped (aston 1998: 466–67).
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Figure 5. new kingdom pottery (nos. 1–7)
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FigUre 6. new kingDom pottery (CONT.)

 8. large basin or bowl with thickened rim (33 cm dm). marl. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump. See no. 7 above.

 9. large basin rim or large potstand base (28 cm dm). 10yr 7/3, light tan in breaks, pink core 10yr 7/3. gritty greenish marl. 
wadi el-Sid, new kingdom remains north side of road. Date indeterminate. See no. 37 below.

 10. large platter with rope impressions on exterior surface (ca. 48 cm dm). thickened rim with slight overhang on exterior. two 
horizontal lines of rope marks below rim on exterior. Described as marl, but this type of vessel is usually manufactured of 
silt. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump. types like nos. 10 and 11 are fairly common throughout the new kingdom 
and into the first millennium b.C.

 11. large platter with rope impressions on exterior surface (ca. 50 cm dm). 5y 8/2, surface 7.5yr 6/4. green marl with tan surface, 
abundant sand and small dark bits. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd scatter and building north of road.

 12. Bowl or jar with everted simple rim (26 cm dm). Cream on interior and exterior surfaces, light red section layers with thin 
tan core. perhaps marl. wadi el-Sid, sherd scatter across road from mining camp, at foot of cliff. For possible parallel from 
Saqqara, see Bourriau and aston 1985: pl. 36:54–55 (late ramesses ii). 

the neckless jars shown in nos. 13–16 are common in the late new kingdom and into the first millennium b.C. For general 
parallels, see late ramesses ii examples at Saqqara (Bourriau and aston 1985: pl. 36:66); a silt sherd from the twentieth Dynasty 
tomb of iurudef at memphis (aston 1991: pl. 53:70), Qantir no. 2525 from twentieth to twenty-first Dynasty contexts (a mixed clay 
with cream coat; aston 1998: 623), and Sanctuary y at elephantine, which has a marl a4 example of the twentieth to twenty-first 
Dynasties (aston 1999: 54–55, no. 318). elephantine examples nos. 66 and 67, and the like, perhaps originally had two handles, 
were made of uncoated nile silt, and dated to the period from merneptah to ramesses iX (aston 1999: 27, 29).

 13. neckless jar (18 cm dm). Creamy yellow exterior surface, greenish tinge in section break, brown-tan interior surface. marl, 
abundant sand, medium to small black bits, some mica, small burnt-out voids in section. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd 
dump.

 14. neckless jar (19 cm dm). light red-brown with creamy surface (fired). marl. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom remains south of 
mining camp.

 15. neckless jar (16 cm dm). tan-cream fabric, rosy core, creamy-white gritty surface. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom remains north 
of road.
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Figure 6. new kingdom pottery (cont.) (nos. 8–15)
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FigUre 7. new kingDom pottery (CONT.)

 16. neckless jar (18 cm dm). no fabric description. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom remains north of road.

 17. Jar neck with rounded rim (18–20 cm dm). Cream exterior, light red-brown interior surface, pink section. marl, lots of mica. 
wadi el-Sid, sherd scatter across road from mining camp, at foot of cliff. possibly a neckless jar rim, but it seems like a 
marl D-type amphora rim. For a possible nineteenth–twentieth Dynasty parallel, see Qantir no. 1785, a marl D amphora 
rim (aston 1998: 472–73) and figs. 7e and 8a–b in aston 2004 (189, 192). 

 18. Jar with stepped rim (14 cm dm). tan surface, grayish core. marl, black bits, sand, mica, red chunk. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom 
sherd dump. perhaps not new kingdom.

 19. Jar or bottle rim with cream coating on exterior (11 cm dm). Creamy exterior, pinkish section. marl, lots of limestone bits, 
black bits, plentiful mica. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump. For egyptian parallels, see somewhat similar rim nos. 991, 
993, and 994 from Qantir, all made from nile e fabric, nineteenth Dynasty (aston 1998: 308–09). For possible Canaanite 
parallels, see the nineteenth Dynasty parallel no. 2676 from Qantir (aston 1998: 652–53), amphora types a1–a3 (aston 
2004: figs. 2–3, and especially fig. 3c from early in the reign of ramesses ii), and sherd no. 283 from the area of the tomb 
of ramesses iV in the Valley of the kings (aston, aston, and Brock 1998: 158, 200, pl. 34). a nineteenth Dynasty marl 
bottle from Qantir, no. 1641, with less of a pillow on the rim interior, is also a possibility (aston 1998: 452–53).

For numbers 20–22 below, see nos. 1695–98 and 1954–69 from Qantir, all of marl D fabric and with wider rims (aston 1998: 
464–65). also see elephantine no. 40 (aston 1999: 21, 23) of marl D and nineteenth Dynasty date. elephantine nos. 177–79 and 
nos. 797–803 and 807–08 are of marl or cream-slipped mixed-clay fabrics (aston 1999: 39–40, 99). the latter are all dated be-
tween the reigns of merenptah and ramesses Xi (aston 1999: 84). For a late ramesses ii example from Saqqara, see Bourriau 
and aston 1985 (pl. 36:87–88 and passim). parallels may also be found in hope 1989c (93–94, fig. 2:4, of ramesses ii date, and 
fig. 3:7, of possible twentieth Dynasty date). 

the taller-necked amphora rims and necks, whether from large or small amphorae, are all similar to the twentieth to twenty-
first Dynasty marl a4 examples, nos. 2491–93, at Qantir (aston 1998: 610 –11). although some of the wadi el-Sid amphora sherds 
do not indicate the beginning of the neck and shoulder region, namely, nos. 20 –22, we can see that nos. 23–24 here are not par-
ticularly tall. For a comprehensive study of amphorae, besides the earlier study of hope (1989c), see aston 2004: 175–213. See 
also the discussion accompanying the bases illustrated in nos. 41–44 below. 

 20. amphora rim and neck (ca. 10 cm dm). the interior of the neck is lightly ribbed. See also no. 21 below. red-brown fired fabric, 
cream slip exterior and into interior. red-brown compact fabric, small amount of sand, abundant limestone and medium-size 
chunks, abundant black bits and mica. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump. For a close nineteenth Dynasty parallel, see 
Qantir no. 1675, of marl D (aston 1998: 460 –61), though it has a wider rim diameter.

 21. amphora rim and neck with worn surface (12 cm dm). no burnish noted. Creamy tan to light brown. marl. wadi el-Sid, new 
kingdom sherd dump.

 22. amphora rim and neck, rounded rim (10 cm dm). marl. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump.

 23. amphora rim, neck, and shoulder (9 cm dm). 10yr 7/3 surface, 5y 6/3 in section. greenish marl; abundant dark bits, gray 
and dark fine sand; medium amount of limestone chunks and dark red bits; a few yellowish chunks. wadi el-Sid, new 
kingdom remains, sherd scatter near building north of road. this jar may be likened to the sherds nos. 20–22 above and 
the aforementioned parallels, but the interior and the exterior of the neck are visibly ribbed. For a good parallel, see the 
decorated marl examples nos. 185–86 from elephantine, of the nineteenth and/or twentieth Dynasty (aston 1999: 42–43; 
black or red neck bands). another nineteenth Dynasty parallel is found at Qantir, no. 2065, a marl F fabric with cream slip 
and burnish (aston 1998: 514 –15). aston notes that this “corrugated neck” type of east Delta fabric first occurs in the time 
of akhenaten but becomes widespread in the reign of ramesses ii and later (aston 2004: 195–97, fig. 11).

 24. amphora rim and neck (14 cm dm), perhaps a more vertical stance than drawn. occasional ribbing on the interior and exterior. 
10yr 8/3 surface, 2.5y 7/2 in break. greenish marl; abundant sand and fine sand, shiny dark particles; medium amount of 
limestone chunks. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom remains, sherd scatter near building north of road. For parallels see Qantir 
nos. 2322–24, “squat globular jar rims” (dense silt with thick gray core), and nos. 2378–83 (sandy silt), all twentieth to 
twenty-first Dynasty (aston 1998: 568–69, 580–81). if the neck is indeed more vertical, see some very flat-shouldered 
amphorae from the mortuary temple of merenptah at Qurna (Jaritz et al. 1996: 228).

 25. Flask or amphora rim and neck (12 cm dm). marl. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump. For an example from tomb 359 at 
Deir el-medina with horizontal loop handles, see nagel (1938: fig. 15:37–38, ramesses iii through Vi). See also hope on 
amphorae with loop handles (1989c: fig. 6:5–8), mostly dated to ramesside times. Similar nineteenth Dynasty examples are 
found at Qantir, no. 1542 (marl a4), no. 1988 (flask of marl F), and no. 2061 of marl F with cream slip and burnish (aston 
1998: 434 –35, 504–05, 514–15). aston illustrates a complete example of this form of the nineteenth Dynasty, which is an 
unpublished vessel from the Saqqara tomb of maya (aston 1998: 516, fig. 5.10). 

 26. amphora rim and neck with triangular rim profile (10 cm dm). 7.5yr 8/4 exterior slip, 10r 5/8 in break. lots of limestone 
bits. wadi el-Sid, south of modern mine. the fabric and rim are very different from the other amphora sherds above. See 
the earlier amphorae in hope 1989c: fig. 2:1, dated from amenhotep ii to horemheb. 
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Figure 7. new kingdom pottery (cont.) (nos. 16–26)
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FigUre 8. new kingDom pottery (CONT.)

the jars in nos. 27–29 have a shorter length between the rim and neck than the previous examples. the three 
sherds have black or possibly red painted bands running around their necks. For a very good parallel, see the twen-
tieth to twenty-first Dynasty example from elephantine, no. 253 of marl a4 (aston 1999: 50–51), and black painted 
shoulder sherd no. 254. 

 27. Jar rim and neck (18 cm dm), marl with black painted lines. 10yr 7/3 exterior surface, 2.5y 7/4 in break. marl; mica, black 
bits, yellow-orange limestone(?) bits. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump.

 28. Jar rim and neck with black band decoration (10 cm dm). white slip; thin and medium thick black painted lines. wadi el-Sid, 
new kingdom remains south of mine. no description of fabric. 

 29. Jar rim and neck (10 cm dm). white slip with red painted lines, perhaps decayed black paint. marl. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom 
remains north of road.

 30. painted jar rim and upper neck (10 cm dm). Blue painted band on rim; blue band on neck rimmed with black line. Burnished 
exterior and over rim into interior. light pink in section with tan coating on exterior, blue and black paint. marl; mica and 
stone bits, black bits. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump. For similar types see Qantir nos. 1356 and 1357 (aston 1998: 
382–83).

 31. ten blue painted sherds from small jar with handle (rn 97/55). marl(?). Black, red-brown, and blue paint in horizontal bands 
and lines around vessel. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump.

 32. tall-necked, handled flask (10 cm rim) (rn 97/58). Some evidence of a light polish on exterior. Spiraling wheel marks on 
interior and a very sloppy manufacture as indicated by excess clay bits on the interior and unmixed clay in fabric. light 
red fabric, 2.5yr 6/6 with creamy surface 10yr 8/3. marly; abundant limestone bits, sand, mica(?), large yellowish stone 
chunks, lots of unmixed clay chunks. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom remains, “nne of sherd scatter below building.” See Deir 
el-medina tomb 1099, with a general new kingdom date (nagel 1938: fig. 35:2), and the one-handled jar of marl D, with 
cream slip and burnish, at malkata (hope 1989a: 15, fig. 6e–f). the latter is dated to the late eighteenth Dynasty (hatshepsut 
and on). also see the type from amarna (peet and woolley 1923: pl. 51: Xli/1056).

 33. Flask handles and neck. Burnished exterior surface (rn 97/56). pink marl with cream coating on exterior; grayish core. marl; 
abundant limestone bits and lots of black bits. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump. For a twentieth  to twenty-first 
Dynasty “pilgrim flask,” see Qantir no. 2494, of marl a4 (aston 1998: 610–11).

 34. Small jar with carinated/rounded shoulder. Burnished exterior. Stance and diameter not certain. marl with cream exterior slip. 
wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump.

 35. lid or bowl (34 cm dm). Blue painted decoration or spot on exterior, sooted interior and exterior, fabric uncertain. wadi el-
Sid, new kingdom sherd dump. See silt lids and bowls at Qantir, of smaller diameter, blue painted on cream slip, and dated 
to the nineteenth Dynasty (aston 1998: 372–73, 404–05). See also the nineteenth Dynasty lid from elephantine (aston 
1999: 19, no. 26) of blue painted silt.

Figure 8. new kingdom pottery (cont.) (27–30)
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Figure 8 (cont.). new kingdom pottery (cont.) (nos. 31–35)
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FigUre 9. new kingDom pottery (CONT.)

 36. potstand (14.5 cm dm at base) (rn 97/57). marl is an unusual fabric for this form. Creamy tan surface. marl. wadi el-Sid, 
new kingdom sherd dump. See elephantine no. 144 (nile B2, red slipped out, pink slipped in), dated to the period from 
merneptah through ramesses Xi (aston 1999: 36–37).

 37. potstand or large bowl rim (ca. 23–24 dm). 2.5yr 7/2 fired exterior, 5yr 6/6 in break. marl; abundant limestone chunks and 
black bits; medium amount of mica, sand, and red bits. main settlement, west end, wadi surface. For a possible twentieth 
to twenty-first Dynasty parallel, see elephantine no. 302 from Sanctuary y, but with flatter stance and wider rim, fabric 
nile D with cream/pink slip (aston 1999: 53, 55). 

 38. loop handle from rounded carination of shoulder of small jar. Burnished exterior and smoothed handles. pink fabric, cream 
slip(?). marl. wadi el-Sid, sherd scatter across road. 

 39. Flat base, possibly from large bowl. Burnished, burnt exterior. 7.5yr 8/4 slip, 2.5yr 5/6 in break, brown toward innermost 
layers. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom remains south of camp. For parallels, see a silt example from elephantine, no. 211 from 
Sanctuary y, twentieth to twenty-first Dynasty (aston 1999: 46, 49), and a silt piece from the well shaft of merneptah, 
no. 28 with a red slip (aston, aston, and Brock 1998: 145–46, 169).

 40. large ring base with bulbous bottom (12 cm dm at ring). Drip of black paint on interior. tan exterior; 2.5yr 6/6 red fired or 
slipped; interior 10r 5/6. pink marl. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom remains north of road. See two similar bases, nos. 261 and 
262, from the Valley of the kings (marl a2, uncoated), dateable to ramesses iV (aston, aston, and Brock 1998: 157, 197). 

For the following carinated amphora bases, represented by nos. 41–42 and 44, see hope’s type 1a amphorae with mold-made 
bases of the nineteenth and twentieth Dynasties (hope 1989c: figs. 3:3, 4:6). For a complete jar form from malkata, see hope 
1991: 58, fig. 19c. aston believes these slender, carinated-base amphorae continue into the twentieth Dynasty only in marl F; 
the old marl D fabric of the same shape is replaced by ovoid amphorae with rounded bases in marl D and marl a (aston 2004: 
191, 195–97, 199, figs. 8, 11, 13). also see, for example, the nineteenth Dynasty marl a and D carinated-base examples at Qantir 
(aston 1998: 436–37, 464–65, 474–75, 498–99).

 41. Carinated amphora base (ca. 10 cm dm at carination). light creamy brown fabric with creamy exterior slip. abundant mica 
bits. wadi el-Sid, sherd scatter and building north of road.

 42. Carinated amphora base (ca. 14 cm dm at carination). medium brown fabric with brownish core; fired purplish brown on 
surfaces, which are mostly covered with creamy yellow slip on exterior. perhaps a marl/silt mix; abundant limestone bits, 
plentiful sand. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom sherd dump.

 43. amphora toe (dm as drawn at toe is 5 cm). Some evidence of polish on exterior but very worn. 7.5yr 8/4 exterior surface, 
5yr 6/4 in break. marl; very abundant dark gray bits, lots of sand and mica(?), medium amount limestone bits and gray 
chunks, some pinkish chunks. wadi el-Sid, south-southwest of mining camp: For a parallel from Deir el-medina, see tomb 
359, ramesses iii–Vi (nagel 1938: fig. 14:32). Somewhat similar pieces may be noted at the Valley of the kings, no. 276 
(Canaanite fabric), but with a wider toe and much thicker wall, and no. 401 (Canaanite fabric), also wider. they come from 
ramesses iV and Vii dump clearances (aston, aston, and Brock 1998: 158, 200 and 163, 214).

 44. Carinated jar base (amphora) with postfiring potmark (ca. 8 cm at carination). pink marl with creamy tan surface, tan core in 
section. marl; lots of mica and black bits, medium amount limestone bits; thin linear voids. wadi el-Sid, near new kingdom 
guardpost. For a similar potmark from Deir el-medina, tomb 359, dateable between ramesses iii and Vi, see nagel 1938: 
50, fig. 32:332. if the diameter were narrower, it would resemble a toe with the same potmark, nagel 1938: fig. 8:2.

 45. Sherd with postfired potmark. Surface “fugitive creamy slip.” marl. wadi el-Sid, new kingdom remains around modern mines.

 46. Sherd with black painted decoration. light tan marl with greenish core; exterior fired cream. marl. wadi el-Sid, near new 
kingdom guardpost.

 47. Sherd with black crosshatched decoration. white slip, black paint. Uncertain fabric (marl?). wadi el-Sid, new kingdom re-
mains south of mines. For black painted, hatched decoration on the shoulders of twentieth Dynasty amphorae and flasks, 
see aston 1992: 75–77. 

not illustrated, another painted sherd, marl, bit of handle left, horizontal stripe of black-brown paint below.
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Figure 9. new kingdom pottery (cont.) (nos. 36–47)
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FigUre 10. pottery From Shemamiya anD waDi el-SiD mine tailingS

Pottery froM SheMaMiya

on Friday, January 13, 1996, the project briefly inspected the mining area in Shemamiya to the west of the wadi 
that now shelters the modern mill and mining camp. the Shemamiya area has been thoroughly clawed up by modern 
mining activity, and only a few diagnostic sherds were retrieved. we drew one marl bowl from the area of two huts 
on the gebel above modern buildings in the wadi and took the rest back to camp for sketching. the sherds appear to 
be of new kingdom tradition, except possibly no. 49. 

 48. Bowl (28 cm dm). tawny surface, light red section. marl, fairly soft-fired; mica, limestone. Shemamiya 2. See bowls nos. 1, 
2, and 3 in figure 5 above, new kingdom.

 49. Bowl (28 cm dm). marl; black bits, sand, limestone. Shemamiya 1.

 50. Bowl (24 cm dm). light brown. abundant sand, some limestone bits, mica. Shemamiya 2. For a much larger and heavier new 
kingdom bowl with a thickened rim from Deir el-medina, tomb k 2, see nagel 1938: pl. 6: k.2. 132.

 51. neckless jar (19 cm dm). pink section and interior, cream on exterior. marl; large sand grains, some white bits, abundant mica. 
Shemamiya 2. See neckless jar no. 15 above.

not illustrated, a silt jar body sherd, red-brown surfaces, broad ribs interior and exterior.

PtoleMaiC reMainS

the ptolemy iii euergetes column fragment, the sole remaining piece of the ptolemaic temple to min that sur-
vived until the early twentieth century, was reported with the 1993 results (wilfong 2000: 26). Some two-handled 
upper grinding stones and what may be part of an ore concentrator are considered ptolemaic. they are discussed 
with crushing and grinding stones in Chapter	7. Sherd nos. 53, 55, 56, 71, 72, and perhaps 54 (below) appear to be 
ptolemaic as well.

Wadi el-Sid Mine tailingS

over the course of several seasons, the project collected sherds from the tailings of the modern mines. Since we 
expected nothing to survive the modern mill, we were not systematic about the collection. perhaps the only surprising 
thing is that any sherds at all were recovered. most of the identifiable sherds are roman, a few others are from the 
Coptic/Byzantine period or unidentifiable in date.

 52. Small cup of possible aswan “pink” ware (12 cm dm). interior 7.5yr 7/4 (pink); brown exterior and over top of rim, seems 
fired not slipped, 10r 4/3. tannish fabric, aswan type? no sand, many small dark bits, mica; some small limestone bits; one 
medium red bit (grog?). wadi el-Sid mine. For parallels from elephantine, see a thin-walled pink bowl of trajan–Flavian 
date (rodziewicz 2005: pl. 67:1082) and a bowl of late first to early fourth century a.d. (gempeler 1992: fig. 33:2).

 53. Small dish or saucer (16 cm dm). 2.5yr 6/6, red slip interior and rim? orange ware, much sand, some chaff? mine camp tail-
ings. a possible hellenistic/ptolemaic parallel may be noted at Coptos in red-slipped saucer no. h2.6 with a thickened rim 
(herbert and Berlin 2003: 62, 64). thickened-rim saucers are well attested at naukratis in late third-century b.C. contexts 
at kom hadid (Berlin 2001: 28, 50–53, figs. 2.1.18, 2.1.19, 2.2.3) and third- to second-century b.C. contexts at kom ge’if 
(Berlin 1997: 144, 162–63, figs. 6.7.4, 6.7.20, and passim). note also the red-slipped plates types C and D from naukratis 
broadly dated from the second century b.C. to the first century a.d. (Coulson 1996: 30–31, fig. 14). For first- to second-
century a.d. parallels from elephantine, see rodziewicz 2005: 171, bottom half of pl. 61, and a first-century a.d. example 
in gempeler 1992: 89, fig. 33:1.

 54. Small bowl (19 cm dm). Dark brown exterior surface 5yr 5/3 (but browner fired color); tannish interior surface 7.5yr 7/4; 
section 5yr 6/4. light brown fabric, some sand, small orangeish bits (grog?), dark bits, very few limestone bits, some mica. 
wadi el-Sid mine. For nos. 54 and 55, see similar roman-period types (nos. 122–28) from mons Claudianus (tomber 2006: 
129–30).
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Figure 10. pottery from Shemamiya (nos. 48–51) and wadi el-Sid mine tailings (nos. 52–54)
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FigUre 11. pottery From waDi el-SiD mine tailingS (CONT.)

 55. large bowl (28 cm dm). red-orange section with brown core 10r 5/8, fired red. Sand, some limestone. wadi el-Sid mine 
tailings. For a possible parallel at naukratis, see a third-century b.C. “ledge-rim dinos” with a chaff-tempered fabric (Berlin 
1997: 142, 156–57, 355, fig. 6.4.10).

 56. large bowl or casserole (32 cm dm). red-brown interior and exterior layers in section 2.5yr 5/8; creamy coating exterior, 
atop rim, into interior surface 10yr 7/3; brownish core 2.5yr 5/4. Sand, limestone, maybe mica, black bits. wadi el-Sid 
mine tailings. For a hellenistic/ptolemaic parallel at Coptos, see ledge-rim krater no. h1.8, light red marl with light brown 
core (herbert and Berlin 2003: 48). 

 57. large, thick-walled bowl (27 cm dm). light brown 5yr 5/3, very thin light red slip exterior and interior 2.5yr 6/6. Coarse 
fabric, light brown silt; some chaff and sand; limestone; medium amount yellowish and grayish bits; some red and black 
bits. wadi el-Sid mine tailings.

 58. large bowl with three prefired slashes on rim, uncertain fabric (40 cm dm). orange-pink interior 5yr 7/6; gray core; light 
whitish exterior (slip?) 5yr 7/3. Sand, lots of grits, little chaff. mine tailings.

 59. Deep bowl or beaker (28 cm dm). red-brown 5yr 5/4; cream slip exterior and atop rim 10yr 7/3. abundant sand and small 
and medium-size limestone chunks, some dark bits. wadi el-Sid mine. a very similar vessel may be noted at elephantine, 
second half of the fifth to perhaps as late as seventh century a.d. (gempeler 1992: fig. 114:6).

 60. large bowl (34 cm dm). red slip interior and exterior 10r 4/4; body 5yr 7/6. orange ware. mine camp tailings. the clubbed 
rim and nearly straight sides have few parallels; but see perhaps a sherd from elephantine, iiB (silt) or iiia fabric, smaller 
diameter, probably fifth to sixth century (gempeler 1992: fig. 87:8).

 61. Cooking pot (14 cm dm, but not certain). 5yr 5/6; brown interior and exterior (slip?) 2.5yr 5/4. Fine silt; mica, small dark 
bits common. wadi el-Sid mine. For some first- to second-century examples with handles, see Quseir al-Qadim (whitcomb 

1982: pl. 28h) and elephantine (gempeler 1992: fig. 101:5; also rodziewicz 2005: pl. 94:1544).
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Figure 11. pottery from wadi el-Sid mine tailings (cont.) (nos. 55–61)
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FigUre 12. pottery From waDi el-SiD mine tailingS (CONT.)

 62. Cooking pot (dm uncertain). red-brown 2.5yr 5/6; possible red slip on exterior 10r 4/4. Silt; abundant sand and limestone. 
wadi el-Sid mine tailings. Similar roman-period pots may be noted at Quseir al-Qadim (whitcomb 1982: pl. 10c) and el-
ephantine (rodziewicz 2005: pl. 94:1546, nile clay). See also cooking pot or jar no. 28-357 at mons Claudianus, dateable 
to the antonine period (tomber 2006: 77, 79).

 63. Cooking pot (15 cm dm). red-brown exterior and interior rim (slip?) 2.5yr 5/4; orange interior. much chaff. mine camp tail-
ings.

 64. Jar or amphora (10 cm dm). excess clay on rim, handle scar below. marl? wadi el-Sid mine tailings. See first- to second-
century examples at Quseir al-Qadim (whitcomb 1982: pl. 24a–b).

 65. Jar (12 cm dm). 2.5yr 5/4 to 7.5yr 5/4 (brown); exterior creamish coating 10yr 8/3 (very pale brown). marl? heavy temper, 
abundant sand, medium and small dark bits, white bits, medium reddish bits (grog?). Sandy feel, minuscule gritty, shiny bits 
noted on surface. wadi el-Sid mine tailings. Date uncertain.

 66. Flask rim and neck (rim dm 4.8 cm). red slip exterior and part way into interior. pink aswan ware. mine camp tailings. For a 
close parallel in shape but a very micaceous fabric, see water jar no. r3+.19 from Coptos, fourth–fifth century a.d. (herbert 
and Berlin 2003: 125–26).

 67. keg rim and neck (6.5 cm dm). poorly formed; another body sherd of similar ware was also found. interior and exterior rem-
nant red slip 10r 4/8. orangeish ware, most likely oasis or aswan clay. a few large pebbles, some marl, reddish chunks, 
limestone bits, small and dark red bits, mica. wadi el-Sid mine tailings.

 68. amphora (12 cm dm). Brown surface 5yr 5/4; red-brown section with brownish core 2.5yr 4/6. Silt? much mica, some sand, 
limestone bits. wadi el-Sid mine. For first- to second-century a.d. parallels, see Quseir al-Qadim (w. r. Johnson 1979: pl. 
24h; whitcomb 1982: pls. 26p, 27h).

 69. amphora (11 cm dm). handle scar. exterior surface 5yr 6/4; red-brown section 5yr 5/4. Silt; mica, limestone and dark bits; 
no chaff or organic temper. wadi el-Sid mine. Somewhat similar rims at Quseir al-Qadim (whitcomb 1982: pl. 27) and 
elephantine (rodziewicz 2005: pl. 88:1468).

 70. amphora (11 cm dm). red-brown 5yr 5/4. much chaff, scaly. mine camp tailings. well attested at Quseir al-Qadim, very tall 
amphora with solid, pointed toe like no. 73 below (w. r. Johnson 1979: pls. 22e, 28k, 29m; whitcomb 1982: pl. 14f–g). Very 
common at mons Claudianus, dateable to the mid-first century a.d. through the Severan period (tomber 2006: 143–44). 

 71. amphora toe. red-brown exterior 2.5yr 5/4, gray core and interior 10yr 5/1. Very sandy. mine camp tailings. For hollowed-
out amphora toes, see Coptos amphorae 12–15, 21, and 22, dated third–second century b.C. into the first century b.C. (lawall 
2003: 165, 168–70).

 72. amphora toe. Dark brown fired surface 2.5yr 3/4; red-brown section 5yr 6/4; gray core. Silt; finely levigated, hard-fired, 
no chaff. wadi el-Sid mine tailings. See no. 71 for parallels. 

 73. amphora toe. Brown. Silt. wadi el-Sid mine tailings. See no. 70 above.
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Figure 12. pottery from wadi el-Sid mine tailings (cont.) (nos. 62–73)
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FigUre 13. pottery From waDi el-SiD mine tailingS (CONT.)

 74. Base. Very sandy fabric; looks like silt but inclusions are marl-like. Some limestone and mica bits. wadi el-Sid mine tailings.

 75. Base. exterior red slip; red-brown section 2.5yr 5/8; grayish core. plentiful sand, some limestone chips or slivers; medium 
amount dark bits, perhaps mica. wadi el-Sid mine tailings.

 76. amphora handle. Buff with gray-green cast. Chaff and coarse temper. mine tailings.

 77. Small ring base (5 cm dm). red slip exterior 10r 4/8; section 5yr 6/6. Silt? Sand, some mica on surface, black bits. wadi 
el-Sid mine tailings. 

 78. large ring base (10 cm dm). orange-pink exterior 2.5yr 6/6 with buff slip(?) 10yr 7/4; gray core and interior 10yr 6/2. 
hard-fired; sand temper. mine tailings.

 79. Base (9 cm dm at bottom). Creamy interior and exterior; pinkish section. marl; medium to abundant sand, dark bits and lime-
stone; some larger limestone chunks. wadi el-Sid mine tailings.

 80. Cord-marked sherd with white paint. Surface smoothed or slipped 5yr 8/4, white paint added; interior gray 10r 4/2; fabric 
“sandwiched” red-brown to gray 10r 5/6. Coarse; some chaff and small white bits, many medium-size sand grains. wadi 
el-Sid mine tailings.

 81. worked sherd. Brown surface 2.5yr 6/6 to 7.5yr 7/4; gray core 5y 5/1. Sand temper. mine tailings. at least two edges have 
been ground or scraped smooth, but the sherd is not trimmed to a circle like the disk shown in	Chapter	7,	figure 49m (below).

 82. worked sherd. red-brown slip exterior 2.5yr 5/8; interior surface and section 2.5yr 6/6. abundant small white bits (lime-
stone?), a few medium to large white and red bits. wadi el-Sid mine tailings. an amphora body sherd with two edges ground 
or scraped smoothed, like no. 81 above but larger. 
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Figure 13. pottery from wadi el-Sid mine tailings (cont.) (nos. 74 –82)
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FigUre 14. roman Small FinDS

as might be expected from the romans’ wide-ranging exploitation of eastern Desert resources, there is historical 
and archaeological evidence for roman activity in the Bir Umm Fawakhir area; the roman potsherds from the wadi 
el-Sid mine tailings are described above.

the roman slotted grain mill (fig. 14a and pl. 1b) that was reported as early as 1944 (lethbridge 1946: 222) was 
finally collected from outlier 9, registered (rn 97/64), and sent to the Quft magazine. it is made of vesicular basalt 
with a deep, longitudinal, V-shaped groove on top that cuts through to the slot on the bottom. the bottom is deeply 
scored with diagonal lines, and one end has a lead plug and the letters “ap” carved to the right. the two notches on 
top held a crossbar that served as a handle for pivoting the stone over a lower grinding block. this kind of “hopper-
rubber” is well attested at olynthus, greece, primarily dateable to 432–348 b.C. (Cahill 2002: 24–25, 163–64), and 
a good parallel was excavated at the first- to second-century a.d. roman villa at Quseir al-Qadim (meyer 1982: 
204–05), which gives such grinding stones a wide geographical and chronological range. 

Several unprovenanced roman artifacts held at the wadi el-Sid mill were documented and registered, including 
an intact amphora (rn 96/18; pl. 2a). the oil juglet (rn 96/19; fig. 14b) is made of a light red-brown fabric (2.5yr 
6/4) with a red slip (10r 4/4). it lacks a handle, and a pick punched a hole in one side. the small, lopsided jar with 
a broken rim and string-cut base (rn 96/20; fig. 14c) is made of red-brown silt (2.5yr 5/4). the sooted miniature 
cooking pot (rn 96/21; fig. 14d) with a string-cut pick-damaged base is made of a marly fabric (2.5y 7/4). these two 
vessels are considered roman because of their association with the amphora, oil juglet, and the lamps, but this may 
be fortuitous. one of the three lamps in the group (rn 96/23; pl. 2b left) preserves a rosette design on the surviving 
half of the upper discus. the second lamp (rn 96/22; fig. 14e and pl. 2b center) has two crouching men on either 
side of the oil hole. it is made of a light brown fabric (10yr 7/3), and the snout is fire-blackened. it has a precise 
parallel at medinet habu, where the design is called “two boys or embryos” (hölscher 1954: 69, fig. 90c, pl. 40:12). 
it is considered related to the more common frog lamps, which in turn are dated to the third to fourth centuries a.d. 
(hölscher 1954: 68). the third lamp (rn 96/24; pl. 2b right) is too flaked to see whether it ever had any pattern on 
the top. one small fragment of the rim of a faience bowl (rn 97/21; fig. 14f) was found in one of the huts on the slope 
above mine 1. other pieces of faience were noted in the 1992 survey season (meyer 1995: 46).
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Figure 14. roman small finds
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Chapter 3

main Settlement 1996 anD 1997 SUrVeyS

Carol Meyer

the 1996 and 1997 seasons completed the detailed mapping of the main settlement at Bir Umm Fawakhir 
that began in 1992. the first season’s work started at the far southeast end of the main settlement because a 
pink felsite dyke cutting through the granite stock clearly marks the end of the site, and because the buildings 
at this end are better preserved (meyer 1995). the 1992 season mapped Buildings 1 through 55, and the work 
was continued in 1993 with Buildings 56 through 105 (meyer et al. 2000). with a detailed map of nearly half 
the ancient town, it was possible to estimate the population of the main settlement at a little over 1,000, far 
larger than any modern town between the nile and the red Sea (barring the very recent growth of laqeita). 
the estimate also assumes that not a single person lived in any of the fourteen outlying clusters of ruins of the 
same date identified so far, and at least three of the outliers seem to have been residential. 

the main settlement at Bir Umm Fawakhir lies in a long, narrow wadi running southeast–northwest (figs. 
2–3, 15–16). the mouth of the wadi opens on a broad sandy area where ancient and modern roads meet. at the 
western end of this broad sandy area, the modern (and ancient) road passes through a natural gate in the moun-
tains, bends southwest toward the wadi hammamat, and thence to the nile Valley at Quft (fig. 3, pl. 1a). Close 
to the natural gate, just north of the modern road, are the wells, vital in a hyper-arid desert. running east out of 
the crossroads area is the old roman road in a wadi bed north of the main settlement. the modern asphalt road, 
in contrast, bends south and runs through the wadi el-Sid and on to Quseir on the red Sea. thus the southeast–
northwest wadi that shelters the main Bir Umm Fawakhir settlement lies at an angle between the east–west wadi 
with the roman road and the north–south wadi with the modern road. Unlike the road-bearing wadis, however, 
the one that houses the ancient town leads nowhere; it peters out in granite heights at its southeast end. the 
main settlement is not visible from either of the roads, and it was probably sheltered from the worst of the flash 
floods that wash out the wadi hammamat and other large wadis from time to time. 

there is a modern settlement at Bir Umm Fawakhir. it is the halfway point on the road between Quft and 
Quseir, so most buses and taxis stop at one of the two teahouses for refreshment. in addition, there is a police 
post, a new mosque, two government buildings, and a few houses. roughly half a kilometer to the northeast, 
in outlier 9 (see Chapter	4 on outliers), there are some abandoned houses of the British mining engineers who 
supervised work at the Fawakhir mines before world war ii.

the main settlement at Bir Umm Fawakhir, some 237 structures in all, is built along either side of its wadi, 
up to the point where the enclosing cliffs rise too steeply for much if any construction, much less dwellings (figs. 
15–16). the site has no planned layout at all. rather, the houses and their outbuildings conform to and take 
advantage of the surrounding topography. the middle of the sandy wadi bottom served as the main street, but 
since there is no evidence whatsoever for any paving, references to the wadi “street” are always in quotation 
marks. 

a landmark and reference point within the main settlement is a high granite knob labeled the “hillock” 
(figs. 15, 17, 21b; pl. 3a). it is a little north of the halfway point up the wadi; the 1996 survey ended here. the 
hillock is separated from the northeastern cliffs of the wadi by a deep gully that has houses packed on either 
side, though there are only two on top of the hillock itself (Buildings 176 and 177). the hillock, the gully, and 
the bay to their south hid so many building from sight that they presented our most serious mapping problem. 

hoUSe ConStrUCtion anD FeatUreS

all the walls in all the buildings are dry-stone masonry; there is no evidence for mortar of any sort. the walls 
are nonetheless skillfully made, typically with two faces of granite cobbles and a filling of smaller stones and 
the occasional potsherd (see, e.g., Building 134 below). Since granite is, literally, cheaper than dirt at Bir Umm 
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Fawakhir, nothing so big as a wall seems ever to have been made of brick. Bricks either unbaked or baked are 
so rare that they are marked individually on the master plan. in many cases a small, rounded room appears to 
have been attached to the exterior of a house; on the top plans, such a room looks as if it had been “hooked on.” 
these small rooms seldom interconnect with the main part of a house; they might have been secondary storage 
space or a pantry, and they may have had flimsier walls and roofing, matting perhaps. the project was careful 
to note nonbonded walls, but since the requirement was that the join be visible from both sides, joints at very 
tumbled or sand-filled corners or walls were probably missed. nonetheless, in a few cases the lack of bonding 
did permit some reconstruction of building sequences (e.g., Building 140). 

Doorways, where reasonably well preserved, have larger stones for jambs, sometimes set upright; there is no 
sign of rebates, much less locks. the 1999 excavations showed that thresholds were large, flat-laid stones. Steps 
down into rooms may be noted in outlier 2 buildings. Doors and roof beams presumably were made of wood, but 
since wood is so precious in the desert, these would have been among the first elements stripped away. there 
is no trace of any roofing material, but presumably it was something fairly light such as matting over beams and 
stringers. there is no evidence for stone roofs like those at mons Claudianus or for second stories.

a number of houses have built-in stone benches or mastabas; the two terms are used interchangeably here. 
the mastabas have sides made of thin, flat, upright stones and apparently a filling of smaller stones (e.g., Build-
ing 134 below). many more houses have tumbled remains that might have been benches, but they seem to have 
been favorite targets of looters. a few houses appear to have utilized smooth, handy boulders as benches (e.g., 
Building 208). another common built-in feature is niches. they are simply boxes floored, sided, and topped 
with thin granite slabs set in the thickness of a wall. where the back of a niche has fallen away, it can look like 
a window (or a cat door if the room is deeply sanded in), but there is very little solid evidence for real windows 
at Bir Umm Fawakhir. 

Unless well preserved, doors and mastabas on the house plans are subject to one caution. it is possible for 
wall fall to fill in a former door or to give the impression of a bench or the corner of a bench. only excavation 
can determine which is a damaged feature and which is mere tumble. Since wadi wash, wall fall, and sand fill 
are much more extensive at the northwest end of the site, the problem of determining doors and other features 
there is more serious than at the southeast end, where the project began mapping in 1992 and 1993.

By and large, courtyards, a common feature of near eastern architecture, are not well attested at Bir Umm 
Fawakhir. For the purposes of this report, “courtyard” means a walled but not roofed space within or attached 
to a house. the few courtyards that were tentatively identified and blocked out in gray in figures 18–23 were so 
labeled because they have doorways wide enough to accommodate an animal such as a donkey (Buildings 27, 29, 
50), or they are too large or irregularly shaped to have been roofed easily (Buildings 41, 118, 164, 201, 229), or 
they would block all light to the interior rooms if roofed (Buildings 84, 195). proving that they were courtyards, 
or not, is a matter for excavation, and small internal courtyards may well have been missed. 

a few other features may be noted. Some houses have thin internal partition walls that close off a corner 
(e.g., Buildings 92, 134) or a small stone-rimmed feature that seems too small to be a bench. Some of these 
might be hearths, but no ash survives, certainly not on the surface (e.g., Buildings 101, 161, 169 [external]). in 
addition to the already-published stone-lined basin in Building 14 and the cist outside Building 102, there is a 
rock-cut trough downslope from Building 116. 

hoUSeS, oUtBUilDingS, anD other StrUCtUreS

Just as the overall layout of the main settlement at Bir Umm Fawakhir lacks any formal plan, so do the indi-
vidual houses. we can identify an ordinary house plan of two or three rooms, or occasionally more, but Vitruvian 
it is not. “house” at Bir Umm Fawakhir usually means two or three interconnecting rooms standing free of other 
structures (Buildings 113, 116, 122, 133, 135, 138, 139, 142, 143, 147, 153, 154, 157, 165, 167, 168, 170, 180, 
188, 190, 195a, 200, 226). Sometimes two or more rooms of a house do not interconnect but are so constructed 
that they most likely functioned together (Buildings 110, 130, 184, 194, 197, 204, 206, 208, 211, 215, 217, 232). 
a few large one-room buildings are considered houses because they are big enough to constitute small dwellings 
and/or have domestic features such as benches or niches (Buildings 107, 115 [damaged], 178, 182, 192, 202, 
209[?], 210[?]). other houses have more than three rooms; some of the additional rooms are small, “hooked-on” 
rooms or side rooms, but some houses just have more rooms (Buildings 118, 129, 160, 169, 172, 177, 199, 216, 
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229). Finally, some buildings are so damaged that their layout is uncertain, though they seem more like houses 
than agglomerated buildings or one-room outbuildings (Buildings 149, 151, 221, 223, 224[?], 235[?]). a similar 
array of houses has been published for the 1992 and 1993 seasons.

with the possible exception of the “hooked-on” storage rooms or “pantries” that might have been used mainly 
for storage, we have no means of determining the functions of the house rooms, not from surface survey alone. 
room sizes are listed in Appendix	B. given that rooms may be described as rounded, trapezoidal, pentagonal, 
polygonal, irregular, or C-, D-, g-, l-, t-, or y-shaped, but hardly ever orthogonal, the maximum length and 
width measurements are useless for calculating room sizes. what might carry some information, however, is 
the column listing “room interior (sq. m),” which were measured from the millimeter grid squares of the base 
map. the benches could have served for sitting, work surfaces, or sleeping, though sleeping outdoors in hot 
weather can be desirable. the niches might have been multifunctional as well and used for storage of dishes 
or small items, lamps, or even used as house shrines for figurines. although figurines are very rare at Bir Umm 
Fawakhir, Frankfurter (1998: 40) does suggest such usage. Features such as hearths on the floors are either 
buried or ambivalent. Surface sherds and other artifacts are not reliable determinants of room function; they 
may drop out of wall chinking, or get washed downslope by floods, or get picked up and dropped elsewhere. 
For instance, vessel no. 1 (rn 93/42) reported from the 1993 season was reconstructed from two joining sherds 
collected from widely different findspots (heidorn 2000: 29, 84–85). the basic housing requirements at a site 
such as Bir Umm Fawakhir in a hyper-arid desert are shelter from the sun in the summer, shelter from the wind 
in the winter, and storage, particularly of items that could be blown away. the assumption, which can only be 
tested by excavation, is that most daily work activities took place outdoors in either the warmth of the sun or 
the coolness and/or wind shadow of the building walls. Shelter from infrequent but blinding sandstorms would 
have been desirable. when one of the even rarer flash floods hit, the best option would have been to get out of 
the wadi and up on the slopes.

in many cases several two- or three-room houses have been joined together as larger agglomerated buildings 
(Buildings 106, 109, 121, 124, 126, 128, 134, 140, 141, 144, 150, 156, 158, 161, 162, 163, 164[?], 174, 175, 176, 
186[?], 189, 195, 220[?], 228, and 1992 and 1993 examples). the largest, Building 106, has twenty-two rooms. 
the smallest, Building 127, has only two large rooms and a closetlike room, but the doors face completely differ-
ent directions, and the units are further separated by low walls. in the case of Building 140, we can reconstruct 
some of the building sequence: it started as several one- or two-room units, more rooms were added, and even-
tually enough connecting walls were erected to clump everything into one thirteen-room structure. generally 
speaking, the houses in an agglomerated unit do not appear to have functioned together. they merely share 
party walls; the exterior doors may face all different points of the compass. although we did not number or letter 
rooms during the survey, the rooms of some of the larger agglomerated buildings have here been lettered (“a” 
though “v” or as needed) in order to make the descriptions easier to follow.

Scattered around the houses and agglomerated buildings are numerous one-room outbuildings. they are 
defined as one-room (or occasionally two-room), small structures not physically attached to another building. 
Some outbuildings are very small, rough, and often rounded, while others are somewhat larger and more nearly 
rectangular; a few do not fit either pattern. the small, rounded, roughly constructed huts on the slopes of the cliffs 
look like guardposts (Buildings 75, 236) or even latrines (e.g., Buildings 111, 123, 125, 131, 132, 149a, 171, 196, 
218, 219), depending on their location. a few of these huts have two rooms (e.g., Buildings 112, 146), but they 
are still too rough to be considered more than “outbuildings.” many of the more nearly rectangular outbuildings 
are on the wadi floor rather than the cliffsides (Buildings 108, 119[?], 120, 155, 159, 191[?], 207, 212, 222, 225[?], 
231, 233). it is sometimes difficult to draw the line between some of the larger one-room outbuildings and one-
room houses, as noted above. other outbuildings are too different or too poorly preserved to fit them into either 
pattern (e.g., Buildings 114, 173, 193, 207). apart from a couple of guardposts, the functions of the majority of 
the one-room buildings simply are not known, whether for housing, storage, animal shelters, workshops, smithies, 
or different functions at different times. Judging from the 1999 excavations of Building 93, they are not kitchens, 
which were located in the open air beside a house. the one-room Building 181, also excavated in 1999, had 
very few finds, but it was not a latrine. at mons Claudianus, workmen’s huts and several smithies were located 
around the quarries, away from the fortified town. the smithies were necessary to keep the quarry tools sharp 
(maxfield and peacock 1997: 233–51), and the miners of Bir Umm Fawakhir probably needed similar facilities, 
but they would not necessarily have been located within the main settlement. a number of one-room buildings 
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Figure 15. map of main settlement, northwest half; “plazas” shaded gray
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Figure 16. map of main settlement, southeast half; “plazas” shaded gray
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of the same period at Shenshef were shrines, but they are fairly large (2.7 ≈ 2.2 m  to 7.74 ≈ 6.26 m) and very 
well constructed with niches or niche rooms in the back wall, and they have a special setting on gentle slopes 
around the town. Several have little terraces in front, and one even has a possible offering table (aldsworth and 
Barnard 1996: 399–401). Since none of the one-room buildings at Bir Umm Fawakhir shares this configuration 
of traits, we do not think any were shrines.

the project also mapped the retaining walls on the slopes around the main settlement. Some of the retain-
ing walls seem to have been constructed as back walls of rooms (e.g., Buildings 129, 155) or open areas (e.g., 
between Buildings 164, 157, and 159) or as support for ramps or steps up (Building 170). most retaining walls, 
however, seem to have been intended to impede the sand and debris tumbling downslope.

although not structures in the same sense as houses or retaining walls, a very distinctive feature of Bir 
Umm Fawakhir is the ancient trash heaps. they generally lie behind and a little upslope from the houses or in 
an open space between them. Since Bir Umm Fawakhir is basically a one-period fifth–sixth century a.d. site 
that was never reworked, built over, leveled, or trenched by later activity, the presumption is that the contents 
of the trash heaps most likely pertain to the closest buildings. two trash heaps adjacent to Building 93 were in 
fact excavated in 1999 (to be published with the volume on the excavations).

in all, 133 structures were mapped during the 1996 and 1997 seasons. of these, twenty-six are agglomerated 
buildings, sixty-two are houses, and forty-four are outbuildings. Building 201 is a compound unlike the other ag-
glomerated buildings and thus is listed as “other.” the 105 buildings mapped in 1992 and 1993 comprise twenty-
eight agglomerated buildings, thirty-eight houses, and thirty-nine outbuildings (see Appendix	B for details). the 
total counts7 for all four survey seasons break down thus:

1992 1993 1996 1997 Total
agglomerated 10 18 12 14 54
house 21 17 20 42 100
outbuilding 24 15 17 27 83
other — — — 1 1

Total 55 50 49 84 238

thus, although we can group the structures at Bir Umm Fawakhir very generally into one of three types — 
outbuildings, houses, and agglomerated buildings — all have so many variants and irregularities that no formal 
typology such as “type ia1” was even attempted. exceptions are likely to be as common as rules when it comes 
to house layouts at this particular site. the problem at Bir Umm Fawakhir is further compounded for the 1996 
and 1997 results by the fact that the northwest end of the site is much more washed out and sanded in, so it is 
much harder to define buildings. Buildings whose scrappy remains look like one structure on the first pass turn 
out to be two after detailed inspection and mapping, for example, Building 213. or the converse can be true; 
two separately numbered houses would probably have been considered one structure had the connecting walls 
been more convincing, for example, Buildings 129 and 130. Finally, at the far northwestern end of the site, close 
to the wadi mouth, some buildings are so destroyed they are little more than house mounds (Building 225) or 
disjointed wall segments (Building 235).

Site layoUt anD FeatUreS

Since we have only surface survey data, we hesitate to present a study of the settlement pattern of Bir Umm 
Fawakhir or any spatial analysis of the houses, though the data presented here may be of use to those who are 
engaged in this type of statistical research. a few preliminary observations on the site layout are possible, 
however.

7 in all, 237 buildings were numbered, but Buildings 93 and 234 
turned out to be no more than retaining walls, and Buildings 61a, 
149a, and 195a were added to the sequence, hence the total of 238. 
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Figure 17. Bir Umm Fawakhir project (1992–1997) key to detailed maps

Figure 23a Figure 23b

Figure 22a Figure 22b

Figure 21a Figure 21b

Figure 20a Figure 20b

Figure 19a Figure 19b

Figure 18a Figure 18b
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Figure 18a. Detailed map of main settlement, Buildings 1, 3–11, 39–44, 47; courtyards shaded gray
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Figure 18b. Detailed map of main settlement, Buildings 2, 12–38, 55, 57–60; courtyards shaded gray
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Figure 19a. Detailed map of main settlement, Buildings 43–49, 51–54, 66–71, 75, 77
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Figure 19b. Detailed map of main settlement, Buildings 47, 50, 55–57, 61–65, 72–74, 76, 78, 80;  
courtyards shaded gray
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Figure 20a. Detailed map of main settlement, Buildings 78–79, 81–96, 100; courtyard shaded gray
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Figure 20b. Detailed map of main settlement, Buildings 97–99, 101–03, 133, 135–37, 144, 165–68
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Figure 21a. Detailed map of main settlement, Buildings 104–32, 152, and Quarry 2; courtyards shaded gray
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Figure 21b. Detailed map of main settlement, Buildings 134, 137–51, 153–61, 164, 169–74, 176–82, 237;  
courtyards shaded gray
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Figure 22a. Detailed map of main settlement, Buildings 130–32, 192–210; courtyards shaded gray
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Figure 22b. Detailed map of main settlement, Buildings 162–63, 175, 183–91, 226–28
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Figure 23a. Detailed map of main settlement, Buildings 210–23, 236
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Figure 23b. Detailed map of main settlement, Buildings 223–25, 229–35, and Quarry 3; courtyard shaded gray
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First and most obviously, there is no formal town grid system; the sandy wadi bottom serves as the main 
“street.” houses are built on either side of the “street” on the relatively flat wadi bottom, up to the point where 
the cliffsides become too steep for construction, though small outbuildings may be built upslope, under, or around 
boulders.

the current assumption is that the inhabitants of the houses at Bir Umm Fawakhir were related by blood, mar-
riage, or other close relationship such as adoption. the impression of kin-based or at least elective households, 
rather than assigned, is supported by the fact that the Bir Umm Fawakhir houses do not have the regimented 
layout of military barracks, as may be seen at abu Sha’ar (Sidebotham 1994: 135) or the workers’ barracks at 
the modern mining camp in the wadi el-Sid.

in several places the houses encircle and face onto a more nearly private open space. the first of these 
loosely enclosed spaces, surrounded by Buildings 91–93 and 97–102, was identified by the 1993 survey and 
labeled the “plaza,” largely for lack of a better name (fig. 16 upper right, and meyer et al. 2000: 7). this and 
similar groups of houses around open, sandy areas are blocked out in gray in figures 15 and 16. the defining 
characteristic of these “plazas” is three or more house units that surround an open space and have doors that open 
onto this space rather than onto the wadi “street.” agglomerated buildings may have back-to-back units facing 
two different “plazas,” for example, Buildings 66 (fig. 19a) and 126 (fig. 21a). the eleven “plazas” blocked 
out in figures 15 and 16 are only the clearest examples. Some smaller groups of houses might be considered to 
group this way, for example, Buildings 42, 43, 44, and part of 41 (fig. 18a). in other areas such as the deep bay 
southeast of the hillock (figs. 20b, 21b) and the north end of the main settlement (figs. 23a–b) the doors are too 
poorly preserved to be certain which way they face. at the far south end of the settlement, where the survey 
started, the buildings are more spread out, so it is difficult to say whether they enclosed a “plaza” or “plazas” or 
merely open onto the far ends of the wadi “street.” at the same time, it is clear that Buildings 140 and 141 (fig. 
21b) do not enclose a “plaza”; the doorways of Building 141 face the back of Building 140. likewise the gully 
between the hillock and the cliffs (fig. 21b) cannot be considered a “plaza.” whatever footspace can be found 
there is given over to a narrow path, though these crammed-together houses presumably cooperated with or at 
least acknowledged the activities of the others. the assumption is that the houses around a “plaza” coordinated 
their activities to some extent. if nothing else, there seems to be a tendency to pile rubbish on the dumps between 
“plazas,” as may be seen most clearly in figure 16.

after five seasons of survey and excavation, there is still no evidence of any major public buildings; all the 
structures in the main settlement appear to be domestic. the one possible exception, judging solely from surface 
survey and top plans, is Building 201, which has two large areas that are probably courtyards (fig. 22a). none 
of the other rooms are, however, remarkable enough to make Building 201 look like an official, elaborate, or 
administrative structure. the site has no fortifications or walls to keep people in or out, only some guardposts 
high on the mountaintops overlooking the site (meyer et al. 2000: 19, figs. 45 and 46; and Buildings 75 and 236). 
given the fact that security is often a problem in the desert, the lack of fortifications is curious, but perhaps 
the density of the settlement and the steep surrounding cliffs afforded some protection to the main settlement, 
if not to the outliers. no churches have been located, and by the sixth century a.d., the time of Justinian and 
theodora, some of the population from which the miners were recruited would presumably have been at least 
nominally Christian. however, the little shrine to min built by ptolemy iii euergetes (246–22 b.C.) was still 
accessible; it was not destroyed until the early twentieth century. (the question of religion is treated in Chapter	
5.) most surprisingly of all, given the estimated population of the main settlement, there are no especially large 
or well-constructed or specially designed buildings that could be mine offices, warehouses, animal shelters, or 
mine managers’ quarters. these buildings may have existed in the sandy, open area near the crossroads and the 
wells, precisely the area most damaged by flash floods and by twentieth-century mining activity, and more or 
less the area now covered by the modern settlement.

a great deal of work has been done on the functions of rooms of houses at sites such as pompeii in italy 
(allison 2004), olynthus in greece (nevett 1999; Cahill 2002), and el Ceren in el Salvador (allison 1999). 
all these are excavated sites, none of them near eastern, and in their day pompeii and olynthus were probably 
not intended to be ephemeral. what does emerge from this literature is the conclusion that the sites most likely 
to provide insight into Bir Umm Fawakhir are mining towns. For a useful review of the characteristics and pat-
terns of mining camps all the way from small, seasonal, family operations in africa to hermetic South african 
company towns, see knapp 1998.
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First of all, mining towns are relatively ephemeral. many mines play out quickly, especially with ancient 
technologies. the dates we are using for Bir Umm Fawakhir are based almost entirely on the pottery and glass 
corpora, which center on the fifth and sixth centuries a.d. within this period, however, it is likely that the mines 
were worked for 150 years at the very most, and not continuously at that. our reasons for thinking that operations 
were not continuous are some hints from the three levels of occupation revealed by the 1999 excavations (meyer 
1999), the intermittent quarrying at mons Claudianus, and the high cost of exploiting the Bir Umm Fawakhir 
mines. the mons Claudianus quarries are earlier, mid-first to early third centuries a.d. (maxfield and peacock 
2006: xxi), but they are similar to Bir Umm Fawakhir in that they represent hard rock excavation, if granodiorite 
columns rather than quartz veins in granite. Judging from the ostraca, mons Claudianus was most active during 
parts of the reigns of trajan, hadrian, and antoninus pius and less active under other first- to third-century em-
perors (maxfield and peacock 2006: xxi–xxii), presumably when the emperors demanded monumental columns 
and could pay for them. at Bir Umm Fawakhir, the situation would have been exacerbated by the fact that gold 
ore, unlike granodiorite, plays out relatively quickly, and the Fawakhir ores were not especially rich in the first 
place (see Chapter	7). thus the miners would have expected to work in a remote desert only as long as their 
rations and pay arrived regularly, which is to say, as long as the officials authorizing such expenditures found 
it worthwhile. Both the need for gold and the ability to expend wealth in the form of labor and grain in order to 
get gold fluctuated under the Byzantine government. the resources and organization to supply reliably a thou-
sand or more people in the central eastern Desert are formidable: grain, flour or bread, flasks of oil, sacks and 
baskets of other food, amphorae full of wine and other liquids, tools, pottery, clothing, matting, glassware, and 
the camel trains to carry it all. the miners, like the mons Claudianus quarrymen, probably kept up contact with 
nile Valley towns partly for the sake of personal supplies and partly because their villages and kin — their roots 
— were there and they could return there if necessary. (the question of the makeup of the Bir Umm Fawakhir 
labor force is treated in Chapter	8.)

the likelihood that ancient Bir Umm Fawakhir was expected to be a short-term, expedient settlement is 
boosted by the fact that it has no local subsistence base. no subsistence agriculture has succeeded in this part 
of the eastern Desert at any point in history or prehistory. there is evidence in the roman-period ostraca that 
a place called persou was growing green vegetables and sending them to praesidia along the wadi hammamat 
route (Brun 2003: 99). “persou” may originally have meant the settlement in the wadi hammamat, but the name 
was later applied to Bir Umm Fawakhir (Brun 2003: 8). the wells at Fawakhir are generous and could prob-
ably have watered gardens to supply a population the size of the praesidia at maximianon or krokodilo, though 
whether there would have been enough water for a thousand or more people at the height of the occupation of 
Bir Umm Fawakhir, as well as a number of animals and gardens, is another question. Still, we have to allow 
for the possibility that some fresh vegetables could have been raised. more importantly, a few sheep and goats 
could have been maintained at Bir Umm Fawakhir, and more might have been obtained from nomads. today 
the residents of Bir Umm Fawakhir keep (or kept) only one donkey, some dogs, and little else, though Bedouin 
and their flocks pass through from time to time. their sheep and goats could have been a useful source of milk, 
leather, and wool in addition to meat. the fact remains, however, that all basic supplies were hauled in from 
the nile Valley. 

another feature of Bir Umm Fawakhir is that it, like most mining towns, is focused on one and only one 
occupation: mining. in the case of Dolly’s Creek, an australian gold-rush town, 277 out of 314 men were min-
ers, and virtually all the others could be considered to have supporting occupations such as bakers, blacksmiths, 
builders, or masons, this in an area with potential for farming (lawrence 1998: 48). at Bir Umm Fawakhir, one 
does not expect the range of farming and craft operations found in a nile Valley village, though a few support 
occupations such as animal tenders, blacksmiths to sharpen tools, and caravaneers would have been necessary. 
given the lack of feed, the ancient Fawakhiris probably did not own large flocks, and the animals attempting 
to live off local vegetation would perforce have been widely scattered. Smithing and tool sharpening may have 
been carried out close to the mines rather than in the town; this was the case at the mons Claudianus quarries 
(maxfield and peacock 1997: 190). the buildings at Bir Umm Fawakhir thus may be expected to include few if 
any specialized craft workshops, or even long-term storage facilities.

Since Bir Umm Fawakhir was a remote and relatively expedient and ephemeral settlement, it is likely to 
appear relatively egalitarian. necessities would have been hauled in, but few luxuries. knapp remarks on “the 
lack of variability in material culture” characteristic of many mining towns. the miners were not wealthy, and 
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if they became so, they took their money elsewhere. Further, stores and supplies available in mining camps 
tend to be limited in variety and often expensive (knapp 1998: 5). Discussing mining towns in the american 
west, hardesty (citing Brooks 1995) observes that expecting a short stay “levels or equalizes differences in the 
material culture of social formations within the community” or even encourages “a minimalist material culture 
such as dugout housing” (hardesty 1998: 84). the Bir Umm Fawakhir houses are better than dugouts; they have 
well-made walls, but they are cobbles with chinking. no one invested in cut stone, even though as miners they 
could have roughed some out had they wanted. Some houses do have more rooms, but on the basis of surface 
survey alone, we cannot say whether this was due to greater wealth or larger families.

another feature of mining towns such as Bir Umm Fawakhir is a population heavily weighted to young men, 
especially during the first years of the settlement. there are few elderly or disabled, and women are often in 
short supply. For instance, the 1861 census of the australian gold-rush camp at Dolly’s Creek revealed that 80 
percent of the population was under forty, and there were 122 women fifteen or older for 286 men (lawrence 
1999: 134). (the question of the labor force is dealt with in more detail in Chapter	8.) although we are work-
ing with the assumption that many or most of the inhabitants of the Bir Umm Fawakhir houses were related by 
blood, marriage, or other close relationship, that does not necessarily mean a man, a wife, and their children. 
there may have been a large number of brothers, other male relatives, or perhaps even male nonrelatives shar-
ing living quarters. 

the apparent lack of differentiation among the houses in the main settlement at Bir Umm Fawakhir, then, 
seems to accord with the pattern seen at other mining towns: as a short-lived settlement, there was little invest-
ment in elaborate architecture, limited availability of luxury goods, and perhaps a shortage of women and hence 
families and children and the need for larger houses. 

the 1996 anD 1997 SUrVey areaS

the area plotted during the 1996 season was roughly the middle fifth of the main settlement, Buildings 106 
through 153 (fig. 3). the wadi and its “street” follow a northwest–southeast fault in the Fawakhir granite, which 
in turn was cross-faulted at nearly right angles. the shorter cross-faults now open up as a series of bays on either 
side of the wadi “street.” two of these, one on the east and one on the west, were the focus of the 1996 survey 
season (pl. 3a). Buildings 106 through 132 and 152 lie in the west bay; Buildings 133 through 151 and 153 lie 
to the east (pl. 17a).

Between 1996 and 1997, at least one heavy rain fell in the wadi hammamat area. much more sand and rock 
was washed over the site and some sherd beds were further covered, but the sudden blooming of desert plants 
gave the site “almost a garden-like quality” (heidorn 1997 field notes).

Figures 18a–b, 19a–b, and most of 20a–b show the area mapped in 1992 and 1993. they were published in 
meyer 1995 and meyer and colleagues 2000 but are included here for convenience and completeness. they were 
rescanned and relabeled in order to match the format of the 1996 and 1997 maps; if there are any discrepancies 
in the labels, the original publication should be accepted.

one of the primary goals of the 1997 season was to finish mapping the remainder of the site (figs. 3, 20b, 
21–23), including some buildings at the extreme end of the east bay that the 1996 survey could not reach (fig. 
20b). these last few buildings could not be sighted around the spur of the cliff from datum point 104, and there 
was no time to set up a new point, much less sketch and plot the rear buildings. the “hillock,” a high granite knob 
on the east side of the wadi where the 1996 season ended, has houses all around it and so presented surveying 
problems; the houses are not necessarily numbered sequentially here. in sum, the 1997 season plotted Buildings 
154 through 237 and enough of the surrounding topography to include the limits of the site, the point at which 
the cliffs rise too steeply for habitation.

the structures are described in considerable detail below because we have little hope for the long-term pres-
ervation of the site. the reader is invited to compare the two photographs in figure 24, one taken in 1901 (alford 
1901: pl. 2) and the other in 1996. the dry-stone masonry walls crumble a little more each year, and excavation, 
much less consolidation, of so many hundreds of buildings is not feasible. worse, looters could destroy the site 
house by house. Between 1999 and 2004, Buildings 115 and 159 were completely destroyed by looters, Building 
172 was damaged, and more than likely there was other destruction in the back part of the site that could not be 
checked in 2004. perhaps the best friend of this site is the sand that blows in a little more year by year.
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Figure 24. View of main settlement in (top) 1901 and (bottom) 1996
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DeSCription oF BUilDingS 106–53 (1996)

Building 106 (fig. 21a, pls. 4b, 11b): twenty-two room house. this is the largest agglomerated building on site, 
larger even than the twenty-room Building 50 plotted in 1992. Six house units can be distinguished, though wall 
tumble obscures some of the details of the layout. Further, no thanks to difficulties with the tiS, the angles and 
hence the room sizes of Building 106 may be skewed, though the layout and alignment to surrounding buildings 
are correct and were double-checked in 2004. rooms a through c at the north end of Building 106 seems to con-
stitute one house unit. the most likely location for the outside door is in the south wall of room a, though wall 
fall now fills the gap. alternatively, the tumbled east corner might have had an external doorway, or perhaps 
room c connected to the adjacent house unit. room a contains a now-looted bench, and room c, the remains of 
a small hearth or bench. the second three-room house unit, rooms d–f, has no remarkable features, even though 
the walls are preserved as much as 78 cm up from the present surface. a wall running west from room f hooks 
south a little but does not enclose a room. the next house unit to the south, rooms g and h, is well preserved but 
contains no special features. the wall running west of room g and the irregular room i might have belonged to 
this house unit. Judging from the way the walls north and south of rooms g–h abut, this house unit may originally 
have been independent, a core for later additions. the rather rambling house unit to the southwest consists of 
two main rooms, m and n, plus three added-on ones, j, k, and l. the innermost room, n, has a looted bench and 
remnants of a possible niche, now reduced to a wide, flat stone 70 cm up from the ground surface. room k has 
also been looted. the remaining houses open to the east onto the wadi “street.” the middle house unit, rooms o 
and p, is now damaged by wall fall and looters’ holes; room o has a striated and ground concave grinding stone 
in it, as well as an unusual amount of sherds and debris. the southeast house unit seems to have five rooms, q 
through u, making it uncommonly large. the outermost room, q, has very tumbled walls, which also obscure the 
presumed connection between it and room r. room q contains fragments of a grinding stone; room r, a bench 
now partly hidden by wall fall; and room u, a possible niche remnant whose collapsed top stone gives the niche 
a trapezoidal appearance. the last room in Building 106, v, seems to have been built into the angle between the 
two units on the north but not opening onto either (though the wall between v and r is significantly damaged). 
room v is built up against the large boulder that forms the south end of Building 106 and the north side of Build-
ing 104, mapped in 1993. the tumbled fill of room v includes a lot of ash as well as a grinding stone. two small 
pounding stones were noted in the Building 106 area; one was quartz, about one quarter broken off, and 4.5 cm 
thick, and the other was basalt, about two-thirds missing, diameter about 6.6 cm.

Some of the buildings have sherd chinking instead of the usual small stones. Since sherd chinking represents 
pottery available before the wall was built, we made some attempt to date the chinking, though most of the 
sherds we could see or retrieve without damage to the walls were nondiagnostic. in the case of Building 106, 
however, sherds noted in the east walls of rooms a, b, and q included late roman amphora 1 handles, late 
roman amphora 7 toes, ridged and smooth brown silt-ware amphorae, and ridged and smooth red-slipped body 
sherds (see Chapter	6, nos. 102, 103, 105). 

Building 107 (fig. 21a, pls. 4b, 5a): one-room house(?). to the southwest, at the foot of the cliff slope, a retain-
ing wall seems to help shelter the doors of Buildings 107 and 108 from wash. two walls running out from the 
south wall of Building 107 partly enclose a space between it and the cliff, and upslope from that lies a small 
trash heap. in addition to sherds, the dump contained a corner of a rectangular steatite vessel with a polished 
interior and maximum surviving dimensions 7.0 ≈ 4.1 cm and a coarsely crystalline, pinkish granite handstone 
(“mano”) measuring 10.0 ≈ 7.5 ≈ 3.7 cm.

Building 108 (fig. 21a, pl. 5a): one-room outbuilding. the north corner is severely damaged. in addition to the 
door in the southeast wall, one surviving jamb in the southwest wall indicates a second entrance. the stub of 
wall projecting from the east corner might actually have been a small bench, and Building 108 is big enough 
(about 3 ≈ 3 m internally) to have been a modest dwelling. there is a small sherd dump behind the building and 
a possible remnant of a retaining wall (not on map). 

Building 109 (fig. 21a, pl. 5b): agglomerated building with two or three house units. as plotted, Building 109 is 
a rambling six-room structure that almost certainly had some functional connection to Building 110. the sandy 
space or courtyard between them is bounded on the south by a badly preserved retaining wall along the cliff 
and, on the north, by a wall over a boulder. the latter wall stands as much as 74 cm on the inside, and with the 
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boulder base, as much as 106 cm high on the outside, but the raised, sand-filled space inside has no doorway to 
anything. the two small rooms (a, b)  in the middle of Building 109 seem to be the core of the structure. the wall 
between the two rooms incorporated a basalt concave grinding stone worked on both sides. the northernmost 
room (c) of Building 109 appears to have been a separate one-room structure originally; the walls that link it 
to the rest of Building 109 abut. the irregular space (d) in between has a concave grinding stone in it. the two 
rooms at the south end of Building 109 do clearly interconnect, but wall fall obscures possible exterior doors on 
the east and/or west. the back (south) wall is built atop boulders at the foot of the cliff slope. the east room 
(f) contains a mastaba measuring roughly 120 ≈ 100 cm. one of the sherd samples was collected from the dump 
southeast of Building 109. 

Building 110 (fig. 21a, pl. 5b): four-room house. Building 110 consists of a large front room (a) and three smaller 
back rooms (b–d). rock tumble covers possible doors between the front and back rooms, but the latter do have 
one well-preserved external doorway opening to the west. an upper rotary grinding stone is incorporated into 
one wall of the front room a. a piece of a wall running north from room a may have helped enclose the open 
space like a courtyard between Buildings 109 and 110. there is a small pocket of sherds between Building 110 
and the cliffs behind it. 

Building 111 (fig. 21a, pl. 6a): one-room outbuilding. west of Building 110, at the far end of the western bay 
(cross-fault), Building 111 is very small and crudely constructed. it is little more than a curved back wall, a short 
front wall, and tumble downslope to a line of rocks too damaged by wash to preserve any structural coherence. 
Between Buildings 110 and 111 lies a fragment of a crude basin (pl. 6b). a possible retaining-wall fragment 
runs behind Building 111, below Building 125.

Building 112 (fig. 21a, pl. 7a): a small, two-room outbuilding next to a boulder. the outer “room” (a) seems to 
have been open to the north, but remains of a retaining wall and tumble may indicate that the space was once 
more completely enclosed.

Building 113 (fig. 21a, pl. 7b): three-room house. Building 113 probably had three rooms, but wadi wash has 
removed most of the east wall. the rear two rooms are built up against, and partly under, some large boulders.

Building 114 (fig. 21a, pl. 8a): one-room outbuilding. it might conceivably have been part of Building 115, but 
the ruins are so damaged by wash here that it is difficult to determine relationships. a mud brick was noted in 
the wash south of Building 114.

Building 115 (fig. 21a, pl. 8b): multiroom house(?). Building 115 consisted of one room sheltered by large 
boulders, but judging from wall fragments connected to it or nearby, it could have been larger originally. at 
least seven grinding- and crushing-stone fragments were scattered around Building 115 (pl. 9a). a coarse sherd, 
perhaps handmade, with one large and one small loop handle on the rim, was noted by the door of Building 115 
(Chapter	6, no. 185). looters completely destroyed Building 115 at some time between 1999 and 2004.

Building 116 (fig. 21a, pl. 9b): two-room house. it is a very crude two-room structure built upslope from Building 
118 and over and under two large boulders on the cliff slope. including the boulder, the middle wall still stands 
about 2 m high, and some of the walls have sherd chinking. immediately downslope, between Buildings 116, 
118, and 115, is a rock-cut trough that now contains a dimpled crushing stone.

Building 117 (fig. 21a, pl. 10a): one-room outbuilding. it is a crude but solidly constructed room on the cliff 
slope above Building 116. the doorway is well preserved but only 35 cm wide. Scattered around Building 117 
are at least two fragments of the upper stones of rotary querns, at least two lower, concave grinding stones, and 
at least seventeen dimpled crushing stones, some of which seem to have been placed as steps up to the door of 
Building 117. Below the “steps” lies a sliced, roughly wedge-shaped piece of black-green steatite.

Building 118 (fig. 21a, pl. 10b): five- or six-room house. all the better-preserved rooms have enough doorways 
or jambs to show that they interconnect. the exception may be the backmost room, tucked into the cliff slope. 
here, two bits of walls enclose a small space bounded for the most part by retaining walls and a boulder, but 
whether the space connected to the rest of the house is not clear. the westernmost room (e) has a dimpled crush-
ing stone; a slightly sinuous wall crossing its south wall may be a later renovation to split one room into two 
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smaller ones. the room behind (d), built up against some large boulders, may have had a bench. it is tentatively 
suggested that room b might have been a courtyard because it is hard to see how so large a space could have 
been roofed. Some pieces of walls south of Building 118 have been severely damaged by wadi wash, but they 
might once have enclosed a couple more rooms. the dense trash heap upslope behind Building 118 and around 
Quarry 2 yielded bits of shell and glass, two dipinti (rn 96/3–4; Chapter	7, fig. 50c–d), and fragments of roman 
amphorae, in addition to abundant sherds. also in the vicinity of Quarry 2 were one dimpled crushing stone and 
pieces of three upper grinding stones (“manos”); one of them measured 17 cm wide ≈ 9.5 cm thick ≈ 16 cm long 
(broken) (Chapter	7 and pl. 95b).

Building 119 (fig. 21a, pl. 10b): one-room outbuilding(?). only one corner survives of what must have been 
a fairly large room, roughly 3 ≈ 3 m. any former connection to other rooms or buildings has been lost in wadi 
wash. in fact, this whole open, sandy area may once have been built up as densely as the bay on the other side 
of the wadi “street.”

Building 120 (fig. 21a, pl. 11a): one-room outbuilding. if it was ever part of neighboring Building 121, the con-
nection has been lost in wall tumble. Sherd chinking was noted in some of the walls.

Building 121 (fig. 21a, pl. 11b): seven- or eight-room agglomerated building, severely damaged. the clear-
est section of Building 121 is a two-room house unit at the north end. a two-room unit on the southeast side of 
Building 121 is also fairly clear, but the rest of the building is so damaged by wash that the arrangement of the 
rooms can no longer be determined, at least from surface remains. the door or gap at the southwest corner is, 
however, offset, as is the oddly touching — not overlapping or abutting — wall segment to its north. the middle 
room contains a concave grinding stone; a dipinto was also found in Building 121 (rn 96/1; Chapter	7, fig. 50a). 
although Buildings 121 and 124 are very close to each other, the two seem always to have been separated by 
an alley, now choked with rubble. 

Building 122 (fig. 21a, pl. 12a): two-room house. the north wall is tumbled, probably due to a looters’ hole, 
and the southwest corner is partly a retaining wall built into the cliff, partly a granite boulder. one of the walls 
has sherd chinking. immediately upslope are at least seven granite blocks with quarry slots. Datum point 104 
lies outside the northeastern corner.

Quarry 2 is smaller than Quarry 1 close to outlier 2 (fig. 3), but it does have at least eight partly quarried 
granite blocks, seven around Building 122 and one built into Building 126 (pl. 12b). Quarry 2 therefore is older 
than the houses of the main settlement. Since the quarry slots in the blocks match the ones at the major first- and 
second-century a.d. granodiorite quarries at mons Claudianus, and there were some roman amphora pieces in 
the thick sherd dump around Quarry 2, it is tentatively dated to the roman period. however, there are no remains 
at Bir Umm Fawakhir that come close to resembling the major roman quarrying towns at mons Claudianus and 
mons porphyrites. also, the route from Fawakhir back to the nile has no animal shelters to accomodate the 
large number of draft animals needed to haul blocks of stone to the nile Valley. thus the quarries do seem to 
represent roman activity at Bir Umm Fawakhir, but, in contrast to the mass of fifth- to sixth-century material, 
they seem to have been fairly minor, possibly only exploratory. 

Building 123 (fig. 21a, pl. 13a): one-room outbuilding. Building 123 is only a tumbled wall enclosing a small 
space next to some large boulders on the cliff slope. the wall has some sherd chinking. there is a thick sherd 
dump downslope, down to Quarry 2.

Building 124 (fig. 21a, pl. 13b): twelve-room agglomerated building. Despite being mostly filled with sandy 
wadi wash, this large structure is fairly clearly articulated. the southern two rooms (a and b) form a house unit. 
although quite close to Building 121 at this point, Building 124 seems to have been separated by a narrow gap. 
the middle unit of Building 124 is a three- or four-room house (rooms c–f). the central room (c) had a bench, 
now looted; entrance room (e) has a looters’ hole and a large dimpled crushing stone of porphyritic granite. 
wall fall between this room and room f on the east may mask a doorway; there is no other obvious entrance to 
this room, which has a small mastaba but no other features. the northernmost unit of Building 124 comprises 
three rooms (j, k, and l), two of which have been looted. the innermost room (k) has the remnants of a possible 
bench. the remaining two rooms (h and i) in the middle of the building were probably another house unit, but 
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the loss of one of the walls between rooms h and j makes this less than certain. the inner room (i) has a bench 
and a concave grinding stone of granite; the outer room (h) is very irregular, as is the single room (g) to its 
south. pieces of three rotary grinding stones were noted in Building 124 as well, and to the north and south there 
are two large trash heaps.

Building 125 (fig. 21a, pl. 14a): one-room outbuilding. Building 125 is little more than a remnant of a wall en-
closing an angle in the cliffs above and behind Building 111.

Building 126 (fig. 21a, pl. 14b): nine-room agglomerated building. it appears to consist of three houses, but 
enough interior partitions are damaged to make the sections somewhat uncertain. the smallest house unit is 
rooms a and b at the southeast end. the exterior door is well preserved, and the front room (a) has a bench. 
the second house unit consists of the two (or three) rooms in the southwest part of Building 126 (rooms c–d). 
outside the exterior doorway of room c are the possible remains of a small bench, almost completely destroyed 
by a looters’ hole. the large, l-shaped front room c has a step up on the west side, onto a rock shelf that might 
have served as a sort of bench. the large back room d might have once been two rooms, as suggested by a wall 
stub and a large amount of wall tumble across the middle. the third house unit is the most problematic. it opens 
from the northwest corner into an irregular central room, perhaps a courtyard (e). the door from room e to the 
western room is clear, as is the one to the east room, but the connection, if any, to the south room (h) is obscured 
by wall fall; the south room could even have been part of the southwest house unit at one point. Finally, an 
exterior room (i) has been “hooked on” to the west corner of Building 126. there is a sherd scatter here, and a 
patch of dark brown organic debris. Buildings 126 and 127 are connected by two low walls and a rim of stones, 
but they are so low that the buildings are structurally independent. perhaps the most important feature of Build-
ing 126 is its south wall, which is built over one of the slotted granite blocks of Quarry 2 (pl. 12b). this is one 
of the primary reasons for considering Quarry 2 earlier than the main settlement.

Building 127 (fig. 21a, pl. 14b): two- or three-room house. the two big rooms do not interconnect; one (a) opens 
west, and the other (b), south, both more or less onto the back of Building 126. room b has a tiny (2 sq. m) 
closetlike space (c) added to its southwest wall. Building 127 has three benches, one external (looted) and two 
internal, and perhaps a fourth one buried in wall fall in the south room. the rooms are large enough to have 
served as modest one-room dwellings, and they do have one potentially domestic feature, benches, so they might 
be small houses.

Building 128 (fig. 21a, pl. 15a): six-room agglomerated building. it seems to consist of two three-room house 
units. the only noteworthy feature of the south unit (a–c) is a bench in its western room (b). none of the three 
rooms on the north end (d–f) opens on the others, but since all three exterior doors are side by side, the rooms 
could have functioned reasonably well as a house. the north room (f) has a mastaba with a looters’ hole next 
to it, and the south room (d) has a mastaba and a concave grinding stone. one of the largest trash heaps on site 
lies to the north.

Building 129 (fig. 21a, pl. 15b): three- or four-room house. if the walls between Buildings 129 and 130 were not 
so severely damaged, they might have been considered one structure. the south part of Building 129 consists 
of two rooms (a–b) backed up against the cliff; the inner room (b) has a small looters’ hole. a rim of stones 
too low to be called a wall curves out from the east wall. two more rooms (c–d) adjoin on the north, and here 
again, the inner room (d) is built into the cliff slope and, in this case, partly around a boulder. Upslope behind 
Building 129 are two sherd dumps.

Building 130 (fig. 21a, pl. 15b; see also Buildings 192 and 193 below): four-room house. the two center rooms 
interconnect. the north room (c) probably opened to the exterior, but wall fall may obscure a connection to the 
middle two rooms (a–b) as well. the fourth room (d), on the south, is clearly constructed as part of Building 
130, but judging from the position of the exterior doorways, it looks as if it functioned with Building 129 instead. 
however, the poor state of the walls that might have connected the two buildings makes this uncertain. 

Building 131 (figs. 21a and 22a, pl. 16a): one-room outbuilding. this is a small, horseshoe-shaped structure 
upslope from Buildings 129 and 130. there is a looters’ hole in the sherd dump between it and Building 129.
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Building 132 (figs. 21a and 22a, pl. 16b): one-room outbuilding. Building 132 consists of a short wall on the 
north, a retaining wall in the cliff slope, and a large boulder on the south. another bit of wall south of the boulder 
encloses an even smaller space.

at this point the survey crossed to the eastern side of the wadi; see the detail maps (figs. 20b and 21b) and 
overviews (pls. 3a, 17a).

Building 133 (fig. 20b, pl. 17b): three-room house. this is the first structure in the east bay mapped during 1996, 
and it links, via a couple of low walls around a spur of the cliff, to Building 101, plotted in 1993. the main room 
(a) of Building 133 has a probable bench in the southeast corner, a concave, lower grinding stone, and the bot-
tom of a rotary quern (pl. 18a). this and the adjoining room (b) both have niches. the one in room a is about 
85 cm up from the present surface, 25 cm wide ≈ 50 cm high, but the bottom stone has fallen or been pulled out. 
the niche in the inner room b is better preserved (pl. 18a). it is 50 cm high ≈ 55 cm wide, 35 cm up from the 
ground. a third room (c) has been “hooked on” to the west wall; it opens south rather than north. the east wall 
of Building 133 runs up against not one but two retaining walls, at different levels. the lower, western one now 
offers the best path to Building 135 on a higher level and may once have been a ramp or stairs.

Building 134 (fig. 21b, pls. 18b, 19a–b): five-room agglomerated building. it comprises two house units; the 
southern one consists of two rooms (a–b), one of which (a) probably opened to the south. the wall between the 
two rooms is broken. room a has an exceptionally well-preserved bench (pl. 19a). the rest of Building 134 is 
a three-room house unit (rooms c–e) whose precise connections are now obscured by wall fall. the external 
door into the middle room c is clear, however. this room has a probable mastaba inside and a smaller one near 
the outside door. the north room (e) has an odd interior partition, which may not have risen to roof height. the 
right side of plate 19b shows a good example of the double-faced, rubble-filled, dry-masonry wall construction 
typical of Bir Umm Fawakhir. outside Building 134, to the east, is the lower part of a rotary quern and a dimpled 
crushing stone, and to the west, a small dump with a looters’ hole in it.

Building 135 (fig. 20b, pl. 20a): two-room house. it is built against the cliff face; part of the south wall of the 
inner room (b) is actually a retaining wall. the west room (a) has a bench and a large looters’ hole. the building 
may have been approached by a ramp or steps up one of the retaining walls east of Building 133.

Building 136 (fig. 20b, pl. 20b): one-room outbuilding. it consists of a circular wall built into the cliffside, up-
slope from building 135.

Building 137 (figs. 20b and 21b, pl. 21a): one-room outbuilding. it is only a circular wall whose western portion 
has fallen downslope to the west. the tumble includes a concave grinding stone and a small handstone (“mano”). 
there are looters’ holes inside as well as in the sherd dump to the west. 

Building 138 (fig. 21b, pl. 18b): three-room house. the larger north room (a) appears to have been partitioned 
into two by an l-shaped wall. 

Building 139 (fig. 21b, pl. 18b): two- or three-room house. the east room (b), which contains a looted bench, 
seems to have been built first; the west room (a) abuts. two small walls were later “hooked on,” but the outer 
doorway is so wide (1.5 m) that it probably could not have been closed.

Building 140 (fig. 21b, pls. 13b, 21b, 25b): thirteen-room agglomerated building severely damaged by wadi 
wash. although now filled with sand, enough of the walls and especially the corners survive to permit a tentative 
reconstruction of the building history. Building 140 seems to consist of a core of one three-room house (e–g) and 
three two-room units (a–b, c–d, i–j), plus a series of single rooms attached in an even more rambling fashion 
than usual. the southernmost house, rooms a and b, has one reasonably well-preserved exterior doorjamb on 
the eastern wall. the back wall of the inner room (b) is curiously overlapped, as if the room’s south wall and 
half its west wall had been rebuilt, maladroitly. the room adjoining on the north (c) looks as if it was attached 
later. its walls abut house unit a–b, or even overlap and run double for roughly a meter. this attached room in 
turn has its own “hooked-on” room (d); their entrances are side by side, so they could have functioned together 
easily. northeast of unit c–d is a three-room house (rooms e–g) opening onto to a sandy wadi “street.” although 
damaged by sand and water washing down, it does preserve a plan of two front rooms plus one in the back. Judg-
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ing from the odd way the walls abut, this unit appears to have been a later fill-in construction. the large, single 
room (h) to the northwest may have been a free-standing building at one point. the rambling two-room house 
(i–j) in the middle of Building 140 opens to the south. room j has two good doorjambs in the south corner and a 
possible door in the north wall. house i–j seems to be a fill-in unit between the houses discussed and the three 
or four single rooms (k, l, and m) to the west. in particular, the very irregular east wall of room i is the result of 
the clumsy joins of rooms b, c, and g. the two westernmost rooms of Building 140 (l and m) appear to have been 
built together even though the two rooms do not interconnect. room m has remnants of a possible bench outside 
its west wall and two looters’ holes nearby. the single room to the east (k) came later, as did the “hooked-on” 
wall to the south. room k is quite sanded in, but it does have one good jamb stone to indicate a door opening 
northeast. Finally, a wall connecting the east and west segments of Building 140 and enclosing a space between 
i, j, and k was built. it may or may not have been roofed; the walls are almost all washed out. the tooled base 
of a glass goblet or bowl was retrieved from Building 140 (Chapter	7, fig. 48e).

a minimal building sequence can be reconstructed, with the proviso that it might have been even more 
complicated. 

 1. rooms m and l, house unit a–b, and room h were built separately.
 2. room k, the “hooked-on” wall at room l, the rebuilding of the southwest walls of room b, and the addition 

of room c could have come next.
 3. rooms d and g added.
 4. rooms e and f added in front of g, and i and j built behind it.
 5. Construction of the wall linking rooms i and k. 

Building 141 (fig. 21b, pls. 13b, 18b): five-room agglomerated building. the eastern two rooms (a and b) each 
have external entrances, but they also interconnect and thus look like a house unit. room b has a niche. a stub 
of wall projecting into the space between Buildings 141 and 140 seems to separate the east and west ends of 
Building 141, but the division may be more apparent than real. Both western rooms (c and d) have benches, and 
room d at the far end of the row has a very small room (e) projecting south. it is separated from room d by a 
wall that was built (or rebuilt) in segments. 

Building 142 (fig. 21b, pls. 13b, 18b, 22b): three-room house. the south room (b) has a bench, and the west 
room (c), a blocked doorway and tumble that might indicate a mastaba.

Building 143 (fig. 21b, pls. 13b, 22a): two-room house. this is an unusually solidly built house at the edge of 
the wadi “street.” its walls are about 60–70 cm thick, though the interior partition wall is thinner than usual. a 
mastaba in room a is backed up against it. the ground level drops noticeably from east to west here, which may 
explain why the building seems to have been constructed on a leveling platform. (if it were a question of an 
exceptionally thick sand fill, one would expect a similar platform effect at other buildings nearby.) in any case, 
Building 143 has suffered less from wadi wash than its neighbors. a rare baked brick (15.5 cm wide ≈ 15.0 cm 
long but broken ≈	7.0 cm thick) was noted in the “street” to the west.

Building 144 (fig. 21b, pl. 22b): eleven-room agglomerated building. Building 144 consists of four house units 
sprawling around the base of the cliff. the northern house (a–b) has two very sanded-up rooms; the door was 
probably in the now-missing north corner. the front room (a) has a remnant of a niche now at surface level; 
the bottom is buried in the sand. the northwest wall has sherd chinking. the back room (b) ends in tumble at 
the base of the cliff. the second two-room unit (c–d) probably opened north, but this wall is almost completely 
washed away. the rear of the back room (d) is a retaining wall and a boulder. the third house unit (e–i) may 
have had as many as five rooms. the central room (f) has one good doorway facing east and a remnant of a niche 
now at ankle level; the top is missing, and the bottom is buried in the sand. a bit of wall running west from this 
central room indicates that the space to the west (e) was at least partly enclosed, and the area to the south (g) 
certainly was. room h, on the east, is also backed against the cliff. room i has one good doorjamb indicating 
an entrance from the little passageway between it and the central room f, but the back of room i peters out at a 
retaining wall and a sandy slope. the last two rooms in Building 144 constitute another house unit (j–k). room 
j has a very wide opening and an unusual blocked niche now filled with stones. the easternmost room (k) has 
two niches, one of which is intact. the north wall has sherd chinking.
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Building 145 (fig. 21b, pl. 23a): two-room house. it lies at the far east end of the east bay, on the slopes and up 
against the boulders and cliff face. the west wall is a full meter thick. the door to the back room (b) has been 
blocked, and the front room (a) is now much encumbered by wall fall. 

Building 146 (fig. 21b, pl. 23b): two-room outbuilding. it consists of two closet-sized rooms built against the cliff 
face, up a steep slope from Building 145. the south room has a small looter’s hole.

Building 147 (fig. 21b, pl. 24a): damaged two-room house. the east room (a) is on a higher level, and despite 
damaged walls, its plan is fairly clear. the same cannot be said of the west room (b). its north wall is so broken 
it cannot be determined which of two gaps was the door or what the stub of wall running parallel to the east room 
may represent. it is even possible that the entrance to Building 147 was at the tumbled southwest corner.

Building 148 (fig. 21b, pl. 24b): one-room outbuilding(?). it now consists of one room at the end of the east 
bay. the pocket between it and the cliff is enclosed by a retaining wall, boulders, and a filled-in wall or blocked 
doorway. if the pocket was ever accessible from the main room, that door has been blocked as well. Southwest 
and downslope from the door into Building 148 lies another U-shaped wall that runs double thick against the 
other wall so far as it can now be traced. the lower U-shaped wall is so tumbled it is not certain whether it ever 
enclosed another room.

Building 149 (fig. 21b, pl. 25a): four- or five-room house. Structures at this end of the bay are built on such a 
steep slope that they tend to be very irregular, but Building 149 is almost incoherent. it seems to have three or 
four rooms at a lower level, a walled-in space at an upper level, and some other, indeterminate walls. the best-
preserved room is an l-shaped one (a) backed up against a retaining wall on the east. in front of that room is 
another (c) that has doors on the north and south. the remaining very irregular space (d) is big enough for two 
rooms, though no partition walls can now be detected at the surface. Since the walls on the outside of Building 
149 are only a few courses high, no niches or other features survive. the two walls running out from the north 
wall of Building 149 look as if they shelter the north external door; there is no evidence of another wall to enclose 
another room. to the southwest, some more bits of walls form a lazy-Z no longer connected to anything. the 
upper level (b) of Building 149 consists of two walls running from the retaining wall to the cliff. a curious J-
shaped wall running from the cliff, along a boulder, and toward the middle of room b encloses a closetlike space.

Building 149a (fig. 21b): one-room outbuilding. Unfortunately, it was discovered while shooting some topo-
graphic points the very last day of the 1996 season. it should have been numbered “B154,” but that number was 
assigned to the very first building plotted during the 1997 season. Building 149a is only two short walls enclosing 
a small horseshoe-shaped space between some boulders upslope from Buildings 148 and 149. 

Building 150 (fig. 21b, pl. 25b): severely damaged four- or five-room agglomerated building. a two-room unit 
(a–b) at the east end of Building 150 can be picked out, including an unusual C-shaped room (a), but whether 
the wall fragments to the southwest made a third room cannot now be determined. another two-room unit (c–d) 
on the west end of Building 150 is fairly clear, barring the isolated wall stub running south. the westernmost 
room (d) even preserves a niche in one wall; the top slab has collapsed to the right. Behind Building 150 there 
is a good example of the lower part of a rotary quern, measuring 34 cm across.

Building 151 (fig. 21b, pl. 26a): severely damaged four- or five-room house. the best-preserved room (a) has 
two doors, one blocked door, and a niche (back and left side only, bottom buried in sand). to the east, stubs of 
wall suggest two more rooms (b and c), and east of them, a wall with a collapsed niche suggests yet another 
room (d). Finally, south of the main room a, two walls and a good doorjamb indicate a fifth room.

Building 152 (fig. 21a): one-room outbuilding. it was discovered at the end of the 1996 season while shooting 
topographic points around the west bay. Building 152 is merely a curved wall helping enclose a small space 
between two boulders, upslope from Building 117.

Building 153 (fig. 21b, pl. 26b): two-room house. Both rooms back up to a retaining wall in the cliff face, and 
there are some more pieces of walls upslope. room b has two niches. the dump behind Building 153 had some 
bone as well as the usual mass of sherds.
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DeSCription oF BUilDingS 154 –237 (1997) 

Building 154 (fig. 21b, pls. 27a–b): three-room house. the east room (c) is very solidly constructed; its east wall 
is a retaining wall built into the cliff slope. two smaller, low internal walls partition off one corner, and there is 
a blocked doorway in the north wall, just where the partition wall meets it, and a niche in the opposite wall. the 
middle, trapezoidal room (b) has been sufficiently damaged by wadi wash that it can no longer be determined 
whether the door(s) were in the north or south walls. the west room (a), however, has two external doorways. 
a sherd dump is scattered upslope behind the retaining wall on the east.

Building 155 (fig. 21b, pl. 27b): one-room outbuilding. Due to severe erosion damage, it is hard to distinguish 
Building 155 from Building 154, but the former does have a south corner, a retaining wall on the east, and a 
fairly clear north wall with a probable doorway. there is also a rectangular, stone-rimmed feature upslope from 
Building 155.

Building 156 (fig. 21b, pls. 13b, 28a, 35a): ten-room agglomerated building below the hillock. it may have had 
more rooms, but it is now so sanded up that this cannot be demonstrated. the northernmost room (a) may or may 
not have interconnected with other rooms, but room b opened onto rooms c and d at least. the space between 
rooms b, d, and e might have been an enclosed, roofed room, but it now has no northeast wall. room d has a 
collapsed niche, a door onto the wadi “street,” a stone-rimmed feature just outside the door, and perhaps a door 
into room g. room e opens onto f, which has an exterior door. rooms h and g interconnect and so seem to form 
one house unit. room g has some flat slabs in the north and west walls that were probably once niches, and a 
“hooked-on” wall may have enclosed a small room originally. rooms i and j, built against the granite of the 
hillock, form another house unit. the partly enclosed space outside room i may well have been another room, 
but it no longer has a south wall. two walls continue up the side of the hillock, and a retaining wall at wadi 
level curves around to Building 164. there is a sherd dump outside room j and a dimpled crushing stone among 
the sherd debris between Buildings 156 and 164.

Building 157 (fig. 21b, pls. 28a–b, 29a): two- or three-room house. the two main rooms each had an exterior 
doorway, but they also interconnected. a short wall running from the cliff behind room a enclosed a space that 
may or may not have been roofed. tumble at the north corner might hide an external bench, and there are a 
few traces of walls beyond that. a retaining wall connects to Building 159 on the north. there is a sherd dump 
upslope from Building 157, or, in other words, downslope from Building 177 on the hillock. in this dump was 
found a dipinto (rn 97/2; Chapter	7, fig. 51c).

Building 158 (fig. 21b, pls. 15a, 29a, 29b, 31a, 35a): five-room agglomerated building near the hillock. it has 
suffered from wadi wash, particularly on the west side, where there is a lot of wall tumble. the large central 
space (a) could perhaps have been a courtyard. it leads to the two rooms on the west (b–c). the larger, north 
room (b) might have had a mastaba in one corner. neither of the two east rooms (d–e) opened onto the central 
room or courtyard. room d exited onto a small open space, now looted, bounded by the hillock and Buildings 
157, 158, and 159. as for the north room (e), its entrance could have been in any of three walls, all of which 
have been damaged by wadi wash or obscured by wall fall.

Building 159 (fig. 21b, pls. 29a, 30a, 30b): one-room outbuilding. the back (east) wall has been built partly 
over boulders at the foot of the hillock. the north wall is somewhat damaged, but the door seems to have been 
there; the south wall has a blocked door. Building 159 is large enough to have functioned as a small house. it 
was completely destroyed some time between 1999 and 2004 by a very deep looters’ hole.

Building 160 (fig. 21b, pl. 31a): four-room house. all the rooms appear to interconnect, though some of the 
walls are very damaged by wadi wash. the north room (a) had a fragment of a burnt brick. the most puzzling 
feature is the door at the south corner of room b. a small bit of wall clearly starts to turn south there, and on the 
other side of the jamb, a low, irregular, but fairly wide row of stones bends around to approach the east corner 
of Building 161. a curved piece of wall north of Building 160 encloses a triangular space, but the slope to the 
east is shallow enough that this may never have been a roofed room. likewise, the space between Building 160 
and the hillock has been partly partitioned by walls, but most likely was open. the space has a thick deposit 
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of sherds and rocks washed down from the hillock, but a considerable amount of animal bone and a glass rim 
fragment were found here as well.

Building 161 (fig. 21b, pls. 15a, 31a, 31b, 35a): seven-room agglomerated building. it has suffered from wall 
fall to an extent, but it appears to have been three two-room house units plus one single room. the northwestern 
unit (a–b) has an exterior door on the north, but the probable location of the door from the exterior room (a) to 
the interior room (b) is now choked by tumble. the southwest unit (c–d) had a door on the south opening onto 
a very irregular front room (c). it has a square, stone-rimmed feature against its west wall and a door into the 
inner room (d). the eastern unit (e–f) opened east, and the front room (e) probably connected to the one on its 
south (f). the collapsed part of the west wall of room f probably had a niche rather than a door. room g opens 
north, and it most likely did not interconnect with other parts of the building, but its south wall is so tumbled that 
this is not certain.

eight pieces of brick were noted in the area of Buildings 160 and 162. Brick of any sort is very rare at Bir 
Umm Fawakhir.

Building 162 (fig. 22b, pls. 30b, 31a, 32a, 32b, 46a): sixteen agglomerated rooms. there is too much damage 
from wadi wash and sand fill to attempt a reconstruction of the building sequence. the two rooms at the southeast 
corner of the building form one house unit (a–b). a piece of a brick and a piece of a quartz pounding stone were 
found in room a. rooms d and e form another unit. room d contains the remains of a possible bench, and room 
e, a looters’ hole. room c may have been part of the d–e unit, but the wall collapsed just where a doorway might 
have existed. rooms f, g, h, and i seem to have functioned together. room f may have had two normal-width 
(ca. 50 cm) doors, but since the whole north half of the east wall is lacking, room f has something of the appear-
ance of a courtyard. rooms g and h open off it on the west, and room i is attached to the north end. Just outside 
the door to room i lies a striated concave grinding stone (24 ≈ 44 cm) with a pecked depression in the middle 
showing that it was reused for pounding. room j might have connected to room e, but it seems much more likely 
to have formed a part of a three-room unit with rooms k and l. room k now contains a dimpled crushing stone. 
rooms m and n seem to have been semi-independent, one-room elements. rooms o and p at the northwest form 
another two-room house unit; the wall stub in room o might have pertained to a small bench or seat.

Building 163 (fig. 22b, pls. 30b, 46a): six-room agglomerated building. although parts are obscured by wall fall 
and some rooms are full of sand, the layout of this building on the wadi “street” is fairly well preserved. the 
northern and southeastern rooms form two two-room houses (a–b and c–d); it is the middle two rooms (e and f) 
that are odd. the very large central room (e) may have had a mastaba in one corner and a partition wall clos-
ing off another corner. the next room (f) must have been reached through it, but what looks like a rock-choked 
passage leading to the “street” suggests an entrance passage as well. 

Building 164 (fig. 21b, pls. 26b, 33a, 33b, 34a): seven-room agglomerated structure. Building 164 wraps around 
the base of the hillock on the southeastern side. the side-by-side rooms suggest a magazine more than the usual 
house units. the westernmost two rooms (a–b) are fairly clear, if damaged by wadi wash; each has at least one 
definite door and might have had more. the front (south) wall of the next room east (c) is almost totally washed 
away, and the existing gap on the east is too wide (ca. 2.5 m.) ever to have been a normal door. the back of 
this enclosed space, however, was partitioned off into something more nearly resembling a room (d). the next 
room to the east (e) also has a very broad opening (ca. 1.6 m). the next room in line (f) may owe its irregularity 
to one or more reconstructions of its north wall. the next enclosed space in the row, room g, is lopsided, badly 
preserved, and large enough to have functioned as a courtyard. one of the doors seems wider than usual (ca. 1.3 
m), but two of the walls are so damaged that it cannot be determined whether there were other doors there as 
well. a small closet-sized space was walled off in one corner, up against a boulder and the side of the hillock. 
wall remnants to the southeast may indicate a former room there, but the rim of stones north of the “courtyard” 
seems too low to mark a room. all of the rear rooms in Building 164 back up against retaining walls or boulders 
at the foot of the hillock. the thick sherd dumps behind and upslope could pertain to Building 176 up on the 
hillock as easily as to Building 164.
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Buildings 165, 166, 167, and 168 were out of sight, around a spur of a cliff, from the 1996 datum point 104, 
so they had to be shot from a new station in 1997. their immediate neighbors are Buildings 144 and 145 at the 
far end of the deep bay south of the hillock.

Building 165 (fig. 20b): two-room house. it lies at the far end of a deep bay (cross-fault), but unlike Buildings 
167 and 168 nearby, Building 165 was in the way of runoff from the cliff. the front walls are so tumbled that it 
is hard to follow their outline. the rear (south) walls back up against the cliff face, and the southeast room (b) 
utilizes a boulder as a bench. the northwest room (a) has a small looters’ hole.

Building 166 (fig. 20b): one-room outbuilding. it lies upslope from Buildings 165 and 167 and consists of a cleft 
in bedrock on two sides, a boulder and large stones on a third, and a short wall on the west.

Building 167 (fig. 20b, pl. 22b): three- or four-room house. its position at the far end of a deep bay seems to 
have protected Building 167 from most erosion, and it was solidly built up against the cliff face in the first place. 
the two western rooms are on a lower level and are approached by a ramp up from the sandy wadi floor. the 
northwest room (a) has a curious, small gap at the north corner, an intact niche in the north wall, and pieces 
of the lower part of a rotary quern. the east wall is the thick revetment that supports the upper level. the next 
room south (b) has a south-facing door protected by a sort of entrance passage. the room itself has a small 
closetlike space next to the revetment on the east. a niche remnant in the revetment and the way the south wall 
is built in two segments suggest a reworking of the room. the upper level (c) of Building 167 is reached by a 
ramp — perhaps steps originally — that serves both Buildings 167 and 168. the north half of the upper terrace 
might have been open. a rim of stones in the northeast corner seems to partition off a closet-sized space; the row 
of stones on the cliff immediately above now looks too insubstantial to support much if any roofing, but it may 
have simply tumbled down. the south end of the upper terrace, however, has better evidence for roof support. 
if the large stone opposite the one well-preserved jamb is in fact the second jamb, then there was a door here, 
and the space makes sense as a roofed room. Further supporting this interpretation, the wall built atop the cliff 
on the east is rather substantial. within this room or space, another small space has definitely been walled off. 
its east side is the granite cliff, and a deep hole in it may well have been utilized as a natural storage niche. it 
measures 45 cm wide ≈ 40 cm high, and a good 140 cm deep.

Building 168 (fig. 20b, pl. 22b): two-room house. like Building 167, Building 168 is solidly constructed on two 
levels and well preserved due to its location at the far end of a bay. the north room (a) has a mastaba in the 
southwest corner, and in the southeast corner, a ramp (or steps originally?) leading up to the south room (b). 
room b has a blocked doorway to the ramp between Buildings 167 and 168. this ramp is, however, the only way 
to reach the upper terrace of Building 168. the granite cliff rises on the east, and the north end is blocked by a 
row of very large stones. outside, to the north, a basalt concave grinding stone and a dimpled crushing stone lie 
on the steep slope.

at this point the project started to map Buildings 169 through 184 on the hillock and packed into the gully 
behind it. the hillock (fig. 21b, pl. 35a) is separated from the eastern cliffs by a gully that opens to the southeast, 
roughly parallel to the axis of the main wadi “street.” the buildings on either side of the gully are thus somewhat 
secluded from the rest of the main settlement. Buildings 170 through 175, and 184, are built into the steep slopes 
on the east, and the less elaborate Buildings 178, 180, and 182 line the west side of the gully. the steepness of 
the cliff required some of the houses to be built on a split level or staggered upslope.

Building 169 (fig. 21b, pls. 34b, 35a, 35b): five-room house. its walls are preserved only to a height of 30 or 
40 cm, but for the most part, the layout is still visible. the southernmost room (a) is the most damaged. it is 
no longer possible to say whether the 2.6 m gap in the west wall was originally a wall that enclosed the room, 
much less whether it had a door. the damaged east wall could have had a door as well. the next room north 
(b), however, has two good doors, a dimpled granite crushing stone, and a remnant of a niche in the northeast 
wall. the next room west (c) also has a damaged niche. although now mostly filled with tumble, the door to the 
next room north (d) is definable. the little stubs of walls at its outside door and the rim of stones that complete 
the square are add-ons, but what they represent — a hearth, jar stand, or some other feature — is not clear. the 
final, northernmost room (e) does not interconnect but opens to the east. its back wall is partly a retaining wall 
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against the hillock. perhaps the most noteworthy feature of Building 169 is the number of crushing and grinding 
stones around it. as surface finds, they could have been moved here recently, but they are nonetheless interest-
ing examples. outside the west wall of the northern room lay a dimple stone that had been turned and used on 
two faces (Chapter	7; pl. 94b). east of the building lay a cluster of three basalt dimpled crushing stones, a basalt 
concave grinding stone, and one of the best examples of the lower part of a rotary quern. in addition, chunks of 
porphyritic granite and black basalt, perhaps fragments of other crushing stones, lay scattered about Building 169.

Building 170 (fig. 21b, pls. 35, 36a): three-room house. it was built on two levels and has the best-preserved 
stairs on site. where the path to the gully between the hillock and the eastern cliff passes between Buildings 169 
and 170, there is a high, well-preserved revetment supporting a terrace and a ramp up to Building 170. presum-
ably the two lower rooms (a–b) of Building 170 opened onto the terrace, but the door to one room (b) has been 
deliberately blocked, and the other room (a) has no convincing entrance, only a south wall made of a single 
thickness of very large stones. the walls of room b stand 145 cm high or more, and those of room a, 130 cm, at 
least in part. a branch of the ramp runs east, zigzags up some steps, and comes out onto a higher terrace with a 
dimpled granite crushing stone and an entrance to another room (c). its east wall is built into the cliff, and the 
entrance is further protected by a large boulder in the side of the cliff. the south wall survives as much as 130 
cm high, and the north wall, as much as 180 high.

Building 171 (fig. 21b, pl. 36b): one-room outbuilding. this consists of an l-shaped bit of wall that encloses 
a crevice in the granite upslope from Building 170. the steps to the upper room (c) of Building 170 continue 
far enough upward to provide access to Building 171, and there is a sherd dump and considerable wash debris 
between Buildings 171 and 173. Building 171 looks like nothing so much as a latrine.

Buildings 172, 173, and 174 practically abut, but they were constructed on different levels on the cliff slope, 
so there is considerable vertical separation.

Building 172 (fig. 21b, pls. 35a, 37): four-room house. the lower three rooms were probably entered through 
a door in the south wall of the building. this first room (a) opens onto an odd y-shaped room (b). its north and 
east walls are built atop boulders. a line of stones, including two dimpled crushing stones, may indicate a parti-
tion of the room. off in the west corner, a small room (c) has been walled off. the fourth room (d) lies east and 
upslope from the lower rooms; they share a thick wall but do not interconnect. the north and east walls of this 
upper room are retaining walls against the cliff, and a gap in the granite (67 cm wide ≈ 127 cm deep) seems to 
have been utilized as a ready-made storage niche. although this room no longer has a visible door, it must have 
been approached by the path running around the east side of Building 172 and up to Building 173. Five dimpled 
crushing stones of gabbro, basalt, and granite are scattered around the southeast side of the room. the y-shaped 
room b was severely looted between 1999 and 2004, so its plan is now even harder to follow. 

Building 173 (fig. 21b, pls. 35a, 37a): one-room outbuilding. this roughly pentagonal building lies upslope from 
Building 172, right against a shoulder of the cliff. the field notes record “fab view,” but also the probable lack 
of windows to enjoy it. the door of Building 173 gives on to a path that curves around Building 172 and down 
to the gully bottom. there is a sherd dump between Building 173 and 171 and a black dimpled crushing stone 
outside the door of Building 173.

Building 174 (fig. 21b, pls. 35a, 37b): six- or seven-room agglomerated building. this rambling structure is 
built into the steep eastern side of the gully, and it seems to comprise three house units (a, b; c; and d, e, f). the 
northernmost room (a) opened onto the gully path. the entrance was sheltered by an angled wall around a step 
up to the door. the northeast wall of the room was built into the cliff, and there was a large mastaba in the north 
corner. right next to the boulders, there might have been a door to the next room south (b), but there is a lot of 
rockfall here. room b does seem to have had an exterior door, and it just might have had one leading to the third 
room south (c), though this seems less likely. Upslope, among the boulders, there is an ash pit, a rectangular 
feature with ash, though this is an unlikely location for a hearth, and a grinding stone and a lot of sherds. room 
c was probably entered from the gully path; unfortunately the condition of the walls makes this uncertain. if it 
was entered from the exterior only, then this large space would have constituted a separate unit. it does have 
the remains of a large but looted mastaba in one corner. the third house unit (d, e, f) is clearly reached by a 
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little walkway off the gully path. the walkway runs south of Building 174 and up to the door to an irregular and 
very tumbled room (d). within it, one corner has been walled off to make a small room. the very thick (up to 
1.2 m) west wall of this small room has a damaged niche, the north retaining wall is built into the cliff, and the 
east wall is a massive structure running below Building 173 and then curving north and upslope from Building 
174. at the other end of room d, a line of stones marks a feature that might be the remnant of a bench, though 
it is in an awkward spot given the entrance right behind it into the next room (e). its door is also awkward, be-
ing only 30 cm wide, and the room itself is bounded on the north and east by the curving line of the cliff. there 
is a sherd dump upslope outside. Just outside the external door of room d, there is a small space that looks like 
a doorman’s post. it has been looted. Downslope, where the walkway leaves the gully path, it passes another 
room (f). it does not interconnect with the rest of the building, and its front wall consists of a single thickness 
of very large stones.

Building 175 (fig. 22b, pls. 38a, 38b): five-room agglomerated building. the two solidly constructed rooms (a–b) 
on the upper level make up the core of the house. it is approached by a fairly steep path up the gully behind the 
hillock, past a couple of low, crude walls that may delimit an open courtyard, and up what look like rough steps. 
the entrance room (a) has a possible mastaba in one corner. the east wall is partly a retaining wall, partly some 
large boulders. a hollow in one forms a natural niche. the back room (b) has no fewer than two benches (one 
looted) and five niches. there seems to be a little mud plaster under niche 4 in the north wall; if so, it is virtually 
the only plastering visible on site. South of the core rooms, a tumbled slope (perhaps once rough steps) rises to 
a room (c) bounded by thick walls, a boulder, and a retaining wall. it is now mostly buried in rock fall. west of 
the house core and a level lower down lie two interconnected rooms (d–e). room d is partly filled with tumble 
from the overhanging east walls, and room e is partly washed out.

Buildings 176, 177, 179, and 181 sit on top of the hillock. in addition to their rather special location, their 
dumps yielded a large number of dipinti, stamped plates, and other decorated sherds. 

Building 176 (fig. 21b, pls. 35a, 39a, 39b, 40a): four-room agglomerated building on the hillock. this solidly 
built structure is one of two on the hillock, and it has a very striking position at the south end thereof, the prow, 
as it were. the northwestern two rooms (a–b) are built against a granite outcrop, which shelters the door in the 
north wall. an exterior door in the west wall was deliberately blocked. the closet-sized space in an angle of 
bedrock has no apparent door or explanation, but there is a slab (68 ≈ 29 cm, 12 cm max. thickness) with quarry 
marks in this space, as well as one dimpled crushing stone. Judging from the way the south wall abuts, the two 
southeast rooms (c–d) were added on, though not necessarily much later. a door that could have connected the 
two house units was deliberately blocked. the southeast unit is entered from the north, and the first, l-shaped 
room (c) apparently utilized a knob of bedrock as a bench. the south corner was walled off as a separate room 
(d), and the mass of tumble in the gap on its west just might mask the wall of another, small room. Unfortunately, 
wall fall from the thick walls of Building 176 is so heavy that no further details are visible. a sherd sample was 
collected from the interior of Building 176 in an attempt to get at least one sample from a house rather than a 
sherd dump (Chapter	6). 

Building 177 (fig. 21b, pls. 35a, 40b): four-room house. Building 177 is the other house on top of the hillock, and 
it was likewise very solidly built. it was excavated in 1999. the entrance room (d) has a line of stones forming a 
partition in the south corner and a niche in the south wall. room c has a niche that utilizes a hollow in the boulder 
that forms part of the north wall. room b opens onto room d, and it, too, has a niche in its north wall. the door 
to the back room (a) was deliberately blocked off. tumble at the south wall of room a was thought to cover a 
mastaba, but excavation revealed no such feature. a remarkable number of crushing and grinding stones were 
found in and around Building 177: a dimpled crushing stone and the lower half of a rotary quern in room a, three 
dimpled crushing stones in rooms d and c, a concave grinding stone in room b, and a cluster of concave grinding 
stones just east of the building. a systematic sherd sample was collected from the dump downslope (west) from 
Building 177. among other sherds, the sample included one dipinto (rn 97/35; Chapter	7, fig. 52d), one fine 
painted jar fragment, a hard-fired painted plate (rn 97/50; Chapter	7,	fig. 51a), and a plate with stamped and 
incised decoration (Chapter	6, no. 145).
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Building 178 (fig. 21b, pls. 35a, 37b, 41a): one-room house(?). on the map it looks as if Building 178 is part 
of Building 181, but in fact it is several meters lower down. a shoulder of the hillock shelters Building 178 and 
forms its south wall. the room contains a bench (80 cm wide) in one corner, which suggests that it may have 
been a small dwelling instead of an outbuilding.

Building 179 (fig. 21b, pl. 41b): one-room outbuilding. Close to the highest point of the hillock, Building 179 is 
just two short walls enclosing a small (ca. 1.4 ≈ 1.1 m) space. one small dipinto was recovered here (rn 97/9; 
Chapter	7, not illustrated).

Building 180 (fig. 21b, pl. 37b, 38a): two-room house. this building lies at the head of the gully east of the hill-
ock. the western room (a) has an exterior door and the remnants of a now-looted mastaba. the granite face of 
the hillock forms the south wall. a door opens onto an east room (b), which has a feature that might have been 
a small bench. the south wall here is a thick retaining wall.

Building 181 (fig. 21b, pl. 42a): one-room outbuilding. it is actually a utilized space under some large boulders. 
two huge boulders with a gap between them and smaller stones on top open eastward. the mouth of the space 
is almost closed by another boulder, so it took only a short, rough wall on the north to close off a small space. 
two fragments of grinding stones were built into the wall; three concave grinding stones, pieces of both upper 
and lower rotary grinding stones, and a shallow looters’ hole were noted outside the entrance to Building 181. 
three dipinti (rn 97/29 and rn 97/30) were recovered. Building 181 was excavated in 1999 as an example of 
a one-room outbuilding.

the main approach to the houses lining the gully east of the hillock comes in from the south, but a steep and 
inconvenient path continues at the head of the gully and over the saddle between the peak of the hillock and a 
high knob of granite to the north, before the cliffs rise on the east. Buildings 182, 183, and 184 can be reached 
by this rough path. Further, the four levels of Buildings 183 and 184 and a retaining wall wrap around the high 
granite knob in a manner that makes them even more difficult to access. 

Building 182 (fig. 21b, pls. 42b, 43a): one-room house(?). it lies on the north side of the hillock and can be 
reached by the steep, inconvenient path at the head of the gully. it has a looters’ hole and a rim of stones that 
might have been a partition, bench, or some other feature. the south wall is partly bedrock, but it has a dam-
aged niche as well. there is a piece of a retaining wall northeast of Building 182 that runs to the granite knob 
that shelters Buildings 183 and 184. 

Building 183 (fig. 22b, pl. 43a): one-room outbuilding. it was built against the high granite knob north of the 
hillock; its northeast and southeast walls are just large boulders. the front wall survives only one or two courses 
high. Building 183 can be reached only from the steep path at the north end of the hillock. a retaining wall on 
a higher level than Building 183 wraps around the granite knob and connects to the bottom of Building 184.

Building 184 (fig. 22b, pl. 38a, 43a): two-room house. it can be reached only by a branch off the steep path north 
of the hillock. the lower, larger room (a) opens south, and it may have had a bench and a niche. the second 
room (b), on the highest level of the Building 183–184 complex, is very damaged by wash. it opens to the east, 
and its north wall was built over large stones at the cliff face.

Buildings 162, 185, 186, 188, 189, and 190 in the open, sandy area northwest of the hillock are much dam-
aged by wadi wash, and many rooms are now deeply sanded in.

Building 185 (fig. 22b, pl. 30b): four-room house. this structure is mostly filled with sand. the retaining wall 
that forms the back (north) wall at the western end of Building 185 continues west to Building 186. there is a 
little closet-sized “room” (b) (130 ≈ 60 cm) built into the slope above and between the two western rooms of the 
house. the middle, large room (c) has a line of stones that might have been a partition wall. Behind these three 
rooms, upslope, there is a thick accumulation of wash and sherds. the easternmost room (d) abuts bedrock at 
its east corner; its north wall is now completely washed out. at the door or gap in the south wall of room c, frag-
ments of a large ceramic item, possibly a potstand, were noted, and in the sandy open area to the south, pieces 
of a steatite bowl (rn 97/45; Chapter	7, fig. 48k).
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Building 186 (fig. 22b, pls. 30b, 43b): agglomerated building with at least three rooms but probably more. it is 
so damaged by wadi wash and sand fill that it is hard to pick out three rooms, much less the connections between 
them. the north room (a), upslope, is the only well-preserved one. its back (northeast) wall runs partly over 
a boulder and partly consists of a retaining wall. the only other clearly definable feature is the retaining wall 
shared by Buildings 185 and 186.

Building 187 (fig. 22b, pl. 44a): one-room outbuilding. the east and west walls are fragmentary and tumbled; 
the north wall is right up against the granite of the cliff. the door appears to have been in the southeast corner, 
but the west side, where it approaches the cliff, is also possible. the interior of the room is filled with rock fall 
and sand.

Building 188 (fig. 22b, pls. 30b, 44a): two-room house. it has been damaged by wadi wash and is now sanded 
up. Since most of the southwest walls and much of the northwest wall are missing, the outside doors could have 
been in any of these places. 

Building 189 (fig. 22b, pls. 30b, 46a): agglomerated building, seven to nine or more rooms. this wadi-side 
building is quite damaged by wash, and most rooms are filled with sand. whatever existed in the middle of the 
building — the amount of debris gives it the appearance of a platform — has been clawed out by unusually 
vicious looters. the three rooms (a–c) next to the wadi “street” are the best defined. the southwest room (a) 
opened south, but if it connected to any other rooms, the doors are now lost in tumble. the middle room (b) in 
this range opened north and may have functioned with the northwest room (c); they do not interconnect, but 
their doors are side by side. the large “room” (d) in the middle of Building 189 is big enough to have been a 
courtyard, assuming there were no more walls here. one room (e) clearly opened off room d and probably a 
second one (f) as well — if the looters’ hole represents the location of a room — and perhaps even a third room. 
Finally, the two rooms (g–h) at the east end of Building 189 are fairly clear, though the north walls of the small 
lozenge-shaped room h are now little more than a rim of stones, and there could have been another door at the 
ruined east corner. apart from ash in the looters’ hole, the only find associated with Building 189 is a large 
dipinto (rn 97/11; Chapter	7, fig. 51f).

Building 190 (fig. 22b, pl. 44b): two-room house. this building is now sanded up, but it is possible that both rooms 
had doors onto the wadi “street” and also an interconnecting door. there is a dimpled crushing stone outside the 
northwest wall, and a retaining wall and a sherd pocket between Building 190 and the cliff. 

Building 191 (fig. 22b, 45a): one-room outbuilding(?). it is now mostly filled with sand; the northwest wall is 
only one course of stone high. the door was probably at the north corner. there is a sherd dump behind it, from 
which a dipinto (rn 97/38; Chapter	7, fig. 52f) and a post-firing incised sherd (fig. 41:204) were recovered. 
Farther upslope, an opencast mine follows a quartz vein.

Building 192 and the next series of structures mapped lie on the west side of the wadi “street.”

Building 192 (fig. 22a, 45b, 46a): one-room house(?). it lies on a slope immediately north of Building 130; its 
west wall incorporates at least one large boulder. the south wall, probably partly built into the slope, is now 
almost completely lost in wall fall. two granite concave grinding stones lie in the middle of Building 192, and 
a dimpled crushing stone was built into its east wall. measuring roughly 21 sq. m, Building 192 was probably 
large enough for a small dwelling.

Building 193 (fig. 22a, pl. 46b): one-room outbuilding(?). it is now little more than a retaining wall upslope from 
Building 193, but angles at the corners suggest that it might once have been somewhat more substantial.

Building 194 (fig. 22a, pls. 45b, 46a, 47a): three-room house. the two eastern rooms (a–b) wrap around the 
corner of Building 192. the only entrance seems to be in the southeast wall of room a, where a flat stone may be 
a threshold or a fallen jamb. the two east rooms are connected to the western one (c) by a wall, but the gap in 
between does not seem to have been closed off. room c is built partly around a boulder. there is a broken niche 
in the west wall and another possible niche in the north wall. although Buildings 192 and 194 are very close to 
each other, the rubble-filled passageway that separates them does not look like the interior of a building, and 
nothing indicates a connecting wall.
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Building 195 (fig. 22a, pls. 45b, 46a): fourteen-room agglomerated building. the room at the northeast corner 
(a) opens east onto the open space between Buildings 195 and 199, and also into room b. if room d was actually 
a courtyard, then rooms a and b could be considered a two-room house unit. room c probably had an external 
door on the east; certainly it interconnects with none of the other rooms. rooms e and f opening off room d 
(perhaps) and an l-shaped entryway, respectively, seem to form a second, small house unit. if ever there was a 
door between rooms f and g, it is now lost in tumble. northwest of room/courtyard d, rooms i, j, and k may make 
up a three-room unit, but the doors are mostly lost in sand fill. the wall between rooms d and i has sherds in 
the chinking. room l is probably a single room with a door opening southwest, but it just might have connected 
to room i. rooms h and g seem to be another small house unit. room g has an upper grinding stone (“mano”). 
rooms m and n form a fifth unit within Building 195.

Building 195a (fig. 22a, pls. 45b, 46a): two-room house unit. it should have been numbered separately, but the 
l-shaped entryway and the little bit of wall or a step at the corner of room f gave the appearance, on the ground, 
of contiguity with Building 195. the back (southwest) wall is built into the slope of the cliff and is now badly 
tumbled.

Building 196 (fig. 22a, pl. 47b): one-room outbuilding. it is a small rectangular room built into a corner in a 
boulder. the retaining wall downslope runs up to the corner of Building 197.

Building 197 (fig. 22a, pl. 47b): four-room house. the two middle rooms (a–b) interconnect; the outer room (a) 
had a mastaba, and the inner room (b) may have had one, though it would be under the rock tumble. a grinding-
stone fragment is built into one wall, and a dimpled crushing stone lies outside the exterior door. Both rooms 
back up to the cliff. the two other rooms, one at each end of the building, open east, and the southern one (c) 
probably contained a bench. all doors were most likely approached by steps, given the fact that the building 
perches atop boulders. the retaining wall at the southeast corner runs below Building 196 as well. three dipinti 
(rn 97/32, 97/33, 97/39; Chapter	7, fig. 52b, c, g) and a fragment of a sandstone “incense burner” with incised 
lines (rn 97/60; Chapter	7, fig. 48j) were discovered in the sherd dump upslope.

Building 198 (fig. 22a, pl. 48a) two-room house. the walls are about half washed away. there is one distinguish-
able exterior door in the west room, but whether there were any other doors cannot now be determined.

Building 199 (fig. 22a, pls. 45b, 46a): six-room house. most of the rooms are sanded in. the south and east walls 
of the room at the far south end of the building have been lost to wadi wash. that aside, the southern four rooms 
(a–d) clearly constitute one unit. the southernmost room (a), despite wall damage, has a remnant of what may 
have been a mastaba. the room interconnects with the one on its north (b), but the third room to the north (c) 
has a separate entrance. it also has a looted bench, and outside the exterior door there is a ring of stones around 
a looters’ hole. the door to room d is lost in tumble, but it most likely opened to the east, so it would have func-
tioned with the southern two rooms. the remaining two rooms at the north end of Building 199 (e–f) are linked 
to the south four by an angled wall, but it is not certain whether the space it helped enclose was roofed. the two 
north rooms seem to be independent elements; one opens south and one southwest, and both are fairly large (ca. 
2.9 ≈ 4.7 m and ca. 3.6 ≈ 3.2 m) and full of sand.

Building 200 (fig. 22a, pls. 46a, 48b): three-room house. it appears to have been built in segments from south 
to north. outside the external (west) door of the middle room (a) lies a low rim of stones and datum point 107, 
and to the north of Building 200, a sherd dump, where a dipinto (rn 97/36; Chapter	7, fig. 52e) was found.

Building 201 (fig. 22a, pl. 49a–b): six-room compound with two(?) courtyards. Building 201 looks like no other 
structure at Bir Umm Fawakhir. the center is a polygonal courtyard (a) circa 13.0 ≈ 11.6 m (max. dimensions). 
there is a room in each of two corners; the one on the northwest (b) has a light-trap kind of doorway that would 
have made the room pitch black unless there was a window. the sole door into the courtyard from outside, on the 
north, is so narrow (66 cm) that it could not easily have accommodated large animals such as donkeys. the space 
at the extreme southwest end of Building 201 looks like another irregular courtyard (d). wadi wash destroyed 
so much of the southwest corner and east wall that it cannot be determined where the entrance was. the curved 
retaining wall between Buildings 200 and 198 seems to have afforded little protection from wash, and the rim of 
stones downslope is unexplained. the rest of Building 201 is a complex of four rooms that may or may not have 
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had access to the central courtyard. on the east end, a fairly well-preserved room (e) had a door facing south, 
perhaps two opening west, and a possible bench. a single wall links this room to three more on the west (f–h), but 
since there is no trace of a south wall, the space does not look like an enclosed room. the rim of stones forming 
a corner just south of this space may be the remains of a rectangular feature (hearth?) like the one in the middle 
of the “plaza” mapped in 1993. as for rooms f, g, and h, all are sufficiently damaged that doorways can only be 
guessed. there are two sherd dumps at the east end of Building 201, on the edge of the wadi “street.” 

Building 202 (fig. 22a, 49b): one-room house(?). the east wall has been almost completely destroyed by wadi 
wash and a looters’ hole, but in spite of this, the location of the doorway may still be marked by a jamb stone. 
Building 202, roughly 5.0 ≈ 3.6 m, is large enough to have been a modest dwelling. the angle of stones at the 
north corner may have been another rectangular feature (hearth?) like the one near Building 201.

Building 203 (fig. 22a, pl. 50a): one-room outbuilding. this is little more than a remnant of a curved wall run-
ning from the cliff to a boulder. the door might have been the gap between two boulders. there is a thick sherd 
scatter around Building 203.

Building 204 (fig. 22a, pl. 49b): three-room house. it is built close to but not right against the cliff. wadi wash 
has taken out most of the south room.

Building 205 (fig. 22a, pl. 49b): one-room outbuilding. this roughly oval building is quite close to but not abut-
ting Building 204, so it has been treated separately.

Building 206 (fig. 22a, pl. 49b): three-room house. the rooms are now filled with sand. the most noteworthy 
feature of Building 206 is the sherd dump to the northwest.

Building 207 (fig. 22a, pl. 50b): one-room outbuilding. the west wall, constructed of a single thickness of very 
large stones, is backed into the cliff face. outside the doorway on the northwest, a line of stones may define an 
open-air working area. a dimpled crushing stone was noted there, and one dipinto (rn 97/26; Chapter	7, fig. 
51k) was recovered between Buildings 207 and 209.

Building 208 (fig. 22a) two-room house. an exceptionally clear example of a basic two-room house. the 
northwest room (b) has a couple of low, smooth boulders conveniently located for a bench, and there is a niche 
remnant over it. the lower half of a granite rotary grinding stone rests near the east corner of the building, and 
a pecked stone between the west wall and the cliff. 

Building 209 (fig. 22a, pl. 51a): one-room house(?). the walls are now very low, and the room is sand filled. a 
stub of a wall on the north might once have connected to Building 210, but since this cannot be proven, Buildings 
209 and 210 were numbered separately.

Building 210 (figs. 22a and 23a, pl. 51a): one-room house(?). the walls are now mostly buried in sand, so if 
there ever was a connection to Building 209, it is no longer clear. a rim of stones inside Building 210 might or 
might not have been a partition wall. one dipinto (rn 97/28; Chapter	7, fig. 51l) was recovered with the sherds 
from the vicinity of Building 210.

Building 211 (fig. 23a, pl. 51a): four-room house. the north wall has been washed out, and the others are now 
very low and sand filled.

Building 212 (fig. 23a, pls. 51a, 54a:) one-room outbuilding. the walls are tumbled and the room is sand filled, 
so an offset in the north corner may be more apparent than real. Datum point 108 lies immediately to the east. 
the very large dump between Buildings 212 and 220 has several looters’ holes and an unusual border of stones 
on its northwest perimeter.

Building 213 (fig. 23a, pls. 51a, 54a): two-room house or outbuilding. But for a wall fragment and a lot of tumble, 
Building 213 would have been counted as two separate structures. the walls have mostly fallen down and the 
rooms are filled with sand, so doorways are uncertain, but they appear to have opened northwest and northeast, 
respectively, well away from each other. the west room (b) seems to have had a narrow (35 cm wide) partition 
wall.
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Building 214 (fig. 23a, pl. 51b): one-room outbuilding. it now consists of two short walls perpendicular to the 
cliff face.

Building 215 (fig. 23a, pl. 52a): two-room house. the path between Buildings 215 and 216 leads over a dip be-
tween two granite hills to make a shortcut to outlier 1, itself encroached upon by the modern buildings near the 
asphalt road. the walls of Building 215 are now tumbled, but the doors can still be seen side by side facing east; 
the south room (b) is now about half a meter higher than the other room (a). the rim of stones west of Building 
215 is too scattered to be called a structure, if it ever was one.

Building 216 (fig. 23a, pl. 52b): five- or six-room house. this building is the most orthogonal one in the main 
settlement. Unfortunately it has suffered from sand infilling to the extent that many details of the plan are ob-
scured. in places only a few courses of stone rise above the sand, and in others, the sand covers the walls entirely. 
the entrance(s) to the house may have been near the north corner and/or the south one, where an offset wall 
has the appearance of an entryway into room d. the best-preserved entrance, however, is in the west room (a), 
and it opens onto the gap between Building 216 and the hillside rather than the wadi and other houses. the two 
rooms at the west and south corners (a and d) bracket a space that looks like a porch. the details of the inner 
four rooms (b–c, e–f) are now lost in sand. while it is possible that Building 216 had a different date or function 
from the others in the main settlement, this can only be confirmed by excavation.

Building 217 (fig. 23a, pl. 53a): two-room house. although mostly filled in by wall fall and sand, the general 
layout of two rooms is clear. Both probably opened to the south. Fragments of a wall and more tumble at the 
east corner suggest that there might once have been more here.

Building 218 (fig. 23a): one-room outbuilding. it consists of two short walls and a tumbled third one enclosing 
a small space in a cleft in the hillside above Buildings 217 and 220.

Building 219 (fig. 23a, pl. 53b): one-room outbuilding. it now consists of a fragment of a wall and some tumble 
enclosing a small space upslope from Building 220.

Building 220 (fig. 23a, pl. 54a): five-room agglomerated(?) building. Buildings 220 and 221 are now so bur-
ied in sand that it is hard to know where one stops and the other begins, much less their internal details. the 
two southwestern rooms (a–b) of Building 220 appear to interconnect and to open onto the sandy gap between 
Buildings 220 and 221. the south room (a) incorporates a stone with quarry marks, presumably from the nearby 
Quarry 3. the easternmost room (e) has a pocket of sherds, and outside, southwest of the structure, lies a dimpled 
crushing stone.

Building 221 (fig. 23a, pl. 54a): three-room house. it is now almost completely filled with sand. no doors or 
other features are visible.

Building 222 (fig. 23a, pl. 54b): one-room outbuilding. the walls are quite tumbled, but the doorway at least 
is clear. the space in front of the door, bounded on the west by a retaining wall running toward Building 223 
and on the east by a boulder, may be a small terrace. a concave grinding stone lies upslope from the retaining 
wall. a stub of a wall and a rim of stones at the southwest corner suggest that there might once have been a 
little more here.

Building 223 (fig. 23a): three-room house. the rear two rooms (a–b) are fairly well defined, but the wadi-side 
room (c) is little more than tumble over former wall lines. a gap at the southeast corner might mark the door-
way. the building steps down to the wadi in three levels. a lower rotary grinding stone lies in the wadi outside 
Building 223. 

Building 224 (fig. 23b, pl. 55a): two-room(?) house(?). the lines of stones here pertain to some sort of structure, 
but the layout is now lost. 

Building 225 (fig. 23b, pl. 55a): one-room(?) outbuilding(?). the only parts of Building 225 now visible are 
one or two badly preserved bits of walls and a roughly rectangular rim of sand and gravel; it is little more than 
a house mound.
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Quarry 3 (fig. 23b, pls. 55a, 55b): smaller than Quarries 1 and 2, Quarry 3 is so small that it was not remarked 
until we completed detailed mapping of the severely ruined structures at the northwest end of the main settle-
ment. Four stones, two of which are large, squarish boulders, have quarry slots.

Buildings 226 through 235 lie on the east side of the wadi “street,” lining the cliffs from a spur of rock behind 
Building 191 north to the mouth of the wadi and the end of the main settlement.

Building 226 (fig. 22b, pl. 56a): two- or three-room house. Building 226 is next to Building 191, just around a 
spur of cliff. the two main rooms of Building 226, on the cliff slope, are sanded up but fairly clear, and they do 
interconnect. Some bits of walls downslope suggest a third room. a short piece of a retaining wall survives on 
the east, and there is a sherd scatter between Buildings 226 and 191.

Building 227 (fig. 22b, pl. 56b): one-room outbuilding. the front walls look thin, but this may be due to the fact 
that they are nearly buried in sand. the entrance appears to be at the rear, on the south, and down a step or two, 
but this may only be tumble. there is a sherd scatter between Building 227 and the cliff behind it.

Building 228 (fig. 22b, pl. 57a): six-room agglomerated building. a deep gully cuts down the cliff immediately 
to the south of Building 228, which itself lies under a steep cliff. the building as a whole is very sanded in, but 
parts of it are fairly clear. on the north end, there is a “hooked-on” room (a) that does not interconnect with the 
rest of the structure. its east wall is a retaining wall against the cliff. the gap south of its door may have been 
a ramp leading up to two enclosed spaces (b, c). Both are very irregular, and the rear one (c) runs up to the 
cliff face. the next two rooms south (d, e) are better preserved. the northern one of the pair (d) has a door on 
the wadi side and what may have been a couple of steps up into the room on its south. whether the latter had a 
door onto the wadi is less than certain. Finally, there is a sprawling, very irregular space between these rooms 
and the cliff, plus a large walled-in extension to the south (f), right up to the edge of the gully. the extension 
appears to be at a higher level, but it may just have a thicker sand fill. 

Building 229 (fig. 23b, pl. 57b): ten-room house. there might have been more rooms; the south end of Building 
229 is partly washed away, and the cliff-side rooms are mostly sanded up. room a at the south end of Building 
229 is reasonably well defined, though its doors have been lost to erosion and sand fill. the bits of walls to the 
south probably indicate more rooms, but their layout is lost. room b might have been a courtyard; it is fairly 
large, and it is difficult to see how it could have been roofed. room c probably opened off b, and room e might 
have as well. room e seems also to have had an unusual passageway for an entrance at its west corner, and the 
room’s east wall was partly a revetment against the cliff face. room f was reached from room c, and room d 
probably was also. room f leads to g and perhaps h, though the latter might have had an exterior door onto the 
wadi. the doors of rooms i and j are uncertain, but j did not interconnect with any other rooms. there is a sherd 
dump between rooms f, g, and j and the cliff face.

Building 230 (fig. 23b, pl. 58a): one-room outbuilding. only one course of large stones now rises above the sand 
fill. there is, however, a sherd dump to the north. 

Building 231 (fig. 23b, pl. 58a): one-room outbuilding. the rear (east) wall is built up against the cliff slope; the 
other walls are now mostly buried in tumble and sand. a possible jamb stone may indicate a door in the north 
wall. there is a sherd dump between Buildings 231 and 232.

Building 232 (fig. 23b, pl. 58a): three-room house. it is built at the corner of a rock outcrop. the two eastern 
rooms (a–b) are backed up to a retaining wall on the southeast, and the northeast wall is thicker than usual. the 
walls are now mostly buried in tumble and sand, especially the interior dividing wall. the west corner is also 
obscured by tumble, but it seems the only place for a door. the slightly lower, non-interconnecting west room 
(c) is rounded and its east wall built partly over a boulder. it appears to have had external doors on the north 
and south, but here, too, the walls are mostly buried. lines of stones and some retaining walls upslope channel 
runoff around the north corner of Building 232. 

Building 233 (fig. 23b, pl. 58a): one-room outbuilding. only one corner of fairly large stones now rises above 
the sand. So far as can now be determined, the door opened north.
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Building 234 (fig. 23b): the remnants of walls looked, on the ground, like a possible building of some sort, 
especially the best-preserved angled wall, but when they were plotted, the relationships looked more doubtful. 
“Building 234” is probably just a series of now-tumbled and sanded-up retaining walls.

Building 235 (fig. 23b): two-room(?) house(?). nothing is now visible of this structure except a zigzag of walls, 
mostly buried in sand and further obscured by debris from a modern hut just north. Buildings 235, 224, and 225 
are the last structures at the north end of the main settlement, right at the entrance to the wadi “street,” but 
whether any of them had a gatehouse function is unknown.

Building 236 (fig. 23a, pl. 58b): one-room outbuilding. it looks like a square guardpost on the cliff above 
Quarry 3. the walls are made of a single thickness of very large stones, and there is a piece of a retaining wall 
downslope.

Building 237 (fig. 21b): one-room outbuilding. it was discovered behind Building 154 while making some final 
topography shots at the end of the season. two very rough walls enclose a small space in the angle of some 
boulders. there is a heavy sherd wash in and around the structure, from which two diagnostic glass sherds were 
recovered. one is a body sherd with a blue blob (probably a lamp; Chapter	7, fig. 48g) and the other is a bit of 
a crimped-band bowl (fig. 49f).
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Chapter 4

oUtlierS

Carol	Meyer		
with	contributions	by	Lisa	Heidorn,	Alexandra	A.	O’Brien,	and	Clemens	Reichel

over the course of four survey seasons, in 1992, 1993, 1996, and 1997, the Bir Umm Fawakhir project 
explored the immediate vicinity of the main settlement and found guardposts, cemeteries, paths, and fourteen 
outlying clusters of ruins of the same fifth- to sixth-century a.d. date (fig. 3). outliers 1 and 2 were known from 
the beginning. outlier 1 lies behind the modern settlement; a shortcut leads from it over a smooth saddle of 
granite and into the northwest corner of the main settlement. outlier 2 is extensive, well preserved, and adjacent 
to the roman road and the largest of the granite quarries. in 1993, investigation of the roman road led to the 
discovery of outlier 3, about forty one- or two-room buildings in a bay (meyer et al. 2000: 20). a stroll between 
the camp in the wadi el-Sid and the modern settlement one Friday during the 1993 season led to the discovery 
of outliers 4, 5, 6, and 7. outlier 4 has only four huts, but outlier 5 has at least thirty-two buildings, mostly one- 
or two-room structures but also some other remains. outlier 6, in the next wadi south of the main settlement, is 
the most extensive; it is more or less contiguous with outlier 7, which lies along the modern road (meyer et al. 
2000: 20–21). outlier 8 was first noted in 1996 when exploring the new kingdom guardposts opposite the modern 
wadi el-Sid mill (meyer 1996: 36). outliers 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 were discovered during a Friday trek during the 
1997 season. outlier 9 stretches northeast of the wells, into a deep bay and then into a side wadi with the ruins 
of the early twentieth-century mining engineers’ houses. outliers 10 through 13 lie outside the natural “gate” 
in the mountains where the road bends west. all four are relatively small clusters of mostly one- or two-room 
buildings. Finally, outlier 14 was discovered in a deep, remote wadi southwest of the modern settlement and 
road. it is not distant as the crow flies, but it can only be reached by a very circuitous route (meyer 1998b: 33).

outlier 1 is much damaged and now partly covered by rubbish from the modern settlement. we wished, how-
ever, to preserve some record of it before it was further degraded, so in 1999 the photographer, henry Cowherd, 
took a comprehensive series of photographs of the outlier, if not each building in detail. outlier 2, however, is 
very well preserved and includes features found nowhere else at Bir Umm Fawakhir. therefore we wanted to 
document as much of it as possible in the same way as the main settlement, with detailed maps, descriptions, and 
at least some photographs. outliers 6 and 7, which appear to be significant residential areas and not just miners’ 
day shelters, were sketched and described in detail, but not mapped. in particular, outlier 6 has a unique thick-
walled structure now labeled “Complex 26”; it was hoped that closer study might help elucidate its function. 
outliers 12 and 13 were likewise described in detail because it was thought that they might have some evidence 
of smelting operations, though that proved not to be the case. the other outliers were either published in the 
1993 final report (meyer et al. 2000: 20) or were only briefly noted and photographed. the following sections 
are arranged in order of interest, the outliers that seem most likely to contribute to an understanding of Bir Umm 
Fawakhir as a whole: outlier 2 first, then outliers 6 and 7, outliers 12 and 13, outlier 1, and then a few notes 
on outliers 8, 9, 10, 11, and 14. 
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oUtlier 2

outlier 2, on the north side of the roman road, was described and mapped in detail like the main settlement 
insofar as time permitted (figs. 25–29, pl. 59). out of at least sixty-eight buildings, fifty-four were described 
and plotted, and eight more were sketched. at the very beginning of the 1999 season, the last six structures 
were sketched and described. outlier 2 was selected for special attention because it is in some respects better 
preserved than the main settlement and includes features such as grain silos not found there. note, however, that 
because of its proximity to the roman road, still a Bedouin route, parts of it seem to have been reused in very 
recent times, mainly for trash dumps, hearths, and animal shelters.

the outlier 2 buildings are similar to those in the main settlement, usually two- or three-room houses or one-
room outbuildings, but there are also some large agglomerated buildings. the dry-stone masonry construction 
of most of the houses, the built-in features such as benches and niches, and the pottery are the same as the main 
settlement. the two are considered contemporary, though judging from the thinner sherd scatter, outlier 2 may 
not have been occupied as long as the main settlement. outlier 2, like outliers 1, 6, and probably 7, appears to 
be residential and not merely a cluster of day shelters for workmen at more remote mines.

the structures of outlier 2 are described below in detail because here, too, we have little hope for long-term 
preservation. this impression was strengthened by a visit to the site in 2001, when we found that one of the best-
preserved grain silos had been mostly destroyed by a Bedouin wall built across the end of the room and through 
the silo in order to make an enclosure for goats (see Building 27 below).

Quarry 1 (figs. 25–26, pl. 59b): at the far southeast end of outlier 2, Quarry 1 is the largest granite quarry at Bir 
Umm Fawakhir, but it is nowhere nearly as extensive an operation as the mons Claudianus or mons porphyrites 
workings. Quarry 1 is believed to be roman in date, based largely on the basis of the quarry marks, which are 
paralleled at mons Claudianus. heidorn noted remains of stone working and quarrying up on top of the hill over 
Quarry 1, and also a thick sherd of an imported amphora, type undetermined.

Building 1 (fig. 27): two- or three-room house.8 this well-preserved building is backed up against bedrock on 
the north, and its walls still stand as much as 125 cm high. the exterior door is in the west side of the east room 
(or courtyard?). its back (north) side is boulders; a hollow in one looks like a natural niche but is at least partly 
carved out. it is 70 cm wide, but since the top of the niche is the bottom of a boulder that slumps, the left side is 
95 cm high, but the right, only 60 cm. even more unusual is a feature just to the left of the niche that looks like 
a table built of stones (40 ≈ 40 ≈ 40 cm). outside the east wall of the entrance room, a boulder, a short wall, 
and a rim of rocks delimit a small space opening to the southwest. the room west of the entrance room has a 
blocked door in its south wall, a boulder/bench right outside the exterior door, and outside the blocked door, a rim 
of stones (max. width 180 cm) shaped like an inverted “U” opening south. the second room leads to the third, 
northwest, room. its north and east walls are built into an angle of the bedrock. there is a well-preserved but very 
low-lying niche in the north wall. it is 37 cm wide ≈ 36 cm high, but the bottom is below the present surface; its 
top is a full 83 cm down from the surviving top of the wall. in the west corner, there are a semicircular feature 
and a stub of wall between it and the niche. Upslope from the northeast corner of this room and outside Building 
1, there is another natural niche in the boulders that might have been utilized.

the rest of the buildings back in this little bay near Quarry 1 are just one-room structures, many of them 
poorly preserved, and mostly constructed of a single thickness of large rocks rather than the usual two faces of 
cobbles with filling.

Building 2 (fig. 27): one-room outbuilding. it sits toward the center of the bay. Both corners of the west wall 
are missing so the location of a door is uncertain. the thick ash deposit covering the west interior quadrant of 
Building 2 and part of the walls and spreading outside is probably modern.

8 all structures are numbered from 1 to 68; if there is any chance 
of confusion with the numbering in the main settlement, a build-
ing will be specified as, say, “main settlement, Building 50” versus 
“outlier 2, Building 50.”
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Figure 25. Bir Umm Fawakhir, outlier 2 (mapped november–December 1997)
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Figure 26. outlier 2, quadrant 1. Buildings 32, 37–41
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Figure 27. outlier 2, quadrant 2. Buildings 1–32, 33
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Figure 28. outlier 2, quadrant 3. Buildings 36, 41–52, 54, 57
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Figure 29. outlier 2, quadrant 4. Buildings 19, 28, 34–35, 45
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Building 3 (fig. 27): one-room outbuilding. it is built up against the rocks at the southern edge of the bay. the 
north and east walls are a single thickness of large stones; the south wall is backed up to the cliff but seems to 
have been recently disturbed. the west side seems always to have been open, leaving an entrance 110 cm wide. 
a fragment of blue glass was recovered between Buildings 3 and 5. 

Building 4 (fig. 27): one- or two-room building. it lies in the sandy bed of the bay, and like Buildings 2 and 3, 
the main room utilizes large boulders for walls. a door (90 cm wide) at the south end of the southeast wall is 
well preserved. at the north corner and the middle of the northeast wall, two thinner walls curve out and back 
in to enclose another space with a door or gap at the east side 95 cm wide.

Building 5 (fig. 27): one-room outbuilding. this is little more than some large rocks enclosing a small space 
against the bedrock on the south. gaps in the east and west walls might be the door(s).

Building 6 (fig. 27): one-room outbuilding. this rounded room is somewhat more elaborate than Building 5. it 
has a door on the west opening onto the wadi bed and a pocket in the north wall that might be a crude niche; a 
rough alignment of large stones inside might once have been a bench.

Building 7 (fig. 27): one-room outbuilding. this relatively well-preserved structure has bedrock for its south 
wall and large stones for the others. the door is in the east wall. a path upslope from and behind (south) Build-
ing 7 leads to Building 7a.

Building 7a (fig. 27): one-room outbuilding. it consists of a crevice between bedrock and boulders that was 
completed with some rough walls on the northeast and southwest. there is a possible niche in the northeast wall 
between two boulders. the niche is 70 cm wide, but the top, flat stone is slumped and the bottom rocks partly 
tumbled down.

Building 8 (fig. 27): one-room outbuilding. the south side consists of bedrock and a projecting, oblong boulder; 
the north and west walls are very large rocks now surviving only one layer above the surface. the door may 
have been at the northeast corner.

Building 9 (fig. 27): one-room outbuilding. the cliff forms the east wall. the north wall is mostly lost in a thick 
tumble of stones, and the west wall curves around to a gap at the south that might have been the door. a line of 
stones running south from this possible door looks as if it lines an entrance path. northwest of Building 9, there 
is a circle of stones 82 cm in diameter and 35 cm high that looks like a zir stand. 

Building 10 (fig. 27): one-room outbuilding. it is a rounded rectangular room with a door at the north end of 
the west wall. a line of stones outside the northeast corner and another curved wall segment starting closer to 
the middle of the east wall might be low retaining walls. a rough rectangle of stones south of Building 10 might 
have been some sort of feature.

Building 11 (fig. 27): two-room house. this building lies very close to the cliff on its north. the western room 
has walls of boulders on the west and south, and the door is a gap between them at the southwest corner. the 
north wall is the rock of the cliff. the east room has walls constructed with a single thickness of large rocks. 
the door is at the south end of the west wall, the partition wall between the two rooms. east of Building 11, 
an open space appears to be delimited on the north by a line of stones running east from the corner of Building 
11, on the east by a rough (retaining?) wall, on the south by Building 10 and the low retaining wall(s) running 
from its east side, and on the west by Building 11. the approach to the open space was a passageway between 
Buildings 10 and 11. on the other side, at the southwest corner of Building 11, there is a small (75 cm on a side) 
rectangular, stone-rimmed feature.

Building 12 (fig. 27): one- or two-room house. the main room is well preserved. the door near the eastern 
corner is clear; even the threshold stone is still visible. a smaller room seems to have been “hooked on” to the 
southwest side; presumably the door was in the now-destroyed east side.

Building 13 (fig. 27): fragments of two walls. this structure, such as it is, lies in the middle of the far end of the 
bay and is mostly destroyed by erosion. South of a bed of wadi wash, there is a tumble of rocks, and southwest 
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of that, a short, curved wall segment. South of that and separated by more water erosion is another bit of wall. 
Both wall remnants are made of a single thickness of medium to large rocks.

Building 14 (fig. 27): one-room outbuilding. this structure was built of a single thickness of large stones; the 
door must have been in the now-tumbled west wall. a grinding stone was noted southwest of Building 14, and to 
its north, backed against the rock of the cliff, one short wall and perhaps a second delimit a small feature.

Building 15 (fig. 27): two-room house(?). Building 15 is now only the remnant of two side-by-side, rounded 
rooms and two external features. the two largest rooms are built of a single thickness of large stones, for the 
most part only one row above the surface sand. the doors were probably in the destroyed south walls, facing 
the wadi track. to the east, there is a smaller, round feature, and to the north, backed against the cliff, there are 
remnants of a small, roughly rectangular feature. 

Building 16 (fig. 27): one-room outbuilding. this is little more than the remains of a small circular hut built of 
large stones close to the cliff on the north.

Building 17 (fig. 27): one-room outbuilding. it lies between a track in the sandy wadi bottom and the rocky slope 
of the cliff to the northeast. the clearly defined, if very small, room has walls built of a single thickness of large 
rocks and a door at the north corner. north of that, a rectangular space, presumably open, is partly defined by a 
wall built into the cliff and two stubs of walls running toward Building 17 proper. there is no sign of a connec-
tion between the open(?) space and the main room of Building 17. 

Building 18 (fig. 27): one-room outbuilding. Building 18 lies immediately east of a small ravine and the bed of 
wadi wash running out of it, but the structure’s layout is still fairly clear. the north wall appears to have been 
built into the slope at the foot of a spur of rock; there are some large boulders at the northeast corner. the west, 
south, and east walls are constructed of a single thickness of large stones; the south wall appears to have not 
one but two doors, both 48 cm wide. Upslope, to the east and built against one of the boulders, a wall stub partly 
encloses a small space. outside the southwest corner of Building 18 there is a thick, probably modern, deposit 
of burnt remains and ash in and around some large rocks and small boulders. one molded glass fragment was 
retrieved from the area in front of Building 18.

Building 19 (figs. 27, 29): one-room outbuilding. a small ravine cuts into the slope right behind Building 19; its 
northwest and northeast walls act as retaining walls and probably always have. the walls (60–90 cm thick) are 
made of single or double thicknesses of very large stones, but even so, the track of water erosion runs across the 
floor and out the door at the south corner. 

going up the mountainside from this part of outlier 2, toward the ravine above Building 19, one encounters 
two or three badly preserved huts built on the north side of the ridge. they were not mapped.

Building 20 (fig. 27): four-room house. parts of this house are exceptionally well preserved, though other parts 
have been washed out. the wall construction is like that in the main settlement, that is, inner and outer wall 
facings made of cobbles and a filling of smaller stones. the southwest room (a) has walls standing as much as 
155 cm high and a doorway near the southwest corner. while no threshold or step is now visible, the present 
floor of the room is lower than the ground outside. the north wall has a well-preserved niche (80 cm high ≈ 35 
cm wide) that seems to have been deliberately filled with stones at some point. Judging from the way the walls 
abut, the room on the north (b) was added later. it has an exterior doorway in the west wall, and what may be 
the remnants of a bench in the northwest corner. an angle of wall running northeast and then southeast partially 
encloses a space east of Building 20 that could have been a working area or courtyard. to the south the “court-
yard” is bounded by the remains of a rectangular room (c). its walls seem to be relatively thin, only one thickness 
of stones, but they are tumbled by wadi wash so it is hard to be sure. a gap near the north corner may mark a 
door giving onto the “courtyard.” to the east, outside the “courtyard” area, there is a circular feature 125 cm in 
diameter and 30 cm high, which might be a silo. the fourth reasonably well-defined room lies at the northeast 
end of the “courtyard.” it is irregular, but the walls on the northwest, southwest, and northeast are fairly well 
preserved. the southeast wall, however, is an uncertain array of large rocks. a gap at the east corner is probably 
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the door; the one at the south corner is probably illusory. a piece of another wall lies to the east, but thanks to 
wadi scour, its connection, if any, with the rest of Building 20 is not clear. 

Building 21 (fig. 27): two-room house. this very well-preserved house has an exterior door near the south end 
of the west wall. the entrance room (a) opens onto the back (north) room (b). the most remarkable feature of 
Building 21 is the well-preserved grain silo at the southeast corner that survives to a height of 44 cm. an arc of 
a lower wall (20 cm high) runs from it to the east wall of the main room, and a still smaller arc runs from the 
first.

Building 22 (fig. 27): one-room house(?). apart from the damaged northeast corner, this structure is fairly well 
preserved, though the 105 cm gap in the north wall is larger than the usual doorway. Some scattered bits of wall 
to the east are incoherent. 

Building 23 (fig. 27): one-room house(?). this very well-preserved structure may be standing to its original 
height. the tops of all the walls are at the same level, about 120 cm up from the present surface. this is low 
for a roof, but there may have been a step down into the room like Buildings 33 and 45 and probably Buildings 
20 and 35; Building 23 is partly filled with sand, so this cannot be determined for sure. the door (65 cm wide) 
is on the north wall, and there is a good niche (46 cm wide ≈ 47 cm high) in the west wall. the exterior of the 
wall has a distinct bulge outside the niche. another remarkable feature of Building 23 is the two grain silos on 
its north. the west one has an external diameter of 95 cm and survives to 40 cm high; its wall is circa 27 cm 
thick. the eastern silo is 105 cm in external diameter and 40 cm high; it is only circa 20 cm thick, however, and 
the south quadrant is broken down.

Building 24 (fig. 27): four-room house. the two rooms on the east constitute one house unit (a–b). the south-
ernmost room (a) has an exterior door at the east end of the south wall, a mastaba (ca. 125 ≈	88 cm), a possible 
feature in the middle of the room, and a door leading into the inner room (b). the walls of room b are obscured 
by wall fall, but it seems to have the remnants of a bench or bin against its west wall. the room immediately to 
the west (c) does not interconnect, and its south corner abuts the north corner of room a. room c is even more 
damaged by wall fall and ashy fill, but its door near the east end of the south wall is clear. the fourth room (d), 
attached to the north end of the building, appears to have had a door in its northeast wall, facing away from the 
other rooms. a stub of wall at its east corner seems to go nowhere.

Building 25 (fig. 27): one-room outbuilding. the walls of this building are very tumbled, and wadi wash has cut 
through the south corner, but the plan is still clear, and a jamb stone in the middle of the west wall marks the 
location of the door.

Building 26 (fig. 27, pl. 59b): two-room house. the walls of this odd little house are preserved as much as 142 cm 
up from the present surface. the northern room (a), a rounded rectangle, appears to have been built first. its 
east wall has some mud and straw plastering on its inner face, an unusual feature at Bir Umm Fawakhir, but it 
may be due to recent reuse of the room. a doorway 57 cm wide leads into the southern room (b), also a rounded 
rectangle. its walls abut the north room, and it has a rather wide (84 cm) exterior door in the east wall.

Building 27 (fig. 27, pls. 60–61): one-room outbuilding with silo. Building 27 is one of the reasons for mapping 
outlier 2 in detail. it is a rounded hut with a doorway on the north side. the special feature is the cylindrical grain 
silo built into the north wall, west of the door. it is built of fist-sized rocks in a thick mud mortar. the wall is circa 
12 cm thick; the external dimensions are 112 ≈ 130 cm, and the internal measurements are 90 ≈ 112 cm, so it is 
actually ovoid. there is a gap at the northeast quadrant. the silo is split in half by a vertical partition wall some 
10 cm thick and now 35 cm high (pl. 60b). at the bottom of the silo, there is a little hole (20 cm wide ≈ 18 cm 
high, 4 cm up from the present surface) for withdrawing grain (pl. 61a). the hole opens into the interior of the 
hut. a short wall runs from the northwest corner of the hut, up to a boulder to the northwest. Between Building 
27 and the cliff on the north, there are a couple of ash heaps that might be modern. 

the Building 27 silo is the best-preserved example at Bir Umm Fawakhir, or was. Sometime between march 
1999 and January 2001, Bedouin apparently piled rock across the north side of Building 27, filling in the door 
and partly demolishing the silo in order to close off the room for an animal pen (pl. 61b).
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Building 28 (figs. 27, 29): two-room house. this exceptionally well-preserved house has walls standing as high 
as 136 cm. the exterior door is in the south room (a), at the north end of its east wall. the southeast corner of the 
room is partly partitioned off by a short wall, and there is a good niche (30 cm wide ≈ 14 cm high ≈ 39 cm deep, 
52 cm up from the present surface) in the west wall. a door in the middle of the room’s north wall leads to the 
second room (b). on the exterior west wall, where the two rooms join, there is an unexplained wall projection, 
and on the north, between Building 28 and the cliff slope, there is an ash heap.

Building 29 (fig. 27, pl. 59b): two-room house. the main part of Building 29 is very well preserved; some of the 
walls stand 110–12 cm high. originally, it seems to have been one large room (a) with a door at the southwest 
corner. a partition wall now cuts off the north end of the room; the doorway is wider than usual (75 cm). a 
smaller room (b) was added on the southeast. Since its door is side by side with the door to the main unit, both 
rooms could have functioned together easily. a short (75 cm long) piece of wall runs west from the west corner 
of Building 29 toward Building 30.

Building 30 (fig. 27, pls. 59b, 62a): one-room building. this structure, tucked between Buildings 26, 29, and 
33, might be large enough to have been a dwelling. it has one mastaba inside and a second one outside at the 
north corner. the external bench is partly obscured by tumble from the northwest wall of Building 30 and from 
a wall stub (210 cm long) running northwest from the north corner. another unexplained, tumbled wall curves 
south and then east from the west corner. the door into the room lies at the east corner. a patch of burnt debris 
inside Building 30 may be modern, but the small “mound of pebbles, sherds, and stone” outside the southeast 
corner may be an ancient trash dump.

Building 31 (figs. 26–27, pl. 59b): four-room house. the main unit seems to be the two interconnecting western 
rooms (a–b); due to wall fall, doors were hard to determine. the inner room (b) had a bench, and the outer room 
(a), two circles of stones near the external door. two side-by-side rooms (c–d) were built on the east, both of 
which had doors to the outside opening north.

Building 32 (fig. 26, pl. 59b): one-room outbuilding or small house. the walls of this structure are severely 
tumbled by wadi wash, and the interior is filled with sand, but it does have a definite doorway at the east end 
of the north wall.

Building 33 (fig. 27, pl. 59b): six-room house. the five rooms in line from north to south (a–e) seem to have 
been added outwards from the central room c, and then a sixth room (f) attached on the west. the core room 
seems to be room c in the middle. the south wall (140 cm high), the east wall (75 cm high) as far as the door-
way, and half the west wall seem to constitute one construction episode. the north half of the west wall (114 cm 
high) and the north wall (97 cm high) seem to be later additions, or more likely, reconstructions. the doorway 
is sufficiently clear of debris that a step down into room c can be seen. Finally, there is a low (50 cm) wall 
partitioning off the back (west) end of the room. room b to the north is entered by the same exterior door; turn-
ing left at the foot of the step down leads to room c, and turning right leads to room b. the west wall of room b 
butts up against the west wall of room c so that from the exterior they look like one wall built in segments. the 
east and north walls of room b look like one construction episode, and since the west end of the north wall abuts 
the west wall, the north and east walls must have come later. room a at the very north end must have come 
later still, judging from the way its east wall abuts the northeast corner of room b. the door to room a is in its 
north wall, but unfortunately the west wall is damaged enough that the building sequence with room b cannot 
be confirmed. room a contains a mastaba (135 ≈ 70 cm). South of room c, room d was added on. its west wall 
abuts the southwest corner of room c, and where the east wall would reach the southeast corner of room c, there 
is a door. this one also has a step down. there are traces of mud mortar in the west, south, and east walls. a 
short wall running east of the southeast corner of room c seems to shelter the entrance to room d. at some point 
room e was attached to room d in a similar manner. the door is, again, at the north end of the east wall where 
it approaches the southeast corner of room d, and a somewhat longer piece of wall running first east and then 
turning south shelters the doorway. Finally, room f was attached to the west side of the building. the east end of 
its north wall abuts the west wall of room c where its two segments meet. the various stages of construction of 
rooms c, d, and e make the east wall of room f somewhat irregular, but west and south walls, though damaged 
by wall fall, seem to be of a piece with the north wall. the door was at the east end of the south wall, more or 
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less at the angle where room e meets room d. a grinding stone now rests in the doorway, and short bit of wall 
just outside seems to have sheltered it a little. 

Buildings 33, 30, and perhaps even 29 might have been considered one large agglomerated structure, except 
for the fact that the wall that seems to join Buildings 29 and 30 is tumbled and unclear, and the space between 
Buildings 30 and 33 is described in the field notes as an alley. the little walls close to the doors of rooms d, e, 
and f of Building 33 might have been intended to protect the entrances from sand drifts, as may be seen on some 
modern houses in the western Desert. also, judging from a can and some other bits of metal, Building 33 may 
have been reused recently.

Building 34 (fig. 29, pl. 59b): one-room outbuilding. this well-preserved unit has a door at its eastern corner, 
sandy fill, and an ash pocket. outside on the east, there is a mound of sand and fragments of tumbled walls.

Building 34a (fig. 29): one-room outbuilding. a wall on the northeast and a corner on the southwest mostly define 
a rectangular space, but the location of the door cannot be determined. northwest there are several segments of 
a fairly long retaining wall and a slope up to a pocket between a boulder and the cliff. rock fall between them 
might be the remnants of a rough wall that closed off the pocket on the third side. 

Building 35 (fig. 29, pls. 59b, 62a): three- or four-room house. two exceptionally well-preserved rooms are 
now the core of this house (a–b). the large south room (a) has a well-preserved doorway with two steps lead-
ing down into the room (pl. 62b). on the exterior, starting at the west corner, some remnant walls might once 
have marked one or two rooms; if so, the north part is entirely missing now. the door connecting the two core 
rooms also has a well-preserved threshold stone that makes one step down into the interior room (b) (pl. 63a). 
the walls of both rooms stand 140 to 150 cm above the present ground level, and the tops of the walls are nearly 
level, so this may be close to the original height of the walls, especially if one allows for some sandy fill inside. 
there is a niche (18 cm wide ≈ 32 cm high) near the west corner of room b. room c, north of the two core rooms, 
is now much ruined; it contains the remains of a curved mud wall and two pockets of ash, probably modern. on 
the outside of the north wall, a stub of wall connects with the cliff face and helps enclose a small space, which 
has more ash, also probably modern. to the northwest of Building 35, a fairly clear north–south wall and some 
bits of east–west walls might once have delimited one or two rooms and a sheltered space up against the cliff, 
but the connection if any to the rest of Building 35 is now lost.

Building 36 (fig. 28, pl. 62a): four-room house. the central room (a) is the core of this house. the long wall 
that starts at the northeast exterior door forms the east side of both the north and central rooms and then curls 
around to form the south, west, and north walls of the central room. it stops just short of completing the loop in 
order to leave a doorway. a short wall immediately west of the doorway makes the central room more private. 
the north room (b) was completed by adding west and north walls and leaving the northeast corner as a door. at 
some point a small room (c) was “hooked on” at the south. it is quite tumbled but probably had a door opening 
east. Finally, a fourth room (d) was added on the west. it, too, is very ruined, but the door near the southwest 
corner is still discernible. 

Building 37 (fig. 26, pl. 59b): two-room house. the west room (a) has a probable mastaba (125 cm wide) inside 
and a small bench or feature (ca. 94 ≈ 94 cm) outside, beside the door in the north wall. the east room (b) ap-
pears to have been added on, though the walls are tumbled enough to partly obscure the juncture of the south 
wall. room b has a door at the west end of its north wall, right beside the door to room a.

Building 38 (fig. 26): grain silo(?). this more or less circular feature stands as much as 60 cm above the present 
surface, but the wall is only circa 38 cm thick. the structure is now filled with sand, and no door is evident.

Building 39 (fig. 26): one-room outbuilding. although the walls are partly tumbled and the interior is sanded in, 
the door (ca. 60 cm wide) is visible in the northeast wall.

Building 40 (fig. 26): one-room outbuilding. this is now little more than a few remnant walls (max. surviving 
height 20 cm) and tumble of a circular or rounded structure.
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Building 41 (figs. 26, 28): seven-room agglomerated building. Since only rooms d and e interconnect, it is hard 
to determine how many house units there are. Some of the walls are tumbled, but the layout is generally well 
preserved; some walls survive as much as 120 cm high. the amount of sand drifted up on the outside means that 
wall heights inside are taller. the core seems to be rooms a–d that form the southwest side of the building. room 
a at the south end, close to the wadi bed, is sand filled, but its door at the east corner is clear. a slightly curving 
wall running east from the door partly encloses a sanded-in space, but whether there was a room or courtyard 
here or whether it was intended to shelter the door from sand can no longer be determined. room b is quite ir-
regular; it has a door at the north end of the west wall. room c has a very tumbled north wall, but the door at its 
east end is still preserved. rooms d and e interconnect, the only two rooms in the building to do so. room d seems 
to have been built first; its door opens to the north. the west, north, and half the east walls of room e appear to 
have been built later. room e at that point would have had a broad opening looking southeast. “room e” might 
have been an unroofed courtyard. it contains a circular feature circa 150 cm in diameter with a wall circa 40 cm 
thick. room f at the northeast corner of Building 41 was apparently built at the same time as the north walls of 
room e, but its door looks away, to the east. there is a niche (50 cm wide ≈ 33 cm wide but top missing) in the 
south wall, here 120 cm high. a short wall running out from the east corner may have sheltered the door and/
or partly enclosed a working space. a semicircular feature was stuck to the outside of the north wall of room f. 
Finally, room g was added to the southwest of room f. its west wall finished closing off room e, leaving a door 
of normal width (60 cm). room g has a door at its south corner. 

Building 42 (fig. 28): four-room house. this well-preserved building has two large and two very small rooms. 
the walls stand as much as 130 cm high. the large west room (a) has an exterior door in the middle of its north 
wall. Just to the west of the door, outside, there is a wall stub and rim of stones that might have been a feature. 
inside, a short, slightly curved wall partitions off the northeast corner in a closet-sized room (b) with a narrow 
(32 cm wide) door opening to the south. the southeast corner of the room opens both into the large room (c) on 
the east and south onto another very small room (d). the east room has an exterior door looking east. the north-
west corner appears to abut the west room. a good deal of sand has piled up on the south side of Building 42.

Building 43 (fig. 28): six-room agglomerated building. this well-preserved structure consists of two two-room 
house units (c–d, e–f) and two non-interconnecting rooms (a, b). room a at the northwest corner is roughly D-
shaped with corners pointing roughly north and west; the door is at the south end of the west wall. room b at 
the north end of Building 43 is more nearly rectangular but has the same corners-to-the-compass orientation as 
room a. the exterior door to room b is at its west corner. rooms c and d interconnect to form one small house 
unit. they look as if they wrap around room a. room d is therefore quite irregular in shape and oriented dif-
ferently from rooms a and b, and room c is little more than a closet filling in the space between rooms d and b. 
room d is rather sanded in and has an exterior door in the west wall, and another in the north wall leading to 
room c. the southernmost two rooms are one unit. room e has an exterior door at the north end of its west wall 
and a mastaba just inside. a door in the south wall leads to room f, which likewise has a bench (175 ≈ 80 cm). 

Building 44 (fig. 28): four- or five-room house. this building is now very tumbled and partly sanded up. the 
northwest room (a) probably had an exterior door at its north corner, and a jamb stone in the south wall marks a 
doorway to the southwest room (b). the large northeast room (c) has no exterior doors, but it might have been 
entered from room a, or perhaps from one of the two southeast rooms. these two rooms (d, e) clearly intercon-
nected, but where the exterior door(s) were is uncertain, perhaps in the east wall of room e or the south wall of 
room d.

Building 45 (figs. 28–29): three- or four-room house. Building 45 is close to the cliff and apparently utilized the 
space between the house walls and the rocky slope. the southwest room (a) is well preserved; the walls stand 
as much as 142 cm high, and the step down into the room is visible at the exterior door. the northwest room (b) 
is more tumbled, but it does not interconnect with room a and probably not with the east room (c); damage to the 
west wall probably obscures its exterior door. the north wall is very tumbled; logically it should run more or less 
from the northwest corner to the northeast corner, but the wall stubs instead seem to aim for the cliff. there is a 
wall fragment upslope, but any connections to Building 45 are now lost, though there is a “nice platform area in 
the cliff rock” right behind it (heidorn 1997 field notes). room c is well preserved, apart from its northeastern 
corner, and has a good exterior door at its southeast corner. the east wall continues toward the cliff slope and 
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helps enclose a sandy space between Building 45 and the cliff slope. whether the space was utilized and how it 
was accessed are not clear. a retaining wall(?) runs east from room c and may or may not have reached Building 
35. the present surface between the (retaining?) wall and the cliff slope is about 40 cm higher than the surface 
on the wadi side. the upper surface preserves about half of a circular structure (ca. 100 cm radius, 20 cm up, 
wall ca. 20 cm thick) that looks like a ruined silo. Downslope, in the angle between the retaining wall and room 
c, two short, thin (40 cm wide) walls enclose a closetlike space with a door looking east. 

Building 46 (fig. 28): six-room house. Buildings 46 and 47 are backed up against the cliff and probably should 
have been treated as one rambling structure. the easternmost room (a) of Building 46 is a room that might once 
have been an independent unit. the northeast wall stands as much as 72 cm, but the southwest wall is only one 
stone high. the room is sand filled, but the door in the northeast wall is still clear. Splaying outward from the 
north and east corners, two walls connect with the cliff face and with another short wall to enclose an irregular 
room or perhaps a courtyard (b). a door in the west wall of the room or court measures 70 cm wide, and there 
might have been another door in the southeast wall. the third room (c) has the cliff on the east and north, a short 
wall on the south (northwest wall of the room/court) with a door in it. the west wall is formed by the walls of 
the next two rooms on the west (d–e). there seems to be a small passage between the east and west halves of 
Building 46. the main room in the west half (d) has a door in the middle of its east wall, and in the north wall, 
another door, now buried in rock fall, probably gave access to a small closetlike room (e) (130 ≈ 110 cm) tucked 
into an angle of the cliff. the sixth room (f), the last in line on the west, might once have connected with room 
d, but if so the door is now buried in tumble. the back (north) of the room is the cliff face. an exterior door is 
preserved at the west end of the south wall, where Building 46 almost reaches Building 47. there are several 
boulders in the room as well. most of the rooms are at least partly sanded up.

Building 47 (fig. 28): ten- or eleven-room agglomerated building. like Building 46, Building 47 is backed up 
against the cliff face. if the front wall of room f in Building 46 had not been so tumbled, the two structures would 
probably have been numbered as one. Building 47 is filled with sand but is generally well preserved; it seems 
to consist of two four-room house units (rooms a–d and f–i) and two or three non-interconnecting rooms. the 
easternmost room (a) is very irregular. the west wall has a door at its north end, and the back or north wall is 
the cliff face; the east wall bends to the southwest, meets two boulders, and continues as a short wall stub. a 
door at this point leads into a tiny, triangular room (b) on the south. the narrow room (c) to its west looks like 
an entrance room. the south wall, partly built over a boulder, is quite tumbled, but it does have an exterior door 
on the south, opening on to the wadi track. its north wall has a door into room d, which in turn opens onto room a 
via the doorway at the north end of the dividing wall. the back of room d is a retaining wall built over a boulder. 
whether the space between the retaining wall and the cliff was utilized is unknown; there seems to have been no 
easy access to it. there is a very large boulder in room d and another boulder immediately west. room e looks 
like an addition to fill in the angle between rooms d and f; its walls are tumbled, but it does have an exterior 
door at the southwest corner. it also has a lot of potsherds in the debris near the door. room f immediately to the 
west has not only a door in the same position, but also one in its west wall leading to room h and one in the north 
wall leading to room g. room h may have the remnants of a mastaba under the wall fall, and perhaps another 
door into room i. room g has three doors, two of which lead into the very irregular space between it and the cliff 
face. room i also has a door opening onto the open space, which thus was accessible and presumably used for 
something. a rough wall filling the gap between a boulder at the east end of this space and the cliff separates this 
space from the one behind room d. the pocket bounded by a large boulder on the north and rooms d, e, and g is 
too full of rock fall to determine whether it was utilized space. Finally, room j on the west does not interconnect 
with room f and the rest of the house but instead opens to the west. an unexplained wall projects south from the 
southwest corner, and a possible door in the north wall might give onto a small space delimited by room i and 
boulders. a stone with quarry marks was noted between Buildings 47 and 55 (not plotted).

Building 48 (fig. 28): four-room house. the building is sanded up, but the walls are preserved as much as 106 
cm high, and the layout, including doors, is quite clear. the west room (a) has an exterior door toward the north 
end of the west wall, remnants of a possible mastaba obscured by tumble along the south wall, and a door at 
the north end of the east wall opening into a large room (b) on the east. the latter has two exterior doorways at 
the west end of the north and south walls, respectively. there is a large, trapezoidal bench (135 cm long ≈ 98 
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cm wide at the narrow end ≈ 70 cm high) in the northeast corner. a wide (70 cm) door in the east wall leads to 
the small, easternmost room (c) of the building. attached to the south side of the large east room, just east of 
the door, is a small rectangular room (d). its west and south walls are relatively thin (35– 45 cm), and the east 
wall is tumbled down.

Building 49 (fig. 28): six-room agglomerated building. although some of the walls are preserved as high as 120 
cm in places, others are lost in tumble or sanded up. the southern three rooms (a–c) seem to be one house unit. 
the southernmost room (a) has a bench in its north corner, a possible bench in the east corner, and a damaged 
niche in the northeast wall (left slab 35 cm high, right slab fallen in, top missing, 104 cm up from present sur-
face). a door in the northwest wall leads into the second room (b). the south part of its east wall is missing, but 
the exterior door must have been here. the northwest corner is also quite damaged, but there must have been 
a door into the little pentagonal room (c) on the north. Judging from the way the walls of this room abut those 
on the north, the southern three rooms were added on. the northwest two rooms (d–e) formed another unit. the 
west wall is very damaged, but an exterior door probably existed in the west wall of the northernmost room, 
and a 98 cm tumbled gap in its south wall probably led to room d. the entrance room e was partly partitioned 
by a north–south wall, and there was a damaged niche in the south wall (left slab 22 cm high, right side and top 
missing, 88 cm up from present surface). room f, on the east, probably did not interconnect with room e; it did 
have an exterior door at its south corner, and perhaps another at the west corner. outside, on the south, there is 
a large ash heap.

Building 50 (fig. 28): eight-room agglomerated building. most of the rooms are sanded in, and some of the 
walls are tumbled, but most of the layout of this very irregular building is clear. room a at the south end may 
have started out as a separate unit, judging from the way the wall of room c abuts. room a has a small bench 
at its back (east) wall and a door near the west corner. a fragment of a wall outside suggests that there might 
once have been more here. room b is problematic; its south wall is almost all missing, and there is only a line 
of stones to suggest a continuation up to the outer wall of room a. if the space was unroofed, then room b could 
have been a small courtyard or partly sheltered entrance. a narrow (38 cm) gap at the east corner of room b leads 
into room c, and there might have been a doorway between rooms b and d as well. a thin northwest–southeast 
wall partitions off the north corner of room d, and a door in its west wall gives on to room e. the latter has a 
bench (184 cm long) in the east corner, a door in the southwest wall to room f, and perhaps an exterior door in 
the northwest wall. wherever the outside door(s) may have been, rooms d, e, and f functioned together. room 
g is an irregular unit at the far west end of Building 50. on the plan its north corner looks pinched in, perhaps 
to accommodate somehow a thin partition wall partly closing off the north corner, like the partition in room d. 
room g opens to the southwest, toward the wadi bed. room h is still more irregular. it seems to have been cre-
ated by closing off the already awkward angle between rooms e, f, and g. the exterior door of room h lay in its 
east corner; the tumbled wall between rooms h and f does not seem to obscure a door. outside room a on the 
east, there is a large piece of a lower rotary grinding stone (63 cm max. width, central depression 52 cm dm).

Building 51 (fig. 28): two-room house. the building is sanded up and the walls tumbled, but the layout of two 
rooms is clear. the west room (a) has an exterior door at the north corner and an interior door at the east corner 
leading to the east room (b). this has a door at the west end of the southwest wall; traces of curving wall(s) 
outside might once have enclosed a space or spaces. a second door, in the north wall of the east room, may have 
existed. to the north of Building 51, a rim of stones partly encircles a dump.

Building 52 (fig. 28): five-room house. the walls of this structure are very tumbled; it might once have had more 
rooms. the two rooms on the north constitute one unit (a–b). the northernmost room (a) is somewhat irregular, 
with a bowed-out north wall. the exterior door probably lay at the south end of the west wall. a second door, 
in the southwest wall, led to the next room in the unit (b), which has well-preserved northeast, southeast, and 
southwest walls but a tumbled northwest wall. it is partly filled with a dump. the room to the east of these two 
(c) has only a northwest wall and an east corner; the rest is unclear. the fourth room (d), a small one at the east 
end of Building 52, now has only a definite northeast wall with an exterior door; the rest is damaged. the fifth 
room (e), on the southwest, has parts of its northeast and southwest walls, a niche in the latter (45 cm wide ≈ 20 
cm deep), but no definite end walls, much less doorways. remnant walls at the west corner might have enclosed 
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two more rooms, but a curved bit of wall nearby is now unconnected to anything. outside and south of Building 
52, there is a circle of stones and a small dump.

Building 53 (sketched in 1997, not plotted): one-room outbuilding. this is a simple rectangular room with 
rounded corners and a door at the east end of the south wall. it lies between Buildings 50 and 57.

Building 54 (fig. 28): eight-room agglomerated building. rooms a and b on the east constitute one house unit. 
room a has an exterior door at its east corner and a mastaba (105 cm wide) in the north corner. a worn grinding 
stone seems to have been incorporated into the mastaba. a door near the south corner of the room leads to room 
b at the very east end of Building 54. there is a mastaba (175 cm long) in the east corner; sand is piled notice-
ably higher outside the room than in. the small room c on the southwest does not interconnect with either room 
a or b; its doorway may have been in the south wall. room d, in the angle of rooms a, c, and e, can be partly 
traced, but most of the north and west walls are gone. rooms e, f, and g make up a special unit thanks to their 
relatively orthogonal layout and the two-tier bench in room g. the entrance to the unit, at the east end of room 
e, is partly sheltered by the west wall of room a. a rough circle of stones outside the door rims a small trash 
heap. room e is a sort of vestibule; the entrance passage sweeps straight through its south side and into room 
f, where it turns right and passes through a wide doorway into room g. the east corner of the last is occupied 
by a two-tiered bench with a quarter circle of stones (max. dimension 105 cm) in front of it. the top of the wall 
behind the double bench stands 1 m high, the top of the top tier is 88 cm up from the present surface, and the top 
of the lower tier is 50 cm up (pls. 63b, 64a). the north corner of room g is damaged; outside it and to the west, 
there is a 250 cm stretch of unconnected wall. a room to the west of room f is missing its west corner; traces of 
another wall to its west suggest that there might have been yet another room west of room g, though the space 
between Buildings 57 and 54 is quite narrow. 

Buildings 55, 56, 60, 61, 62, 63, and 68 lie in the area marked “unmapped” west of Building 47, north of the 
“erosion channel” or path, and immediately south of the cliffs (fig. 28).

Building 55 (sketched in 1997, not plotted): one-room outbuilding. this structure is not very well preserved; 
it lies west of Building 47 and backs up against the cliffs on the north. the north part of the east wall consists 
of some large boulders; the damaged south part presumably ran far enough south to turn a corner to meet the 
door in the south wall. the western part of the south wall is tumbled, but at least one exterior doorjamb and 
the southwest corner survive. the west wall is tumbled, and the north wall, instead of running east back to the 
large boulders, curls north to the cliff. there is a door in the north wall before it starts to curl, which means that 
the pocket between it and the cliff looks like a sheltered entryway to the north door of Building 55. a possible 
east–west wall, possibly with a door in the middle, might have divided Building 55 in two, and another possible 
east–west wall might have closed off the northeast corner, where the north wall started to curl. remnant north–
south lines of stones might once have marked other spaces or features within the building. 

Building 56 (sketched in 1997, not plotted): one-room outbuilding. it lies west of Building 47 and likewise backs 
up against the cliff face on the north. the northwest corner is a huge boulder, and the damaged west wall runs 
south of it. a wall curving southeast from the boulder and another curving northeast complete the closure of a 
D-shaped room with an exterior door on the east.

Building 57 (fig. 28): nine-room agglomerated building. the rooms on the north are preserved a meter or more 
in height, but those on the south side are much more damaged by wadi wash. the building seems to consist of 
three house units (a–b, d; e–f; h–j), a courtyard (c), and a non-interconnecting room (g) on the south. room a in 
the middle of the building has well-preserved walls, but the eastern half of the south wall gaps south and wide 
of the western half, like a paper clip partly bent open, leaving a broad entrance to room c, which is probably 
a courtyard. the north wall of room a has a niche (50 cm wide ≈ 30 cm deep, 30 cm up from present surface), 
a modern floor level much lower than the rest of the building, and a door to room b in the east wall. room b is 
sand filled and very irregular; it appears to have been added to the east side of room a. there is a well-preserved 
exterior doorway (55 cm wide) in the north wall, but the surviving bit of southwest wall is too damaged to de-
termine whether it had a door. the northeast corner has remains of what might have been a mastaba. the south 
wall of room c is a continuation of the wall zigzagging around the east and south sides of rooms b and d. the 
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room or courtyard c was probably entered through the gap between rooms a and h, but there might have been 
doors into rooms e and/or d. there is a dump where room c pinches in at the west corner of room a. rooms e and 
f formed another unit. room e has an exterior door looking northwest, an interior door to room f, and perhaps a 
door to room/courtyard c. room g was created by adding a wall that runs southwest from room e and then curls 
around like the letter “g,” leaving a fairly broad entranceway outside the south wall of room c. rooms h, i, and 
j at the northwest corner of Building 57 form the third unit. room h is a large, pentagonal room with an exterior 
door in its northeast wall, a very damaged mastaba in the east corner and another (90 ≈ 135 cm) in the middle 
of the southeast wall, a niche (45 cm wide ≈ 30 cm deep) near the south corner, and a door in the southwest wall 
leading to the triangular room i. room j is sand filled and tumbled. it seems to have been partitioned by a short 
cross wall, but whether it was entered from room h or through a door in its damaged north corner is unknown.

Building 58 (sketched in 1997, not plotted): four- or five-room house between Buildings 52 and 57. although 
several walls are tumbled and/or sanded up, the building clearly consists of two two-room units. it is the con-
nection between them that is uncertain. the two east rooms are joined by an interior doorway circa 70 cm wide. 
the exterior door(s) might have existed in the now-tumbled segments of the east and south walls. the northeast 
room has a jog in its north wall but no other special features. the western two rooms might have interconnected, 
but the wall that separates them is too damaged to tell. the southwest room has a good door at the east end of 
the south wall. the northwest room has a probable bench in the southeast corner and a very wide (110 cm) door 
at the north end of the east wall. the door is so wide in fact that the space just east looks like an extension of 
the room. at this point the stubs and traces of walls become hard to follow.

Building 59 (sketched in 1997, not plotted): eleven-room agglomerated building west of Building 57, facing 
the wadi track. this structure lies near the wadi track and thus is very damaged by wash and filled with sand. 
it appears to consist of three ranges of rooms running northwest–southeast, but most of the interconnections are 
lost. the two rooms at the southeast corner are perhaps the clearest. the easternmost room must have had an 
exterior door looking south. it clearly has a mastaba in the northeast corner and an interior door at the north end 
of the west wall. the next room west has a jog in its north wall and probably opened onto the room on its west; 
judging from the condition of the walls, this is the only place for a door. the fourth room west has damaged north 
and south walls; a possible jamb stone suggests a door toward the west end of the north wall. the fifth room 
west has a 110 cm wide gap at its northwest corner, perhaps an entrance; the west wall is very damaged and the 
south wall now consists of only a short stub, plus a very definite corner bending south, that is, not completing 
the south wall. a concave grinding stone (lower) was noted on the surface. wall stubs projecting south from 
this range of five rooms and one stub angling west suggest that there were once more rooms here. north of the 
rank of five rooms, there are enough corners and wall remnants to indicate that three rooms existed here, but 
no details. north of that, there are remains of two or three more rooms, including what looks like a reasonable 
doorway into the northwestern-most room. there is a small trash heap east of Building 59.

Building 60 (1999, unmapped): six- or seven-room agglomerated house. Building 60 is north of D-shaped Build-
ing 56 and close to the cliffs but not backed up against them. the walls are now quite tumbled and hard to follow, 
but there seem to be five or six rooms in a row from northwest to southeast and one or two more rooms behind 
them. Some walls have pottery chinking. the room at the far northwest is the clearest; it is roughly rectangular 
and probably had a door in the southeast wall. there is space for another room to the southeast; the southwest 
wall is reasonably clear, as is a probable door in it; the southeast wall runs up to a boulder, but no northeast 
wall survives. the next two rooms are very irregular. parts of the north walls are boulders with short wall stubs 
running southeast, but the wall line is hardly complete. the fifth room in line has a good southwest wall with a 
probable door at its south corner, part of a northwest wall, part of a northeast wall, and most of a southeast wall, 
which is to say, the northwest wall of the sixth room. this is a fairly well-preserved, nearly rectangular room; the 
south corner survives 92 cm high, and the door at the east end of the southeast wall is 52 cm wide. at least one 
room (7) is reasonably clear (northeast of room 5), though its walls bend where they run over or meet boulders. 
remnants of walls extending from its north and south corners might once have helped enclose other rooms.

Building 61 (1999, unmapped): three-room house. it lies north of Building 60, up against the cliff. in the narrow 
alley that separates Buildings 60 and 61, a number of painted pottery sherds were found. the northwest room 
of Building 61 is fairly well preserved; some walls stand as much as 65 cm high, and the northeast wall appears 
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to have a niche. a gap at the west corner may be a door; a gap at the east corner is less certainly another door. 
the middle room is not so clear; it has a northwest and most of the southwest and southeast walls, but no back. 
the third room in the row is reasonably clear. it has a southwest wall, most of the northwest and southeast walls, 
an east corner, and some of the northeast wall, which may have been protected by a rim of stones outside. all 
rooms are sanded up.

Building 62 (1999, unmapped): one-room building. Building 62 lies north of Building 63 and northwest of 
Building 61 and is likewise backed up against the cliff. the damaged northwest wall of Building 62 appears to 
run out from the cliff face and then curl back, something like an angular “6.” the door was probably in the gap 
between the cliff face and the incurving northeast wall. the area west of Building 62 up to the cliff has a heavy 
sherd scatter.

Building 63 (1999, unmapped): ten-room agglomerated building. it lies west of Buildings 60 and 61 at the far 
west end of outlier 2. the structure is so tumbled and sanded up that the rooms, much less their interconnec-
tions, are not clear. there are, however, two large rooms on the southeast end of Building 63. a gap, marked by 
large stones, at the south corner of the southernmost room is probably a door. the second large room still has 
north and east corners, a southeast wall, and about half of the southwest wall (northeast wall of room 1). pieces 
of walls, corners, and doorjambs sketch out four or five rooms in the middle of the building. Finally, three small 
rooms run along the west end of Building 63. the westernmost room (8) is long and seems to have a wide door 
onto the erosion channel or track between Buildings 63 and 64. a short wall curving in from the door seems to 
mark off the south corner of the room. the middle room (9) has a northwest wall, most of a southwest wall, and 
at least part of the northeast and southeast walls. From its north corner, some bits of walls running northeast and 
southeast might have once enclosed a small, tenth room. 

Buildings 64, 65, 66, and 67 lie in the area marked “unmapped” just west of Building 57 and south of the 
“erosion channel” or track (fig. 28).

Building 64 (1999, unmapped): eleven-room agglomerated building. this deeply sanded, very irregular struc-
ture lies west of Building 57 and south of the track separating the two unmapped blocks. a unit of three rooms 
is well defined in quadrant 3. the westernmost room has a partition wall part way out from the northeast wall 
and probably a door near the middle of the southwest wall. the next, rectangular room southeast may have had 
a door toward the west corner of the southwest wall. if so, it would have opened into an odd little triangular 
room jutting south. the third room in the row of three has a good door at the south end of its southeast wall. it 
gives onto what may have been a very irregular courtyard with a zigzag north wall; see Building 57 for some-
thing similar. the northwest “zig” helps enclose a triangular space divided from the larger courtyard by a low 
wall. the southeast corner of the larger courtyard is separated by another low wall from a squarish room (6) to 
the south, at the east end of the building. the squarish room opens to the exterior by a door at the south corner. 
another door at the west end of the southwest wall leads to the next room (7) west (south of the large, irregu-
lar courtyard) by a door at the west end of the southwest wall. room 7 has some rather distorted walls, but the 
bench in the south corner is fairly well preserved. Continuing west again, there is another large room (8) south 
of the room 3 (of the original unit of three rooms). tumble obscures what may have been a mastaba, but a door 
near the south corner is visible. it opens into not one but two rooms (9 and 10) wrapping around the south side 
of Building 64. the easternmost of the two rooms (9) is irregular and probably opened south to the exterior. the 
other room (10) is trapezoidal and may have opened onto the last room (11) on the southwest. there is also a 
square, stone-rimmed feature outside and south of room 11. 

Building 65 (sketched in 1997, not plotted): three-room house. it lies at the far west end of outlier 2, west of 
Buildings 64 and 67, and across the “erosion channel” or track from Building 63. Building 65 consists of two rect-
angular rooms side by side and a third “hooked-on” room on the southwest wall of the south room. the structure 
is too full of sand to detect any doors.

Building 66 (1999, unmapped): one-room building. it sits at the far west corner of outlier 2, west of Building 
67 and south of Building 65. the west half of the room is quite damaged by wadi wash, but a door can be de-
tected at the north end of the northeast wall, and tumble outside the southwest wall might have been an exterior 
mastaba.
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Building 67 (1999, unmapped): three- or four-room house. this very irregular structure is located between 
Building 64 on the east, Building 66 on the west, and Building 65 on the north. there is a fairly large, nearly 
rectangular room on the north, corners roughly oriented to the points of the compass. the exterior door is at the 
south end of the southeast wall. a possible door in the middle of the southwest wall might have led to a small, 
rounded room on the southwest. also attached to the southwest wall of the main room is a small U-shaped 
“closet” next to the exterior door. another wall running south, then east, then north again might have encircled 
a courtyard or even a fourth room.

Building 68 (sketched in 1997, not plotted): one-room outbuilding. it is west of Building 62, up against the cliff, 
and separated from Building 63 to the south by a sandy space. the northwest and southeast walls of Building 
68 run up to the cliff face. a gap at the west end of the southwest wall forms a door, and a bit of parallel wall 
outside might have sheltered the entrance.

oUtlierS 6 anD 7 oVerView

Due to lack of time and manpower, outliers 6 and 7 were not systematically mapped like the main settlement 
and outlier 2, but heidorn did record the details of each building there, with sketches as needed, and Cowherd 
photographed all but the worst-preserved structures. outlier 6 was selected for careful documentation because 
it has some special features and because it appears to be a sizeable residential area, versus nonresidential or 
temporary shelters near a work area. the outlier lies at the north-northwest end of a long, fairly wide wadi 
that opens onto the modern Quft–Quseir road. the wadi parallels the main settlement, and paths link the two 
over the intervening ridge (figs. 2 and 3). heidorn did not systematically hunt for buildings upslope from the 
wadi settlement, but since Cowherd shot most photographs from high on the wadi sides, it is not likely that they 
missed many structures. the most unusual feature of outlier 6 is a puzzling structure with massive walls (now 
labeled Complex 26), and it was hoped that further investigation could help elucidate its function. outlier 7 is 
a continuation of outlier 6. there is a gap in the series of huts where the outlier 6 wadi meets the larger wadi 
el-Sid, but it is not much of a gap, and outlier 7 more or less continues the habitation zone along the wadi el-
Sid, toward the main settlement. 

in general, outliers 6 and 7 have the same kind of house units as the main settlement, though most are only 
one, two, or three rooms. the largest house described has perhaps five rooms; there are no agglomerated build-
ings of ten or more rooms. otherwise the dry-masonry construction techniques are the same as those employed 
in the main settlement, the same range of built-in features such as benches and niches occurs, and the pottery 
and other artifacts are the same, if sparser. heidorn labeled a number of small rooms that appear to have been 
added to the main structure “pantries.” whatever the function, they are like the “hooked-on” rooms in the main 
settlement. Compared to the enormous numbers of sherds littering the Bir Umm Fawakhir main settlement, there 
are comparatively few sherds on the ground in outliers 6 and 7, nor is there much evidence for use of the slopes 
above the wadi buildings. thick trash heaps between buildings or upslope from them are not found either, only 
a few thinner sherd scatters.

oUtlier 6

the survey of outlier 6 started at the far southeast end of the habitation zone and worked northwest toward 
the modern asphalt road in the wadi el-Sid. the southeast end of the string of outlier 6 structures peters out in 
a couple of huts and wall remnants, though the wadi continues at least a kilometer farther southeast. a walking 
survey found it devoid of remains. 

Building 1 (pl. 64b): outbuilding or feature. the first structure is a very ruinous feature. it is roughly circular 
with interior dimensions of 120 ≈ 120 cm and a possible door to the west or southwest.

Building 2 (pl. 65a): two-room house. this fairly well-preserved building lies north of the first feature. it is 
roughly square (270 ≈ 245 interior dimensions) with a long, narrow “pantry” (210 ≈ 50 cm) to the south. the 
door may have been on the upslope (east) side, but there are no well-defined jambs. at least two walls incor-
porated large boulders.
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Building 3 (pls. 65b, 66a): three-room house. the structure has an entrance opening toward the wadi on the 
west. this leads to a square room, and then to a long, rectangular room to the south. there is a circular “pantry” 
at the southeast side of the structure. room 1 measures 268 ≈ 285 cm, room 2 is 350 ≈ 190 cm, and the “pantry,” 
138 ≈ 132 cm.

Building 4 (pls. 65b, 66b): two- or three-room house. it lies to the east of Building 3. its door opens west. the 
mastaba (200	≈	85 cm) in the southeast corner of the inner room occupies almost the entire southern wall. room 
1 measures 275 ≈ 208 cm, room 2 is 295 ≈ 210 cm (minus the mastaba), and the “pantry,” 125 ≈ 90 cm, though 
this is not clearly a separate room.

Building 5 (pls. 65b, 67a): four-room house. the entrance was probably on the northwest of the building, open-
ing onto a small room (140 ≈ 110 cm). this leads into another small cubicle or “pantry” (132 ≈ 105 cm) to the 
north, and, through a door on the east side, into a larger inner room, which is approximately square (278 ≈ 260 
cm). it is possible that the main entrance into this room was at its southwest corner, but the tumbled rocks here 
show no real evidence for it. the fourth room is quite large (305	≈	185 cm).

Building 6 (pls. 65b, 67b): two- or three-room house. it is now very ruinous, thanks to wadi wash. this structure 
is roughly north of Buildings 5 and 3. the surviving core of the building is a rectangular room (197 ≈ ca. 330 
cm), and to its north, along the west side, there is another low wall with one surviving corner. to the east of the 
main room, there are some more wall fragments, including a south wall with a probable doorjamb.

Building 7 (pls. 65b, 67b): two-room house. it is rectangular with a door on the north side. there is a mastaba 
(170 ≈ 110 cm) in the northwest corner. at the northeast corner, there is a circular “pantry” that probably had a 
door on the north. the main room measures 310	≈	245 cm, and the “pantry,” 140 ≈ 145 cm.

Building 8 (pls. 65b, 67b): two-room house. it has a badly preserved door on the east. the main room measures 
254 ≈ 184 cm; a second, smaller room (167 ≈ 153 cm) is entered through the first.

Building 9 (pl. 68a): two-room house. although there were probably two rooms originally, only one room is well 
preserved. the building is located along the wadi, and its walls have suffered from wash. the doorway was on 
the north, away from the wadi, and the main room measures 174 ≈ 173 (interior dimensions). the wall remnants 
on the west are quite tumbled and sand filled, but the room width was about 212 cm; there seems to have been 
no interconnecting door. 

Building 10 (pls. 68, 69a): four-room house. it lies on the main wadi. a door on the north side leads into a large 
room, which was divided by interior walls into two rooms and an entrance hallway. the partition wall between 
the hall and room 1 is thin and badly tumbled. (room 1 measures 225 ≈ 222 cm, doorway 86 cm wide; room 2 
measures 167 ≈ 293 cm, entrance hall, 222 ≈ 86–90 cm.) the hall also leads back to room 3 (335 ≈ 240 cm) at 
the back of the house, and thence to a “pantry” (115 ≈ 115 cm). 

Building 11 (pl. 68a): one-room outbuilding. it lies north of Building 10 and has an entrance at the east side. 
the interior dimensions are 310 ≈ 220 cm. to its east-northeast are two piles of small rocks with no identifiable 
walls. Beyond that, to the northeast, there is a stony trash heap at the base of a finger of the cliff projecting into 
the wadi.

Building 12 (pls. 68a–b, 69a): one-room outbuilding(?). it now consists of ruined wall fragments in the main 
wadi. the north wall of the structure is preserved for 340 cm; the east wall is almost nonexistent, but the line 
of tumble runs circa 320–30 cm. 

Building 13 (pls. 68a–b, 69a): three-room house. it lies east of Building 12 and northwest of Building 10. the 
first room has a door on the north side and a mastaba in the northeast corner; the room measures 308 ≈ 310 cm, 
minus the mastaba area of 200 ≈ 132 cm. there is a narrow (32 cm wide) connecting door to a second room (305 
≈ 200 cm) on the west. the doorjambs are well-preserved stacks of fairly long stones still rising 112 cm high. a 
small “pantry” (192 ≈ 130 cm) is attached to the south of room 1.
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Building 14 (pls. 68b, 69a): two-room house. it is east of Building 13; the rooms do not interconnect, but both 
have doors on the north side. room 1 (292 ≈ 208 cm) is sanded up along the west interior wall and might have 
had a mastaba there, but there is too much sand to be sure. room 2 (215 ≈ 125 cm interior space) abuts room 1.

Building 15 (pls. 68b, 69a): two-room house. it lies east of Building 14, at the base of the slope, and northeast 
of two or three rocky mounds. there is a little evidence of a vestibule or wall sheltering the entrance. room 2 
(405 ≈ 220 cm) seems to be the core of the building; room 1 (280 ≈ 270 cm) was added on. the entrance hall/
sheltering wall measures circa 66 ≈ 70 cm. outside, at the northwest corner of Building 15, a fragment of red 
granite rotary grinding stone was noted. 

Building 16 (pls. 68b, 69a–b, 70b): two-room house. the building is on the main wadi, north of Building 12. the 
entrances to the rooms are widely separated. room 1 (270 ≈ 282 cm) might have had two entrances, one looking 
south toward Building 12 and one in the northeast corner. room 2 (330 ≈ 215 cm) might have had a mastaba in 
the northwest corner, but it is very sanded up there.

Building 17 (pls. 68b, 69a–b, 70a): two-room house. it is directly east of Building 16. room 2 (335 ≈ 250 cm) 
has an entrance on the west. room 1 is a “pantry” measuring 130 ≈ 103 cm; it opens north. Building 17 appears 
to have a courtyard(?) at the entrance, which is to say, a partly enclosed space (206 ≈ 150 cm) with no north 
wall. 

Building 18 (pls. 68b, 69a, 69b, 70a): three-room house(?). it is northwest of Building 14 and east of Building 
17, toward Complex 26 back in its bay. (See Complex 26 below.) the walls of Building 18 are very poorly pre-
served, tumbled, and obscured, but it seems to have had three rooms. room 1 (320 ≈ 310 cm) may have had a 
mastaba in the northwest corner. room 2 (ca. 200 ≈ 90 cm) is a “pantry.” Both rooms seem to have had doors 
on their north sides, as indicated by long, thin, displaced jamb stones. Some wall fragments (ca. 330 cm long) 
parallel to and north-northeast of rooms 1 and 2 may once have formed another room in Building 18. it does 
seem to incorporate a mastaba (180 ≈ ca. 75–80 cm) on its south “interior” side.

Building 19 (pls. 69, 70a): one- or two-room house. north-northwest of Building 18, it is now only a few tumbled 
walls described in the field notes as a “wadi wash nightmare.” one room (225 ≈ 223 cm) is visible; its entrance 
is questionable but probably lay on the north side. at the northeast corner, there are remains of a second room 
(estimated at 205 ≈ 370 cm), but only the southern wall remains in situ.

Building 20 (pls. 70a, 70b): one- or two-room house. west-southwest of Building 16, it lies along the main wadi 
and so is filled with sand. room 1 (262 ≈	ca. 170 cm) has well-preserved east, north, and south walls, but noth-
ing on the west. about 120 cm to the west, there is a northeast–southwest wall fragment approximately 250 cm 
long that may have enclosed a second room.

Building 21 (pl. 69b, 70a): three-room house. it is north-northwest of Building 17. a door on the east side opened 
into long, narrow room 1 (370 ≈ 195 cm). the tumbled north wall probably covers a very ruined mastaba (ca. 
125 cm wide) that would have filled the width of that end of the room. a door near the middle of the west wall 
of room 1 leads to room 2 (268 ≈ 193 cm), which is very sanded up on its west side; a small grinding-stone frag-
ment is incorporated into its east wall. a narrow entrance at the south end of room 1 gives onto to a “pantry” at 
the southeast. room 3, the “pantry,” abuts room 1.

Building 22 (pl. 70b): two-room house. north-northwest of Building 20 and west of Building 21, it consists of 
a main room, a “pantry” attached to its north wall, and an enclosed space with no south wall, which may have 
been a courtyard on the east. Both rooms are entered from the “courtyard.” room 1 (345 ≈ 270 cm) is sanded 
up and has a door at its northeast corner. room 2 (220 ≈ 118 cm), the “pantry,” has a door on the east. the 
“courtyard” measures approximately 358 ≈ 210 cm, but its east wall is fragmentary, and the north wall is little 
more than a line of rocks.

Building 23 (pl. 70a): three-room house. north of Building 21, Building 23 consists of two rooms and an en-
tranceway. room 1 measures 180 ≈ 200 cm and has a door in its northwest corner that leads to an entranceway 
or protective wall. the entranceway encloses a long, narrow space (95 ≈ 210 cm) and opens east onto a “court-
yard.” room 2 (207 ≈ 208 cm) abuts the west side of room 1; it has a door at its northeast corner and a mastaba 
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(90 ≈ 165 cm) outside the entrance. the “courtyard” (200 ≈ 220 cm) is defined by the east side of Building 23, 
a wall on the south linking Buildings 23 and 27, and the west side of Building 27; there is no north wall. (Build-
ing 23 was originally considered to have three rooms, an entranceway, and a courtyard, but the room east of the 
courtyard was renumbered as Building 27; see below.) 

Building 24 (pl. 70b): two-room house. west of Building 22, it sits along the main wadi. the north and west walls 
are mostly destroyed, but it appears to have been a two-room house. room 1 (ca. 288 ≈ 238 cm) is quite sanded 
in. remnants of a possible second room or “pantry” (estimated at 140 ≈ 112 cm) may have been attached to the 
southwest corner of room 1. a sherd of the “aswan” bowl type, white slipped with brown painted stripes on the 
exterior near the rim, was collected from the wall chinking.

Building 25 (pl. 71a): one-room outbuilding. it is upslope from Complex 26. although heidorn and Cowherd did 
not systematically seek out structures on the heights, Cowherd photographed as many buildings as possible from 
the cliffs and thus found Building 25 while shooting the wadi buildings. it is a small, rounded watch-hut type of 
building (140 ≈ 125 cm) built into the boulders of the slope. the entrance is to the southeast; on the north and 
east is bedrock of the cliff. 

Building 25a: one-room outbuilding. Downslope and west of Building 25, it is rounded (100 ≈ 80 cm) and open 
on the west.

Building 25b: one-room outbuilding. it, too, is downslope and west of Building 25a. it is not well preserved but 
is estimated to have been 140 ≈ 125 cm. the slopes around Building 25b are lightly scattered with pottery before 
dipping down to Complex 26.

Complex 26 (pls. 69, 71, 72a, 73b). this structure is unique within Bir Umm Fawakhir; part of the reason for 
documenting outlier 6 in some detail was the hope of elucidating its function. it is not at all like the usual houses, 
much less the agglomerated buildings of the main settlement, and it might have had some sort of public function. 
there is no hint of any religious usage, pagan or Christian, and the orientation is wrong for a Christian church. 
nonetheless, it is tempting to see it as a small shrine with an enclosed court. at Berenice two shrines, one pos-
sibly dedicated to isis, survived into the late fourth–early fifth century a.d. (Sidebotham 2004: 235–36). Complex 
26 closes off a compound at the east end of a small bay. the north side is a sheer cliff. two thick (70 cm) walls 
a and B run southward from the cliff face. wall a, the western boundary, is almost exactly north–south. wall B, 
farther up the bay where it narrows, is roughly north-northwest–south-southeast (pl. 71b, foreground). it is only 
8.15 m long, and the triangular space east of it, where the cliffs rise steeply, seems never to have been used for 
anything. Certainly there is no gate in wall B. wall a is much longer, 25.35 m long; its south end is tumbled and 
partly washed away where it approaches a granite knob. (the north end of wall a, however, is well preserved 
as much as 1.85 m high.) the south boundary of the compound is partly the granite knob, partly two walls run-
ning east and west from it, and partly a high spur of the cliff at the south side of the bay. thus, the compound 
is roughly trapezoidal, circa 25 m on the west, 8.15 m on the east, and 30.0 to 30.5 m east–west. Unfortunately, 
there is a large looters’ hole in the middle of the granite knob. thanks to the looters’ hole, it can no longer be 
determined whether the east–west wall simply continued across the knob to the spur of the cliff or whether some 
more substantial structure, such as a gateman’s hut, stood there. (Judging from some bits of bone, the knob may 
also have been used for a burial at some point.) South of the granite knob are some more tumbled pieces that 
might once have been walls, and another large looters’ hole with sherds around it. it does seem likely that the 
gate to the compound lay at the south end of wall a, close to the granite knob. there is no other good location 
for it, and the wash that now cuts through here may have taken advantage of an existing gap, the gateway. a 
gateman’s post on the knob would have commanded a position above the gateway with a clear view up and down 
the wadi. there are no remains of other guardposts on the cliff immediately above wall a, but there are several 
natural ledges that could have been utilized. (Buildings 25, 25a, and 25b are high on the slope.) there are no 
sherd scatters on this sheer scarp. within the compound there is one, massive, unusual structure, Building 26. 
two thick (65 cm) walls run south from the cliff face, and there is a partial wall along the cliff face as if to give 
the back room a more regular facing (pl. 72a, wall over boulder). Judging from a probable doorjamb in the east 
wall, there was probably a door in this northernmost room, but if so, it was deliberately blocked off. across the 
approximate middle of the space enclosed by the massive north–south walls, a thinner partition was constructed 
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(pl. 72a, low tumble). presumably there was a door from the south “room” (or porch?) into the north one, but the 
partition wall is too tumbled to determine its location. the long, parallel, north–south walls were built first and 
the partition wall added later. the back (north) room measures 2.65 m wide ≈ 3.35 m long. the south “room” 
has no south wall, just two thick side walls and a partition between it and the north room, but it encloses a space 
2.85 m wide ≈ 5.85 m long. on the west side, a sturdily constructed rectangular room was added; its walls are 
not bonded to the main structure. the doorway into this third room must have been on the west, but it is obscured 
by wall fall. thus we have a carefully enclosed, massive building with three well-constructed rooms, one of 
which has no front. apart from sherds and bone scattered around the looters’ holes, finds are very sparse within 
Complex 26. a pottery sample was collected from the area and huts surrounding it (Chapter	6, fig. 42).

Building 27 (pl. 70a): one-room building. it was originally counted as part of Building 23. as now defined, it 
consists of one room (175 ≈ 230 cm) with a door at the northwest corner. a wall from its southwest corner runs 
to room 1 of Building 23 and marks the southern boundary of the “courtyard” between the two structures.

Building 28 (pls. 71b, 72b): three-room house. it lies north-northeast of Building 23/27, directly west of Complex 
26, up against the cliffs opening out of the bay enclosing Complex 26. room 1 (235 ≈ 330 cm) had an entrance 
in its northeast corner and, judging by the looters’ hole, a mastaba in the southwest corner. rooms 2 and 3 are 
directly north of room 1, and their walls are not bonded to it. Both room 2 (207 ≈ 130 cm) and room 3 (235 ≈ 
155 cm) open south. all doors in Building 28 are about 50 cm wide, which is normal.

Building 28a: one-room house. this rectangular structure north of Building 28 and right at the cliff’s edge mea-
sures approximately 142 ≈ 300 cm and has no preserved entrance, though presumably the door would not have 
faced the cliff.

Building 29 (pl. 70b): two-room house. it is sited on the cliff slope west-southwest of Building 28. room 1 (210 
≈ 170 cm) has a door at the southeast corner. room 2 (225 ≈ 140 cm) on the north interconnects. the doors in 
this building are 80 to 82 cm wide, unusually broad.

Building 30: one-room outbuilding. it is next to Building 29 and sits right on the slope of the cliff. a retaining 
wall connects the northwest corner of Building 29 to the northeast corner of Building 30. the latter is now filled 
with slope debris and is much more ruinous than the buildings surrounding it. the most distinct parts of Build-
ing 30 are the south and west walls and the southwest corner. it is unclear how a wall fragment at the northeast 
corner relates to the two clear walls or what another bit angling out of the northwest corner pertained to.

Building 31 (pl. 70b): three-room house. it lies east-southeast of Building 32, across the wadi “street” from 
Buildings 29 and 30. room 1 (340 ≈ 265 cm, possibly a courtyard) is entered by a door in its southeast corner, 
opening to the east. the north wall is tumbled. room 2 (320 ≈ 215 cm) was reached through room 1, but the door 
is not clear due to wall fall. room 3, a “pantry” (158 ≈ 125 cm), was attached to the south of room 1 and entered 
by a connecting door. its southern wall was not bonded to the southeast corner of room 2.

Building 32 (pl. 70b): three-room house. it is west of Building 31 and southwest of Building 30; a small track 
passes between Buildings 32 and 30. the entrance into room 1 (360 ≈ 200 cm) must have been on the east side, 
though the wall is not well preserved here. a door in the southwest corner of room 1 led to room 2 (ca. 350 ≈	
185 cm), which is very sanded up. room 3 (185 ≈ 135 cm), a “pantry,” was added on to the north side of Build-
ing 32. it is ruinous, but the entrance on the east, from the wadi track, is visible. a fragment of a black concave 
grinding stone was noted in room 1. 

Building 32a (pl. 70b): one- or two-room house. this is a fairly ruined structure west of Building 32. a small 
wadi track runs east–west just north of Building 32a. the easternmost section of Building 32a seems to have 
run right up to the western exterior of Building 32, but the plan is hard to discern. at least one room, measuring 
approximately 225 ≈ 295 cm, is fairly clear. it has walls on north, west, and south, but not the east. no door is 
visible, so it probably lay in the (missing) east wall. a wall fragment to the southeast may represent another 
room or courtyard, but it seems to be joined to the exterior of Building 32.

Building 33 (pls. 70b, 73b): two- or three-room structure. it sits south of the main wadi, south of Building 32, and 
northwest of Building 24. the walls of one room are very low and ruined; no south wall survives. the enclosed 
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space was approximately 350 ≈ 260 cm. the east wall has a doorjamb stone toward its south end. Southwest of 
the main room is a smaller, pantry-like tumble of rocks estimated at 170 ≈ 155 cm. it has so little of a north wall 
that the door might have been here. there are the remnants of a corner of another possible room to the west. 

there are remains of five of six more houses (Buildings 34–38 and 81) on the opposite (southwest) side of 
the outlier 6 wadi.

Building 34 (pls. 73a, 73b): four-room house. it lies at the eastern end of this string of houses. room 1 (ca. 150 
≈ 170 cm), possibly a “pantry,” consists of an east–west wall with the rock of the cliff as the southern bound-
ary. there is no east wall, but room 1 may have interconnected with room 2 to the west; the wall in between 
is now tumbled. room 2 (375 ≈ 320 cm) might have been a courtyard. there is a retaining wall on the north. 
there might have been an entrance in the north wall, but again, this is not clear. the cliff rocks set the southern 
limits. there is no west wall, and no significant rock tumble. running along the cliff, the “courtyard” is acces-
sible through the south door of the main room 3, and this door is preserved 80 cm wide. room 3 is a rounded 
rectangle measuring 255 ≈ 180 cm. Continuing along the cliff west-southwest of room 3, there is another poorly 
preserved room 4 (ca. 190 ≈ 175 cm). the doorway of this room is uncertain, and the north wall is not bonded to 
the exterior northwest corner of room 3. east of Building 34, there are remains of two more or less circular walls 
perched atop the higher sand along the side of the wadi and also some remains later numbered as Building 81.

Building 81: one-room outbuilding. it is now little more than a line of rocks at the far southeast end of outlier 
6. the south wall is the cliff, and the east and west walls, if any, are now gone. the north wall survives in the 
terracing of the debris from the wadi sands down to a lower level. the north wall is about 230 cm away from the 
cliff face and was probably limited on its east and west sides by the slope of the ground and by boulders. the 
enclosed space is estimated at 230 ≈ 200 –50 cm.

Building 35 (pls. 73a, 73b): two-room house. it lies below and to the northwest of Building 34, at a small distance 
from the cliff face and slope. room 1 (280 ≈ 200 cm) is the better preserved of two. it is a “square oval” with a 
door probably somewhere in the tumble of the east wall and an interior now filled with sand. room 2 (ca. 260 
≈ 210 cm) on the east is badly preserved. the south wall is discernible, but only rock tumble on the north and 
west sides marks the original walls. no doorway is visible.

Building 36 (pl. 73b): two- or three-room house. it is at some distance west along the south side of the wadi. 
the entrance to the southern room 1 was probably in the southeast corner. the room measures 250 ≈	165 cm but 
is now very sanded up. room 2 (250 ≈ 150 cm) was entered by a door 78 cm wide at its southeast corner, giving 
onto room 1. the northeast wall of room 2 is not well preserved. to the east there are remains of a possible third 
room or courtyard, as indicated by wall tumble running 420–30 cm.

Building 37 (pl. 73b): two-room house. it now consists of the sanded-up corners of two rooms. room 1 on the 
east consists of north and west walls joined at the northwest corner; the west wall is now 220 cm long. room 2 
likewise now has only remnants of its north and west walls, the latter now measuring 350 cm. the west wall is 
only about 225 cm away from the exterior west wall of Building 36. like Buildings 35 and 36, Building 37 is 
set away from the cliff slope. a small scour of wadi wash runs between these buildings and the huts along the 
main outlier 6 wadi.

Building 38 (pl. 73b): one-room outbuilding. it is situated in a location similar to Building 37 and consists only 
of fragments of north, south, and west walls and tumble on the east enclosing roughly 280 ≈	280 cm. wall tumble 
may suggest another room or feature to the south.

Beyond (northwest of) the area of Complex 26 and its bay, the wadi narrows at a natural gateway in a fel-
site dyke (pl. 73b), the same dyke that cuts across the granite ridges and marks the southeast limit of the main 
settlement. in outlier 6, there are more structures west of the natural gate, on the north side of the wadi running 
toward the mouth of the wadi and the modern asphalt road.

Building 39 (pl. 74a): two-room house. it is built up against the felsite dyke, on the north side of the outlier 6 
wadi. it is a two-room house with an entrance at the northwest corner. room 1 measures 218 ≈	150 cm. the door 
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to room 2 (202 ≈ 150 cm) is at the east end of the east–west partition wall, which is not bonded to the west wall 
of Building 39. natural rock forms the east wall of the structure. 

Building 40 (pl. 74a): three-room house. it is part of a complex, which may include as many as three houses. 
at least Building 40a is separate (see below). Building 40 seems to have been entered from the east side, from 
the main wadi. the east and north walls of room 1 (350 ≈ 185 cm) are built into the cliff slope, and there is a 
door in the southeast corner. the south, wadi-side, wall is not well preserved. pieces of two grinding stones were 
noted in room 1; one is black and was probably a lower rotary grinding stone; the other seems to have been a 
dimpled crushing stone. room 2 (265 ≈ 170 cm) lies west of room 1 and interconnects through a doorway in the 
southeast corner of room 2. again, the south, wadi-side, wall is not well preserved. room 3 (290 ≈ 185 cm) is 
west of room 2 and interconnects by a door in the east wall of room 3. its north wall is very tumbled; there might 
have been another door there. the walls of rooms 1, 2, and 3 are bonded. Between Buildings 40 and 40a, there 
is a retaining wall 770 cm long that stands as high as 80 cm above the present surface.

Building 40a (pl. 74a): one-room outbuilding. it is a large, rounded structure, northwest of room 3 of Building 
40. it measures 210 cm in diameter internally and has a door on the south side.

Building 41 (pls. 74a, 74b): two-room house. it is the next in line northwest along the wadi slopes. it is a two-
room, square house with a door at the southwest corner. room 1 measures 285 ≈ 215 cm. room 2 is entered 
from room 1 by a door at the eastern end of the partition wall, which is bonded into the west wall of the building. 
there may have been a courtyard to the west, beside Building 42.

the remains of a retaining wall connect the northwest corner of Building 41 to the northeast corner of Build-
ing 42. at the west end, upslope, there is a piece of a black, concave grinding stone. a line of stones along the 
wadi and butted up against Building 42 most likely delimited a use area connected with Building 41.

Building 42 (pls. 74a, 74b, 75a): three-room house. it is a large, thick-walled structure west of Building 41. it 
is much more substantial than usual. Building 42 juts out a bit, where the wadi bed turns southwest, and com-
mands a good view of the natural gateway in the felsite dyke. the southwest, wadi-side, wall of Building 42 
is tumbled at the south end, but there is a clear doorway in the northwest wall close to the northwest corner of 
room 1, which measures an impressive 500 ≈ 345 cm. the wall construction technique is clearly visible in the 
southeast wall of room 1. two lines of larger rocks make two wall facings filled by smaller rocks in the middle. 
the back two rooms run the length of the long northeast wall of room 1. room 2 on the north measures 255 ≈ 
290 cm, and a door in its southwest wall opens into room 1, though there is a lot of wall fall here. room 3 at 
the east corner of Building 42 is almost the same size as room 2 at 242 ≈ 285 cm. its door (62 cm wide) is in its 
southwest wall, leading into room 1. pieces of a lower rotary grinding stone were found in rooms 1 and 2 as well 
as several fragments of grinding stones of unspecified type outside the exterior door into room 1. a sherd of a 
jar including rim, neck, and handle was collected from room 2. a bit of wall curving out from the southeast wall 
of room 1 does appear to help enclose a working area bounded on the other three sides by Buildings 42 and 41 
and the retaining wall described above.

Building 43 (pls. 74a, 74b): three-room house. it is located west of Building 42 along the base of the cliff slope. 
there are at least three rooms, but the walls are all damaged, especially on the south side by the wadi. Doors 
are nowhere evident. an east and a south wall of one room are preserved and also some of the west wall, but 
nothing on the north. room 1 is approximately 190 ≈ 180 cm. room 2 (350 ≈ 230 cm) is north and west of room 
1; its south wall survives, the west wall is tumbled, the east wall is damaged, and the north wall is the cliff. 
there is a north–south partition wall in the middle. a piece of a black, slightly concave grinding stone and a 
light-blue faience body sherd were found in room 2. South of room 2, there are traces of at least one more room 
(estimated at 200 ≈ 180 cm), and there might have been a fourth south of room 1 (estimated at 255 ≈ 180 cm), 
but neither has any remnant of south walls. 

the next group of huts (Buildings 44–49) is on the south side of the wadi opposite Buildings 39– 43.

Building 44 (pl. 74b): one-room outbuilding. it is the easternmost building in this group. it now consists of part of 
the southeast wall, a tumbled, destroyed wall at the north, and the wall shared with Building 45 to the northwest. 
room 1 is irregular in shape; its extent is estimated at 265 ≈ 180 cm with an entrance path(?) extending east 
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about 130 ≈	70 cm. a large, complete rotary grinding stone; a black, dimpled crushing stone; and a large piece 
of a silt jar with neck, shoulder, and handle scar were found in Building 44.

Building 45 (pl. 74b): one-room outbuilding. this rectangular structure sits north-northwest of Building 44. it 
has a doorway facing north onto the wadi “street.” there seems to be no connecting door between Buildings 44 
and 45, so they were numbered separately. Building 45 measures 382 ≈ 155 cm but is now filled with sand and 
rocky debris. a piece of a gray-black, concave grinding stone was noted outside the door.

Building 46 (pl. 74b): one-room outbuilding. it lies northwest of Building 45 along the cliffs. this irregular, one-
room, sand-filled structure (ca. 235 ≈ 230 cm) has boulders for south and southeast walls. the west-southwest 
and north-northeast walls are quite tumbled, but the entrance on the east is still detectable. outside the door there 
is a little evidence for a retaining wall that could have supported an entrance path up from the wadi. 

Building 47 (pl. 74b): one-room outbuilding. opposite Building 42 is a very destroyed construction numbered 47. 
only its south wall (360 cm long) is preserved, plus corners leading to now-lost east and west walls. Sand is piled 
high against the south wall. there is no north wall at all, but this is where the wadi bed curves from east–west 
to run more northwest. there is no evidence for the use of the slopes above these huts.

Building 48: one-room outbuilding. it is directly west of the Building 47 remnants, on the south side of the 
wadi. it is located where the natural, wide gateway in the felsite dyke turns east toward the bay that shelters 
Buildings 39–47. the walls of Building 48 are tumbled and low, and the structure is filled with sand and rocky 
debris. the south-southwest wall runs up against the cliff slope; it is a retaining wall for part of its length. the 
west and south walls are very low and the east one quite tumbled. the entrance was through a north door, fac-
ing the wadi. two jamb stones remain standing here. the room measures 420 ≈ 290 cm and might have had a 
mastaba in the southeast corner. Building 48 stands pretty much alone. at this point it looks as if the wash scour 
hit the north (opposite) side of the wadi before turning west. if there ever were any buildings here, they have 
been washed away. 

Building 49: one-room outbuilding(?). it is located west of Building 48. its west wall (ca. 440 cm long) and parts 
of the north wall (230 cm long) are preserved, but nothing on the east or south. there is no discernible entrance. 

the sandy wadi bed runs between Buildings 50 and 75 on the north side and Buildings 76 to 80 at the south 
side of the wadi. at this point the outlier 6 wadi starts to open toward the modern asphalt road in the wadi el-
Sid. Buildings 50 through 59 are more widely spaced than the ones at the southeast end of the outlier 6 wadi 
(Buildings 1–38). From Building 60 on, they are more widely spaced still, staggered along the wadi’s north-
northwest edge. 

Building 50: two-room house. it sits on the north side of the wadi, west of a large rock that rests free of the cliff 
and juts into the wadi to form a gateway of sorts. another boulder stands in the wadi south-southwest of Build-
ing 50. room 1 (220 ≈ 235 cm) has no clear doorway, though one might have existed in the tumbled sections of 
the east or south walls. if in the east wall, then the small protected space against the boulders could easily have 
been utilized. outside, at the northeast corner, there are remnants of a possible retaining wall against upslope 
debris. a sherd of a silt, red-slipped jar with black painted bands and decoration was found in the wall tumble. 
room 2 (235 ≈ 208 cm) was entered by a door in its east wall leading to room 1.

Building 50a: one-room outbuilding. it was discovered later, on a cliff ledge above Building 50. it seems to be 
a small, rounded guardpost, roughly 60–70 ≈ 50 cm. its door faced east and had a good view of the wadi in that 
direction. a silt amphora toe was noted on the slope below, but no other sherds.

Building 51: one-room outbuilding or house. it now consists of one room west of Building 50, but runoff down the 
gully north of the latter has destroyed whatever additional walls might have existed there. the surviving room 
measures 240 ≈ 195 cm. tumbled sections of the south wall might indicate former doorways, but none is visible 
now. Judging from the amount of tumble, there might also have been more to Building 51 on the east. halfway 
along the north exterior wall, there is a retaining wall (ca. 240 cm long) running to the rocks of the cliff face, 
presumably to help protect the east end of Building 51. Four or five large boulders, some in the wadi bed, sit 
between Buildings 51 and 52, which therefore are not very close to each other.
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Building 52: one-room outbuilding. west of Building 51, Building 52 lies along the slopes of the north cliff of 
the wadi. it is a fairly large one-room structure (410 ≈ 310 cm). the door is marked by one standing jamb stone. 

Building 53: two-room house or two one-room structures. it is west of Building 52 and stands a little out from 
the cliff. the door into room 1 (370 ≈ 325 cm) must have been on the wadi side, but it is not preserved. the 
room is now sand filled, and the southeast, northeast, and northwest corners are tumbled. a scatter of small dark 
pebbles and rock chips in the northwest corner might indicate that a mastaba once existed here. on the outside of 
the northeast corner of the building, an unbonded wall fragment runs circa 85 cm east before it is lost in tumble. 
room 2 (250 ≈ 170 cm max. dimensions) was built up against the cliff rocks on the east. the north and west 
walls can be traced, but the south wall is tumbled. there is some indication of an entranceway in the west wall. 

Building 54 (pl. 75b): two-room building. lying west of Building 53, Building 54 has two rooms that touch only 
at their northeast and southwest corners, respectively. Both rooms are sand filled. room 1 (325 ≈ 255 cm) most 
likely had a door toward the west end of the north wall. room 2 (290 ≈ 235 cm) probably had a door at the south 
end of its west wall, so although the rooms did not interconnect, they could have opened almost side by side. 
north from the northwest corner of room 2, a bit of wall ran up to the cliff but does not seem to have enclosed 
a room space. the area between room 2 and the cliff has a sherd scatter that included a painted silt jar sherd, a 
late roman amphora 1 handle, and two bowl bottoms with slight ring bases (Chapter	6, no. 227).

Building 55 (pl. 75b): one-room outbuilding. it is a one-room, roughly circular structure about 250 ≈ 230 cm 
west-northwest of Building 54. the eastern and southern sides are preserved, if low, but the western side is just 
tumbled rocks. the southwest corner incorporates a large boulder. the north side of Building 55 is gone. to the 
west, the area between Buildings 55 and 58 has boulders and stones, but mostly sand. one small boulder has a 
circular depression (2.5 cm deep, 5.0 cm diameter) in its center as if to hold something. 

Building 56 (pl. 75b): one-room outbuilding. it lies southwest of Building 55 and west of Building 54, along the 
wadi and so is filled with sand. it measures 335 ≈ 260 cm and probably had a door in the south wall or at the 
northeast corner.

Building 57 (pl. 75b): three-room house. it sits directly west of Building 56. room 1 (ca. 260–65 ≈ 280 cm) no 
longer has a south wall, but a door at the east end of the north wall leads to room 2 (280 ≈ 280 cm), which now 
has only low, very tumbled walls. room 3, perhaps a “pantry,” was built on the west side of room 2 but is now 
reduced to a tumble of rocks. it is estimated to have measured 180 ≈ 125 cm.

Building 58 (pl. 75b): one-room outbuilding. it lies northeast of Building 57 but is separated from it by an area 
of large, tumbled rocks. Building 58 is more or less circular (ca. 190 ≈ 190 cm). the northeast wall utilizes a 
large boulder and the space beneath it. the door was probably on the west side where the wall is tumbled. 

Building 59 (pl. 75b): one-room outbuilding. north-northwest of Building 57 and southwest of Building 58, 
Building 59 is a one-room structure measuring 250 ≈ 245 cm. the door was at the north end of the east wall, and 
there might have been a mastaba or other feature in the southwest corner, but the room is sanded in. a sherd 
from the wall-chinking was collected here (Chapter	6, no. 219).

Building 59a: one-room outbuilding. it is a circular structure on the cliff slope, north of Building 59. only parts 
of the west and south walls remain; the dimensions are approximately 160 ≈ 125 cm.

Building 60 (pl. 75b): one-room outbuilding. west of Building 59, it lies along the wadi and thus is sanded in. 
it measures 270 ≈ 295 cm and possesses a door in the west wall. 

Building 61 (pl. 75b): two-room house. it lies northeast of Building 60. room 1, on the east, measures circa 190 
≈ 170 cm but lacks a north wall. a piece of a red to gray grinding stone with a striated depression on top was 
used in the construction of the east wall. room 2 (230 ≈ 210 cm) on the west has a sherd scatter, possibly from 
the wall chinking. the south walls of both rooms are now very low but continuous, so the entrances to both rooms 
were probably on the north; they do not interconnect. running north from the north wall of room 2, a tumble of 
stones may represent a former boundary wall of a working space between Building 61 and the cliff slope.
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Building 62 (pl. 76a): one-room outbuilding. it lies west of Building 61 and measures 270 ≈ 390 cm with a door 
at the northwest corner, looking toward the cliff.

Between Buildings 62 and 64 to the north-northwest, a finger of the cliff juts into the wadi. Just above and 
east of Building 64, there is a natural cave in the cliff, now used by snakes and animals. no pottery was noted 
inside, but there are a lot of big sherds, mostly storage jars, in the general area, in Building 64, and to its north-
west. above the cliffs in this area, there are remains of four little huts that were not measured but are described 
as “big enough to sit in with feet out door” (heidorn 1997 field notes). Beyond them, in the pass leading north-
northwest, there is a looted grave with potsherds scattered downslope, and there might be more graves here. one 
diagnostic sherd of a marl bowl or cooking pan was collected and, between Buildings 62 and 64, a rim sherd of 
a white-slipped aswan bowl with brown painted lines on the exterior.

Building 63 (pl. 76a): one- or two-room house. it lies west of Building 62. the main room measures 215 ≈ 
185 cm, but it is quite tumbled. a “pantry” may have been attached to the west wall; there are remains of a wall 
65 cm out from the main room. no doors are now visible. 

Building 64 (pl. 76a): one-room outbuilding. northwest of Building 62 and north of Building 63, Building 64 has 
one, large, irregular room (ca. 400 ≈ 350–400 cm). the west and south walls abut the boulders of the cliff. the 
walls are tumbled, and the room is sand filled, so the doorway is uncertain, but it might have been at the north 
end of the west wall where it approached the cliff. a second, more lightly constructed room might have existed 
at the southeast end of the building. Sherds were noted in the interior of the building and over the rocky area at 
the base of the cliff and the ravine to the north-northeast (see Chapter	6, nos. 249, 254).

Building 65 (pls. 76a, 76b): one-room outbuilding. it lies west-southwest of Building 64, set away from the cliff 
and the ravine with the looted grave. the building is roughly circular (295 ≈ 280 cm) and mostly sand filled; the 
door might have lain on the northeast side.

Building 66 (pl. 76b): one-room outbuilding. west of Building 65, it seems to have been a one-room structure. 
the north wall survives for 285 cm and the east wall, 145 cm, but the south and west walls are lost, and the 
area is completely sand filled. potsherds were noted in the wall chinking, including a very worn late roman 
amphora 1 handle.

Building 66a: small rounded feature. it is north-northeast of Building 66 and is built against a boulder at the base 
of the cliff. the feature (ca. 90 ≈	120–80 cm) is poorly preserved, but a few potsherds were noted.

Building 67 (pl. 76b): one-room outbuilding. northwest of Building 66 and directly west of Building 66a, it is 
a rounded room (240 ≈ 233 cm) built very close to the rocky slope of the cliff. the door may have been at the 
northeast side.

Building 67a: one-room building. it lies north-northwest of Building 67 but much higher upslope. it is a one-room 
structure (270 ≈ 250 cm) built up against the cliff and now filled with rocky debris. the cliff is the north wall, 
and the door was probably at the north end of the east wall, where it approaches the cliff.

Building 68 (pls. 76a, 76b): three-room house. South of Buildings 66 and 65, along the wadi opening, it is now 
mostly filled with rocky tumble and sand. room 1 (392 ≈ 260 cm) on the northwest has no exterior doors. a 
door in the southeast wall gives onto room 2, however. the southeast and southwest walls of room 2 are now 
lost in tumble, but the room is estimated at 380 ≈ 380 cm. a possible jamb stone in the northeast wall suggests 
the location of an exterior door. room 3, a “pantry,” measuring about 220–30 ≈ 192 cm, was built west of room 
2 and perhaps entered by a door (ca. 65 cm wide) in the latter’s southwest wall. the southeast wall of room 3 
is now little more than a line of stones. 

Building 69 (pl. 76b): one-room outbuilding(?). it now consists of a circular line of walls west of Building 68 
and south of Building 70. the wall remnants are most visible on the north, east, and west, but most of the walls 
have been washed away; no doors are now visible. the east–west dimension is 295 cm.

Building 70 (pl. 76b): one-room outbuilding. it lies north-northeast of Building 69, across and southwest of 
Building 67, and south of Building 67a. it now consists of the scattered, tumbled, and sand-filled remains of 
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a one-room structure approximately 275 ≈ 245 cm. the door might have been in the north wall where several 
tumbled but jamblike stones remain.

Building 71 (pl. 76b): one-room outbuilding. Directly west of Building 70 and standing away from the cliff, it 
measures approximately 308 ≈ 235 cm. the walls are quite tumbled, and no doorway is now visible. 

Building 72: one-room structure. it lies around a slight corner where the outlier 6 wadi joins the track of the 
modern road. it is now only a curved, tumbled line of a wall curving from north to northwest, but it is too long (ca. 
210 cm) to be part of a small, circular feature or outbuilding. Several large boulders nearby may once have been 
part of the building, but there are no wall remnants to prove it.

Building 73: one-room outbuilding. west-northwest of Building 72 and past the boulders, it is close to but not 
backed up against the cliff. east, north, and west walls can be traced, but the south wall is lost in tumble. it ap-
pears to have measured about 290 ≈ 175 cm; no doors are preserved.

Building 74: one-room outbuilding. northwest of Building 73, it was built against the cliff. it seems to have been 
an unusually large one-room structure (525 ≈ 362 cm), but it is very tumbled. the north, south, and west walls 
are tumbled, and the east wall is the cliff; no doors are discernible.

Building 75 (pl. 77a): three-room house. it sits directly north of Building 74. the north wall of room 1 (500 ≈ 
350 cm) is the cliff. all walls are visible, but the door into room 1 is not clear. the south wall is unusually thick 
(80 cm average). room 2 is a large space directly west of room 1 and the small room 3; rooms 1 and 3 are on a 
higher level than room 2. the north wall of room 2 is now 530 cm long, the surviving south wall is 360 cm, the 
west wall is destroyed, and the north–south dimension is 320 cm. there is a mastaba in the northeast corner; 
presumably the door was in the missing west wall. room 3 (205 ≈ 200 cm) is entered from room 1 by a door 
(80+ cm wide).

a number of fragments of grinding stones are scattered over the floors of rooms 1 and 2. pieces of a recon-
structable black concave grinding stone are scattered in both rooms 1 and 2. a fragment of a concave, lower 
grinding stone was lying in the mastaba tumble, and a fragment of an upper (manolike) grinding stone, 2.5 cm 
thick with smooth flat surfaces on both sides, was found in room 1. Both are made of red-gray-black or red-gray 
granite.

at this point the survey returned to the natural “gate” to the outlier 6 settlement and documented the south-
ern part of the wadi mouth.

Building 76: two-room house. it lies southwest of Building 49 and, like it, up against the cliff face. it is opposite 
Buildings 50 and 51 across the wadi to the north. room 1 (ca. 305 ≈ 205 cm) is the most clearly defined. the 
south wall runs up to the boulders of the cliff; the door was probably in the north wall. room 2 on the north has 
no north or west walls and only a 2 m fragment of the east wall.

Building 76a: two-room house. it seems to be separate from Building 76, though they may be connected by a 
retaining wall. room 1 (145 ≈ 135 cm) is a small rounded room whose door is now lost. a jumble of rocks to the 
west represents room 2. no good measurements are possible, but it is estimated at 150 ≈ 130 cm.

Building 77 (pl. 75b): one-room outbuilding. west of Buildings 76 and 76a, it is built up against the cliff. the 
south wall is only pieces of stone perched on top of boulders, the east wall is tumbled, and the north and west 
walls are almost totally missing. the room measured approximately 280 ≈ 190 cm; the doorway is unlocat-
able.

Building 78 (pl. 75b, 77b): one-room outbuilding. it is a rounded structure at some distance from Building 77. 
it measures 200 ≈ 185 cm and has a well-preserved door on the east.

Building 79 (pl. 75b): one- or two-room house(?). west of Building 78, Building 79 is now only the southwest 
corner and bits of the south and west walls. the rest is tumble. the main room is estimated to have been 200 ≈ 180 
cm, and judging from the amount and distribution of the wall fall, there probably was a second room as well.
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Building 79a (pl. 75b): one-room outbuilding. it is a feature built up against the cliff, southwest of Building 79. 
only the south wall and bits of the east and west walls attached to it at the corners survive. the room is estimated 
to have measured 270 ≈ circa 198 cm.

Building 80 (pl. 75b): one-room outbuilding. it lies west of Building 79 and is the last in the southern string of 
huts. it is a large one-room structure (ca. 450 ≈ 365 cm) with a door at the south end of the east wall. the south 
wall is unusually thick (70 –75 cm); the house is filled with sand.

at a short distance south-southwest of Building 80 where the wadi mouth swings south to join the wadi el-
Sid and the modern road, there seems to have been a small granite quarry. the area is littered with small stone 
chips, but there is very little pottery to help with dating the workings. 

Building 81: one-room structure. See Building 34 above. 

oUtlier 7

the survey made the gap between Buildings 75 and 82 the division between outliers 6 and 7, but this was 
mainly a matter of convenience. Structures along this part of the wadi are indeed more widespread and for the 
most part very damaged, but the division was so slight that the numbering of structures simply continued from 
outlier 6, around the corner, and into outlier 7. in fact, outliers 5, 6, and 7 (see fig. 3) are probably all part of 
the same expansion that ran south from the main settlement to line the wadi el-Sid and then ran far into one 
large side wadi (outlier 6). 

at this point the survey returned to the area just north of Building 75, along the cliff where it angles away 
from the wadi el-Sid road and into the shallow bay that shelters outlier 7 (pl. 78a). a narrow track upward from 
the back of this bay leads up over granite boulders to a path across a sandy saddle (pl. 3a) and then down to the 
main settlement, behind Buildings 109–15. the latter were mapped in 1996 and are discussed in Chapter	3. there 
are looted graves all along the ridge between outlier 7 and the main settlement; they are discussed in Chapter	5.

Building 82 (pl. 78b): one-room outbuilding. it is built against the rock of the cliff on the east. the north, west, 
and part of the south walls are preserved but no good door. it measures 280 ≈ 270 cm. a sherd of a late roman 
amphora 1 was collected between Buildings 82 and 83.

Building 83 (pl. 79a): two-room house. it was constructed near the cliff. room 1 is roughly circular (350 ≈ 325 
cm); it is tumbled and sand filled, but the door in the east wall near the southeast corner is marked by a jamb 
stone. outside, at the northeast corner, there is an unexplained line of large stones set upright. pantry-like room 2 
measures about 230 ≈ 215 cm, though the south wall is missing. a bottle rim and neck sherd was collected from 
the wall chinking (Chapter	6, no. 224). the slope between Building 83 and 84 has a sherd scatter, as does the 
area east of Building 84.

Building 84 (pls. 78a, 79b): two-room house. it lies north of Building 83 and has a ground plan something like 
a capital “g” turned upside down. room 1 (252 ≈ 175 cm) on the south has an exterior door in the west wall, 
and room 2 (250 ≈ 150 cm, the inner part of the “g”) is reached through room 1. a number of other features 
surround this two-room house. a stub of a wall projects from the southwest corner, outside the exterior door. 
Behind the house, toward the cliff slope on the east, a short wall from the southeast corner, a retaining wall from 
the northeast corner, and a partial wall on the east define a space that may have been a courtyard or working 
area measuring 420 ≈ 350 cm. there seems to be a door or gap (68 cm wide) in the south wall that permit-
ted access to the “courtyard.” within this area, at its northeast corner, there is a circular feature about 140 cm 
across. outside and southeast of Building 84, there is another smaller circular feature approximately 75 ≈ 60 
cm across that might have been a zir stand.9 Finally, the retaining wall seems to continue from the north corner 
of the “courtyard” toward Building 85. a sherd of a shallow cooking pot like one from “grave atop ridge east of 

9 Judging from the results of the excavation of Building 93 in the 
main settlement in 1999, the “courtyard” and circular features could 
be a kitchen area.
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Building 90, outlier 7” (heidorn 1997 field notes) was collected from the slope above Building 84 and drawn 
(see also Chapter	6, jar no. 223 and base no. 226).

Building 85: two-room house. it sits north-northeast of Building 84. room 1 (252 ≈ 175 cm) on the west has south 
and east walls and part of the west wall, but very little of the north wall survives. a door between rooms 1 and 2 
is indicated by a jamb stone in the dividing wall. room 2 (425 ≈ 363 cm) is backed up against cliff boulders on 
the north and east and has some sherds on its “floor.” Upslope and east of Building 85, there is a small, poorly 
preserved, circular hut or feature approximately 70 cm across. 

Building 86: one-room outbuilding(?). it lies in the sandy area leading to outlier 7 and thus is very ruinous. the 
east wall line (230 cm) of one room is preserved, the northeast corner and north wall, and the southeast corner 
and at least part of the south wall.

Building 87 (pl. 80a): two-room house. it utilizes the same rock ridge that forms the north wall of Building 85. 
room 1 (260 ≈ 235 cm) has the rock ridge for a south wall and other walls formed of boulders set on end. they 
are not close together, and there is no longer any evidence of filling the gaps, so room 1 might have been an open 
space. room 2, on the west, is entered by a door (55 cm wide) in the west wall of room 1; one jamb is a boulder. 
a large fragment of a lower rotary quern was noted in room 2. there are also two circular lines of stones east 
of Building 87, at the base of the cliff. the western one is about 120 ≈ 175 cm (max. dimensions); the eastern 
circle is about 125 ≈ 105 cm, and both have “doors” on the west side. they may be modern. 

Building 88 (pl. 80b): two-room house. room 2 (310 ≈ 210 cm) lies west of room 1. no exterior door is apparent, 
so presumably it was entered from room 1. the most likely location for a door is the tumbled north end of the 
wall separating rooms 1 and 2. the south half of room 1 (375 ≈ 375 cm max. dimensions) seems to have been 
rebuilt. the south wall of room 2 extends a short way into room 1, though not far enough to divide it into two 
distinct rooms. the southern half of room 1, south of the bit of wall, is narrower than the north half, so the room 
is shaped like a stubby, inverted “l.” the short west wall running to the southwest corner of room 1 abuts at both 
ends and thus seems to have been a reconstruction. room 1 might have had a door in this angle of the building, 
or perhaps in the tumbled part of the east wall; the north wall is relatively well preserved. the southernmost wall 
in room 1 (not the south wall of rooms 1 and 2) is unusually thick (75 cm) and incorporates some large rocks as 
foundations, but the walls above are the usual double-faced, rubble-filled construction. Some large boulders at 
the southwest corner of Building 88, roughly in line with the foundation stones, have no apparent orientation but 
might have enclosed a work space. 

Building 89: one-room outbuilding. it lies north of Building 88, toward the middle of the bay, so it is mostly 
washed out. it now consists of an east wall, northeast and southeast corners, bits of north and south walls, and 
a pile of stones that might mark the location of a former west wall. the dimensions are estimated at 420 ≈ 320 
cm.

Building 90 (pl. 81a): one- or two-room house. it is directly southeast of Building 89, east of Building 88, and 
close to the cliff slope. it is mostly destroyed by wadi wash and now consists of pieces of north, east, and west 
walls only; its size is estimated at 300 ≈ 358 cm. a curving line of rocks just south of the west-wall remnant might 
have been a rounded “pantry” type of room. east of Building 90, toward the cliff, there are pieces of several 
more walls or possible walls that preserve no coherent plan at all.

Building 91 (pl. 81b): one-room outbuilding. it lies at some distance northeast of Building 90, in the middle of 
the sandy bay. it preserves most of one room (ca. 240 ≈ 240 cm). the north and west walls and part of the east 
are definable, and a line of stones probably marks the south wall.

Building 92 (pl. 82a): one-room outbuilding. it is east of Building 91, at the far end of the outlier 7 bay. the 
north, east, and west walls are preserved, but no south wall. it measures about 300 ≈ 270 cm; no doors are vis-
ible.

Building 93 (pl. 82b): one-room outbuilding. north of Building 92 and likewise built at the far end of the outlier 
7 bay, it is set into the cliff rocks and thus largely destroyed by runoff. the north, east, and west walls survive, 
but no south wall; the dimensions are approximately 235 ≈ 220 cm.
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Building 94 (pl. 83a): one-room outbuilding. it was also constructed at the far end of the outlier 7 bay, into the 
rocks of the cliff. it is a rectangular unit (295 ≈ 245 cm) with a door in the southeast wall.

Building 95 (pl. 83b): three-room house(?). it is located at the north edge of the outlier 7 cliff, at some distance 
west of Building 94. Building 95 consists of three destroyed rooms. the north-northeastern room a (310 ≈	285 cm) 
is built at the base of the cliff; no door is preserved. the connection between it and room b is not clear. perhaps 
it is lost in rock tumble; the gap is only 45 –50 cm wide. room b seems to have an east wall that runs to a boulder 
on the north, and then a tumble of rocks may represent the north and west walls, but they follow no definite wall 
line. the room is now sand filled and measured approximately 290 ≈ 290 cm; no door is preserved. room c (255 
≈ 375 cm) is to the south, along the outlier 7 wash stream. part of the north wall is preserved, as are the lines 
of the east, west, and south walls, but no doors are discernible. whether rooms b and c were interconnected is 
unknown. a sherd collected north of Building 95 may be egyptian red Slip a (Chapter	6, no. 216).

Building 96 (pl. 84a): one-room outbuilding. west of Building 95, it seems to be a one-room building plus some 
extra walls. the main room (318 ≈ 265 cm) has parts of north, south, and west walls, and a line of rock fall at 
the east wall, but no doorway. Upslope and about 225 cm northeast of the main room are two wall stubs built 
against cliff boulders. the east wall is about 180 cm long, and the north one, 120 cm.

a ring of fairly large stones in the middle of the outlier 7 bay south of Building 96 may be modern. it has 
a gap or door facing south.

Building 97: two-room house(?). it is a disheartening jumble of stones made worse by small erosion channels. 
it appears to have been a two-room house at the base of the northern cliffs. room 1 is estimated at 235 ≈ 200 
cm, and room 2 at 290 ≈ 190 cm. Between Buildings 96 and 97, there is a piece of a north–south wall, but what 
it pertains to is uncertain.

Building 98 (pl. 84b): one-room outbuilding. west of Building 97, it is a one-room structure utilizing the rock 
of the cliff as its north wall. it is approximately 275 ≈ 290 cm with the door probably at the north end of the east 
or west wall, where it approached the cliff face. a tumble of rocks between Buildings 97 and 98 might have 
been another structure, but if so it is too thoroughly destroyed to be certain. another jumble of rocks southwest 
of Building 98 was tentatively labeled “98a,” but it has no structural features left.

a ring of large rocks south of Building 98 may be another modern emplacement; a gap in the stones may be 
a “door” looking south.

Building 99: one- or two-room outbuilding. it is a small structure at the southwest edge of Building 98. it seems 
to be a rectangular room too poorly, preserved to take any measurements plus a separate, rounded hut (ca. 150 
≈ 125 cm) at the northwest corner. rocks west of Building 99 might once have been another structure.

Building 100: one-room outbuilding. west of Building 99 at the base of the cliff, this rounded feature has been 
looted, so little can be said about it. it measures approximately 150 ≈ 125 cm, and the entrance might have been 
on the south, under the looters’ debris.

Building 101: one-room outbuilding(?). it is a jumble of rocks and boulders. the clearest part seems to be the 
remains of a circular structure at the base of a cliff overhang. the feature measures approximately 220 ≈ 160 
cm but has been looted. there are bone slivers around the looters’ hole and sherds in the general area of Build-
ing 101. 

Buildings 102 through 105 are stones in the wadi. Some of them might represent remains of Coptic/Byzantine 
structures but are probably reused stones from more recent activities here, close to the modern asphalt road.

Building 106 is a circle of large rocks in the wadi south of Building 97. it could be modern.

west of Building 101 and following the line of the cliffs where the outlier 7 bay opens out to join the wadi 
el-Sid, there is a small quarry. there are chips of stone, squared boulders and slabs of rock, and one rock with 
wedge slots. another slab and several boulders have working marks (modern?) consisting of short squiggly 
lines.
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oUtlierS 12 anD 13 oVerView

Alexandra	A.	O’Brien

outliers 12 and 13 lie to the west of the main site, along the modern road heading toward the nile Valley 
(fig. 3). walking from the main site beyond the teahouse and past the wells, south of the road one encounters 
two narrow wadis with a small bay between. Small structures survive along the sides of the wadi entrances and 
the slopes along the road as well as in the bay. now, denuded of mud and plaster fill, they appear as round, 
dry-stone huts blending in with the large-stone wash along the wadi floor (meyer 1998: 33). Similar structures 
were noted in bays (outliers 10 and 11) along the other (north) side of the road, opposite outliers 12 and 13, 
but there were far fewer surviving here, and time constraints prevented their close study.

the geology of this area is noticeably different from that of the main site. the wadis are cut into splintery, 
very ancient precambrian metamorphic rock, the atalla serpentinite, instead of the Fawakhir granite of the main 
site (harrell and Brown 1992: 94; meyer 1995: 45), and the wadi wash is made up of large blocks rather than 
pebbles and sand. this is probably the reason for the poor survival of the structures. Just enough remains on the 
wadi floors to suggest that buildings had been present here before the destruction wrought by floods. 

as with the main site, the survey procedure consisted of o’Brien sketching a building or a group of build-
ings in a notebook. in the field notes, comments were written on features such as looters’ holes, niches, or small 
finds while noting measurements of wall and door widths and heights where possible. the survey was carried 
out over a period of two days, which limited the amount of detail that could be recorded, and these outliers were 
not surveyed with the tiS (total instrument Station). the following is an overview of the outliers; descriptions 
of individual buildings are presented in Appendix	C.

oUtlier 12

outlier 12 is composed of some twenty-five structures, twenty-three of which survive along the slopes of a 
wide wadi mouth, and two on the wadi floor. Fewer than a handful are preserved to any degree, with only the 
outlines surviving, particularly at the wadi entrance. the wall material is less weathered in these outliers than 
at the main site due to the difference in geology. Ceramic finds were much sparser than at the main site. 

From Building 2 (the largest surviving structure) there was only one painted sherd and one dipinto fragment. 
most of the pottery fragments found were parts of large jars, as found at the main site.

most of the surviving buildings are on the west side of the wadi. as they are very tumbled and hugging the 
slope, it is at times hard to discern revetted terraces from tumbled walls. Building 2 (largest) is built against the 
slope, above the wadi floor, and consists of two rooms, the northernmost 240 cm (north–south) ≈ 230 cm, the 
other, 220 ≈ 280 cm. the walls varied in thickness from 40 cm to 80 cm, and there seems to have been a ramp 
or steps leading up to a door. 

Building 1 also appears to have originally been a two-room structure, again upslope from the wadi floor, 
but only the outer walls survive.10

the remains of Buildings 6 through 14 give the appearance of a series of one-room huts along the edge of 
the slope, while Buildings 24 and 25, to the south of Building 1, are mere one-wall structures abutting the rock 
of the wadi cliff. (See Appendix	C for details of each building.)

the nine structures (Buildings 15–23) along the east side of the wadi are more poorly preserved, each con-
sisting of built walls modifying the natural rock shape to form a small structure. Buildings 16 and 20 are both 
above the wadi floor, on ledges partway up the hill between outlier 12 and the small bay. Building 16 is above 
the wadi entrance, and its remains consist of a large rectangular looters’ hole(?) (150 ≈ 200 cm) and two semi-
circular structures (140 ≈ 90 cm and 110 ≈ 110 cm).

10 on the principle of documenting the best-preserved and most in-
formative structures first, the survey started with Buildings 1 and 2, 
worked north toward the modern road (Buildings 3 to 14), and then 

picked up two ruined structures at the back of outlier 12 (Buildings 
24 and 25). thus, the order in Appendix	C lists buildings from the 
wadi mouth and then south to the back of the wadi.
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Small	Bay

Building 15 is the last structure within the outlier 12 wadi. the hill rounds away from the wadi mouth, run-
ning parallel with the road for several meters and then forming a small bay. in the hill above the bay are sev-
eral man-made tunnel-like excavations, and in the bay itself more structures survive. a small hut (Building 26) 
remains below the tunneling, the only structure remaining on the west side. on the other side of the bay, more 
huts survive and continue around the line of the hill out of the bay, along the road into outlier 13 (Buildings 
27–32). these are all small structures, and Buildings 27, 30, and 32 each have two rooms. in Building 27 a small 
round feature remained, possibly a platform for a pot. Building 30 is built right against the rock of the hill, which 
serves as the back wall. Buildings 28, 29, and 31 consist of one room, and all the structures are very tumbled.

oUtlier 13

the outlier 13 wadi is narrower than that of outlier 12, but extends farther back into the hills. all the surviv-
ing structures, however, are in the northern part of the wadi, closer to the road. 

Buildings 33 through 38 rim the foot of the hill between the small bay and outlier 13. they are mostly one-
room structures, the size of which is difficult to determine since they are so tumbled. there is more tunneling 
in the hill above these structures, as far as the slope above Building 44, which is at the entrance to the outlier 
13 wadi.

the next buildings continue into the wadi itself with Buildings 39, 40, 44, 46, 47, 49, 51, 53, and 55 through 
57 along the western slope; Buildings 41 through 43 and Building 45 on the floor of the wadi entrance; Build-
ings 48, 50, 52, and 54 on the main wadi floor; and Buildings 58 through 65 on the east slope. thus there are six 
buildings (33–38) between the small bay and outlier 13, and twenty-seven buildings (44–65) in the outlier itself. 
the structures in outlier 13 are better preserved than those in outlier 12 and appear to be bigger (although that 
may be due to the preservation). the building material and appearance of the area are similar to that of outlier 
12, again with the larger wadi wash being responsible for poor survival of structures on the wadi floor. 

it was thought that signs of smelting might be found in outliers 12 and 13, but no hint of any such activ-
ity survives. one concave grinding stone was found within the wall of Building 45, and one “ski slope” type 
of grinding stone (similar to pl. 97a) was photographed near outlier 13, but otherwise no crushing or grinding 
stones were found in either outlier. the small quantity of pottery found was similar to that found in outlier 12 
and included a few painted sherds (Chapter	6, no. 229) and two fragmentary dipinti (rn 97/24, 97/25; Chapter	
7, not illustrated). all the finds, except for the lotus cup (Chapter	6, no. 229), were similar to material found at 
the main site.

oUtlier 1

outlier 1 lies immediately behind the modern settlement at Bir Umm Fawakhir, behind the antiquities depart-
ment’s house and the mosque. the outlier has several dozen ruined houses that were probably an extension of the 
main ancient settlement, which is just over the other side of a low granite ridge. there is a handy path between 
outlier 1 and the main settlement that we used almost daily. the outlier is too damaged and too covered with 
modern trash to present any special features like those in outliers 2 and 6, so we made no attempt to document 
it in detail. however, it is threatened by encroachment from the modern settlement, so we did take a systematic 
series of photographs that include all the ancient structures, at least in overview (pls. 85–86).

oUtlierS 8, 9, 10, 11, anD 14

outlier 8 was discovered in 1996 while exploring the ridges south of the new kingdom remains across from 
the modern wadi el-Sid mill. the outlier lies partway up the side of a small wadi across from the south end 
of the modern mill. the bottom of the wadi is now covered with finely crushed, white quartz residue from the 
modern mining operations, so if there were ever any houses there, they are buried. along the side, however, at 
least twenty-seven buildings like those in the main settlement survive (pl. 87a). the pottery is the same as that 
in the main settlement, and there are a number of the same kinds of dimpled crushing stones and rotary querns 
(pl. 87b) and a few concave grinding stones.
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outlier 9 lies north of the main settlement. a broad wadi opens northeast from the roman road, just before 
outlier 2. in and around this wadi and into a deep bay on its north side, we found the ruins that we labeled outlier 
9 (pl. 88). the remains of an early twentieth-century asphalt road leads to some abandoned mining engineers’ 
houses. Despite them and the trash around, ruins of about thirty-eight ancient houses can still be detected, 
including fifteen one-room buildings, six two-room houses, four three-room houses, and one too damaged to 
sketch. a pottery sample was collected, including a possible qadus (a bucket for a water wheel) and a small 
bowl (Chapter	6, no. 239) in the wadi wash, and a roman slotted mill of coarse dark gray vesicular basalt was 
recovered (Chapter	2, fig. 14a; pl. 1b). on top of a hill overlooking the wadi, there is a tumulus with built-up 
walls, bone, roofing slabs, and perhaps some small cist graves of the usual type around it. in a deep bay toward 
the western end of outlier 9, closer to the wells, there were more ruins on the bay floor, and also graves on the 
northern slope. at this point the rock consists of dark ultramafics rather than the Fawakhir granite. the graves 
are inserted around big boulders (pl. 89a), and so far as a cursory survey could determine, all are looted. Bone 
and Coptic/Byzantine-period pottery like that in the main settlement are scattered around the graves, and we 
also retrieved one of the “incense burners” here (rn 97/59; Chapter	7, fig. 48i). it is made of a very soft stone, 
about as hard as dried clay, and decorated with parallel vertical lines and dots. it appears to have been looted 
from the grave just below its findspot (pl. 89b).

Close to the wells, the road makes a 90-degree bend west to pass through a natural gate in the high mountains 
west of Bir Umm Fawakhir. outliers 10 and 11 lie just beyond the natural gate, on the north side of the road. 
the former consists of a few huts (five sketched) in a curving side wadi (pl. 90). most of the pottery is dateable 
to the Coptic/Byzantine period like that in the main settlement, but a “pot drop” may be roman. outlier 11 lies 
a little farther west; it now consists of a few washed-out huts and a little fifth–sixth-century pottery. a scooped 
out, striated lower grinding stone was noted by the side of the road between outliers 10 and 11.

outlier 14 comprises a few huts in a very remote wadi. only mohamed omar visited it on a wide-ranging 
foot survey.
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Chapter 5

CemeterieS anD the QUeStion oF religion

Carol	Meyer

the Bir Umm Fawakhir project never systematically explored the graves and cemeteries around the site, and 
it never aimed to. the reasons for this were lack of time and the fact that all the graves noted had been looted, 
some so recently as to leave half a rusty shovel to one side. in retrospect bypassing the graves is unfortunate be-
cause they raise some interesting questions. First of all, burials and cemeteries at other eastern Desert sites have 
not been closely studied either, so Bir Umm Fawakhir had (and still has) the potential to answer questions about 
the eastern Desert style of burials and about the human population. Second, the graves at Bir Umm Fawakhir 
fit none of the contemporary nile Valley burial patterns. in this chapter we can only outline the evidence for 
this statement and ask the question, “why was this so?” Finally, the graves have the potential to provide clues 
as to the ancient Fawakhiris’ beliefs about death and the afterlife, and hence their religion, especially if any 
unlooted graves could be located. 

although Debono (1951: 24) mentioned several cemeteries on a ridge overlooking the workers’ villages, the 
location(s) are rather vague. the 1992 season of the Bir Umm Fawakhir project found no graves, largely because 
the team concentrated on the main settlement. in 1993, however, Cole located a large cemetery area past the 
felsite dyke at the southeast end of the main settlement, up on the rugged slopes where the wadi narrows to a 
rocky ravine (fig. 3, pl. 91a). the graves are usually just clefts in the natural joints of the granite. the graves 
measure roughly one meter long and	three-quarters	of	a	meter wide, which suggests a flexed burial; many have 
flat roof slabs scattered nearby and remains of granite cobble cairns on top (pls. 91b, 92a). the 1993 field notes 
briefly mention graves on the slopes above Buildings 93 and 97, and two graves, one with splinters of human 
bone around it, were found in outlier 5 (meyer et al. 2000: 19).

more cemetery areas were noted in 1996, but due to the brevity of the season, none could be examined until 
1997. (For possible new kingdom graves, see Chapter	2, “pre-Coptic remains.”) at the far eastern end of the 
sprawling outlier 9, on the hilltop northeast of the twentieth-century engineers’ houses, heidorn, o’Brien, and 
reichel noted remains of a tumulus burial. it has a good view of the roman road to the southwest (fig. 3), and it 
is described as having a well-preserved chamber with built-up walls and roofing slabs. Some Coptic/Byzantine 
sherds are scattered nearby, and there appear to be some cist graves of the usual type around it. Farther west, 
another arm of outlier 9 runs into a narrow, steep-sided bay (Chapter	4, pl. 89). a number of burials were in-
serted between the rocks and boulders at the far end of the bay. there are fragments of Coptic/Byzantine pottery 
around them, and one of the “incense burners” was found near one grave, apparently tossed aside by looters (rn 
97/59; Chapter	7, fig. 48i, pl. 89b).

in outlier 6, there might have been a grave near Complex 26. the central building is enclosed by a very 
steep bay on two sides and by two thick walls on the west and south. near the putative gate at the southwest 
corner, there is a granite knob (Chapter	4, pls. 71b, 72a) that might once have supported a guardhouse, and into 
the guardhouse a grave was sunk, though when this was done is unknown. if this was in fact a grave, then it is 
the only one found so far on a wadi bottom, among houses. at the northwest end of outlier 6, where the wadi 
opens onto the asphalt road in the wadi el-Sid, there is a spur of granite protruding into the sandy area between 
Buildings 62 and 63. Uphill from this point, there is a “tumulus” grave with a lot of potsherds on the slope below. 
there is enough pottery to indicate more than one grave, and at least some of the pottery is Coptic/Byzantine 
(cf. Chapter	6, nos. 249, 254). 

By far the largest cemetery area inspected was that on the ridge between outlier 7 and the main settlement. 
a very rough, steep track leads up from the northeast corner of outlier 7 to a relatively broad, flat, sandy saddle, 
and then down a steep slope to the main settlement behind Buildings 112 and 113. the rocky area around the 
sandy saddle is pocked with numerous cist-and-cairn graves. in this locale most are small cists sided and roofed 
with granite slabs (pl. 92b); cairns of granite cobbles are piled on top (pl. 93a). all graves that the team saw 
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were looted, with pottery and bits of bone scattered around (pl. 93b). most of the pottery that was collected, 
drawn, and described is consistent with the main settlement corpus (Chapter	6, nos. 242– 48, 250–53, 255), but 
note the handmade bowl with two handles and knobs (Chapter	6, no. 241). a large number of large sherds of 
the typical late roman amphorae 1 were scattered around the graves, and at least three dipinti were recovered 
(rn 96/8, 96/10; Chapter	7, fig. 50f, h, and one not illustrated).

So far as can be determined, then, the typical Bir Umm Fawakhir grave seems to be a small cist, though at 
least two larger “tumulus” graves were noted. the cists either utilize natural crevices in the jointed granite or 
are built up with granite slabs. they do have cairns of rough cobbles piled on top (pls. 92a, 93a), though the 
cairns generally do not survive as well as the cists. with the possible exception of outlier 6, Complex 26, all 
the graves are on rocky ridges above the ancient settlements; if there were any burials on the wadi floor, they 
would have been buried in sand or swept away long ago. all except perhaps the “tumulus” graves are so small 
the body must have been flexed, and judging from the fused epiphyses, all the identifiable bones were adult, 
though infant and child bones are so much more fragile they would have disintegrated even more readily. the 
graves have little or no room for burial goods apart from personal adornments and a few small items, including 
perhaps “incense burners.” the thoroughness of looting suggests that grave goods may once have been present, 
but without a single intact grave we cannot know. at the same time, most of the graves have a lot of large sherds 
scattered around them, especially the late roman amphora 1 wine vessels. Since these are much too large to fit 
into the graves, they suggest a funeral offering, a funeral or memorial feast, or some combination of the above. 
the problem is that very little is known about fifth–sixth-century Coptic burials in the eastern Desert, and the 
data from the rest of egypt are scrappy. 

the cemeteries around Berenice, hitan rayan, and Shenshef on the red Sea coast south of Quseir al-Qadim 
are the closest in date to Bir Umm Fawakhir, but judging from the brief published descriptions, they are not 
identical in form. the ring-cairn cemetery at hitan rayan, datable to the fifth–sixth century (aldsworth and 
Barnard 1996: 411), consists of ten clusters of ring cairns, with one to ten cairns in each cluster. the cairns are 
described as ring walls 3 to 4 m in diameter constructed with two faces of large stones with smaller ones packed 
between faces. the walls are as much as 0.9 m thick and high and seem never to have stood any taller. all the 
burials had been robbed, but many still had stone-built boxes and covering slabs, fragments of human bone, and 
potsherds (aldsworth and Barnard 1996: 437–38). the burials would have been “crouched inhumations in stone 
boxes or cists” (aldsworth and Barnard 1996: 437). the cemeteries at Shenshef are not discussed in any detail, 
but a large number of ring-cairn cemeteries are plotted on the periphery of the site (aldsworth and Barnard 
1998: Shenshef Site location map). at Berenice itself, over five hundred fifth–sixth-century graves were noted 
around the site and more along the roads to hitan rayan, hitan Shenshef, and wadi kalalat. the construction 
was like the ring cairns at hitan rayan, though the walls seem to have been a little smaller, approximately 75 
cm high ≈ 50 cm thick. they, too, contained a stone box that once held a body, and once again all of them had 
been so thoroughly looted that only a few pieces of bone and pottery were left (Barnard 1998: 397–98). imme-
diately northwest of Berenice town near the road leading to the nile lay another cemetery (Sidebotham 2004: 
220) with both carefully constructed tombs and simpler cist graves. of the more elaborate tombs, one contained 
the remains of a wooden sarcophagus, and another was constructed of coral heads and squared stones. two of 
the cist graves contained the remains of a two-year-old child and an adolescent, respectively. whether the dif-
ference in the burial styles is due to status, differential treatment of children versus adults, or ethnic groups is 
unknown (Sidebotham 2004: 235). 

hobbs (1990: 65–66) gives an account of modern ma’aza (north of wadi hammamat) Bedouin burials. if 
at all possible the deceased is washed, wrapped in seven layers of cloth, and buried, extended, in a deep (2 m) 
grave with a side niche for the body. it should not be buried alone but in a cemetery, preferably near water so 
that people can visit the site often. hobbs tells of “one khushaymi who … asked to be buried sixty-two miles 
(100 km) away at the Umm anfii’a graveyard. heeding his wish, his companions laid him to rest at one of the 
loveliest spots in the eastern Desert, under the sawtooth peaks of the Umm araaka range” (hobbs 1990: 65). 
the deceased should be buried as quickly as possible, but also commemorated with a small feast and prayers 
after fifteen days and a large feast after forty days (hobbs 1990: 65–66). 

a fairly extensive first–second-century cemetery at the site of mons Claudianus has been reported. the 
graves are said to extend over two and part of a third sloping headland near the main wadi. the graves are rock 
cut, and most are very simple, having at most a roughly rectangular rubble masonry wall around them. they 
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have been thoroughly looted; scattered bone is mentioned, but no pottery or other possible grave goods apart 
from two crude funerary inscriptions (maxfield and peacock 1997: 137).

nothing is known of the fifth–sixth-century Coptic-period burials at Coptos (Quft), a major terminus — if 
not the major terminus — of the ancient road to Bir Umm Fawakhir. in the nile Valley, then, the geographi-
cally closest, archaeologically studied graves and cemeteries are those on the west bank of thebes, from the 
vicinity of medinet habu (ancient Jême) north to Deir al-Bahri. winlock and Crum (1926: 5) noted a cemetery 
west of Jême, on the desert edge. it was believed to have been completely plundered by the time of their visit; 
the surface of the cemetery was scattered with Coptic sherds and red brick fragments, with only a few bits of 
mudbrick walls left. Some of the tombs were “oblong graves cut in the rock to a depth of a meter; others are pits 
about two meters deep with small side chambers below, and all seem to be oriented north–south” (winlock and 
Crum 1926: 5). this may or may not be the same cemetery described by hölscher (1954: 42) as lying northwest 
of Jême, above the remains of the temple of ay and horemheb. the burials are mostly late roman (latter half 
of the third century), but some are as late as the fifth century. the tombs, sarcophagi, and mummies are nothing 
like the remains at Bir Umm Fawakhir, though the empty, upside-down amphorae stacked in the entrance shafts 
and the small mudbrick or stone pedestal altars outside the tombs should be noted. hölscher suggests that the 
latter were used to hold lamps or bowls for offerings. the pagan graves seem to be oriented east–west, with the 
head to the west; the Christian graves, marked by painted crosses, are oriented north–south, with the head to the 
north (hölscher 1954: 42 –44, pls. 27–28). Several more graves were reported around a small Coptic church, also 
in the precinct of the ay and horemheb temple. a Coptic-period extension was built over some of the east–west 
pagan(?) graves, but there are also about sixteen north–south graves, some of which are marked as Christian by 
“crosses scratched or painted on the clay coffins or on the grave walls” (hölscher 1954: 56–57). all the graves 
at both locales seem to be extended; none are crouched.

Some small cemeteries were noted around the church at Deir el-medina and other sites around Deir al-Bahri 
(winlock and Crum 1926: 13–14, 21), but the most important cemeteries seem to have been those at the mon-
asteries of Saint phoibammon and epiphanius at Deir al-Bahri itself. the monastery of Saint phoibammon was 
one of the most important centers of monastic life on the west bank of thebes from the end of the sixth through 
the last quarter of the eighth century, and as late as the end of the nineteenth century, the ruins of the monastery, 
including its three-story tower, were the most prominent remains at Deir al-Bahri (godlewski 1986: 7). lepsius 
excavated a little at Deir al-Bahri and found three Coptic mummies (godlewski 1986: 15), but mariette’s clear-
ance operations in 1858, 1862, and 1866 were the first to remove large segments of the monastery and reveal 
parts of the eighteenth Dynasty temple underneath (godlewski 1986: 16–17). it was naville of the egyptian 
exploration Fund, however, who completed the removal of the monastery and the clearance of the temple be-
tween 1893 and 1899, with very little documentation, though he did report two groups of Coptic mummies (go-
dlewski 1986: 17–19). Specifically, there seem to have been two cemeteries, one on the upper terrace of Deir 
al-Bahri in the vicinity of the royal chapels, and the second on the lower terrace, closer to the monastery itself. 
in the first cemetery, naville found some baked brick benchlike structures, probably about 50 cm high, and two 
or three mummies of monks in each. the bodies were wrapped in plain shrouds, tied by bands, and draped with 
a leather apron, probably like the ones found at epiphanius (see below). the graves on the lower terrace were 
of two types, one very simple and the other elaborated with painted cloths and masks. For the simple burials, 
the body was wrapped in cloth and tied with bands; a few had labels in greek or Coptic. in the fancier burials, 
a plastered and painted cloth covered the bodies, and a modeled and painted plaster mask covered the faces. 
Both men and women were buried there, and it is suggested that the cemetery served the residents of Jême and 
other villages close by (godlewski 1986: 47–49). the fancier mummies may be somewhat earlier, third–fourth-
century greco-roman, rather than Coptic (winlock and Crum 1926: 13–14; godlewski 1986: 19).

the most useful description of the burials at Deir al-Bahri is that of the small cemetery at the monastery 
of epiphanius. the sheltering structure consisted of four brick piers supporting a dome on pendentives; there 
were ten or eleven burials underneath or as close as possible to the side. Five of the burials were at least partly 
preserved. the bodies were extended, sprinkled with salt and juniper (possibly an unsuccessful attempt at mum-
mification), and wrapped in four or six large, plain, new sheets of linen. the excess material was “pillowed” at 
the head and feet, and some of the bodies had a final, outer sheet. all were wrapped with crisscross tapes, and 
then a tape or pair of tapes was laced through the X’s on all four sides. Finally, the monk’s leather apron and 
girdle were draped over the bundle and his grass sleeping mat placed on top (winlock and Crum 1926: 45–50). 
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none of this is at all reminiscent of the graves at Bir Umm Fawakhir, nor is there any evidence for monasticism 
there. 

Farther afield, recent work at el-hibeh (south of Beni Suef) revealed a number of Coptic/Byzantine-period 
mummies from a part of the site called the north gate looter’s pit. at least ten of them have a preliminary 
date of fourth–fifth century a.d. they are mummified, clothed in their tunics, and wrapped “with linen bands or 
red/black cords, with two long pieces counterwrapped to produce a diamond patterning over most of the body” 
(redmount 2004). Some of the faces were further protected by a very special long oval reed basket or mask 
(redmount 2004). 

a grave at Sheikh Said near tel el-amarna, excavated in 1923–1924, contained many pieces of bronze, 
faience, shell, and glass jewelry; a lead cross; fragments of embroidered cloth; and enough pottery to date it to 
the first half of the sixth century a.d. (Jones 1991: 142–43). there is no indication of the structure or dimen-
sions of the grave. 

although there are parallels in the pottery corpus, the graves at Qustul in the Sudan have few resemblances to 
those at Bir Umm Fawakhir, apart from the often crouched position of the body. the Qustul graves are generally 
excavated trenches or undercut shafts (boot shaped in cross section), roofed and/or blocked, and large enough 
to hold an array of grave goods such as personal ornaments, tools, and ceramic bottles and goblets (williams 
1991: 350–83). the shaft-type tombs at Qustul Cemetery r range in date from the late fourth to the late fifth 
or early sixth century a.d. (williams 1991: 15). the fourth-, fifth-, and early sixth-century X-group tombs at 
Firka and Qasr ibrim present a similar picture. the Firka burials are described as “mounds” or even “barrows” 
(kirwan 1939: xii), but even the smallest are more elaborate than the eastern Desert graves, and the largest 
have several chambers, multiple burials, and generous grave goods, and all but one of the reported burials are 
extended, flat on the back (kirwan 1939: 17). Cemeteries 192 and 193 at Qasr ibrim contained a large number 
of X-group graves, also covered with stone and rubble mounds ranging in diameter from about 3.5 to 19 meters 
(mills 1982: 5ff.) the burials are grouped into six types, the simplest of which is a rectangular pit covered with 
locally available stone or mudbrick, and the most complicated have ramps, multiple burials, and/or vaulted roofs 
(mills 1982: 3). again, almost all bodies were laid flat on their backs and not crouched, and grave goods are 
apparently as abundant as the families’ means would permit (mills 1982). 

the question of religion at Bir Umm Fawakhir is vexed. evidence from the main settlement and outliers 
that might relate to religious practices is sparse. the graves at Bir Umm Fawakhir may someday give some 
clues about local religion and belief — if any — in the afterlife, but for the purposes of this report, we have only 
clawed-up surface remains. if the dead were buried in the Christian tradition, then technically no grave goods 
at all would have been necessary. the manner of burial would have no effect on the soul’s fate in the hereafter, 
though it might matter to the survivors. memorial services and grave markers would have been for their benefit. 
if the deceased were to be buried in the ancient pagan tradition, then the family might have tried to send the body 
back to the nile Valley. that this was done in the roman period is indicated by the Coptos tariff, which can 
be dated to a.d. 90. it lists “for taking up or bringing back a coffin drachma 1, obols 4” (Bernand 1984: 200–01; 
weigall 1909: 61–63). Failing that, the family might at least have tried to lay the body out properly, which is to 
say, extended and wrapped it in his or her clothes and burial bandages, if not fully mummified. Shreds of cloth 
or basketry are conspicuously absent from all graves that the Bir Umm Fawakhir project inspected. instead the 
bodies were crouched in stone cists, but without a single bone in situ there is no way to gauge their orientation. 
the graves are too small to accommodate any grave goods larger than personal items. only the viciousness of 
the looting of the graves here and at Berenice suggests that at least a few did have some sort of grave goods. 
no memorial markers were spotted. the presence of large quantities of amphorae and dish sherds around the 
graves suggests a funerary and/or memorial feast, but that could be considered pagan as well as Christian.11

11 if the deceased were a member of a nomadic tribe, then we have 
a situation where few or none of the inhabitants of the large settle-
ment at Bir Umm Fawakhir were buried there, but scores of nomads 

were. little is known about the nomads of the period, much less 
their burial practices, but if they used nile Valley pottery at grave-
side they will be more elusive still.
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the reasons for considering the ancient Fawakhiris Christians are the crosses and other symbols stamped 
on the dishes, the Xp dates on the amphorae, and the fact that the Byzantine empire had long been officially 
Christian. outside of alexandria, however, the situation was not so clear, and there were many pagans and pagan 
survivals into the fifth and sixth centuries. Frankfurter argues for “an egyptian local religiosity that continued 
with astounding resilience well into the Byzantine period” (Frankfurter 1998: 13).

the temple of isis at menuthis, near the Canopic mouth of the nile and only 20 km east of alexandria, was 
not destroyed until a.d. 484 (Frankfurter 1998: 22), and the last pagan egyptian temple, that of isis on philae, 
was not closed until a.d. 535. on the occasion of Shenoute’s raid on the temple at plewit in the fifth century, the 
villagers united against the abbot and tried to use traditional execration rites “according to their books,” which 
implies people who could still read them (Frankfurter 1998: 209). also dating to the fifth century is an account of 
one apa moses’ attempt to drive the “demon” Bes from his temple at abydos (Frankfurter 1998: 129–30) and the 
story of a raid by Dioscorus and his monks on a “kothos” temple during which kothos’ oracle or priest roused the 
villagers to the defense of the sanctuary (Frankfurter 1998: 209). at Berenice, two pagan shrines, one perhaps 
dedicated to isis, continued in use into the late fourth and fifth centuries (Sidebotham 2004: 235–36). as noted 
in Chapter	3, no signs of a church have been found at Bir Umm Fawakhir, though the little min temple remained 
standing until the twentieth century, and the puzzling Complex 26 in outlier 6 has a few shrinelike features. 

aspects of the old religion survived at a local level among the egyptian peasants and villagers for centuries 
after the official conversion of the Byzantine state to Christianity. abbot Shenoute of the fifth century delivered 
a sermon on native religion in the panopolis region, which is close to Sohag. he deplored the worship of “Shai” 
or “fate” of a village or home, and the burning of lamps and incense (Frankfurter 1998: 63). Shenoute also ac-
cused people of backsliding in hard times and resorting to enchanters, oracles, and amulets. he even mentioned 
one case where the magical fox claws bound to the legs of a sufferer were obtained from a monk (Frankfurter 
1998: 216). in a raid on the house of a landlord by the name of gesios, Shenoute found “idols” in an inner room, 
including an image of pan-min, religious books, lampstands, and offerings (Frankfurter 1998: 135). makarios 
of tkow, in middle egypt, reported the worship of “kothos” figurines in niches of houses in the fifth century. 
terra-cotta figurines were manufactured through the fourth century and at least mentioned in the fifth century 
(Frankfurter 1998: 132), but it should be noted that they are very rare at Bir Umm Fawakhir (one fragment of 
a horse’s head, meyer et al. 2000: 80). a very late survival is a sixth–seventh-century magical spell book from 
the monastery of epiphanius at thebes (Frankfurter 1998: 258). the 1999 excavations at Bir Umm Fawakhir 
recovered a small bronze Bes amulet (meyer 1999: 30), though that is a small thing on which to hang the faith 
of hundreds of ancient Fawakhiris. 

we also agree with Frankfurter’s conclusions about late roman religion, namely, that religion was a com-
munity affair. he says that “it was not individuals but … entire villages … that embraced or rejected Christian-
ization” and thus that “conversion was by necessity a slow and patchwork process, dependent upon the singular 
charisma of a motivated bishop or abbot rather than some putative ‘pagan decline’” (Frankfurter 1998: 20). 
whole villages either were Christianized or clung to paganism. with the demise of the great temples, dispersal 
of the priesthood, and loss of the temple libraries and knowledge of the ancient hieroglyphic script, the surviving 
pagan traditions were centered on oracles of various sorts, small shrines, and households (Frankfurter 1998). 

the ancient Fawakhiris surely “had a religion” in the sense that they considered themselves devotees of 
min or Bes or were baptized into the Christian faith. if nothing else, they followed a traditional or a Christian 
calendar. were the weeks seven or ten days long? what were the holy days, feasts, and holidays? which pattern 
of work and festival did they follow? a priest and church are not necessary to celebrate easter, but a calendar 
is. a great temple and a lavish procession with the god’s image are not necessary to celebrate min’s festival, 
just knowledge of which traditional month and day it falls on.12

12 as anyone who has worked in egypt will know, it is possible to 
work with multiple calendars, western, islamic, and Coptic.
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Finally, churches, shrines, and other evidence of religious practices may never have been abundant at ancient 
Bir Umm Fawakhir. generally speaking, miners are not famous for piety, nor mining towns for large temples or 
churches, especially if the settlement is short-lived. what might be called formal religion in the sense of elabo-
rate religious structures and a hierarchical priesthood is seldom in evidence. at Dolly’s Creek, australia, for 
instance, churches were a later development (lawrence 1998: 42). nevertheless, given the dangers of the mining 
profession, miners tend to be attentive to prayers for safety and protection13 and personal rituals or supersti-
tions that may or may not be sanctioned by the “great tradition.”14 thus the small ptolemaic min temple — and 
perhaps other small religious installations — at Bir Umm Fawakhir may have been sufficient for the miners and 
for passing travelers who felt the need of the divine protection.15

we can only state the problem and make some suggestions for future research. the cist and cairn graves at 
Bir Umm Fawakhir, Shenshef, and Berenice do not follow the pattern(s) of contemporary nile Valley burials, 
but why this should be so is unknown. Further examination of the graves and cemeteries should have a high 
priority if research is ever resumed at Bir Umm Fawakhir. it might reveal something about the population; even 
scrappy infant and child bones would indicate the presence of women, and better-preserved bones could give 
some information about the life and health of the people. the selection of pottery around the graves might tell 
us something about burial and/or memorial rites. if any unlooted graves could be located, they would show at 
least the position and orientation of the body, and if there were any grave goods, they might provide a clue as 
to the religious expectations for the next life. 

13 traditional mining and smelting in sub-Saharan africa were risky 
occupations hedged around with songs, rites, and rituals (Childs 
1998; herbert 1998).
14 For instance, the “el tio” figures Bolivian miners set up next to 
their work sites probably are not recognized by the Catholic Church. 
el tio represents a spirit or divinity, something like a Christian 

devil, who is believed to own and control underground lodes and 
riches (knapp 1998: 12). 
15 much more impressive temples from earlier periods are certainly 
known, for example the long-lived pharaonic rock-cut shrines at the 
Serabit al-kadim turquoise mines and the roman-period temples at 
the mons Claudianus and mons porphyrites quarries.
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Chapter 6

pottery From the 1996 anD 1997 SUrVeyS

Carol	Meyer	and	Lisa	Heidorn	

all the pottery from the 1996 and 1997 seasons comes from surface collections. the primary purpose of the 
sherd collections was dating the main settlement and outliers, but we also wanted to see whether any differences 
could be detected between one part of the site and another. we attempted to continue the systematic collections 
started in 1992 from different types of loci, specifically houses and trash heaps. (Collecting from the one-room 
outbuildings proved uninformative.) in 1996 we were so short of time that only one large collection was taken 
from the trash heap between Buildings 108 and 109, plus a small sample from the chinking of Building 106 and 
less systematic collection from Building 106 itself. in 1997 heidorn took samples from outside Building 177 and 
from inside Building 176, both on the hillock. the problem with samples from houses turned out to be twofold: 
first, the houses themselves were relatively clean and the surface was covered with sand; and second, what 
sherds there were generally seemed to have been washed down from a trash dump or, occasionally, fallen from 
wall chinking. in other words, sherds found in houses may or may not have had anything to do with their oc-
cupation. Building 176 up on the hillock was the only structure more or less free from these problems. heidorn 
also collected sherds from Complex 26 in outlier 2 and nearby buildings. the samples from the trash heaps 
near Buildings 108 and 177 were collected with the same “dog-leash” method used in 1992 and 1993, which is 
to say, a circle with a 2 m diameter was described on the ground, and as many sherds as possible were picked 
up in five minutes. this was an attempt to get a more nearly representative sample of everything, coarse wares 
as well as fine, body sherds as well as diagnostics. the samples from Buildings 106 and 176 were restricted to 
those structures; the sample from Complex 26 came from it and nearby huts. we were interested in the stamped 
plates because they are some of the most carefully crafted pottery on the site, and they carry Christian symbols 
such as crosses and palm leaves. therefore we collected and noted the findspot of all that we encountered. a 
high percentage of them, thirteen out of twenty, came from the hillock around Buildings 176 and 177, so they 
are here treated as another group (fig. 35).16 all the other potsherds were collected because they were special 
or interesting in some respect. 

Since all the sherds are surface finds, we made no attempt to create a definitive corpus of eastern Desert 
Coptic/Byzantine-period pottery, and since they could have been moved around by flash floods, tumbling down-
hill, or humans, we made no attempt to associate them with a house, much less a room function. the pottery is 
important because it is our main dating evidence for Bir Umm Fawakhir, but it is dated by comparison to other 
corpora, not by stratigraphy or other finds from Bir Umm Fawakhir. Because the sherds were collected for specific 
purposes — dating the main settlement and outliers and attempting to find differences in usage from one end of 
the site to the other — we present the specific collections separately. this makes five groups in the main settle-
ment (four samples from Buildings 108, 106, 177, and 176, and then all the other sherds) and several smaller 
groups for the various outliers and cemeteries. when the groups are large enough, however, we attempted to 
follow more or less the same order by ware type (imported, aswan pink, silt, marl, handmade, unknown) and 
then by shape (open forms such as bowls to more closed forms such as jars and amphorae and then detached 
pieces such as bases and decorated body sherds). Small groups of twelve or fewer sherds are simply arranged 
by form. the comparanda are not exhaustive; they are only intended to provide a reasonable range of dates. on 
the one hand, then, we expect the Bir Umm Fawakhir 1996 and 1997 pottery to augment the as-yet sparse corpus 
of fifth–sixth-century eastern Desert pottery, but on the other, the sherds excavated in 1999 yielded a better 
controlled corpus. when the pottery from the 1999 excavations are assembled, tabulated, and studied, then we 
will be able to present a more formal corpus. 

115

16 Building 177 was excavated in 1999 partly because of this appar-
ently special concentration of stamped sherds. preliminary results 

are reported in meyer 1999: 25–37; the full study will be published 
in the final report on the 1999 season.
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the same conventions were used for the main settlement pottery as for the pre-Coptic pottery in Chapter	2. 
we attempted to describe ware type, temper, and color and to draw the sherd outline if it was less than a quarter 
of the diameter of the vessel, but time was too short to include all the details we would have liked. 

pottery DeSCriptionS

FigUre 30. pottery From main Settlement, Sample From DUmp Between BUilDingS 
108 anD 109

PINK
 83. ring base, probably from small cup or bowl. light red fabric; 2.5yr 6/6 section; red slip interior and exterior 10r 5/6. pink 

fabric; medium amount mica, red bits and chunks; medium limestone bits; abundant black bits. main settlement, Building 
109.

SILT	

 84. Shallow bowl, remnant of red slip on exterior rim. Buff to pink; section 10yr 6/6; surface 2.5yr 6/6; red band at rim 10r 
5/6. Silt; medium amount sand, black bits. main settlement, Building 109. Similar to a bowl published with the 1993 corpus 
(heidorn 2000: 86–87, no. 40). See also vessels from elephantine dateable to the second quarter of the fifth century to the 
seventh century but of a different, light red (ia) fabric (gempeler 1992: 70, fig. 14:5–7). gempeler (and others) note the 
similarity to arS 99, which may have begun in the later fifth and early sixth century a.d.; see hayes 1977: 283. See m. 
Jones 1991: 140, fig. 1:4 (ca. a.d. 550–650, according to ashmunein examples); Spencer, Bailey, and Burnett 1983: 30: 
e 35; examples in w. y. adams 1986: 543, ware r 4 in form D 74, and fig. 302 (mainly ca. a.d. 550–850); hayes 1972: 
391–92: n and o (epiphanius bowls probably dated sixth century a.d.); and Jacquet-gordon 1972: e24 and e26. a similar 
bowl from kellia is assumed to be an aswan product; see Ballet and picon 1987: 43, fig. 6:3 (resembles egloff’s type 35 of 
the seventh–eighth centuries a.d.), and Ballet et al. 1991: 142, fig. 22 (from Saint Simeon near aswan). Ballet notes that 
north of edfu the bowls are made of nile silt clay rather than aswan clays. 

 85. Flanged bowl with burnished interior. red-brown; section 5yr 5/8 (red-yellow with red core); red slip 10r 4/6. Silt; interior 
burnished; gray, yellow, and white bits. main settlement, Building 109. there is a sixth- to seventh-century parallel at the 
esna hermitages (Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 222:34). if the lower part of the bowl is carinated, then there may be parallels 
at elephantine of a different, light red fabric (ia), middle to end of sixth century (gempeler 1992: 77, fig. 22:1–2); if not 
carinated, see a longer-lived type of the last quarter of the fourth to the second quarter of the sixth century (gempeler 1992: 
94, fig. 36:1–2). 

 86. ledge-rim bowl, grooves on edge and top of rim, diameter uncertain. light red-brown fabric 2.5yr 5/6 with tan core; red slip 
exterior and interior 10r 4/6. Silt; some limestone bits and chunks, medium amount mica, a little sand. main settlement, 
Building 109. See an example from Shenshef, fifth century and into sixth (tomber 1998: 174–75 no. 58).

 87. large deep bowl with handles. red-brown. Silt. main settlement, Building 109. two similar vessels from the 1993 season 
were published (heidorn 2000: 84–85, no. 7; 90–91, no. 104 [lacking handles]). Similar forms are found in Jacquet-gordon 
1972: pls. 220:C26–27 and 229:w1 (decorated silt vessel); mys™liwiec 1987: 154 nos. 1945, 1947, 1954 (all handleless); and 
smaller silt examples with red or white slip and painted decoration in gempeler 1992: 154, k 233 (no handles) (perhaps 
sixth–seventh century a.d., but close in form and decoration to k 513 of the late fifth–seventh century a.d.). 

 88. Bowl or basin. Brown fabric 2.5yr 3/4 exterior; 5yr 4/4 section with 10r 4/8 core. Silt; medium amount mica, limestone bits 
and chunks. main settlement, Building 109.

 89. amphora shoulder (max. dm 10 cm). Dark red-brown fabric with gray-black core in most of section; 5yr 4/3. Silt; abundant 
limestone bits and mica. main settlement, Building 109.

 90. amphora toe. Brown 5yr 4/4. Silt. main settlement, Building 109. See example with rib on toe from Firka, X-group (kirwan 
1939: pl. 23).

 91. ring base, possibly from goblet. pink-brown; 2.5yr 6/6 section; 2.5yr 5/4 exterior. Silt; some sand, black bits, limestone bits, 
mica. main settlement, Building 109.

 92. low ring base, faint combed lines on exterior. red-brown with purplish core; section 2.5yr 5/8; surface 2.5yr 5/4. Silt; me-
dium amount mica, a few limestone bits. main settlement, Building 109.

 93. ring base. red-brown; section 2.5yr 4/6; cream slip or deposit on surface. Silt; medium amount white bits, some chaff, few 
black chunks, little mica. main settlement, Building 109.

FABRIC	uNCERTAIN
 94. ring base. 2.5yr 3/4 interior surface. Uncertain fabric, very coarse; abundant limestone chunks and stones, red to brownish 

rectangular slivers, medium amount white bits. main settlement, Building 109.
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Figure 30. pottery from main settlement, sample from dump between Buildings 108 and 109 (nos. 83–94)
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FigUre 31. pottery From main Settlement, SampleS From DUmp Between BUilDingS 
108 anD 109 (CONT.), anD BUilDing 106 anD Chinking

Main SettleMent, SaMPleS froM bUilding 108 and bUilding 109 dUMP (cont.) (noS. 95–97)

MARL

 95. Bowl or basin (dm 26 cm). porous marl. large coarse and small black temper; medium amount large limestone pieces; some 
red chunks. main settlement, Building 109.

 96. Cooking pot with handles (dm uncertain). 10yr 7/3; 2.5y 7/4 exterior slip. marl; medium amount black chunks and bits, 
medium amount brown chunks, limestone bits, some reddish bits and sand. main settlement, Building 109. See perhaps a 
pot from elephantine, third–fourth century in date, of a different, light red (ia) fabric (gempeler 1992: 171, fig. 103:12).

 97. Combed decoration, jar(?). hard-fired with smoothed exterior. pale pinkish beige; 10yr 7/4 exterior; grayish core. marl; very 
abundant limestone bits; a few red bits. main settlement, Building 109. Combed decoration noted in 1992 corpus, but on a 
“dark-reddish-gray” sherd (heidorn 1995: 85, fig. 30c). Very little combed decoration noted at elephantine, but see a late 
amphora (gempeler 1992: 200)

Main SettleMent, SaMPle froM bUilding 106 and Chinking (noS. 98–104)

PINK

 98. goblet. pink with reddish rim; 7.5yr 7/4; rim 2.5yr 5/6. pink fabric; abundant limestone bits; medium and small-size black 
bits; some small black chunks. main settlement, Building 106. parallels from Berenice (hayes 1995: 34–35) and Shenshef 
(tomber 1998: 171, 173 no. 39) are dated to the fifth century and into the sixth. 

SILT

 99. Shallow bowl, cream paint or spots on rim. 5yr 4/3 surface; 5yr 4/4 section. Silt; medium amount limestone bits and mica, 
some black bits. main settlement, Building 106. many examples of this type at elephantine have stamped or rouletted 
decoration; they are characteristically made of a different, light red (ia) fabric and are dateable to the second quarter of 
the fifth to the last quarter of the sixth century (gempeler 1992: 69–70, fig. 13:3, 9).

 100. Casserole with piecrust rim. red-brown 2.5yr 4/6 slip or surface; red-brown fabric with thin purplish core. Silt; medium amount 
sand, some mica, few limestone bits. main settlement, Building 106. a parallel from elephantine is a little smaller but has 
coarser “piecrust” indentations and is made of a different, light red (ia) fabric. the type is probably fourth–fifth century 
(gempeler 1992: 148, fig. 83:5).

 101. globular cooking pot. red-brown; surface 2.5yr 5/4; section 2.5yr 5/8 with thick grayish layer inside. Silt. main settlement, 
Building 106. also found in the 1992 season (heidorn 1995: 85, fig. 30d). For similar vessels, see prickett 1979: pl. 85q 
(late roman); mys™liwiec 1987: 145, nos. 1794 and 1804 (a.d. 395–640); Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 225:l6 (a.d. 500–750); 
and first–fourth century and later pottery from Badia’ (Sidebotham, Zitterkopf, and riley 1991: 607–08, fig. 30:39).

 102. amphora toe. Brown, 7.5yr 5/4. Silt fabric, surface in poor condition, shape crooked. many limestone chunks and slivers; 
perhaps mica. main settlement, Building 106, chinking in northeast rooms. if this is the toe of a late roman amphora 7, 
then the dates would range from fourth to sixth centuries (pollard 1998: 156). For an example of an amphora with a pointed 
toe, sixth–seventh century date, see the esna hermitages (Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 227:4).

 103. amphora toe. Brown 7.5yr 5/4. Silt, very coarse. main settlement, Building 106, chinking in northeast rooms. For a thick, 
stubby amphora toe, see the esna hermitages, sixth–seventh century (Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 227:3).

MARL

 104. large bowl or basin with black painted line and two mend holes. light tan fabric, 7.5yr 6/4 section; brown slip surface; black 
painted band on exterior. marl? medium amount mica, some sand and limestone, a few black bits. main settlement, Building 
106.
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Figure 31. pottery from main settlement, samples from dump between Buildings 108 and 109 (cont.) (nos. 95–97),  
and Building 106 and chinking (nos. 98–104)
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FigUre 32. pottery From main Settlement, SampleS From BUilDing 106 anD 
Chinking (CONT.), anD Sample From DUmp near BUilDing 177

Main SettleMent, SaMPleS froM bUilding 106 and Chinking (cont.) (noS. 105–06)

MARL	(cont.)

 105. amphora rim and neck (rn 96/12). red-yellow surfaces 5yr 6/6; tan section layers 7.5yr 6/4; thick gray core 2.5yr 5/6. 
marl; abundant mica, medium to small-size gray-black bits; some limestone chunks, red bits. this came from Building 106, 
from the wall chinking of the third room from the southeast corner, which is probably the room now labeled “q.”

 106. Jar(?) shoulder with black painted spirals (max. dm ca. 14 cm). red slip exterior 10r 6/6 with black paint; tan-pink fabric 
2.5yr 6/4. marl; some sand, black bits, limestone, and red-brown bits. main settlement, Building 106.

Main SettleMent, SaMPle froM dUMP near bUilding 177 (noS. 107–16)

PINK

 107. Bowl with vertical rim. Very worn interior and exterior; no polish remains. pink buff 10r 6/6; medium brown slip 10r 5/8. 
pink fabric; abundant black bits; medium amount sand, red bits, limestone bits; one large angular maroon particle. main 
settlement, Building 177 sample. parallels at esna hermitages, sixth–seventh centuries (Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 224:7) 
and elephantine, similar fabric, dateable to the second half of the fifth to the last quarter of the sixth century (gempeler 
1992: 69–70, fig. 70:3).

 108. Bowl with grooved rim. evidence of polishing under rim. Dark pink (not on munsell chart); red slip interior and exterior 10r 
5/8. pink fabric; abundant black bits; some limestone bits and mica; a few red chunks. main settlement, Building 177 sample; 
slope south-southwest of building. See parallels at elephantine, similar fabric, dateable to the second half of the fifth to the 
last quarter of the sixth century (gempeler 1992: 69–70, fig. 70:4).

 109. Bowl with grooved rim. pink 2.5yr 6/6; red slip interior and exterior 10r 5/8. pink fabric; abundant dark bits; medium amount 
small sands and limestone bits; a few small red bits. main settlement, Building 177 sample; slope south-southwest of build-
ing. See no. 108 above, and a similar piece from the 1993 season (heidorn 2000: 84–85, no. 26). Similar bowls are found in 
Spencer, Bailey, and Burnett 1983: 30–31 (e 36.15 and e 37.1 of ca. a.d. 550–700+. See also e 38 and e 39.4). hayes dated 
forms h and i from epiphanius to the second half of the fifth century a.d. he believes form k is a later development, from the 
beginning of the sixth century a.d.; see hayes 1972: 389, 391–92, and fig. 86. it is similar to arS 82, dated by hayes to the 
mid- to late fifth century a.d.; see hayes 1977: 283. (it is not clear whether this sherd is of foreign or egyptian manufacture.) 
See rodziewicz 1976: 54–58, types o 28–37 and 59, type o 40 (fifth century a.d. and on). rouletting appears on examples 
from alexandria only in the second quarter of the seventh century a.d. See also pierrat 1991: 176, fig. 46e (aswan ware 
dated after a.d. 650–750+) and p. 193, fig. 65b (north african sigillata of late seventh century a.d.); Jacquet-gordon 1972: 
pl. 224:h4 and h7; egloff 1977: 79–81, types 31–33 (between fifth and beginning of eighth century a.d.). one production 
center was found at the monastery of Saint Simeon near aswan; see Ballet et al. 1991: 141–42, fig. 24.

 110. Shallow bowl with flanged, slightly ribbed rim (dm 24 cm). pink 10r 6/6; bright red slip interior and exterior 10r 5/8. pink 
fabric; medium hard to hard; abundant black bits and mica(?); medium amount limestone bits; some red chunks; a few sand 
particles. main settlement, Building 177 sample. paralleled at elephantine, similar fabric, beginning to middle of the fifth 
century (gempeler 1992: 68–69, fig. 11:16).

 111. Shallow bowl or plate. if the rim bends down and then in again, it might be a small plate with a wide rim. pinker than 5yr 7/4; 
thick red slip interior and exterior 10r 5/6. pink fabric; mica, red chunks, black bits, limestone bits. main settlement, Building 
177 sample; slope south-southwest of building. 

 112. Small globular jar (dm ca. 9–11 cm). Very worn. pink fabric 5yr 7/4; red slip 10r 4/8. abundant black bits, mica, medium 
amount limestone bits; some small sands. main settlement, Building 177 sample; slope south-southwest of building.

 113. low ring base (dm 8 cm). Very worn sherd. pinker than 5yr 7/4; red-orange slip interior and exterior 10r 5/8. pink fabric; 
abundant black bits; medium amount limestone bits; some mica; a few red bits. main settlement, Building 177 sample; slope 
south-southwest of building. For a large bowl with a base that bulges down below the base ring, see the esna hermitages, 
sixth–seventh centuries (Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 221:1).

 114. ring base. light yellow-brown core 2.5yr 6/6; orange-yellow surface 2.5yr 5/6. hard pink aswani ware, but different from 
usual; abundant largish black bits and small sands; a few limestone bits. main settlement, Building 177 sample; slope south-
southwest of building.

SILT

 115. Bowl. Bright yellow-red-brown; red slip interior and exterior. Silt; no chaff. main settlement, Building 177 sample; slope 
south-southwest of building.

 116. Deep bowl or basin with black painted lines. red-brown 5yr 5/4 with red layers and purplish core; white slip exterior and 
into interior. 10yr 8/3; red slip over white 10r 5/8; black painted lines. Silt; much mica and sand; some limestone bits and 
chaff. main settlement, Building 177 sample. For a possible parallel, see a vessel from elephantine, of a different, light red 
(ia) fabric, dateable to the third–fourth centuries and perhaps into the fifth (gempeler 1992: 155–56, fig. 89:2).
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Figure 32. pottery from main settlement, samples from Building 106 and chinking (cont.) (nos. 105–06),  
and sample from dump near Building 177 (nos. 107–16)
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FigUre 33. pottery From main Settlement, Sample From DUmp near BUilDing 177 
(CONT.)

SILT	(cont.)

 117. Carinated pan. Bright red-brown silt with medium thick gray core, purple layers on either side. Silt, hard fabric; abundant 
mica; medium amount limestone bits; some limestone chunks. main settlement, Building 177 sample. See a bowl without a 
foot from the esna hermitages, sixth–seventh century (Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 220:13).

 118. large bowl. Bright orangey fabric 2.5yr 5/6; red slip exterior and interior 10r 4/6. Silt; abundant mica; medium amount sand, 
limestone bits; some chaff. main settlement, Building 177 sample. For an example with black paint from the 1992 season, 
see heidorn 1995: 81–82, fig. 29c. See also a bowl from Shenshef, fifth century and into sixth (tomber 1998: 74–75, no. 
56). 

 119. Very large bowl (dm 36 cm). red-brown silt with purplish core, red layers on either side. Silt; much chunky temper; abundant 
limestone chunks; sand; some mica and chaff. main settlement, Building 177 sample; slope south-southwest of building.

 120. Very large bowl or basin (dm 47 cm). 10r 5/6 section; red slip exterior. Silt; abundant mica; medium amount limestone chunks 
and chaff; some sand. main settlement, Building 177 sample. String decoration.

 121. Casserole with piecrust rim. red-brown clay with red layers either side of brownish core; chocolate brown surface 5yr 4/4. 
Silt, much mica and sand; some limestone chunks; a few bits of chaff. main settlement, Building 177 sample; slope south-
southwest of building. Similar vessels from the 1992 season (heidorn 1995: 81, fig. 29a) and elephantine, fifth century, 
similar red-brown fabric (gempeler 1992: 160, fig. 93:1).

 122. Casserole. red-brown 2.5yr 4/6; thin black core; red slip interior and exterior 10r 5/6. Silt; abundant mica; medium amount 
limestone bits and sand. main settlement, Building 177 sample; slope south-southwest of building.

 123. Casserole. red-brown silt with gray core; red slip exterior and into interior. “typical silt,” no chaff. main settlement, Building 
177 sample; slope south-southwest of building. See perhaps example from elephantine, similar red-brown fabric but with 
white paint, date uncertain (gempeler 1992: 175, fig. 108:7).

 124. Jar with step rim. Deep notch or groove near rim. Silt with red slip. Silt. main settlement, Building 177 sample; slope south-
southwest of building. 
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Figure 33. pottery from main settlement, sample from dump near Building 177 (cont.) (nos. 117–24)
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FigUre 34. pottery From main Settlement, SampleS From DUmp near BUilDing 177 
(CONT.) anD BUilDing 176

Main SettleMent, SaMPleS froM dUMP near bUilding 177 (cont.) (noS. 125–31)

SILT	(cont.)

 125. Small jar with painted decoration (max. dm 10 cm). red-brown 2.5yr 5/8 with thick gray core. the exterior is very worn, 
but it still preserves its cream slip exterior 10yr 8/3, black painted decoration, and a little red. Silt, medium hard; medium 
amount sand; some limestone chunks; mica. main settlement, Building 177 sample; slope south-southwest of building. a 
number of amphoriskoi are published from elephantine, but they all have handles (gempeler 1992: fig. 118).

 126. Small amphora neck and rim. may be a very small late roman amphora 3 type, but no handles or handle scars are left. Dark 
red-brown 2.5yr 4/6. Silt, fairly soft; very micaceous; some small voids. main settlement, Building 177 sample; slope south-
southwest of building. 

 127. Flat base, string cut. Bright red-brown 2.5yr 5/8; red slip on base and exterior 10r 5/6. Silt; abundant limestone bits; a few 
limestone chunks; some chaff; maybe mica. main settlement, building 177 sample.

 128. ring base. red-brown with brown core; red slip interior and exterior. Silt; abundant black bits, sand and mica; many large 
limestone chunks; a few pinkish-red chunks. main settlement, Building 177 sample; slope south-southwest of building. 

 129. Decorated sherd. the fact that it is slipped inside and out suggests a fairly open form. light red-brown fabric 2.5yr 5/6 with 
tan core 5yr 6/4; red slip interior and exterior 10r 5/8; white stripe with black painted lines. Silt; many burnt-out voids; 
abundant limestone bits and chunks; some sand; a few grayish bits and chunks; a few red chunks, perhaps unmixed clay. 
main settlement, Building 177 sample. 

MARL

 130. Cooking pot. 2.5yr 7/2 in section. marl, porous and gritty; abundant black bits and limestone chunks; medium amount red 
bits; some chaff. main settlement, Building 177 sample. See perhaps a pot from elephantine of a different, red-brown (iiia) 
fabric, date uncertain but probably fifth–seventh century (gempeler 1992: 177, fig. 110:3).

 131. Very large jar with step shoulder (dm 40–44 cm). there are fine striations on the exterior. greenish section 2.5y 7/2; 5yr 
6/6 where surface spalled off in other places. marl; abundant black bits; medium amount limestone chunks; some reddish 
bits and sand. main settlement, Building 177 sample; slope south-southwest of building. 

Main SettleMent, SaMPle froM bUilding 176 (noS. 132–34)

 132. Bowl with flanged rim and chattering. polished, but exterior is worn. pink 2.5yr 6/6; red slip interior and exterior 10r 5/8. 
pink fabric; abundant black bits and mica; medium amount limestone chunks; a few red bits. main settlement, Building 
176. See bowl from elephantine, similar fabric, rim overhanging but different, no rouletting underneath, dateable to the last 
quarter of the fourth to the second quarter of the sixth century (gempeler 1992: 94, fig. 36:10 and related bowls). 

 133. amphora rim, neck, and handles. 10r 5/8 in section. Silt; abundant very angular limestone bits; sand, maybe mica. main 
settlement, Building 176. late roman amphora 1, a type common at Bir Umm Fawakhir; see also the dipinti and a complete 
amphora in Chapter	7, fig. 49. Dates range from about a.d. 400 to the mid-seventh century (pollard 1998: 154–55).

 134. ring base. red-brown fabric with thick light gray core. Fabric uncertain; abundant black bits; much mica; medium amount 
limestone bits. inside is smoothed, and exterior has two incised lines; fabric is hard, but ware is uncertain. main settlement, 
Building 176, exterior northwest corner room 2.
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Figure 34. pottery from main settlement, samples from dump near Building 177 (cont.) (nos. 125–31)  
and Building 176 (nos. 132–34)
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FigUre 35. pottery From main Settlement, StampeD anD inCiSeD plateS, BUilDingS 
176 anD 177 ViCinity

almost all the stamped plates are made of fine aswan pink fabric, red slipped inside and out and polished. we 
did not have time for munsell color readings and temper descriptions for all the sherds, but most are like sherd no. 
136. there is also some less elegant silt-fabric stamped plates, mostly slipped and sometimes polished, though many 
sherds are worn. Sherd no. 135 is a good example of this type of ware.

SILT

 135. Stamped plate with five crosses. Surfaces are worn, and no polish remains. Fabric is silt rather than aswan pink. red-brown 
5yr 4/4 with red core; red slip interior and exterior 10r 4/6. Silt; abundant mica; medium amount limestone bits. main 
settlement, Building 177. 

PINK

 136. Stamped plate with palm-leaf design, polished but worn. pink, lighter than 10r 6/6; red slip interior and exterior 10r 5/8. pink 
fabric; abundant black bits; medium amount small sand particles; some limestone bits and pinkish chunks. main settlement, 
Building 177. For palm-leaf stamps, see examples from the 1993 season (heidorn 2000: 88–89, no. 57) and from elephantine. 
one of the latter is a bowl with a similar fabric, dateable to the last quarter of the third to the middle of the fifth century 
(gempeler 1992: 65, fig. 9:2), and another is a shallow bowl with a different, thinner base, dateable to the second half of 
the fifth to the middle of the sixth century (gempeler 1992: 67, fig. 11:3).

 137. Stamped plate with cross. For color and fabric, see no. 136. main settlement, Building 177.

 138. Stamped plate with cross and sunburst (rn 97/67). For color and fabric, see no. 136. main settlement, Building 176.

 139. Stamped plate. the stamp appears to be part of a complicated cross (rn 97/67). For color and fabric, see no. 136. main settle-
ment, Building 176.

 140. Stamped plate with three circles (cross?) and sunburst. For color and fabric, see no. 136. main settlement, Building 177. 
For sunburst stamps, see a plate from the 1993 season (heidorn 2000: 86–87, no. 28) and a shallow bowl from the esna 
hermitages, sixth–seventh centuries (Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 220:3). Sunburst stamps are not uncommon on pottery from 
elephantine, such as some shallow bowls, similar fabric, dateable to the second quarter of the fifth to the seventh century 
(gempeler 1992: 67, fig. 12:12, 14) and a bowl on a ring base, sixth to perhaps first half of seventh century (gempeler 1992: 
75–76, fig. 20:14).

 141. Stamped plate with sunburst (rn 97/68). For color and fabric, see no. 136. main settlement, Building 177. For stamp design, 
see no. 140.

 142. Stamped plate, design unclear. For color and fabric, see no. 136. main settlement, Building 176. if a faintly stamped cross or 
Xp, see no. 158.

 143. Stamped plate with sunburst (rn 97/68). For color and fabric, see no. 136. main settlement, Building 177.

 144. Stamped plate with crosshatched paddle design (rn 97/68). For color and fabric, see no. 136. main settlement, Building 177. 
For paddle stamps, see a shallow dish from elephantine, probably fifth century (gempeler 1992: 69, fig. 12:8).

 145. Stamped and incised plate (rn 97/68). For color and fabric, see no. 136. main settlement, Building 177. the surviving bit of 
stamp is probably one arm of a cross. the five-pointed star was scratched on after firing.

 146. incised plate, postfired-incised hourglass design (rn 97/68). For color and fabric, see no. 136. main settlement, Building 177.

uNCERTAIN	FABRIC

 147. incised plate or bowl (rn 97/68). the fabric was not described in any detail, but it seems to have much chaff and is probably 
silt like plate no. 135 above. main settlement, Building 177. the design may be a cross made of a central square and four 
triangles at the corners.
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Figure 35. pottery from main settlement, stamped and incised plates, Buildings 176 and 177 vicinity (nos. 135–47)
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FigUre 36. pottery From main Settlement

IMPORTED

 148. Bowl with chattering (dm 32 cm) (rn 96/14). pink with thick red slip interior and exterior; 10r 5/8 section and surface. north 
african import (arS), well made, hard-fired, polished. main settlement, Building across wadi “street” from Building 124. 
this would be the hayes 84 type according to gempeler (1992: fig. 2:2).

 149. Sherd of a bowl(?) with chattering and well-polished surfaces. Bright orange fabric 10r 4/8; surfaces 10r 5/8. north african 
import (arS); abundant mica, black bits and small sand particles; some limestone bits. main settlement, Building 127/124 
dump.

 150. Bowl with flanged rim with chattering. Faint rills inside, surfaces well polished. Bright orange-red 10r 5/8; surface also 10r 
5/8. imported (arS?), abundant mica, medium amount chunks and limestone bits; a few darkish bits. main settlement, 
Building 227.

 151. plate with stamped decoration (rn 97/46). 5yr 5/6 in break; purplish layers either side of core; red slip interior and exterior. 
egyptian red Slip ware; abundant mica, medium and very small sand particles; medium amount limestone bits and chunks. 
main settlement.

 152. rim and neck of small bottle. exterior red slipped and polished, inside neck light brown and polished. light red-brown fabric 
5yr 6/4 to 5yr 6/6; exterior red 10r 4/6. imported sherd (arS?), very fine fabric; abundant mica and very small black 
bits; some limestone bits. main settlement, near Quarry 2.

PINK

 153. Shallow bowl with ledge rim. pink 5yr 7/4; red slip interior and exterior 2.5yr 6/8. pink (aswani) fabric; abundant black 
bits; medium amount small limestone chunks; some red chunks; a little sand; mica. main settlement, Building 227, outside 
Sw corner.

 154. plate with flanged rim and black paint. the broad rim has two shallow grooves and a wavy black line between them. there 
seems to be a black drip on the exterior. pink; red slip interior and exterior 10r 5/8 to more golden color; black paint. pink 
fabric; black bits; medium red bits; a few limestone chunks; one large maroon pebble. main settlement, above Building 33. 
good parallel at elephantine, but with different painting on rim, date uncertain but possibly fourth–fifth century (gempeler 
1992: 61–62, fig. 7:1).

 155. plate with postfiring incised lines (rn 97/8). the sherd is bright red-brown to orange with a polished red slip inside and out. 
For fabric see no. 136. it might be arS, but the ware and munsell colors were not described. main settlement, hillock, 
between Buildings 157 and 159.

 156. plate with stamped design, possibly a palm leaf (rn 97/69). For color and fabric, see no. 136. main settlement, between 
Buildings 188 and 189.

 157. Shallow bowl or plate with stamped cross (rn 97/47). For color and fabric, see no. 136. main settlement, Building 154. For 
design, see no. 158 below.

 158. Sherd with stamped cross (rn 97/67). the bulge on the right side of the profile drawing is probably part of a ring base. For 
color and fabric see no. 136. main Settlement. For this kind of cross stamp, see a shallow bowl from elephantine, second 
quarter of the fifth to early seventh century (gempeler 1992: 69, fig. 12:11). 

 159. Sherd with stamped sunburst or flower. For color and fabric see no. 136. main settlement, Building 222. For sunbursts, see no. 
140 above.

 160. Sherd with stamped palm leaves and sunburst. For color and fabric see no. 136. main settlement, Building 230. For parallels 
for the stamped design, see some bowls from elephantine, similar fabric, one dateable to the last quarter of the third to the 
middle of the fifth century (gempeler 1992: 65, fig. 9:2) and the other, to the second half of the fifth to perhaps the middle 
of the sixth century (gempeler 1992: 67, fig. 11:3).

another flat sherd stamped with four concentric circles is not illustrated.

 161. Sherd stamped with cross in rectangle designs (rn 96/13). pink 2.5yr 6/6; red slip interior and exterior 10r 5/8. pink fabric; 
medium amount sand and small bits. main settlement, Building 140.
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Figure 36. pottery from main settlement (nos. 148–61)
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FigUre 37. pottery From main Settlement (CONT.)

PINK	(cont.)

 162. Bowl with ledge rim. Swipe marks on exterior near base; very weathered surfaces, perhaps polished originally. pink with gray 
core; orangey slip 10r 6/8. aswan pink fabric; abundant black/gray bits; some mica, limestone chunks and medium red bits. 
main settlement, slope between Buildings 165 and 144. For parallels, see a bowl from Shenshef (rim not so thick), fifth 
century into the sixth (tomber 1998: 171, 173, no. 37) and perhaps a deeper bowl from elephantine, probably second half 
of fourth century or fifth (gempeler 1992: 92, fig. 35:1). 

 163. Bowl with elaborate rim. the exterior of the rim is grooved, and the underside of the rim has string marks and a remnant of 
chattering. pink lighter than 10r 6/6; red slip interior 10r 4/6 to 2.5yr 5/8. aswani pink fabric. main settlement, downslope 
from Building 179. parallel at elephantine, similar fabric, fifth–sixth century (gempeler 1992: 92–93, fig. 35:9). 

 164. Small bowl. medium-hard pinkish fabric 5yr 7/4; rim fired red 2.5yr 5/6. pink, aswani(?); abundant black bits; some dark 
brownish chunks, red bits and mica; small chaff bits. main settlement, wadi “street” outside Building 106. parallel at el-
ephantine, similar fabric, late fifth to early seventh century (gempeler 1992: 97, fig. 40:13).

 165. globular cup. exterior polished, faint chattering. pink, paler than 10r 6/6; red slip exterior 10r 5/8. aswan pink fabric; abun-
dant black bits; some mica and medium-size pink chunks; some medium limestone chunks. main settlement, slope above 
Building 144. See example from the 1993 season (heidorn 2000: 84–85, no. 5) and high- and low-footed bowls from the 
esna hermitages, sixth–seventh century (Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 221:5–6). also attested at elephantine, similar fabric, 
second half of the sixth and seventh century (gempeler 1992: 128–29, fig. 73:14). Similar forms are shown in rodziewicz 
1976: 54–56, type o 4a–5 (fifth–eighth century a.d.). the closest form, o 4b, is first found at alexandria in fifth-century 
a.d. contexts, but group o was produced in Upper egypt from the third–fourth century a.d. onward. See also the similar 
examples dated between the sixth and seventh centuries a.d. in Spencer, Bailey, and Burnett 1983: 38, h 2.4 (a.d. 500–650); 
mys™liwiec 1987: 104, nos. 1084 –87; winlock and Crum 1926: fig. 37 D. Form D from the monastery of epiphanius is dated 
to “around 500?” (hayes 1972: 389, 391). 

 166. Small painted bowl. pink 5yr 7/6; cream slip 10yr 8/3; brown-black painted lines interior. pink fabric; abundant dark bits; 
medium amount limestone and red bits; some mica; one yellowish chunk. main settlement, Building 170. a very character-
istic aswani form from the Coptic/Byzantine period. See examples from the 1993 season (heidorn 2000: 84–85, no. 11), 
Berenice, fifth century (hayes 1995: 34–35), and Shenshef, fifth and into the sixth century (tomber 1998: 172–73, no. 42). 
well attested at elephantine, mid-fourth to sixth centuries (gempeler 1992: 92–93, fig. 35:14). gempeler notes that the form 
is found sporadically in the late fourth and fifth centuries at kellia. the earlier bowls may have had red slips. there is a 
similar example, but with a red slip, from tôd; see pierrat 1991: fig. 54i (a.d. 750–900). See also the examples in Spencer, 
Bailey, and Davies 1984: 21, h 40 (unstratified but dated a.d. 350–700+ by comparative materials). See also mys™liwiec 
1987: 114–16, no. 1301; Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 219:a3–a5?. there were small flat-based saucers of this fabric and finish 
from nubia; see w. y. adams 1986: 538, form C 22 (main period of importation ca. a.d. 400?–500?).

 167. painted goblet. the goblet has a red-brown slip on the exterior extending below the grooves under the rim. Black and yellowish 
white “degenerate vine leaves” are painted over the slip. toward the bottom of the vessel are the remains of a red-brown 
floral(?) motif. pink 5yr 7/6; red exterior 2.5yr 5/6 to just below ridges; black and yellowish white spots; red-brown flo-
ral(?) design. aswan pink fabric; abundant black bits; medium amount light red bits and limestone chunks; some small sand 
particles. main settlement, between Buildings 164 and 169. the form is said to be very characteristic of the fourth and fifth 
centuries. note a goblet with the same kind of rib or remnant collar from Shenshef, fifth century into sixth (tomber 1998: 
171, 173, no. 40).

 168. painted goblet with potmark (rn 96/17). pink-beige; red slip interior and exterior above groove; black-brown and cream 
spots. the ware of the vessel was not described, but it is similar to the aswan pink goblet above (no. 167) and has similar 
“degenerate vine leaf” decoration. the potmark was incised prior to firing. main settlement, Building 6. For similar vessels 
with a groove at the widest part, see sherds from the 1993 season (heidorn 2000: 84–85, no. 17; 88–89, no. 71) and from 
elephantine, dated to the middle of the sixth century (gempeler 1992: 100–01, fig. 42:10). prototypes of this form are t 
600–t 602 (first–fourth century a.d.) (gempeler 1992: 122–23). note goblets in B. williams 1991: 48, 52, fig. 7a, c (late 
fourth century a.d.); mys™liwiec 1987: 116, nos. 1320–22 (undecorated); Jacquet-gordon 1972: D1 and D2; Spencer, Bailey, 
and Burnett 1983: 39, pl. 35:e91 (undecorated; silt example dated ca. a.d. 450–550 according to h3–5.2).

 169. Small painted jar. pink 5yr 7/4; red slip exterior 2.5yr 5/6; black and white painted spots. aswan pink fabric; medium amount 
mica, black bits, limestone bits. main settlement, outside Se corner of Building 206. the “degenerate vine leaf” decoration 
looks characteristic of the Coptic/Byzantine period, but the shape is somewhat problematic. all the bottles illustrated from 
elephantine have flat or ring bases (gempeler 1992).
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Figure 37. pottery from main settlement (cont.) (nos. 162–74)
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FigUre 37 (CONT.). pottery From main Settlement (CONT.)

PINK	(cont.)

 170. Small painted jar (fig. 37). Just below the shoulder are two black painted lines and a white band. above the shoulder, the 
remnant of the bottom of a handle. light red-brown with buff surface 2.5yr 6/6; red slip exterior 10r 5/8. marl or aswani 
fabric(?); abundant black bits; medium amount mica and red bits. main settlement, Building 232.

 171. Jar with spiral decoration (fig. 37). pink with red slip exterior, black painted spiral. aswan pink fabric. main settlement, Build-
ing 175. For spiral decoration, see examples from the 1992 season (heidorn 1995: 84, fig. 29q) and Shenshef, fifth century 
into sixth (tomber 1998: 74–75, no. 47).

 172. amphora neck and rim (fig. 37). pink with red-brown exterior 5yr 4/4 and 2.5yr 5/6 interior. aswan pink fabric; abundant 
black bits, medium amount mica; some sand; a few red bits. main settlement, Building 229. See no. 105 above. 

 173. high ring base (fig. 37). Creamy exterior and interior surfaces 10yr 8/3; pink in section 10r 6/6. Very porous, gritty fabric; 
abundant black bits; medium amount mica; some red chunks; a few larger sand particles. main settlement, base of hillock, 
south of Building 169.

 174. Small, high ring base (fig. 37). thick, waxy red slip inside and out. pink section 2.5yr 6/6; slip 10r 5/8. pink fabric; abundant 
limestone bits; some red chunks, large and very small black bits. main settlement, between Buildings 140 and 144. For a 
similar shape from the 1992 season, see heidorn 1995: 87, fig. 30g, and a pitcher in Spencer and Bailey 1985: fig. 32:m5.15, 
probably circa a.d. 400–550.

FigUre 38. pottery From main Settlement (CONT.)

SILT
 175. Shallow bowl. polished interior surface. Bright red-brown to orangey red slip interior and exterior. Silt; much mica, some 

limestone bits. main settlement, behind Building 228. parallel at elephantine, similar red-brown fabric, fifth–sixth century 
in date (gempeler 1992: 148, fig. 83:3).

 176. Bowl with piecrust ledge rim and painted decoration. red-brown; red and black painted decoration. thick chalky white slip 
inside and out, but very worn, as is remaining paint. Silt, rather coarse. main settlement, Building 128. Bowls with this shape 
but different, light red (ia) fabric occur at elephantine, fifth–sixth century (gempeler 1992: 92–93, fig. 35:11), and piecrust 
rims and painting are common, but this combination of form, rim, and painting is not attested.

 177. Conical bowl with painted decoration. the painting on the interior is too faint and worn to determine the original design. 2.5yr 
6/4; red slip interior and exterior 10r 5/6; black paint interior. Silt(?); abundant mica, dark bits, limestone chunks and bits, 
medium amount sand. main settlement, hillock surface. 

 178. Carinated bowl. Bright red-brown 2.5yr 6/8 with brownish core; thick red slip interior and exterior 10r 4/8. Silt, hard-fired; 
abundant mica, small and large sand particles; medium amount limestone chunks; many irregular voids; some unmixed clay 
chunks. main settlement, dump between Buildings 208 and 214. See bowls from the esna hermitages, sixth–seventh century 
(Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 220:1) and from elephantine, made of a different, light red (ia) fabric, dateable to the mid-fifth 
to mid-sixth century (gempeler 1992: 93–94, fig. 35:22, 25).

 179. large carinated bowl with white paint. red-brown 2.5yr 5/4; reddish surface; 10r 4/6 core; white paint. Silt, hard; abundant 
mica; many limestone chunks and bits; some black chunks; a little sand. main settlement,, next to Building 149. a paral-
lel at elephantine, similar red-brown fabric, fourth–fifth century in date, has white spots on the rim instead of on the body 
(gempeler 1992: 147, fig. 82:18).

 180. large carinated bowl with black paint. Bright red-brown to orange; red slip exterior and interior; black paint. Uncertain whether 
finely levigated silt, or a silt-marl mixture; medium amount black sand and limestone bits; some sand and chunks; few bits 
of chaff; maybe mica. main settlement, west end of site. See examples from the 1993 season (heidorn 2000: 86–87, no. 
9, unpainted) and from the esna hermitages, sixth–seventh century (Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 221:11). See perhaps deep 
bowls at elephantine with different rim shape and light red (ia) fabric, probably second half of sixth to seventh century 
(gempeler 1992: 115, fig. 61:2). 
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Figure 38. pottery from main settlement (cont.) (nos. 175–80)
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FigUre 39. pottery From main Settlement (CONT.)

SILT	(cont.)

 181. Carinated bowl with black and white paint. red-brown 2.5yr 5/6; exterior 10r 5/8; black and white paint. Silt; sand, limestone, 
black bits. main settlement, Building 139. See examples from the 1993 season (heidorn 2000: 88–89, no. 81) and from the 
esna hermitages, sixth–seventh centuries (Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 220:4, different decoration). the type is also known 
from elephantine, different, light red fabric, third quarter of the sixth to seventh/eighth centuries a.d. (gempeler 1992: 
109–10, fig. 56:3, 114–15, fig. 60:10). gempeler notes that this type is probably an imitation of a late roman D vessel whose 
main period of importation at alexandria occurred at the end of the sixth through the beginning of seventh century a.d.; see 
rodziewicz 1976: 42–47, type D 12 (stamped). also note type o 25 (rodziewicz 1976: 58) of the first half of the seventh 
through beginning of eighth century a.d. Vessels like this were produced at Sheikh abada or antinoopolis; see Ballet et al. 
1991: 136, fig. 3. See also egloff 1977: 97, types 98–99 (with rounded base, a.d. 650–730) and similar to p. 152, type 285 
(sixth–seventh centuries a.d.); Spencer, Bailey, and Burnett 1983: 37–38, g (carinated tripod bowls of ca. a.d. 400–500) 
and Spencer, Bailey, and Davies 1984: 21, g 18; pierrat 1991: 166, fig. 29e (ca. a.d. 750–900) and p. 181, fig. 54a (same 
date); mys™liwiec 1987: 131, no. 1561 (sixth–seventh centuries a.d.). 

 182. Carinated bowl with black and white paint. red-brown 2.5yr 5/8 with reddish core; red slip exterior and interior 10r 5/6; 
black and white paint. Silt; abundant mica; medium amount sand; some yellowish limestone chunks and chaff bits; a few 
grayish chunks. main settlement, Building 170. See in general no. 181 above, and also elephantine for an example with 
similar thickened rim but different, light red (ia) fabric, dateable to the second half of the sixth to the seventh or eighth 
century (gempeler 1992: 114–15, fig. 60:10).

 183. Deep, painted bowl. light red 2.5yr 6/6; red slip exterior 10r 5/6; yellow 5yr 7/8 and black painted blobs. Silt; some bits 
of chaff; small and medium-size limestone bits and black bits. main settlement, Building 149.

 184. Casserole with piecrust rim. red-brown with red layers either side of brownish core; surface 5yr 4/4. Silt; much mica and 
sand; some limestone chunks; a few chaff bits. main settlement, Building 229. parallel at elephantine has similar red-brown 
fabric but a little more of a neck; dateable to the fifth century (gempeler 1992: 160, fig. 93:5). 

 185. large bowl with handle(s). Diameter and stance are uncertain. the fabric is soft, and the exterior is quite spalled; the vessel is 
poorly formed and fired. there seems to be a cream-colored coating or deposit on the surface. a crude handle, and perhaps 
a second, was applied to the rim. red-brown 2.5yr 4/6 section; gray-black core; surface 10yr 8/4. Silt; soft fabric; many 
small to medium-size white and yellowish bits. recovered near the door of main settlement, Building 115. 

 186. lid(?) with three handles. the handles appear to have been added after the piece was fired; they are very crude compared to 
the fabric of the rest of the sherd. this looks like the base of a jar or amphora, but if so, three loops would make an awkward 
support, so it may be a lid of some sort. red-brown 10r 5/6. Silt; abundant limestone and mica; some black chunks. main 
settlement, Building 139.

 187. ring base, possibly from a jar. red-brown surfaces 2.5yr 5/2; thick gray core. Silt; abundant mica; some angular sand chunks; 
some yellowish limestone bits; some fairly large black particles; many small voids. the vessel was made of a very well-
levigated clay fired hard. the breaks are clean with a slick clay appearance. the base was wet smoothed, but a few bits of 
excess clay are still attached. main settlement, Building 197.

 188. Qadus(?) toe. the base does have a knob that could hold a rope, and it is chipped, but the hard fabric and red slip inside and 
out make it look less like a qadus toe. if it was a qadus, then it raises the question as to whether there was a water wheel 
at Bir Umm Fawakhir. orange 2.5yr 5/8; red exterior and interior slip 10r 5/6. Silt, hard; some limestone bits and chaff; 
mica. main settlement, door to Building 207.

 189. painted sherd with fish (rn 96/16). the sherd is actually red-brown with black-brown paint (surface 2.5yr 5/8; red slip 
2.5yr 5/6) and very worn, so the design is not as clear as the black-and-white drawing seems to indicate. however, an eye 
is visible in the middle and what seem to be a back fin and scales behind it. the curve of the sherd suggests that it came 
from a bottle or perhaps a beaker rather than a bowl or plate. Silt(?); some mica; medium black bits. main settlement, path 
to roman road across from datum point 104. 

 190. painted sherd. the sherd is red-brown with a chalky slip and a design of lines and spots in black-brown paint. Silt. main settle-
ment, west of Building 115.
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Figure 39. pottery from main settlement (cont.) (nos. 181–90)
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FigUre 40. pottery From main Settlement (CONT.)

MARL

 191. Cup. Uneven rim, wheel striations inside and out, extra clay left near base. 10yr 7/3. marl; medium amount red and black 
bits, limestone; some sand. main settlement, grave above Building 102. the example from the 1993 season is made of coarse 
silt rather than marl (heidorn 2000: 90–91, no. 96). 

 192. large, deep bowl with piecrust rim. red-brown fabric with cream slip. marl. main settlement, between Buildings 114 and 115.

 193. Bowl(?) with applied decoration. pinkish, 2.5yr 6/6; tan core; greenish gray exterior 2.5yr 8/2. marl; abundant mica and 
black bits; medium amount limestone chunks; some sand; a few red bits. main settlement, Building 216.

 194. Flask(?) rim and neck. 5yr 7/3. marl. main settlement, Building 126.

 195. lid or qadus(?). 10yr 8/4 surface; 10yr 6/4 in break. marl, porous and gritty; medium amount black bits and larger chunks; 
medium amount red bits and limestone chunks; some mica. main settlement, slope south of Building 169.

 196. Jar(?) body. if inverted, it might be a painted bowl, though it is rather thick. light red-brown 5yr 7/6; red slip exterior 2.5yr 
5/6; black paint. marl; abundant black bits; many limestone bits and small sand particles. main settlement, slope above 
middle room of Building 197.

 197. Sherd with spiral decoration. Unslipped surface and section 2.5yr 5/6; red slip exterior 5yr 5/4; black-brown paint 7.5yr 6/4. 
marl(?). main settlement, ledge above Building 104. For a sherd with spiral decoration from the 1992 season, see heidorn 
1995: 84, fig. 29q.
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Figure 40. pottery from main settlement (cont.) (nos. 191–97)
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FigUre 41. pottery From main Settlement (CONT.)

HANDMADE

 198. large, handmade bowl with incurved mouth and impressed decoration. the fabric is soft and crumbly but has a smoothed 
surface; it is an example of what is now called eastern Desert ware. handmade fabric, silty; very abundant largish sand 
particles; abundant mica, a few limestone bits and purple-red chunks. main settlement, between Buildings 32 and 33. For 
large, handmade bowls, see Berenice, perhaps fifth century (hayes 1995: 34–36).

 199. amphora toe. Beige. main settlement, Building 124.

FABRIC	uNCERTAIN

 200. ring base. Brown slip on upper part. main settlement, bay below Building 167. See also nos. 91 and 128 above.

 201. large bowl with potmark (rn 97/65). Brown. main settlement, between Buildings 228 and 229.

 202. Base of large bowl with potmark inside (rn 97/49). main settlement, Building 201.

 203. thick sherd with postfiring incised potmark. main settlement, dump behind Building 129.

 204. Sherd with postfiring incised potmark (rn 97/37). Brown. main settlement, Building 191.

 205. Sherd with postfiring incised potmark (rn 97/15). red-brown. main settlement, northeast face of hillock.

 206. Sherd with postfiring incised potmark (rn 97/5). red fabric, cream-white slip. main settlement, cliff base behind Building 
153. For a stamped plate with a similar incised five-pointed star, see no. 145 above.

 207. Sherd with postfiring incised potmark (rn 97/14). red-brown. main settlement, north slope of hillock.

two other sherds with potmarks are not illustrated. one small but thick brown sherd from the ramp between Buildings 167 and 
168 has a spidery potmark. the other was found on the slope above Building 160. it is brown and very thick; the surviving bit of 
potmark now looks like a lambda. 
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Figure 41. pottery from main settlement (cont.) (nos. 198–207)
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FigUre 42. pottery From oUtlier 6, CompleX 26

we made an effort to collect sherds from Complex 26 and its vicinity in hopes of finding some clues as to the 
function of the structure. the pottery is somewhat more elaborate than most of that from outliers 6 and 7, but it does 
not help clarify the nature of Complex 26.

 208. Shallow bowl with grooved ledge rim. well made, medium hard, with thick red slip inside and out. pink 2.5yr 6/6; slip 10r 
5/8. pink fabric. outlier 6, area of Complex 26. For an example from the 1993 season, see heidorn 2000: 88–89, no. 64. 
good parallels at elephantine, similar fabric, dateable to the second half of the fifth to the middle of the sixth century and 
perhaps later (gempeler 1992: 68–69, fig. 12:1). See also Spencer, Bailey, and Burnett 1983: 32–33, e 59.3 (perhaps a.d. 
400–500/550); godlewski 1986: 124: fig. 103:35 (beginning seventh–eighth century a.d.); mys™liwiec 1987: 114–15, nos. 
1274–85.

 209. painted bowl with ledge rim. red fabric 2.5yr 5/8 with pale red core 10r 5/6. red slip 10r 5/8 inside and out, black paint, 
polished interior. red fabric; abundant mica; medium amount chaff and small limestone chunks; some sand. outlier 6, area 
of Complex 26. the rim has ornamental nicks on the outer edge, a leaf(?) design on top of the rim, and floral(?) designs 
inside. See comments on no. 176 above. 

 210. Bowl or basin with piecrust rim. Buff-yellow 10yr 8/3 with pale red core. Fabric uncertain; gritty; abundant mica, sand, 
limestone bits; medium amount limestone chunks; some pinkish clay chunks (not grog). outlier 6, area of Complex 26.

 211. Carinated base. the shape looks like the base of carinated bowls nos. 181 and 182 above, but the fabric is different. grayish 
section; exterior surface creamy gray 10yr 7/3. marl; very weathered; the fabric is unusually coarse, gritty, porous; abundant 
sand, mica, limestone chunks; medium amount black bits; some very large limestone chunks and brown-red chunks. outlier 
6, area of Complex 26. 

 212. mouth and neck of a small jar. red-brown 2.5yr 5/6; red slip exterior and interior 10r 5/6. Silt, hard; abundant mica; medium 
amount black bits and limestone bits; some reddish clay chunks. outlier 6, area of Complex 26.

 213. mouth and neck of a small, ribbed jar. Fabric and color not described, but see no. 212 preceding. outlier 6, area of Complex 
26.

 214. large jar or basin rim. 2.5yr 5/8 section with pale red-purple core; 10r 5/6 slip exterior, darker interior. Silt; abundant mica; 
some limestone chunks and chaff bits; a few black bits and sand. outlier 6, area of Complex 26.

 215. Filter jar with handles. one of very few filter jars recovered at Bir Umm Fawakhir. three filter holes remain, but there is a 
large break in the center. pink-tan; creamy surface 10yr 7/4. marl, coarse and porous; abundant black bits; medium amount 
sand, red chunks, and limestone bits. outlier 6, area of Complex 26. For a silt example from the 1993 season, see heidorn 
2000: 86–87, no. 39. See perhaps an “amphoriskos” type from elephantine, different, light red (ia) fabric, dateable to the 
fourth–fifth century (gempeler 1992: 185, fig. 118:2). See egloff 1977: 115–16, type 177 (with shorter neck, a.d. 390 to 
mid-sixth century); Jacquet-gordon 1972: p2; pierrat 1991: 152, fig. 4b (after a.d. 650 –750); winlock and Crum 1926: 79, 
fig. 32; godlewski 1986: 127, fig. 114:43 (seventh–eighth centuries a.d.).
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Figure 42. pottery from outlier 6, Complex 26 (nos. 208–15)
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FigUre 43. pottery From oUtlierS 6 anD 7, apart From CompleX 26

the pottery scatter in outliers 6 and 7 was much thinner than in the main settlement, and with the exception of 
Complex 26 we did not attempt to sample it systematically. as may be seen from figures 43 and 44, however, it is 
like the pottery from the main settlement. the outlier 6–7 sherds are so few that they are presented by shape (open 
bowls to closed amphorae) rather than by fabric.

 216. Bowl with flanged rim (rn 97/16). orangeish 10r 5/8; thick red slip interior and exterior 10r 5/8. the fabric is dense and 
hard and the surface slipped and well polished; the piece is either imported african red Slip or egyptian red Slip a. Finely 
levigated; abundant mica and black bits; some medium-size limestone bits; a few red chunks. outlier 7, near Building 95. 
this seems to be the hayes 91a type (gempeler 1992: fig. 2:8). For a similar shape, see the esna hermitages, sixth–seventh 
centuries (Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 222:32).

 217. Bowl. Bright red-brown 10r 5/8; thick blackish core; red slip exterior 10r 5/6. Silt; medium amount limestone bits; some 
chaff; maybe mica. outlier 7, slope south of Building 88. See perhaps a bowl from elephantine of a different, light red (ia) 
fabric, probably second half of sixth to ninth century in date (gempeler 1992: 110, fig. 56:7).

 218. Conical bowl. it has some very slight finishing rills. Cream-buff 10yr 8/3 exterior; 10yr 7/4 in break. marl, hard; abundant 
black bits and angular gray bits; medium amount orangey-yellow chunks; much sand; some mica. outlier 7, slope south of 
Building 88. 

 219. Deep bowl. 10yr 7/4 exterior; 5yr 6/4 in break. marl; abundant black bits; medium amount small chaff bits, sand, limestone 
bits; a few red bits. outlier 6, Building 59.

 220. Very large basin or platter with incised lines on the inside. it may be smaller than the estimated 60 cm diameter; the surviv-
ing sherd is small. Cream exterior 10yr 8/2; buff core 10yr 6/3. Fabric uncertain; abundant black bits and sand; medium 
amount limestone chunks; some mica. outlier 7, slope south of Building 88. 

 221. Casserole with piecrust rim. the sherd is very chipped and weathered so the stance and diameter are somewhat uncertain. 
red-brown 5yr 5/4 with red layers and gray core; traces red slip. Silt, medium soft; abundant mica; medium amount chaff; 
some limestone chunks and bits. outlier 6, inside Building 28. parallel at the esna hermitages, sixth–seventh century 
(Jacquet-gordon 1972: pl. 227).

 222. large jar. Swipe marks on the exterior. Surface 10yr 8/3; section 10yr 7/3. marl, porous; abundant back bits and limestone 
chunks; medium amount mica; some sand; a few small red bits. outlier 6, north of Building 72. See perhaps large closed jar 
from elephantine, of a different, porous red-brown fabric, dateable to the fifth or sixth century (gempeler 1992: 173–74). 
Similar types are illustrated from Quseir-al Qadim, late roman (w. r. Johnson 1979: pl. 85r). note a vessel similar to a 
qadus but lacking a knob base at epiphanius, circa late fifth–sixth century a.d. (winlock 1926: 84, fig. 36). See also egloff 
1977: pl. 73:13 (a.d. 650–730) and pl. 74:7 (end of fourth to beginning of fifth century); mys™liwiec 1987: 165, no. 2029; 
166, no. 2041 (a.d. 395–640); Spencer, Bailey, and Burnett 1983: fig. 64 (saqiya pots of about a.d. 550–700); Spencer, 
Bailey, and Davies 1984: fig. 30:3 (cooking pot ca. a.d. 400–550); and Jacquet-gordon 1972: pls. 225:l3 and 228:r2 (a.d. 
500–750).

 223. Jar. weathered. red-brown 5yr 5/6, red layers, thin purplish core; red slip exterior 10r 4/4. Silt; much mica and limestone 
bits; some large black limestone chunks; a few small chaff bits. outlier 7, above Building 84. See a small pot from Shenshef, 
fifth century into sixth (tomber 1998: 176–77, no. 66).
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Figure 43. pottery from outliers 6 and 7, apart from Complex 26 (nos. 216–23)
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FigUre 44. pottery From oUtlierS 6 anD 7, apart From CompleX 26 (CONT.), anD 
oUtlierS 3, 12, 13, 8, anD 9

oUtlierS 6 and 7, aPart froM CoMPlex 26 (noS. 224–27)

 224. Bottle rim and neck. note also scar of top of handle. Creamy surface 10yr 8/3; pinker than 5yr 6/4 in section. late roman 
amphora 1 fabric; abundant white and gray sand particles; many shiny black bits; some clear bits. outlier 7, chinking in 
wall of Building 83. 

 225. amphora rim, neck, handles. Fingerprints pressed on inside, opposite handle. light red-brown section 5yr 6/4; red slip ex-
terior and into interior 10r 5/6. Silt; medium amount sand, mica, limestone chunks and bits; a few red chunks; medium to 
abundant amount large chaffs. outlier 7, Building 99 room 2. late roman amphora 1; see no. 133 above.

 226. Base. pink, paler than 10r 6/6; 10r 5/6 slip. aswan pink fabric; very abundant black bits; much mica; medium amount lime-
stone chunks; a few red bits. outlier 7, above Building 84.

 227. ring base with grooves on bottom. pink, lighter than 10r 6/6; red slip exterior and interior 10r 5/8. aswan pink fabric; lots 
of black bits and small sand particles; medium amount limestone bits; some red bits. outlier 6, outside Building 54 room 2.

oUtlierS 3, 12, 13, 8, and 9 (noS. 228–33)

the remaining sherds from the outliers are listed in the order in which the outliers themselves are discussed in 
Chapter	5. Sherd scatter at some of the outliers was very skimpy, and in any case we never made any systematic at-
tempt to sample them. the sherds presented here are intended to help date the outliers.

 228. ring base. pink 5yr 6/6 in break; red band at top of sherd fired to 2.5yr 4/6. aswan pink fabric; many black bits; some 
limestone bits; a few sand particles and red bits. outlier 12a, Building 26.

 229. Cup or bowl with painted lotus decoration. white slip exterior and red over black paint. Fabric uncertain. the sherd is very 
worn. Date is unknown. outlier 13.

 230. platter. polished inside and out. Bright yellow to red-brown fabric with thick red core; red slip interior and exterior. Fabric 
uncertain. outlier 13, Building 53.

 231. neckless jar. light brown. Fabric uncertain; much mica, medium amount limestone bits. huts opposite outlier 3.

 232. large bowl. pink(?); red rim band and over into interior. aswan pink fabric(?); small black bits; small to medium-size red 
chips; few limestone bits and mica. outlier 8. For a bowl of similar shape and fabric but white rather than red slip, seventh 
to ninth or tenth century, see gempeler 1992: 111, fig. 57:1.

 233. Bowl with painted decoration. tan interior and exterior surfaces; black, red-brown, and brown paint. aswan pink fabric(?); 
limestone bits; small red bits; some mica; black bits; burnt-out voids. outlier 8. For simple bowls with painted decoration, 
dateable to the first half of the seventh century or earlier, see gempeler 1992: 109, fig. 55:7. 
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Figure 44. pottery from outliers 6 and 7, apart from Complex 26 (cont.) (nos. 224–27),  
and outliers 3, 12, 13, 8, and 9 (nos. 228–33)
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FigUre 45. pottery From oUtlierS 3, 12, 13, 8, anD 9 (CONT.), anD From graVeS anD 
ViCinity

oUtlierS 3, 12, 13, 8, and 9 (noS. 234–40)

 234. Jar. wet smoothed, sloppy exterior surface. red-brown. Silt(?); mica; white bits, some are squarish slivers; medium-size red-
dish chunks. outlier 8.

 235. Jar or qadus. red-brown with gray core. Silt; white and yellow bits; mica. outlier 8. if this is a qadus, see example from el-
ephantine, porous red-brown fabric, fifth–seventh century in date (gempeler 1992: 208, fig. 133:6). if it was a qadus, then 
it raises the question of what it was doing in the desert, especially at outlier 8, which is at least 4 km from the wells.

 236. Jar with painted rim. tan to light brown; white below rim, red atop rim. Fabric uncertain; some mica and limestone bits; some 
medium-size black bits. outlier 8.

 237. Bottle(?). Bright red-brown; red-brown to brown surface. Fabric uncertain; much mica; medium to small black bits. outlier 8.

 238. amphora. Slightly warped in manufacture. red-brown with dark brown exterior; black core in handle. Silt; abundant small 
white bits; black bits, sand, mica. outlier 8. late roman amphora 1; see no. 133 above.

 239. Small, thick, shallow bowl. Base shows wipe marks from grasses. red-brown 10r 5/6. Silt; very chunky fabric; abundant 
limestone chunks; medium amount mica; some sand; a few large red and angular chunks. outlier 9a.

 240. Jar or bottle. exterior 7.5yr 5/2; break 2.5yr 6/6. it appears to be oasis ware; abundant black bits; medium to lots of red 
chunks; medium amount red bits (grog) and long white (limestone) particles; many pinkish chunks (unmixed clay), some 
sand. near mine 2 (west of outlier 9).

also found in outlier 9B was a small bowl (rn 97/17) like no. 166 above. the outlier 9B sherd is likewise made of an orange-
brown fabric with a white slip and a brown painted line below the rim, inside. it has three postfiring scratched lines that now look 
like the letter “n.”

graveS and viCinity (noS. 241–244)

as noted in Chapter	5, the cemeteries and graves were never explored systematically. we did observe, however, 
that there was a good deal of pottery around the graves, including wine jars with dipinti, and that much of the cemetery 
pottery consisted of large sherds. we gathered them to provide more nearly complete shapes of fragmentary vessels 
from the main settlement and to date the graves at least roughly. Some of the sherds shown in figures 45 and 46 come 
from the path that leads from the main settlement to outlier 7. there is a large cemetery on top of the intervening ridge. 
whether all the pottery listed as coming from the path from Quarry 2 in the main settlement to outlier 7 pertained to 
the graves cannot be ascertained, but it does at least come from the vicinity of the graves.

HANDMADE

 241. Deep, handmade bowl with handles. one of the very few handmade vessels recovered, it has applied knobs around the rim. 
it is probably another example of eastern Desert ware. Brown 2.5yr 5/4 with 2.5yr 6/4 exterior surface; burnt, grayish 
patch on exterior. Fabric has abundant limestone chunks; medium amount sand and shiny slivers; dark brown chunks. path 
from Quarry 2 to outlier 7.

PINK

 242. Bowl with ledge rim. 2.5yr 6/6 section; thick red slip interior and exterior 2.5yr 5/8. pink fabric; medium amount black bits 
and limestone bits; some small and large chunks reddish bits (not grog); a little sand. path from Quarry 2 to outlier 7. For 
similar cups, see nos. 110, 162, and 208 above. parallel at Shenshef, fifth and into sixth century (tomber 1998: 171, 173, 
no. 37).

SILT

 243. Small, deep, ridged cup. Bright red-brown with red slip interior and exterior, all 10r 5/6. Silt; very abundant mica; abundant 
limestone bits; medium amount small chaffs; a few dark bits. outlier 7, grave atop ridge east of Building 90.

 244. Jar with painted decoration. red-brown with brown core; red slip interior and exterior; white paint with black blobs. Silt, fine, 
metallic; mica, limestone bits, larger limestone chunks, no chaff. grave between outlier 2 and main settlement.
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Figure 45. pottery from outliers 3, 12, 13, 8, and 9 (cont.) (nos. 234 –40), 
and from graves and vicinity (nos. 241–44)
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FigUre 46. pottery From graVeS anD ViCinity (CONT.)

SILT	(cont.)

 245. Small globular jar with painted decoration. the piece is very weathered, though the outside may once have been polished, 
and the stance is uncertain. 2.5yr 5/8; red slip exterior; black paint. Silt; abundant mica; medium amount limestone; a few 
chaff and black bits; some small sand particles. path from Quarry 2 to outlier 7. See perhaps an open jar from elephantine, 
similar fabric, red slip with white and black paint but different rim, probably fifth century in date (gempeler 1992: 159–60, 
fig. 92:12). 

 246. Jar or qadus. Bright red-brown 5yr 6/6; red-brown slip exterior and onto interior rim 2.5yr 5/6. Silt; medium amount lime-
stone chunks and sand particles; perhaps mica. path from Quarry 2 to outlier 7. parallel at elephantine, similar red-brown 
fabric, date uncertain (gempeler 1992: 174, fig. 106:8). 

 247. egyptian amphora. exterior 5yr 5/4; red-brown section 5yr 5/6. egyptian amphora; medium amount sand and mica; some 
limestone bits. path from Quarry 2 to outlier 7.

 248. ring base of jar(?). red-brown; 2.5yr 5/8 section; 2.5yr 4/4 exterior. Silt, hard-fired; abundant limestone bits; medium 
amount mica; some black bits. path from Quarry 2 to outlier 7.

MARL

 249. Carinated bowl. Creamy-buff; 10yr 8/4; 10yr 7/4 in break. marl, gritty, medium-hard; very spongy looking in break; very 
abundant black bits and sand; abundant limestone chunks; medium amount mica; a few red bits. outlier 6, near grave up 
ravine above Building 64. For vertical-collared, carinated bowls, see no. 6 above, new kingdom.

 250. large basin with string decoration (dm ca. 44 cm). exterior surface 7.5yr 7/4; 2.5yr 8/2 in break. marl, gritty; very abundant 
sand; medium amount limestone chunks; a few pink clay chunks; one shiny red particle; one large bit of quartz “almost 
pebble.” graves on ridge between outliers 6 and 7. For string decoration, see no. 11 above, new kingdom.
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Figure 46. pottery from graves and vicinity (cont.) (nos. 245–50)
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FigUre 47. pottery From graVeS anD ViCinity (CONT.)

MARL	(cont.)

 251. Basin with painted decoration. light tan fabric 2.5yr 6/4; thick gray core 5yr 6/2; red slip exterior and interior; black paint 
over white. marl(?); abundant black and gray bits; abundant limestone chunks; some sand; a few red chunks. path from 
Quarry 2 to outlier 7. a sherd published from the 1992 season has a fancier crosshatched decoration (heidorn 1995: 85, 
fig. 30a), and a 1993 sherd is silt and also has a fancier design (heidorn 2000: 86–87, no. 29). For a possible parallel, see 
an open jar from elephantine with a neater rim and neck and cursive floral decoration, of a fairly coarse light red fabric, 
third or fourth century in date (gempeler 1992: 155, fig. 89:2). See m. Jones 1991: 141, fig. 4.1 (a.d. 400–600 according to 
examples from ashmunein); godlewski 1986: 129, fig. 119:46 (seventh–eighth centuries a.d.); mys™liwiec 1987: 126 –29, 
nos. 1531, 1533–39 (sixth–seventh centuries a.d.), and no. 1584. See similar vat forms in Spencer, Bailey, and Burnett 
1983: figs. 50:F18 and 74:o6 (a.d. 400–500). See also Jacquet-gordon 1972: pls. 223:g15 (undecorated) and 225:l9 and 
m21, 228:S3 (a.d. 500–750); winlock 1926: fig. 41J (ca. late fifth–sixth centuries a.d.); and tydesley and Snape 1988: fig. 
3.27:5 (unpainted, ca. a.d. 350–650). 

 252. Cooking pot with combed decoration. the vessel is porous marl with a rough surface. path between main settlement and 
outlier 7, south side. a sherd from the 1992 season preserves less of the body and no handle, but the rim and combing are 
the same (heidorn 1995: 85, fig. 30b). For a few similar cooking vessels, see winlock and Crum 1926: 92, fig. 47 (ca. late 
fifth–sixth century); Jacquet-gordon 1972: pls. 224:k1–2 and 225:l6 (a.d. 500–750).

 253. Jar or qadus. exterior surface 2.5yr 8/4; 5yr 7/3 in break. marl; lots of dark mineral bits; medium amount darkish brown 
chunks and limestone chunks; some sand; mica. path from Quarry 2 to outlier 7.

 254. amphora rim and neck. may be late roman amphora 3 type. grayish, but perhaps burnt to this color. 10r 5/1 gray section. 
marl; very abundant limestone bits and chunks; some mica; a few sand particles. outlier 6, in ravine north of Building 64, 
below “tumulus” grave. 

FABRIC	uNCERTAIN

 255. Jar waster. the sherd drawn is the less warped of two, one of which is burnt dark. this is the only waster noted at Bir Umm 
Fawakhir. exterior 10yr 7/3; gray core. Uncertain fabric, warped and burnt; very abundant sand; abundant dark bits; medium 
size and large orangey-pink (limestone?) chunks. graves atop ridge north of outlier 7.
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Figure 47. pottery from graves and vicinity (cont.) (nos. 251–55)
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Chapter 7

Small FinDS anD Dipinti

Carol	Meyer

CrUShing anD grinDing StoneS

as in the 1992 and 1993 seasons, the most abundant surface finds after potsherds were crushing and grinding 
stones. one example of a lower crushing stone was found in situ beside mine 4; it is a large, flat granite slab with 
a slight depression pecked on top (pl. 94a). it is believed to have been used in the initial stage of ore-picking 
right at the mine itself. For crushing the selected chunks of ore to pea-size bits, two other kinds of stones were 
used. the upper crushing stones are usually blocks about 20 cm across and as much high (pl. 96a). they are 
made of granite, basalt, or a kind of porphyry found in a vein near the wells. one face is ground smooth and has 
a dimple pecked into it, the result of repeatedly pounding the crushing stone down on chunks of quartz resting 
on a lower block of granite and grinding it around. when the dimple becomes too deep, it is no longer possible 
to crunch the quartz to the desired size, and the crushing stone is usually discarded, though occasionally it is 
turned and a second face pounded down (pl. 94b). the lower crushing stones are less common; they are large, 
slightly dished slabs about 40 to 50 cm long (pl. 95a). in addition, a few small, flat, upper grinding stones like 
manos (pl. 95b) and a number of fist-sized, pounded-down pieces of quartz were noted. rotary mills were used 
for the next step, grinding the ore to powder. the lower part of such a mill is about 70 cm across and has a 
circular depression ground into it (pl. 96a). there is a knob in the center for the upper stone to revolve around. 
the upper, disklike part of a rotary mill has a central hole and another off center for a wooden stick handle (pl. 
96b). two small hammerstones or pounders (one quartz, ca. 4.5 ≈ 5.0 cm; one basalt, est. 6.6 cm dm) were noted 
near Building 106. others were reported during the 1992 and 1993 seasons (meyer 1994: 57; meyer et al. 2000: 
23), but they were not common. none of the abundant ore-crushing and grinding stones in the main settlement 
appears to be in primary context, though a number of stones have been reused in walls or steps up to a house 
(cf. Building 117, pl. 10a).

in addition, walking surveys spotted some less common types of crushing and grinding stones around the 
main settlement. one deeply dished “ski slope” stone was noted in outlier 2 (pl. 97a), and another in outlier 
13. a variety of grinding stones may be spotted in the clawed-up area around the wells; two types otherwise 
uncommon at Bir Umm Fawakhir are ground, convex stones (pl. 97b) and a large, dished but not deeply striated 
stone (pl. 98a). a number of grinding stones were built into the walls of the modern well house itself (pl. 98b), 
including a two-handled, plug-shaped stone (pl. 99a) that is considered to be ptolemaic (klemm, klemm, and 
murr 2002: 218–19, pl. 125; for old photos, see lethbridge 1946: 221). what looks like half a mortar of a dark, 
dense stone (basalt?) (pl. 99b) was noted in the very disturbed area behind the modern teahouses. Finally, some 
crushing or grinding stones were spotted by the side of the road leading to the mining camp at wadi el-Sid. one 
very thick, oblong stone measured roughly 45 ≈ 30 ≈ 30 cm and had a smooth top with a slight, pecked depres-
sion in the middle. another very large stone had a shallow grinding area on top (pl. 100a). one unusual stone 
with two or three pecked depressions (pl. 100b) looks like a ptolemaic ore concentrator (klemm, klemm, and 
murr 2002, pl. 126). 

glaSS

glass surface finds were very fragmentary, as may be seen in figure 48, and remarkably rare, given how 
abundant glass sherds are at sites such as Quseir al-Qadim. nonetheless, there are some useful diagnostic pieces. 
the shallow bowl (fig. 48a, rn 96/5), is made of transparent glass, now a smoky gray, and has a row of circles 
and a thin groove scratched below the rim. the beveled rim looks like the knocked-off rims characteristic of 
Byzantine glass (Jennings 2006, figs. 5.1–16), but the inward curve of the mouth, the colorlessness and thick-
ness of the glass, and the decoration look more like late second- or third-century late roman glass (cf. mezad 
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tamar in erdmann 1977: 106, 128, pl. 5:436). Figure 48b, transparent grayish bubbly glass, is probably the rim 
of a deep bowl or jar. the small, rolled-in rim (fig. 48c, rn 97/13) of a small bottle or vial from the dump behind 
Building 160 is remarkable mainly for its amber color. Figure 48d, from Building 170, is probably the rim of a 
light blue-green beaker. 

Figure 48e, a base made of blue-green bubbly glass with tooling or “straw marks” on its base, probably 
came from a small bowl or goblet. it was recovered from Building 140. there are parallels at karanis (no. 235, 
third–fifth century; harden 1936: 96, 107–08, pl. 14), esna (hermitage 9, olive-green bowl base, crisscrossed 
straw marks, sixth–seventh century; Jacquet-gordon 1972: 94, pl. 233). Straw-marked goblet bases are even 
more common than bowls. 

the fragment in figure 48f, from Building 237, is a piece of a crimped-band bowl. tiny as it is, it is still 
possible to see the loop of the rim and the thicker, applied and tooled rim decoration; it is impossible to tell 
whether the decoration made two handles or ran all the way around the rim. the body of the vessel was a light 
blue-green and the ruffle dark blue. parallels are known from Carthage (greenish colorless, said to be second 
century; tatton-Brown 1984: 195, fig. 65), armant (three examples, pale yellow or greenish with dark-blue 
decoration, second–third century; harden 1940: 117, 121, pl. 85), Jerash (one light blue-green, one yellow-green, 
late Byzantine loci; meyer 1987: 185–86); amman (Dussart 1998: 59, 243), pella (area Vi, tomb 54 dromos, 
first century; Smith and mcnicoll 1992: 127, pl. 87), nahal David (ca. a.d. 100–130; avigad 1962: 178), meiron 
iV (ca. a.d. 250–365; meyers, Strange, and meyers 1981: pl. 9.13), Cave of letters, en-gedi (bluish green, late 
first to early second century a.d.; Barag 1963: 30, 104–05), Beirut (green or yellow-green tint, three examples, 
two of which are probably fourth century; Jennings 2006: fig. 4.5), Cyprus (colorless to green tint, most glass 
ca. a.d. 140–240; Vessberg 1952: 114, 116, pls. 1–2), and Sardis (six examples listed, greenish or aqua, most 
Sardis glass first–fourth centuries a.d.; von Saldern 1980: 21, pls. 4, 21). 

the sherd in figure 48g, also from Building 237, is made of yellow-green glass with dark-blue blobs and 
probably came from a beaker or a conical lamp. the blue blobs are usually arranged in a row or triangles; more 
elaborate examples have blue diamonds or loops. parallels are known from karanis (no. 460, fourth century 
or later; harden 1936: 156, 163, pls. 5, 16), pelusium (Fontaine 1952: 78, pl. 2), el-lejjun (late roman–early 
Byzantine, ca. a.d. 284–400; Jones 1987: 626, 647), Jerash (late Byzantine; meyer 1987: 196, 198), ain ez-Zara 
(Dussart 1998: 79, 253), mezad tamar (late third–early seventh century; erdmann 1977: 109, 142, pl. 8), Beirut 
(thirteen examples, mid-fourth to early fifth century; Jennings 2006: fig. 5.17), Cyprus (probably fourth century; 
harden 1987: 113), Samothrace (Dusenbury 1967: 40), and Corinth (fourth century; Davidson 1952: 97–98).

the small fragment of clear, mold-blown or indented glass in figure 48h (rn 97/61) came from the top of 
the hillock beside Building 181, but it is too small to determine what sort of vessel it came from. mold-blown 
glass was fairly common from the first century a.d. onward. another fragment of very dark blue glass was found 
with it. 

the datable glass finds are meager, but they do center on the first through sixth centuries, the roman through 
Coptic/Byzantine periods.

“inCenSe BUrnerS”

By far the most interesting small finds, if puzzling, are the two “incense burners.” all the examples recovered 
are made of very soft stone, little more than hardened clay in one case, but most are decorated. all have a shal-
low depression on top but no sign of burning whatsoever, hence the quotation marks around “incense burner.” 
we have no idea what they were used for, and parallels are few and uncertain.

the larger “incense burner” in figure 48i (rn 97/59) is made of a stone not much harder than dried clay. it 
was recovered near a looted grave in the slopes above outlier 9B (cf. pls. 89a, 89b). one corner was broken away 
but could be rejoined. the decoration consists of scratched-in vertical lines with a row of dots between them. 

the “incense burner” in figure 48j (rn 97/60) is made of soft sandstone, which is not local to Bir Umm 
Fawakhir, and was found upslope from Building 197. only one corner survives, but it does preserve part of the 
depression on the top and the scratched linear decoration on the sides. whether it ever had feet is unknown, 
though two “incense burners” retrieved in 1999 did. macalister (1912: 357–58) describes an “incense-box(?)” 
from Byzantine-period tomb 147 at gezer. the “incense box” is fairly large, about 6 inches square, and has a 
rectangular depression on top, scratched designs and one little arch on the sides, and four stubby feet; there is 
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no mention of burn marks. an incense burner from hammat gader does have charcoal marks (hirschfeld 1997: 
453–54). it is made of chalk and resembles the Bir Umm Fawakhir find in that it is a small rectangular box with 
four feet, but it has a handle, and the drilled circle decoration is different.

other Small FinDS

the small steatite bowl (fig. 48k, rn 97/45) was found in the wadi “street” in front of Building 185. the in-
terior is pecked out, and there are five drill holes under the surviving piece of rim. the exterior has been scraped 
as if with a knife, but the rim has been smoothed. Steatite (soapstone or talc) is present in workable quantities 
in the cave behind the modern teahouses and in other metamorphic zones near Bir Umm Fawakhir.

the steatite button in figure 48l, found in Building 227, may in fact be modern.
a number of sherd disks were found, but only one (rn 97/62) is illustrated here (fig. 48m).
a stone scraper tool (rn 97/7, not illustrated) was found behind Building 160; the scraper is now broken to 

a roughly triangular shape whose long side measures 9.9 cm and is thinned like an adze.

teXtUal remainS

no ostraca were recovered by the Bir Umm Fawakhir project. the ones published by guéraud (1942) were 
recovered by twentieth-century mining operations and have no precise findspot. a recent restudy indicates that 
most of them date to the time of hadrian and trajan, when Bir Umm Fawakhir/persou functioned with the prae-
sidia along the wadi hammamat route to the red Sea (Brun 2003: 99). 

the dearth of ostraca at Bir Umm Fawakhir may be due to several factors. one of the reasons for the enor-
mous number of ostraca at first- and second-century places such as mons Claudianus, maximianon, or krokodilo 
may be due to the nature of the ancient sites. walls with only one gate enclosed and fortified all of the above, 
and the forts’ main trash dumps lay just outside the gates. thus, when the inhabitants cleared out their houses 
or archives, all the material tended to be heaped in one place. Unfortified Bir Umm Fawakhir, in contrast, has 
trash heaps outside each house or cluster of houses rather than a central depot. the literate inhabitants would 
probably have discarded their outdated documents in trash heaps near their residences. only two dumps were 
excavated in 1999, and the chance of those two pertaining to literate households is slim. nor did the project 
locate the administrative center of the site, much less its documents. likewise, the extensive excavations at 
Berenice, which was occupied from the ptolemaic period up to the middle of the fifth century a.d. (Sidebotham 
2004: 217), failed to recover many texts. perhaps by the Coptic/Byzantine period the residents of the eastern 
Desert simply were not ostracon writers like their roman predecessors, or perhaps by this time, a more perish-
able writing material such as papyrus or parchment was generally used.17

thus all but one of the textual remains presented here are dipinti, labels scribbled on wine amphorae. the 
exception is an inscription written in black ink on the base of a flat, hard-fired plate (rn 97/50; fig. 51a). the 
dipinti themselves are basically of two types: a large inscription of two lines painted on the shoulder of the ves-
sel, and a smaller inscription of two or three lines written in a different hand with a smaller brush under one of 
the handles. the best example is the amphora (rn 96/7) in figure 49, which was recovered from the wadi el-Sid 
mining camp guards and thus has no exact provenance. it does, however, show the placement of the inscriptions 
on the amphorae. all the inscriptions are very cursive, the ink is a fugitive red or red-brown, and most of the 
dipinti are highly fragmentary, so most are illegible (figs. 50–52).18 Judging from studies of comparable dipinti 
from other sites, however, it seems that most of the small inscriptions are probably personal names, numbers, 
or shipping information.

Appendix	A lists the 1996 and 1997 dipinti by registration number and gives their findspot, fabric, and com-
ments about the inscription.

17 at Jême on the west bank of thebes, however, a very large corpus 
of seventh–ninth-century a.d. Coptic ostraca was recovered (wil-
fong 2002: xi, pl. 4). 
18 at the monastery of epiphanius on the west bank of thebes, the 
excavators found a number of dockets written in ink on the shoul-
ders of amphorae and other types of pottery vessels. the dockets 

sometimes say something about the contents, but most are the proper 
name of men, and also one woman. they are written in Coptic and 
not greek, however, and the amphora forms are not like the late 
roman 1 amphorae of Bir Umm Fawakhir (winlock and Crum 1926: 
81–82).
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Figure 48. glass and small finds
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Figure 49. late roman amphora 1 with dipinti
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Figure 50. 1996 dipinti
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Figure 51. 1997 dipinti
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Figure 52. 1997 dipinti (cont.)
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Chapter 8

anCient golD mining, minerS, anD ore reDUCtion

Carol	Meyer

one of the most important results of the Bir Umm Fawakhir project came from its investigation of the ancient 
mines and ore-reduction techniques attested at and around the site. By 1997 it was clear that the term “gold min-
ing” did not fully explain the activity at Bir Umm Fawakhir. Virtually all discussions of ancient egyptian gold 
sources refer to alluvial gold, primarily from nubia or the south of egypt. alluvial or placer gold occurs as flakes 
in the beds of watercourses; it is loose and can be panned or washed out. a small, temporary, unskilled labor 
force can do it, for example, a forty-niner and his mule during the California gold rush. at Bir Umm Fawakhir, 
however, the gold occurs in quartz veins in granite — hard rock mining. this requires a large labor force; skilled 
engineers to determine where to mine; an efficient organization to assemble and support the miners, especially 
in so remote a region; and a significant investment of capital, not to mention a complicated smelting operation. 
the work force at Bir Umm Fawakhir seems to have consisted of career miners, well supplied and probably rea-
sonably well paid. they may have made a decent living, but unlike a forty-niner or freelance gold panner, they 
could never have struck it rich (meyer 1998a: 258–75). profits, if any, would have flowed out to the organization 
providing the capital support, in this case almost certainly the Byzantine government, which would have been 
using real wealth in the form of labor, grain, and supplies to obtain gold for special purposes such as coinage, 
wars, ransoming hostages, and the like (kaegi in meyer et al. 2000: 3–4).

it is also important to note that our study deals with mining, ore reduction, and smelting, and only in passing 
with gold refining and not at all with metalworking. For gold refining, see the thorough treatment in ramage 
and Craddock’s study of the industry at Sardis (ramage and Craddock 2000). 

geology anD mineralogy

the area around Bir Umm Fawakhir is a moderately rugged mountainous terrain. it consists of the pink 
precambrian Fawakhir granite (roughly 590 ma), which intrudes into the older precambrian mafic-ultramafic 
country rock.19 the Fawakhir granite is for the most part a coarse to very coarse crystalline rock, mottled gray 
to pink in color, comprising crystals of quartz, feldspar (plagioclase), pink feldspar (orthoclase), and small bits 
of black biotite and hematite. the rock is jointed and exfoliated, which means that it splits into blocks easily and 
that the weathered surfaces may be very friable. Still younger dykes of pink felsite, pegmatite, and numerous 
quartz stringers and veins are intruded into the granite.

the occurrence of gold is restricted to the quartz veins, which are made up of a series of lenticular bodies 
strung out in zones rarely longer than 200 m. although the veins may reach as much as half a meter in width, they 
are typically narrow and are always associated with parallel veinlets and stringers (pl. 101a). mineralogically 
the gold-bearing veins are composed of milky-white quartz. it is the metallic minerals in the quartz, or more 
generally, at the contact between the quartz and the granite, that carry gold and silver. the metaliferous ores 
look like rusty stains on the white quartz, or sometimes shiny crystals such as pyrites (fool’s gold) or chalcopy-
rites. the precious metals are intimately intergrown with other minerals, notably pyrite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, 
sphalerite, and galena. in hand specimens, limonite, arsenopyrite, and possibly stibnite20 were noted as well, but 

19 “mafic” refers to rocks composed dominantly of the magnesian 
rock-forming silicates. in general, it is synonymous with “dark min-
erals” as commonly used. “Country rock” is the rock that constitutes 
the bulk of the surrounding terrain.
20 pyrite (iron pyrite, fool’s gold, FeS2), chalcopyrite (copper py-
rite, CuFeS2), pyrrhotite (magnetic pyrite, Fe1–xS), sphalerite (zinc 
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sulfide, ZnS), galena (lead sulfide, pbS), limonite (a field term for 
a group of brown, amorphous, naturally occurring hydrous ferric 
oxides, 2Fe2o3.3h2o), arsenopyrite (FeasS), stibnite (antimony 
trisulfide, Sb2S3).
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no obvious gold. although copper, lead, and other metals are present, or rather predominant, in the Bir Umm 
Fawakhir minerals, they are in low concentration and would not constitute a reasonable source of such metals. 
the important thing to note about these glittering minerals is that all of them except limonite are sulfides, which 
are far more difficult to smelt than oxides.21 

the mining StUDy

the mountainsides around Bir Umm Fawakhir are riddled and trenched with ancient workings. there are 
basically two kinds, opencast trenches or stopes that excavate the quartz vein from the surface (pl. 101b) and 
deeper excavations that cut down underground (pl. 102a). Bryan earl, a retired mining engineer, and mohamed 
Badr el-Din omar, of the egyptian geological Survey, carried out the 1997 mining study. they spent four days, 
november 22–25, 1997, investigating and plotting the opencast mines (stopes) and excavated mines (drives) 
around Bir Umm Fawakhir (fig. 3).22 they concentrated on five of the largest “mines,” but there are many more 
workings. they picked out pieces of vein quartz from the modern mine 3 and from the tailings (waste mate-
rial) of the modern wadi el-Sid mine, crushed them to about the size of rock salt with a heavy iron pounding 
tool, ground that to powder on a magnesium steel bucking plate, washed the powder on a vanning shovel, and 
inspected the resulting dark, heavy, sparkly concentrate for gold flakes. 

Four of the quarrying operations, or “mines,” are tunnels or levels driven in from the wadi floors, through 
country rock, to intersect lodes in the rock mass. these lodes are reported to be gold bearing, and they fre-
quently show evidence of ancient workings. the tunnels appear to be recent, probably undertaken early in the 
twentieth century or in the 1950s; they were probably exploratory drives, designed to reach the lodes exposed 
in the surface of the hill above and enable valuations to be made of them. in some cases the tunnels broke into 
the old workings. 

two levels (tunnels) are sited between outlier 9 and the wells. we called them mines 1 and 2 (fig. 3). they 
were driven to intersect a lode that can now be seen in the hill surface above as excavated, opencast trenches 
or stopes (pl. 102b). other workings are quite deep. a wall, possibly of roman/Byzantine date, was constructed 
around one deep opening to prevent tailings and dump material from falling into the workings (pl. 102a). the 
dry-stone masonry certainly looks ancient, as do the remains of huts beside some of the trenches (pl. 103a). the 
lode at mines 1 and 2 appears to be on the same strike as the worked-out lode on the crest of the hill on the op-
posite side of the wadi, mine 5 above outlier 9. mine 5, like mines 1 and 2, has been opened up and worked to 
some extent by a tunnel cut into the hillside from the wadi floor in recent times. the stoping in the crest of the 
hill, in contrast, has a considerable scatter of sherds, mostly roman or Coptic/Byzantine. there are remains of 
a human hilltop burial adjacent to the mined-out trench (see Chapter	5). 

traveling away from these workings, two further “mines” have been identified: mines 3 and 4 in an other-
wise barren wadi running southeast from the roman road. again, it appears that the modern miners had driven 
in from the wadi floor at a lower level to intersect lodes that had been worked down into from the hillside above. 
plates 103b and 104a show how the lode and ancient opencast trench sliced diagonally through the hillside; the 
light-colored material downslope is discarded quartz. ancient sherds and evidence of hand picking of orestuff 
with a crushing stone was noted at mine 4 (Chapter	7, pl. 94a). mine 6 on lodes between mine 5 and the felsite 
dyke at the southeast end of the main settlement and mine 7 between Quarry 1 and the main settlement were 
located too late for further investigation, and there are almost certainly more mining operations in the area.

in all the examples seen, the gunnises (empty space left by removing the lode from a mine) or excavations have 
been more or less filled by rock debris, almost certainly from windblown sand and silt and from long weathering 
that caused material either to fracture from the hanging wall or to fall in from the rocks above. it is therefore 
unknown how deep the original excavations ran. it also means that with centuries or millennia of infilling, many 
of the mines no longer look like much. this is typical of many ancient mines and quarries.

at the nearby wadi el-Sid mine, the lode exposed in the recent (1950s), very deep, underground working 
from the main incline shaft, as well as all the ancient workings the hills at the side of the wadi leading to the el-

21 For further details, see the geological studies by omar in meyer 
1995 and meyer et al. 2005.

22 the following section is based on earl’s report.
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Sid shaft, look very similar in character and mineral suite to the lode exposures at mines 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. there 
are differences in width and some small variations in strike, but fundamentally all the workings are on lodes with 
the same make-up of minerals, ranging from circa 10 cm to 2 m wide, and in some areas reduced to much less. 

mining at Bir Umm Fawakhir appears to have developed in three phases. the first was the discovery of gold 
in the orestuff that was mined by a series of pits along the quartz veins, most notably above mines 1 and 2. this 
type of mining is characteristic of the most ancient workings (pl. 101b); it is possible that it could be earlier than 
2000 b.C. the mining later evolved into widespread excavation down into the ore body (pl. 102). Such working 
could be roman or somewhat later, or both. the third stage is modern, twentieth century. 

orestuff from mine 3 was selected (pl. 104b) for analysis because it was comparatively remote from human 
disturbance and appeared entirely typical of the whole set of ore bodies. the hand specimens were crushed by 
stamping (pl. 105a) and then powdered on a bucking plate at the mill of el-Sid (pl. 105b). the finely powdered 
ore was then vanned on a Cornish vanning shovel (pl. 106a). the heavy head was collected, after a re-grind to 
ensure that the maximum amount of occluded heavy mineral, such as gold, had been set free. Because of the 
large number of characteristic ore grinding stones found in the area and also the finely crushed tailings at the 
modern el-Sid mine, it was anticipated that any gold present would be in very fine particles and that the orestuff 
would have to be well powdered. examination of the washed concentrate with a hand lens did not reveal any 
obvious gold, but this is often the case with ores holding finely disseminated gold.

grains of the vanned head were examined by a. S. Ball at Camborne School of mines in Cornwall using 
energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy techniques with a scanning electron microscope (Sem-eDS). the object 
was to determine the nature of the minerals and, if gold was present, its form and association. Ball reported that 
the investigation was made difficult by the presence of much dense material, particularly galena (lead sulfide). 
however, two gold particles, or rather electrum, the gold/silver alloy that is the most common form of lode gold, 
were studied. in both cases these were small, ranging from 1.0 µm to 1.5 µm in gauge. the associated gangue 
(waste material) was a calcium-iron-silicate material. while this is an isolated sample of orestuff, the small size 
of the gold found by scanning electron microscopy (Sem) and the widespread distribution of crushing stones in 
the area point to the need for thorough crushing. the fine dump material at the modern el-Sid mine confirmed this. 
the modern operations, which used the cyanide process, milled the ore to circa —100 mesh to expose the gold.

the overall view is that from ancient times the area was engaged in gold mining of low-grade ore on a 
considerable scale.

eStimateS oF golD mineD

it is difficult to determine the scale of gold production at the Bir Umm Fawakhir and wadi el-Sid mines in 
the twentieth century, much less in antiquity. evaluating mines is a specialty unto itself, but in this case even 
how much gold the modern mines actually produced is not easily reckoned. For one thing, reports from a pro-
ducing gold mine are generally intended for company use, not scholarly publication, and they may not be easily 
accessible. the main problem in this case, however, is that the reports seldom say how the assays were made. 
tests made from opposite ends of the same hand sample, for instance, could yield different estimates of gold 
content. the ancients with their simple tools followed the veins as closely as possible, whereas modern miners 
excavate passages large enough for entire mining machines or even scoop out whole mountainsides; estimates 
of yield per ton will obviously be grossly different in the three cases. a summary of old geological and mining 
reports is collected on table 1 for the sake of what can be gleaned from them. 

in short, then, if it is not known whether the modern wadi el-Sid mine yielded 3,110 or 2,650 kg of gold 
(see kochin and hall references in table 1), it is virtually impossible to determine how much was extracted in 
antiquity. the ancient miners surely concentrated on the richest and most easily accessible ores; what they left 
was what they did not want or could not reach. almost all the modern estimates of gold yields from the ancient 
mines and tailings are so high — by modern standards — that if two grams per ton is considered viable, it is 
surprising that all the gold companies are not currently operating in the eastern Desert. what is clear is that the 
estimates are far higher than the actual yields. one problem is that there is no indication of how the assays were 
made — with hand samples, beneficiated ore, crushed and concentrated samples, fire assays, Sem, or some 
other method — so it is hard to know what they actually represent. regarding Bir Umm Fawakhir and the wadi 
el-Sid mines, then, probably the safest statement is that the latter mines were many times richer than those at 
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Bir Umm Fawakhir. the Fawakhir mines were not worked until relatively late, the Coptic/Byzantine period, 
when the older el-Sid mines had been exhausted by ancient techniques and the demand for gold was sufficiently 
urgent that the low-yield Fawakhir mines became worthwhile.

table 1. estimates of gold content of Bir Umm Fawakhir and wadi el-Sid ores

Date Site gold	yield 	Comments Reference

1897–98
Fawakhir 17 assays cited,  

average 6.22 g/ton
“many stone huts,” temple,  
quarrying noted

Barron and hume 
1902: 261

1901
Fawakhir(?) few pennyweight to  

10 ounces/ton
Quartz discards in ancient tailings  
[311 g/ton is suspect]

alford 1901: 24

1929
Fawakhir 28 g/ton Citing greaves Sommerlatte 1994: 

138

1937

Fawakhir none cited Stone huts, temple, good water supply hume 1937: 712–13

atalla Few pennyweight to 
14–15 g/ton (2,240 
pounds)

gold:silver ratio 1:3.2 to 1:3.8 
(electrum)

hume 1937: 730

1940–41
Fawakhir “little profit” See Chapter	2 for description of 

antiquities recovered
guéraud 1942: 19

1944
Fawakhir 4.665 g/ton but only 

half recovered
See Chapter	2 for description of 
modern workings and antiquities

lethbridge 1946: 
222–25

atalla 15.55 g/ton only from amalgamation —

1962
6 ancient mines none cited gold varies from 76% to 86%  

(18.2 to 20.6 carats) assuming silver 
only impurity

lucas and harris 
1962: 228–29

1968

Fawakhir,  
old tailings

3.63 g/ton no indication how values obtained kochin 1968

1944–48 tailings 9.1 g/ton — —

el-Sid, all 3,110 kg total Total quantity of gold produced —

el-Sid main vein avg. 27.9 to 13 g/ton “the Uar’s largest and richest gold 
deposit,” notes ancient workings

—

Second vein “high gold content” no indication of how tests made —

South and 
southeast of  
main vein

18 g/ton ancient workings noted —

1988

Fawakhir — 120 samples, no indication how test 
made

hall 1988

“Dump 1” 1.97 g/ton  — —

“Dump 2” 2.05 g/ton — —

“Dump 3” 1.73 g/ton — —

el-Sid, all 2,653.6 kg total Total quantity of gold produced —

el-Sid south 
(Shemamiya?)

ancient workings 
noted; 153 samples 
but no indication of 
how tests made

— —

north dump 17.8 and 40 g/ton — —

Central 4+ g/ton — —

1994
all ancient mines 15–20 g/ton “a miner can work about 25 kg of lode 

ore per day by hand”
Sommerlatte 1994: 
138
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maSS SenSitiVity eXperiment

partly to verify the existence of traces of gold in the exhausted mines and partly to obtain one assay with 
a known input and technology, several chunks of ore were collected from the modern mine 3 and from tailings 
at the modern wadi el-Sid mine. at the mining plant, some pieces of ore were crushed, powdered, washed, and 
visually inspected for gold flakes. the Sem analysis has been reported above. in addition, a 5 g capsule of the 
powdered, concentrated ore from the tailings at the modern el-Sid mine was submitted to the advanced photon 
Source at argonne national laboratory in august 1998 to try to determine whether any gold was present and, 
if so, make an estimate of how much per ton (of concentrate).23

the very high intensity of the x-ray beams available at the advanced photon Source, a large synchrotron 
facility at argonne national laboratory, combined with a special experimental beamline facility, allows one to 
measure trace amounts of elements in a sample at the submicrogram level, in small samples. measurements at 
the 10–7 to 10–9 g level are common. 

Samples at two positions in the quartz tube container were measured to check the uniformity of the concen-
tration of gold in the ore. the gold signals in both positions were quite strong, so the experiment needed only 
about half an hour to obtain good results. the other very strong signal that came through in the data was from 
lead, so the lead concentration was measured as well. in position 1 the ratios of weight of gold (au) and lead 
(pb) to weight of sample were as follows: 

au = (1.95 ± 0.14)	≈	10–4 

pb = (1.98 ± 0.14)	≈	10–4

in the second position the ratios of weight of gold and lead to sample weight were as follows:

au = (9.57 ± 0.67)	≈	10–4

pb = (15.69 ± 1.10)	≈	10–4

the concentration of gold varied by a factor of 5 in the two positions, but the ratio of gold to lead remained 
very similar. this is to be expected. the concentration of gold in the samples is quite high for hard rock mining, 
but as the experiment was run on partly processed, concentrated ore, the raw ore would show a smaller gold 
content. 

Since argonne ran the experiment on the ore concentrate, the value of the gold in the concentrate would 
be about 100 times its ore valuation. the vanning assay as carried out on site gave about 1 percent concentrate 
from the crushed sample. this would make the mine ore about 2 g per ton, which is very close to the estimate in 
the mining study (above). the lead content is actually quite good for processing the ore. if the original ore was 
lead poor, lead or lead ore had to be added to help collect the gold and silver. 

preVioUS aCCoUntS oF anCient mining at anD aroUnD Bir Umm Fawakhir

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, a number of geologists and mining engineers working in and 
around Bir Umm Fawakhir have published brief accounts of ancient ruins, artifacts, and mines, many of which 
are now lost or destroyed. Simpson (1906) says nothing about Fawakhir but does describe what may be evidence 
of ancient mining, apparently at wadi atalla, which is about three hours by foot from Bir Umm Fawakhir. he 
mentions evidence of fire setting, such as hanging walls and footwalls blackened from smoke and brushwood 
fires, and much charcoal. he notes mine supports consisting of two upright stone slabs with a “cap” or “headtree” 
and two well-preserved iron picks and numerous stone hammers. Unfortunately, it cannot be determined from 
this description whether the old workings were medieval, roman, or earlier. 

hume says little about Bir Umm Fawakhir apart from noting the “stone huts,” the little temple, and the good 
water supply, but he has more to say about wadi atalla. the mines there were reopened in 1914 –18 and are 
“… probably the only instance where a profit has been made in working an egyptian gold mine during the last 
twenty years” (hume 1937: 730). he cites Simpson’s description of the old workings and adds the comment that 

23 For a complete description of the experiment and calculations, see 
meyer et al. 2005. we would like to thank Dean haeffner, Sarvjit 

Shastri, and anton Stamp for running the experiment, and robert 
Smither for setting it up and calculating the results.
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they appear to have been hastily abandoned. this he derives from the piles of rich quartz and the mine faces left 
untouched after fire setting. in addition he mentions a stone tool like a hand ax, acacia wood roof props, stone 
(retaining?) walls, and a “vertical shaft that cut the vein on the hanging-wall below the ‘run.’” (hume 1937: 
730–32). again, there is no suggestion as to the date of the “ancient” workings. 

lethbridge (1946: 222–25) may be referring at least in part to the wadi atalla mines when he says that the 
material from the reopened veins was carried to a simple plant at the Bir Umm Fawakhir well. the rubble in the 
old mines was cleared to a depth of 300', which is very deep for an ancient mine, and the vein is said to have 
been strong below the old workings, down to about 450'. the old workings were followed 600'–800' along strike 
in one mine, 300'–400' in the second. they strictly followed the veins and thus varied from fairly wide to very 
narrow stopes (trenches). lethbridge reported marks of gads, fire setting, and scraps of baskets but no washing 
basins or crucibles, though he did look for them. 

anCient mining anD ore reDUCtion at Bir Umm Fawakhir

winning gold from quartz veins in granite is a laborious, multistage process. the ore has to be detected 
somehow, hacked out of the rock, crushed and ground, washed, and smelted. as mentioned earlier, this paper 
is not concerned with the subsequent steps of refining or metalworking. the techniques used in prospecting for 
metals and valuable stones in antiquity also makes for a potentially fascinating study and a topic about which 
virtually nothing is known.24 Unfortunately, the Bir Umm Fawakhir data contribute nothing to the question. we 
therefore start at the point at which the gold ores had already been detected by one means or another and note 
only that ancient egyptian exploitation of the eastern Desert resources, and especially those of the wadi ham-
mamat, reached far back into prehistory.25 Despite the expressed dichotomy between the desert and the sown 
land, red land and Black, the deserts were in fact traversed and exploited for millennia.

as for hacking quartz out of granite, there were no sophisticated techniques involved. the ancient egyptians 
had long possessed the methods and skills for much more precise stone quarrying and masonry. we therefore 
concentrate mainly on the questions of reducing the ore and extracting metal from it. the historical discussion 
begins with the usual suspects, agatharchides and pliny the elder, and then moves on to the archaeological 
evidence from Bir Umm Fawakhir and other sites. 

the one ancient textual source that is cited almost without fail as the one definitive description of ancient 
egyptian gold mining from earliest pharaonic times through the roman period — at least 3,000 years in which 
ancient technologies are presumed to have changed not at all — is Diodorus Siculus. he wrote his account in 
the middle of the first century b.C. and based it on the work of agatharchides of the preceding century. it is by 
no means clear that either author ever saw an operating gold mine, and in fact Diodorus’ account of egyptian 
mining is closely paralleled in his account of Spanish mining. agatharchides’ work survives only in scattered 
quoted fragments, primarily in Diodorus and in photius of the ninth century a.d., which have been assembled by 
Burstein (1989). Burstein observes that agatharchides did not rely on personal travel, experiences, or observa-
tions but on assembling documents available to him in alexandria. 

agatharchides, and hence Diodorus Siculus and photius, all dwell on the extreme misery of the miners, 
whereas at Bir Umm Fawakhir there is virtually no archaeological evidence for deprivation or physical constraint. 
there are no town walls to keep people in or out, and only a couple of guardposts high on hills overlooking the 
site. if anyone wanted to walk out, it is about a two and a half day journey to the nile, and wells occur about a 
half day’s march apart. there is no sign of a fort or military establishment, and within the main settlement, there 
is no apparent differentiation in layout, size, or special features between houses at one end of the town or the 
other. indeed, the straggling layout of the main settlement and the outliers have nothing planned or regimented 
about them, but seem rather to have been laid out to take advantage of the wadi scarps, party walls, or shared 
open spaces. the silos in outlier 2 look more like household granaries than rations doled out to captives. the 
enormous quantity of pottery at the main settlement indicates a lavish supply of crockery over a long period of 
time, and some of it is fine polished or imported ware. the numerous amphorae probably held wine or other 

24 But see klemm and klemm 1994; klemm, klemm, and murr 
2002.

25 klemm, klemm, and murr 2002.
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provisions only once, but they seem to have been in good supply (meyer 1998a: 269). meat certainly was avail-
able, judging from the results of the 1999 excavations and ikram’s analysis of the bones (ikram 2001: 20–23), 
and milk was processed into cheese in kitchens areas (meyer 1999: 29). one of the two excavated houses yielded 
half a copper-gold bracelet, a cut oval carnelian gemstone, several small coins, and raw emeralds (meyer 1999: 
27). this picture agrees with the results from the somewhat earlier first–second-century a.d. quarry at mons 
Claudianus. there, most workmen received a monthly salary of forty-seven drachmae plus wheat and sometimes 
wine. Since there was and is very little to purchase in the desert, the workmen routinely sent money and/or in-
structions to family members or representatives in the nile Valley to buy special foods or other goods, pay debts, 
or take care of other business (Cuvigny 1996: 139–40; Cuvigny 1997: 112). note that none of the ancient writers 
calls the miners slaves, whom they would readily have identified. in short, the Bir Umm Fawakhir workers were 
probably career miners making a decent living, if in a harsh locale, rather than prisoners of war or criminals.

the current assumption is that the labor force at Bir Umm Fawakhir was recruited from the nile Valley vil-
lages. the reasons for saying this are data from other eastern Desert sites, the size of the population, and the 
pottery. Speaking of much earlier periods, the old and middle kingdoms, Shaw says that the miners were gen-
erally seasonal, unspecialized, and dependent on military or naval organization (Shaw 1998: 246). they were 
“temporarily desert-based” but “the core of the workforce was made up of … young men taken from agricultural 
communities” (Shaw 1998: 255). as noted above, the roman-period quarrymen at mons Claudianus maintained 
ties to the nile Valley. given the estimated size of the population of the main settlement alone, a little over a 
thousand people, it is hard to see where they could have come from if not the nile Valley. there are not and 
probably were not that many able-bodied nomadic26 men in this part of the desert. large groups of nomads may 
assemble for special purposes such as a raid, but their families, tribes, and animals are normally dispersed over 
a wide territory, and to lose any of them is to lose a livelihood. it is possible that some nomads worked as miners, 
or more likely in ancillary roles such as supplying milk or meat, but it seems unlikely they were numerous. this 
is supported to an extent by the pottery. the surface of the main settlement is dense with potsherds of the types 
reviewed in Chapter	6. at the same time, the project collected all the handmade pottery, now called “eastern 
Desert ware,” that it spotted, or four sherds in four seasons (Chapter	6, nos. 198 and 241; meyer 1995: 83, 86).  
pots are not people, but four sherds versus the basket loads processed is a major discrepancy.

another aspect of mining towns is that they tend to be heavily weighted to young, able-bodied men, espe-
cially in the first months or years of the settlement and especially if the site is remote and the subsistence base 
is poor or poorly developed. For example, the 1861 census of the australian gold-rush camp at Dolly’s Creek in 
australia revealed that 80 percent of the population, including small children, was under forty, and there were 122 
women fifteen or older for 286 men (lawrence 1999: 134).27 although the data are not quantified, and the sites 
are military posts rather than mines or quarries, the second-century a.d. praesidia at krokodilo and maximianon 
on the wadi hammamat road seem to have had fewer women than men (all occupations, Cuvigny 2003a: pp. 
295–395; prostitutes, pp. 374–89; other women, pp. 389–94). in addition, the strenuous work and inherent risks 
in mining often lead to early death (knapp 1998: 9), though the Bir Umm Fawakhir gold mines were probably 
less dangerous than, say, the Cornish tin mines (rule 1998). 

Since the ancient descriptions of the recruitment and extreme miseries of the miners are not supported by 
available evidence from the eastern Desert, we move on to a critical examination of agatharchides’ technical 
information about gold mining and ore reduction. agtharchides’ work survives in three sets of excerpts, Strabo, 
Diodorus, and photius. the most extensive — and less known — fragments are included in photius’ work:

at this point, near the aforementioned [erythrean or red] Sea, there are found some of the so-called 
“noble” rocks, which contain abundant mineral deposits. in colour they are jet black but they contain such 
great outcrops of quartz that everything else pales by comparison to them for brilliance …. they [the min-
ers] pursue their tasks in the mountains where the gold is found. they light wood fires on the stone outcrops, 
which are jagged and extremely hard, and crumble them with the heat. they break the fractured rock into 
little pieces with iron sledges. a technician, who sorts the ore, is in charge of the other workers. whenever 

26 the investigation of the nomadic population of the eastern Desert 
is currently a very active topic, but as of writing, we cannot put a 
name to the nomads in the vicinity of Bir Umm Fawakhir in the fifth 
to sixth centuries a.d.

27 percentages and counts taken from the table rather than the text.
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he points out veins to the miners, the whole task is then carried out by the miners … in accordance with the 
following division of labour. those who are strongest and young smash the quartzbearing rock with iron 
hammers, striking their blows not with skill but brute force. they also cut many galleries through the rock, 
not on a straight line, but in some places rising above the gold-bearing ore and sometimes falling below, and 
again, turning to the left and sometimes twisting back and intersecting like the roots of trees. they excavate 
wearing lamps fastened to their foreheads, following a sort of white vein. they often force their bodies to 
conform (to the shape of the gallery) as they throw on the ground the pieces of rock, not according to their 
own decision and ability but under the supervision of an overseer (Burstein 1989: 59–62).

Diodorus Siculus’ account, minus the agonies of the miners, is a little more abbreviated (Burstein 1989: 59–
62).

Several aspects of this description remain puzzling, such as why the native rock is described as jet black and 
why the quartz would gleam any more brightly than normal quartz. no other ancient writer mentions lamps bound 
to the miners’ heads, and it is difficult to see how this could have been achieved if they were also contorting 
themselves to fit narrow excavations. 

as noted, the mines at Bir Umm Fawakhir are of two kinds, opencast workings following a vein down from 
the surface to no great depth (pls. 101b, 104a), and deeper, irregular cuttings into the mountainside (pl. 102). 
Few if any of these seem to have been excavated deeper than the twilight zone, where at least a little daylight 
could be perceived. the mines at wadi atalla about 15 km away may have been deeper. the suggestions of fire 
setting there are also interesting, but since there is no real dating of the old workings, they could be medieval as 
easily as roman. at Bir Umm Fawakhir there are no signs of fire setting, but the account preserved in photius’ 
work seems to indicate that it was used for surface mines. if that were the case, the ashes have long since blown 
away. Further, the granite at Bir Umm Fawakhir is generally rotten and crumbly at the surface and deeply jointed 
throughout, so fire setting would have been both costly in terms of fuel and in most places unnecessary. there 
are traces of what could be pick or tool marks in the mines, but the indications are not very clear. the ancient 
accounts mention iron “sledges” and pestles, but metal tools are rare at ancient mining and quarrying sites. the 
major quarries at mons Claudianus, investigated in six seasons of work, yielded impressive remains of smithies 
but only two possible working tools, both old surface finds, and a couple of iron plates (maxfield and peacock 
1997: 190). the iron wedge excavated from Bir Umm Fawakhir Building 93 in 1999 is an all-purpose item, but 
it could have been used for wedging out pieces of rock (pl. 106b).28 the actual process of hacking out quartz ore 
may well have been as unsophisticated as agatharchides said it was. 

of the next step, crushing and grinding the ore, photius’ account says this:

young boys, who go down into the galleries excavated by these men and gather up laboriously the piles of 
rock thrown down on the floor, carry it outside the entrance. From them the older men and many of the sick 
take the rock. these men bring it to men called “pounders.” they are men less than thirty years old and 
more vigorous in appearance. after receiving the fragments of rock, they pound them vigorously with iron 
pestles; and having worked the stone until it is no larger than a vetch seed, they distribute them immediately 
to other workers. the next task, however, is that of women …. For several mills stand one after the other in 
a line and into these they cast the crushed rock. three women, standing opposite one another at each handle 
… do the grinding; and they grind until the portion of rock given them has been reduced to the consistency 
of flour (Burstein 1989: 62–63).

Diodorus is again briefer, though he gives the task of pounding the ore to men over thirty years (Burstein 1989: 
62–63).

the step that seems to have been ignored here is an initial hand picking of ore at the mine entrance. this 
seems to be well documented at mine 4. here the ancient workings are visible as a gash up the hillside (pl. 103b); 
the light-colored material around the gash is chunks of white quartz pitched down the slope. right at the edge of 
the mine, we found a crushing stone completely surrounded by chunks of discarded quartz (pl. 94a) except for 
a clear space where presumably the workman squatted. hand picking ore mined in dimness or darkness right at 

28 ostracon no. 58 published by guéraud is very damaged, but it 
seems to mention an anvil, a stamp (as used for coins), and perhaps 
a wedge. the ostracon is probably second century a.d. in date and 

is said to have been retrieved during modern mining activity at Bir 
Umm Fawakhir (guéraud 1942: 1965).
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the mine entrance makes sense as it would allow the workers to select only the most promising chunks for the 
very labor-intensive grinding stages.

the ancient description of ore reduction taking place in two steps, crushing and fine grinding, is supported 
both by our experiments and by archaeological evidence from Bir Umm Fawakhir. while many different kinds of 
crushing and grinding stones occur at and around the site, two kinds are by far the most common: dimple stones 
and rotary querns (pls. 94b, 96).

the dimple stones are blocks roughly 20 cm across and 20 cm high. they generally have one smooth face 
with a pecked dimple in the center. they were inverted over chunks of mined quartz placed on a broad flat stone 
such as that shown on plate 95a, pounded down and ground around repeatedly until the quartz ore was reduced 
to small pieces. a demonstration with one of the dimple stones on a balustrade at camp nearly destroyed the 
cement. when the dimple becomes too deep, the stone can no longer crush ore to the desired fineness, and it is 
discarded or, if it has more than one flat face, rotated and the new face used (pl. 94b). Used dimple stones occur 
by the scores at the main settlement, generally in secondary contexts. Sometimes people built them into walls, 
and in one case a dozen or so seem to have been assembled into steps to a room on a higher level (Building 
117, pl. 10a).

the translations of both photius and Diodorus refer to “mortars” and iron pestles, but the only mortar found 
at Bir Umm Fawakhir was a tapering cylindrical vessel 48 cm high with a hole pounded through the bottom. this 
mortar is made of nummulitic limestone, which is far too soft for crushing quartz. the association and date of 
the half of a mortar of black (basalt?) stone (pl. 99b) are even more uncertain. 

the second stage of ore reduction required the rotary querns. the lower stones (pls. 9a, 96a) are generally 
about 70 cm across and the upper, flatter ones about 40–45 cm in diameter (pl. 96b). they would have been 
turned with a stick projecting from a hole near the edge. the ancient description of older men (over thirty, ac-
cording to Diodorus) pounding the stone and the women grinding it does seem plausible. Certainly our recent 
experiments demonstrated that the ore has to be ground to a fine powder to detect any metal at all. this also 
agrees with Craddock’s observation that all gold ores have to be ground very fine, as do some tin ores (Crad-
dock 1995: 161). 

as noted above, men may have outnumbered women at ancient Bir Umm Fawakhir. we have no direct 
evidence of women at the site such as skeletons or bones of infants or small children. what evidence we have 
to date is suggestive rather than conclusive, mainly the beads and half a copper-gold alloy bracelet excavated 
in 1999 (meyer 1999). however, women are attested in various roles in the eastern Desert over the centuries. 
women were present at the second-century a.d. praesidia on the wadi hammamat road, both as residents en-
gaged in pursuits such as spinning, weaving, and drawing water and as prostitutes (Cuvigny 2003b: 374 –94). 
Judging from the ostraca, the latter did not stay in one place but circulated from one praesidium to the next 
(Cuvigny 2003b: 384).29 By the medieval islamic period, the thirteenth to fourteenth centuries a.d., women are 
very well attested at Quseir al-Qadim on the red Sea coast. excavations there discovered, among other things, 
a veil (whitcomb and Johnson 1982: 34), a child’s tunic (eastwood 1982: 292–93), and a toilet box with a comb, 
beads, jewelry, an amulet, and a wad of henna (Johnson 1982: 331–32). For the modern-day Bedouin women, 
of course, the desert is their life. 

Both photius and Diodorus Siculus incorporate agatharchides’ description of gold washing; photius says,

From those women men called Selangei receive the crushed ore. these men are technicians capable of 
completing the king’s business. their work is as follows. they throw the crushed quartz onto a flat board 
which has been polished smooth but is not level, having instead a slight incline. then, while pouring on wa-
ter, they rub the ore with their hands, at first gently, then more vigorously, whence, i think, the earthy part 
is dissolved and flows away in accordance with the slope of the table, but the heavy and solid part remains 
unmoved on the wood. after having repeatedly washed the rock with water, the Selangeus picks it up with 
light and very porous sponges. applying these lightly to the quartz and working it briefly, the light and loose 
pieces become entangled in the interstices of the sponge. he takes these up and throws them away; but he 

29 if this were true at Bir Umm Fawakhir three or four centuries 
later, then we would expect to find no structures serving purely as 
brothels.
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leaves behind on the board the heavy, glittering pieces he has separated out, since, because of the heavi-
ness of their nature, they are difficult to move (Burstein 1989: 64–65).

Diodorus Siculus’ excerpt is again shorter, but his process likewise ends with “pure particles of gold” from wash-
ing, that is, visible gold (Burstein 1989: 64).

gold washing presumably occurred at Bir Umm Fawakhir, and the obvious place for that would have been 
near the wells, an area now thoroughly disturbed by flash floods, modern mining, and settlement. a stone with 
three pecked depressions (pl. 100b) looks like what klemm, klemm, and murr (2002: pl. 126) identified as an 
ore concentrator, but they date such concentrators earlier, to the ptolemaic period, and this example was found 
near the wadi el-Sid mines, not the wells. the ancient description of repeated washing on an inclined wooden 
board is not unreasonable, providing there was some roughness or depression to catch the gold flecks. the most 
valuable study of gold washing remains Vercoutter’s 1959 article, which is concerned mainly with nubian gold. 
he included all seven known washing tables (Vercoutter 1959: 125–26) and dates them to the napatan (ca. 
751–538 b.C.) or meroitic (538 b.C.–a.d. 350) periods largely on historical grounds (Vercoutter 1959: 151–52). 
he observes that all nubian washing tables are sited by the river, mostly in rocky places (Vercoutter 1959: 125), 
and he considers that washing and smelting mostly likely took place away from the mines. whereas most mines 
have crushing stones, washing would have taken place where water was abundant (Vercoutter 1959: 139). the 
southern egyptian and nubian gold fields apparently yielded visible gold after washing, whereas the low-yield 
ores of Bir Umm Fawakhir probably needed much more processing. 

as the evidence now stands, we think that the ore from Bir Umm Fawakhir was washed to a heavy, dark 
concentrate, or “head,” which was then sent to the valley for smelting. that such a division of labor does occur 
in traditional gold mining gains a little support from modern panners in india. there, women working at the 
edges of the kolar gold field dig small holes in “promising silt.” if there are any larger lumps in the silt, they 
are crushed on a handy stone. the women pan the silt and crushed rock to win a residue with pyrite, magnetite, 
and gold. they sell the concentrate to a middleman, who sells in turn to a local jeweler, who retrieves the gold 
with aqua regia, a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acids that dissolves the gold or platinum contained in the 
concentrate (Craddock 1991: 129–30).

Due to the difficulty of the smelting operation and hence the need for skilled operators, plus the need for 
huge amounts of fuel, we suspect that the washed, dark, sparkly concentrate was shipped to the nile Valley for 
smelting and, if desired, for refining. also, sending only the concentrate or “head” would reduce the chances of 
theft both at the mining town and en route across the desert. Certainly there is as yet no evidence of smelting 
at Bir Umm Fawakhir or wadi el-Sid; there is no litharge, slag, crucibles, tuyeres, lead-impregnated vessels, 
or the like, though the project sought such items. Smelting operations, however, would not have required much 
space, and so poisonous an activity should not have been undertaken in the town itself. 

although smelting probably was not carried out at Bir Umm Fawakhir, the complex polymetallic ore mined 
here could not have been used without a multistage smelting operation, so it is useful to present enough informa-
tion about the process to demonstrate the difficulties.30 while the data from Bir Umm Fawakhir do support some 
of agatharchides’ descriptions, his account of smelting, as preserved in photius, is less than clear:

after, thus, completely separating out the gold nuggets, the Selangeus turns them over to the smelters. these 
take up the ore by set amount and weight and place it in a pottery vessel. then, after adding in accordance 
with a fixed proportion a lump of lead, grains of salt and a little tin and barley bran, they put on a close fit-
ting lid, seal it all around and smelt it continuously in a kiln for five days and an equal number of nights. on 
the next day, after cooling the smelted ore slightly, they pour it out into a vessel and find that of what was 
put in with the gold nothing remains, but of the gold there is a solid mass, albeit slightly reduced in size be-
cause of the dust (Burstein 1989: 65–66).

Diodorus Siculus’ account is nearly the same, though he says only that “gold” and not “gold nuggets” was turned 
over to the technicians (Burstein 1989: 65–66).

30 For a more complete account, see meyer et al. 2005.
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interpretations of agatharchides’ description of gold smelting are nearly as numerous as interpreters, and 
most of them conclude that his account is garbled at least on some points (see, e.g., notton 1974: 50–56; Burstein 
1989; ramage and Craddock 2000: 34 –35, 235). in general, however, the process described seems to be cupella-
tion with lead. to win visible, metallic gold or silver from a polymetallic ore such as that from Bir Umm Fawakhir 
takes several steps. lead is the critical ingredient, so it is interesting that the wadi el-Sid ores contain so much 
lead. the first essential step is melting the ore with lead or with an ore containing lead, such as galena. this 
results in a cake of lead on the bottom and a slag or matte on the top containing iron, silica, and other unwanted 
material. the lead cake is then placed on a bed or bowl called a “cupel” made of a porous material such as bone 
ash, brick dust, or even sand. the cupel and lead are roasted in the presence of air until all the lead oxidizes to 
liquid litharge that soaks into the porous material and leaves drops of silver, gold, or a mixture of the two. 

if further purification of the metal is wanted, a refining technique such as the cementation or parting de-
scribed in ramage and Craddock could have been employed.31 notton (1974: 50–56) actually experimented with 
Diodorus’ technique, though he used it to purify gold, not to smelt it. Both notton’s experiment and ramage and 
Craddock’s (2000: 178) discussion of it assume that the ancient workers started with washed, visible metal and 
that the main impurity was silver, and both agree that Diodorus’ description may be a conflation of two steps, 
smelting the ore with lead (cupellation) and then refining the metal with salt (cementation).

Some further information about ancient gold production may be gleaned from the first-century a.d. account 
of Spanish mines written by pliny the elder, which is a little closer to Bir Umm Fawakhir in time, if more remote 
in geography and hence geology. pliny describes three methods of gold mining: the “detritus of rivers” or wash-
ing out alluvial gold, sinking shafts, and collapsing mountains. the last-named technique involved tunneling and 
hydraulic mining or “hushing” on a huge scale, major engineering, rivers of water, and certainly could not have 
been employed in a hyper-arid desert. pliny’s account of purifying silver and gold is a fairly detailed description 
of crushing, washing, firing, and, in the case of gold, regrinding the slag (pliny,	Natural	History 33.69). his com-
ments on processing silver ores are also useful; they explicitly state that lead or galena is essential and that as a 
result of cupellation, “the silver floats on the surface, like oil on water” (33.95). his only other specific reference 
to gold says that it is purified with lead and that the fuel must be chaff, as charcoal will not work (33.60). 

Unlike the situation in egypt, there are numerous studies of ancient european mines and mining, including 
many discussions of pliny’s description. one of the most useful is Bachmann’s (1993: 153–60; 1995: 8) attempt 
to interpret the process in modern terminology. Figure 53 is based on his study.

not all these stages need be incorporated in smelting, and refining is optional unless coins or other standard 
purity are required. indeed, Craddock (2000: 31) argues that in antiquity refining gold was generally not desirable 
because it reduced the weight of the metal, and not until standard gold coins were issued did the purity of gold 
become critical. if stage 3, a preliminary roasting, were included, it would have served to drive off or convert 
sulfides, chlorides, and carbonates to oxides, which would reduce the amount of fuel and heating needed for 
the actual smelting, and the sulfur itself is combustible (marechal 1985: 30). Depending on the heating (below 
600¸ or up to 850¸ C) and the nature of the raw ores, a variety of chemical reactions could occur, and a range of 
roasted ores, slags, mattes, or speiss could result (marechal 1985: 30–31). Stage 4, recrushing the roasted ore, 
is not critical either, but it would have exposed more surface of the ore material and hence made heating more 
efficient (Craddock 1995: 167–68). the temperature required for cupellation comes from tylecote (1992: 45), 
and that for cementation, from notton’s experiments (notton 1974: 50–56). evidence from Sardis indicates a 
somewhat lower cementation temperature of roughly 650¸ to 800¸ at maximum; salt melts at 804¸ C.32 early 
smelting furnaces are generally small, about 15 to 40 cm interior diameter, which is the largest area that a 
manually operated bellows can reach. either manual or more sophisticated mechanical bellows would have been 
needed to raise furnace temperatures to 1,100¸–1,200¸ C, the minimum temperature for smelting gold, and the 
maximum manual bellows can achieve (Craddock 1995: 170–71). Stages 8 and 9 do not concern gold smelting; 

31 pliny the elder mentions mercury for refining gold, but there is 
no evidence for this in egypt (pliny,	Natural	History 33.99; ramage 
and Craddock 2000).
32 ramage and Craddock 2000: 205. halls cementation experiments 
were on silver. he attempted to determine the active agent in the 
cementation process, salt (hCl) or chlorine. he took sheets with 30 

percent silver, added equal parts of salt, brick dust, and kaolin, and 
heated the mixture at 850¸ C. the result was 99 percent pure silver 
after six days. Since hCl reacts slowly with silver, the experiments 
point to the chlorine itself. this suggests further that water of crys-
tallization or from wood fires was necessary to release the chlorine 
(ramage and Craddock 2000: 179–80).
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Figure 53. Steps in the smelting process
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they are optional steps to recover the silver if desired. note also that the litharge produced in stages 6 and 9 
could be recycled in stages 5 or 8. Furthermore, the processing stages used and additional materials required will 
have to be adjusted to account for the peculiarities of the ore in hand. For example, if stibnite, which has been 
identified at Fawakhir, is present in significant proportion in the ore, it is possible that a fining of the electrum 
could take place during the smelting.33 

new kingDom mining

while the majority of the efforts of the Bir Umm Fawakhir project concentrated on the fifth–sixth-century 
main settlement and its outliers, it also examined the wadi el-Sid mines and vicinity (Chapter	2). the tailings 
around the modern plant yielded a handful of sherds that are new kingdom, roman, and Coptic/Byzantine. 

most surprisingly, however, it is the late new kingdom remains that are the best preserved. klemm and kl-
emm (1988) noted pharaonic remains in the heavily mined Shemamiya locale behind (to the west of) the modern 
mill. in 1996 we located a couple of rough constructions that look like guardposts commanding a fine view of the 
narrow wadi el-Sid and the modern mines across the road (Chapter	2, fig. 3), about a half dozen shallow graves, 
possibly new kingdom, and a large sherd dump with characteristic blue painted and burnished pottery (Chapter	
2, figs. 5–9). later we located the ancient mines themselves, surviving just past the topmost hilltop overlooking 
the modern plant. the mines are no longer very obvious as they are simply opencast trenches now nearly filled 
with millennia of silt (pl. 107), but they are marked as ancient by remnants of huts, by crushing stones next to 
most of them, and by a few pot smashes of burnished vessels. all the information to date comes from surface 
collections,34 but they are reasonably consistent, and they are bolstered to an extent by textual evidence.

First and foremost of these is the turin goldmining papyrus, which can reasonably be read as a map of the 
route to the bekhen-stone quarries in the wadi hammamat (harrell and Brown 1992). what is less frequently 
noted, however, is that the road continues beyond the wadi hammamat to a place with three roads leading to 
the sea, a stela of amenhotep i, “the houses of the village of gold workers” (Vercoutter 1959: 143), a well, a 
temple, and a “mountain of gold and silver.” this fits with the Fawakhir/el-Sid area. the turin papyrus is dated 
to the time of ramesses iV and seems to have originated from the royal workmen’s village at Deir el-medina, 
the home of the workmen who excavated and adorned the tombs in the Valley of the kings. the “mountain of 
gold and silver” suggests electrum, which indeed is more common than silver or gold ores alone, and which is 
attested in the Sem analysis reported above. 

Shaw’s study of ancient egyptian miners focused mainly on the old and middle kingdom periods, but it 
makes the valuable point that mining does not seem to have been a full-time profession (Shaw 1998: 246). 
rather, it was carried out seasonally, usually under trading or military officials, often with soldiers. in the middle 
kingdom a thousand or more people might participate in a mining or quarrying expedition, but only for as long 
as it took to acquire the stones or metals desired (Shaw 1998: 247). 

the wadi hammamat was above all the bekhen-stone quarry whose fine-grained black stone (a graywacke) 
was valued in pharaonic times, but there are also a few references to gold working in graffiti, as noted in Ver-
coutter (1959: 146), and published in Couyat and montet 1912. inscriptions #35 and #114, the latter dated to the 
eighth year of mentuhotep iii of the eleventh Dynasty, refer to an “overseer of gold” among many other titles 
(Couyat and montet 1912: 46, 81–82), but this does not necessarily have anything to do with gold mining. the 
“gold workers” mentioned in inscriptions #123 and #87, dating to years 16 and 38 of Senusert i, likewise have 
no necessary connection to gold mining. 

hume noted mines at Umm esh, a waterhole that fills after rains, and an inscription of ramesses iii over an 
old kingdom one (hume 1937: 731–32).35 he mentioned “many miners’ huts and pestles” as well as shallow 
pits, but no clear workings. while a pottery date would be useful, the “shallow pits” seem to fit with the earliest, 
simplest kind of opencast mining.

33 Silver preferentially combines with the sulfur in the stibnite on 
heating, the antimony collecting with lead and “burning” off dur-
ing the cupellation stage. the silver collects in the matte and so is 
removed from the gold (ercker 1951: 195–96; percy 1880: 367–68).

34 it was planned to make some test excavations in the new king-
dom loci during the 1999 season, but a shortage of staff prevented 
the undertaking.
35 gebel Umm esh is roughly 40 km east of Bir Umm Fawakhir.
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Vercoutter’s important study of ancient egyptian gold sources groups them from south to north as the “gold 
of kush,” sources along the nile between about wadi halfa and kerma; the “gold of wawat,” referring to 
sources along the wadi allaqi and gabgaba; and the “gold of the Desert of Coptos,” reached by the wadi 
hammamat and wadi abad (Vercoutter 1959: 128). wadi el-Sid would have been connected with the “gold of 
the Desert of Coptos.” Vercoutter suggests further that a couple of ramesses ii inscriptions in luxor temple 
might refer to Coptos gold. the first names “the holy mountain which brings gold by millions,” and he consid-
ers this a reference to the wadi hammamat, as indicated by the (ramesses iV) turin goldmining papyrus and 
the rock inscriptions in the wadi hammamat (Vercoutter 1959: 131–33; see also goyon 1957: 4–5). the second 
inscription reads simply “the mountain of Coptos” and what may be a broken hieroglyph for gold (Vercoutter 
1959: 131–33). while these are interesting references, they are no strong proof of mining in the wadi el-Sid. 
in general, new kingdom egypt seems to have acquired a lot of gold from wawat and elsewhere during the 
eighteenth Dynasty; production declined in the nineteenth and twentieth Dynasties, but revived in the time of 
taharqa and in meroitic times (Vercoutter 1959: 135–38).

recently several groups of rock inscriptions from the gold-mining regions of Barramiya and Dungash have 
been published. Since these sites lie close to the wadi abad route from edfu to the red Sea, they count as the 
southern end of the “gold of the Desert of Coptos.” a dozen or so of the inscriptions mention gold, goldworkers, 
or scribes of gold reckoning or goldworkers, and most of them are new kingdom (rothe, rapp, and miller 1996: 
92–93, 95, 103; klemm 1998: 252). 

lucas and harris list textual references for egyptian gold sources from the south: the twelfth Dynasty has 
texts noting Coptos and nubia; the eighteenth Dynasty, the “highlands,” karoy, Coptos, kush, and “South Coun-
tries”; and the twentieth Dynasty, edfu, emu, Coptos, kush, “malachite Country” [copper], “negro lands,” and 
ombos (lucas and harris 1962: 227). 

much of the archaeological evidence for early gold mining in the eastern Desert comes from a broad survey 
of over 250 mining sites from the north of egypt and into Sudan. klemm and klemm state that the earliest mines 
in the eastern Desert in the predynastic and early Dynastic periods concentrated on enriched quartz veins in 
granodioritic rock (klemm and klemm 1995: 7; klemm and klemm 1996/97: 149–66; klemm, klemm, and murr 
2002: 215–16). the very earliest mines are simply pounded out of the rock with heavy, 6–10 kg, two-handed 
pounding stones. the ore seems to have been powdered in place and then presumably washed. all or most of 
these mines are associated with producing copper mines (klemm and klemm 1994: 194; klemm, klemm, and 
murr 2002: 216).36 Somewhat later, old and middle kingdom prospecting exploited the same sources but ap-
parently also looked for gold in copper-bearing zones, such as the distinctive green malachites (klemm and 
klemm 1996/97: 157). During this period, smaller, one-handed pounding stones with a handle and stone axes or 
hammers with a medial groove came into use. Since the mines were still pounded out, the maximum depth of the 
open trenches seems to have been about 25 m. in the middle kingdom, stone mortars for crushing the ore were 
added to the tool kit (klemm and klemm 1994: 197; klemm, klemm, and murr 2002: 216). 

in the new kingdom and late period, new areas were exploited in an “enlarged geological framework” 
(klemm and klemm 1995: 7) and with improved techniques and tools (klemm and klemm 1996/97: 158).37 
Significantly, new kinds of ores were sought, quartz in veins near dark mafic and ultramafic rocks, like the ores 
at Bir Umm Fawakhir, rather than the green-stained copper ores (klemm and klemm 1994: 200). in addition 
to the opencast mines, the new kingdom miners seem to have used the simple technique of “wadi working.” 
this basically means scraping up chunks of quartz that have washed down into a wadi bed and crushing those 
(klemm, klemm, and murr 2002: 217–18). where the workers did excavate mines, they could now use bronze 
chisels, with which they could follow the course of the ore more closely. Support pillars were left, but without 
ventilation the mines could not go more than about 30 m deep (klemm, klemm, and murr 2002: 217). a new 
kind of ore crusher, a stone anvil with a pestle, and a new kind of mill stone, a large oval stone with an upper 
handstone, something like a simple mano and metate, also came into use. a few examples of washing tables are 
preserved as well. they are long, narrow tables slanting down to a collecting basin for the silt, plus a channel to 

36 the archaic and old kingdom copper mines at wadi Dara in the 
northern eastern Desert were reworked for iron in roman times 
and at least explored for gold in Byzantine and arab times (grimal 
1994: 423).

37 For distribution maps of new kingdom mines, see klemm and 
klemm 1994: 203, and klemm, klemm, and murr 2002: 224.
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lead the water back to the head of the table. the gold might have been collected on a sheepskin or rough board 
or grid (klemm, klemm, and murr 2002: 216–17), though none of these has survived. 

in new kingdom times, then, the archaeological evidence and texts provide a few hints that gold might have 
been obtained from the “mountain of Coptos” and the wadi hammamat area. if the ancient workers were min-
ing there, then it had to be hard rock mining. hacking the quartz from an opencast mine would not have been a 
problem, and the innovation of metal tools would have helped. (iron tools are not attested until the ptolemaic 
period and could not have been used before the end of the new kingdom, at the very earliest.) grinding quartz 
ore to powder would have been laborious but not complicated, and washing it not very difficult. in addition to 
the dimple stones and rotary querns at Bir Umm Fawakhir itself, there are other kinds of grinding and crushing 
stones scattered around the wells, built into the walls of the modern well house, and along the road to the modern 
plant at wadi el-Sid (Chapter	7, pls. 97a–b, 98a–b, 99a, 100a). Some of the latter stones are the large (ca. 1 m 
sq.), slightly scooped grinding stones believed to be pre-roman.38

it is possible that the original wadi el-Sid ore was so high in grade that the ancient workmen won visible 
gold simply by grinding and washing it. if so, the rich ore is long gone, and it will be difficult to prove one way 
or the other. if not, then the real problem facing the new kingdom miners would have been smelting. given a 
pyritic ore, this means a two-step operation to produce lead and then to burn it off by cupellation to leave only 
the precious metal.39

is cupellation attested as far back as new kingdom times? here we have to turn to silver production, as there 
is virtually no literature on gold, and to regions outside egypt. one of the most important studies comes from the 
Cyclades, where smelting sites have yielded evidence of cupellation for silver perhaps as early as the middle of 
the fourth millennium b.C. one of the ores in question seems to have been galena, which can be smelted at the 
relatively low temperature of 800¸ C; even an open hearth piled with wood, charcoal, and galena would work 
(gale and Stos-gale 1981a: 178). a complex silver-lead-antimony ore on Siphnos in particular was worked for 
silver and lead at an early date. thermoluminescence and radiocarbon dates point to the first half of the third 
millennium b.C., but metal production went back even further, to at least early Cycladic times, as indicated by 
litharge from cupellation associated with obsidian tools and sherds (gale and Stos-gale 1981a: 202). 

another question is the kind of ore processed. in general, galena, as attested on the Cyclades, is more easily 
smelted and more likely to yield silver with a little gold. pyrites and chalcopyrites, as found at Bir Umm Fawakhir 
and the wadi el-Sid, are harder to smelt but can contain more gold than silver. Some of the earliest evidence for 
pyrite reduction comes from the extensive archaeological work at the Spanish mines in the huelva region. the 
most intensive ancient mining occurred in the roman period; in one place the slags are 8 m thick (rothenberg 
and Blanco-Freijeiro 1981: 198–206). gold, silver, copper, and iron were extracted over the millennia, exploit-
ing various orestuffs and employing different technologies. at the huge huelva mines in western Spain, silver 
was the main product in the late Bronze age, twelfth to ninth centuries b.C., or the time of early phoenician 
contact. Silver extraction implies a knowledge of smelting, including fluxing with silica, adding lead to collect 
the silver, and then cupellation (rothenberg and Blanco-Freijeiro 1981: 171). the primary ores in Spain are 
jarosites40 (Craddock et al. 1985: 199), and the iberian pyrite Belt of southern portugal and southwestern Spain 
includes massive sulfide deposits. 

were the new kingdom workers actually mining auriferous quartz ore and smelting it in a complex opera-
tion? the evidence from the turin goldmining papyrus and other texts, the silted-in mines, pre-roman grind-
ing stones, and the pottery are not extensive, but they are at least consistent. Certainly the opencast trenches 
following quartz veins in granite point to hard rock mining. the ores at wadi el-Sid are complex, polymetallic 
sulfides. it is possible that the first ores mined were so rich that only fine grinding and washing were needed 
to produce visible gold. Still, all the technological skills do seem to have existed — if documented so far only 
outside egypt — for roasting, smelting with lead, and then cupelling to remove the lead and win the silver or 

38 klemm, klemm, and murr 2002: 216 and pl. 118. the stone in the 
photograph is smaller, however, measuring about 55	≈	35 sq. cm.
39 lead does not receive a great deal of attention in the study of an-
cient egyptian metallurgy, but gale and Stos-gale (1981b: 115) do 
note a lead hawk model from nagada as early as nagada ii times.

40 Jarosite is a basic hydrated sulfate of iron and potassuim, capable 
of substitution by other metals such as lead or silver (argento-ja-
rosite).
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gold. Certainly it is all too true that compared to places such as england, germany, Spain, greece, and turkey, 
ancient precious-metal production in egypt is not at all well studied.

ConClUSionS

ancient egyptian textual sources are nearly mute on the subject of mining for precious ores, though gold 
and silver as gifts or tribute are well attested. thus it has long been assumed that much or all of the gold in 
egypt came from the south and was produced largely if not entirely by the simple process of panning. hard rock 
mining is an entirely different enterprise, however, requiring recruitment, organization, and administration of a 
large labor force, massive capitalization to support it, and a sophisticated technology to win gold or silver from 
igneous rock. individual steps may be simple, for example, hacking out an opencast trench, but some may be 
quite difficult, such as estimating the furnace temperatures, proportion of lead or lead ore and/or fluxes, and the 
duration of a smelt. at Bir Umm Fawakhir, the most complete evidence for complicated, multistage gold mining, 
ore reduction, and smelting comes from the large fifth- to sixth-century a.d. Coptic/Byzantine settlement and 
related mines, but there is some evidence for earlier workings at the nearby mines in the wadi el-Sid in roman 
times, and, surprisingly, as early as the late new kingdom.
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Chapter 9

ConClUSionS

Carol	Meyer

Before the Bir Umm Fawakhir project started, the site was virtually always called a roman caravan sta-
tion.41 however, it looked nothing like the fortified posts elsewhere on the wadi hammamat route, and in fact 
the posts are now known to be military praesidia and not watering stations for passing caravans (Cuvigny 2003a: 
321–33). nor did the Bir Umm Fawakhir pottery look like the roman material from Quseir al-Qadim on the red 
Sea coast only 90 km away. one of the first conclusions of the 1992 season was that Bir Umm Fawakhir was in 
fact a gold-mining town of the fifth and sixth centuries, the Coptic/Byzantine period. this in itself raised new 
questions because the Byzantine government had long been considered too weak to control the desert and had 
abandoned it to the nomads (maspero 1912: 11). this conclusion was based mainly on the near total lack of 
documentation for the deserts in those centuries rather than on archaeological exploration. in addition to Bir Umm 
Fawakhir, however, recent work at sites such as mons porphyrites (maxfield and peacock 2001), abu Sha’ar 
(Sidebotham 1993, 1994; Sidebotham et al. 1989), Bir nakheil (prickett 1979: 297–303), Berenice, nearby sites 
such as Shenshef and mons Smaragdus, and the ancient road to Berenice (Sidebotham and wendrich 1995, 1996, 
1998, 1999, 2000), and a range of quarrying (klemm and klemm 1993) and mining sites (klemm and klemm 
1994: 212) all show that the eastern Desert was indeed exploited in the Coptic/Byzantine period (fig. 1), if less 
intensively than in the roman period.

another misconception about ancient egyptian mining operations was that the laborers were slaves, criminals, 
or prisoners of war, an idea that is based solely on agatharchides’ account of the second century b.C. whatever 
the case may have been in agatharchides’ day, the work force at the first- to second-century a.d. granodiorite 
quarries at mons Claudianus and the fifth- to sixth-century gold mines at Bir Umm Fawakhir seems to have 
consisted of career miners. we know from the rich corpus of ostraca from mons Claudianus that the quarrymen 
there generally received forty-seven drachmae per month, grain, and sometimes a wine ration (Cuvigny 1996; 
1997). there are no such texts at Bir Umm Fawakhir, but the sprawling layout of the main settlement and outli-
ers has nothing at all regimented about it. there are no fortified walls to keep anyone in or out, just the wadi’s 
steep sides, which are crisscrossed with paths. the houses look like family dwellings, sometimes clustered around 
a central plaza or open space. they have small built-in comforts such as benches and wall niches for storage; 
ceramic dishes, cooking pots, and storage vessels were abundant. the silos in outlier 2 look more like a house-
hold’s private grain supply than rations doled out to prisoners day by day. the very large number of amphorae 
indicates a good supply of wine and other provisions. Judging from the 1999 excavations, meat, including beef, 
which is something of a luxury in the desert, was also in good supply (ikram 2001: 20–23). the 1999 excavations 
were limited, but they nonetheless yielded items such as half a copper-gold bracelet, raw emeralds, a few small 
coins, and carnelian (meyer 1999: 27), none of which look like the possessions of prisoners.

as of 2004 it was still possible to stroll for a half a kilometer or so down the main “street” of Bir Umm 
Fawakhir and pick out doors, niches, and other features of the individual houses. Since it is basically a one-period 
site, the remains have never been reworked, demolished, built over, or scraped into trenches or fill. the site is 
subject to looting, but at least until now it has been remarkably well preserved. with the completion of the detailed 
survey of the main settlement in 1997, we have a map of an entire fifth- to sixth-century town, this without exca-
vation. the only other archaeologically studied and planned town of this date in egypt is Jême at medinet habu, 
and most of it was removed to reach the mortuary temple of ramesses iii. in general, complete plans of ancient 
villages of one period are not very common archaeologically. in addition to the plan of the main settlement, we 
surveyed the vicinity of Bir Umm Fawakhir. we documented fourteen outliers of the same date, at least four of 

41 Sidebotham and Zitterkopf (1989: 166) made the first identifica-
tion of the pottery as Byzantine in date.
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which (outliers 1, 2, 6, and 7) seem to have been residential rather than day shelters for workmen. Judging from 
the sparser pottery scatter, they would have been occupied much more briefly than the main settlement; they may 
have sheltered an overflow of workers only at periods of most intensive mine exploitation. except for outliers 12 
and 13, we investigated none of the other outliers with any thoroughness, but they might repay further work. the 
wells and roman road were well known before the Bir Umm Fawakhir project started, but we also found paths 
and guardposts, cemeteries, and above all mines, all of which add to the completeness of the site. 

we have now investigated all 237 structures in the main settlement, 68 in outlier 2, and a hundred-odd in 
outliers 6 and 7, and all of them seem to be domestic, with the possible exception of Complex 26 in outlier 6 
and Building 201 in the main settlement. our estimate is that a little over a thousand people lived in the main 
settlement alone (meyer et al. 2000: 15–17), which means that ancient Bir Umm Fawakhir was far larger than 
any modern settlement on the wadi hammamat road (barring the sudden growth of laqeita in the last fifteen 
years). the assumption is that most of the houses (some with party walls) were occupied by workmen, some-
times accompanied by family or kin, who added rooms or storerooms as needed and cooperated (or not) with 
other households. the rooms were fairly small, probably because they were roofed with palm logs, twigs, mats, 
and mud. there is virtually no evidence of windows, so the inner rooms must have been poorly illuminated. the 
lack of lamps at Bir Umm Fawakhir is noteworthy in this regard. Judging from the very well-preserved houses 
in outlier 2, the walls were only about 2 m tall, though some of the houses had steps down into them, and the 
inhabitants probably were not very tall. a number of vertical doorjambs and a few flat threshold stones are vis-
ible. in at least one case, used crushing stones were set into the slope to make steps up to the house (Building 
117). the doors presumably were wooden, but since wood is so precious in the desert, doors and roof beams 
would have been some of the first items stripped out. many houses still preserve niches built into the walls for 
storage and benches or mastabas inside and/or outside. we identified very few courtyards, which is unusual as 
they are such an important feature of middle eastern domestic architecture in general. however, in many cases 
a number of houses seem to be clustered around open spaces or small “plazas.” the houses look onto the open 
space and away from the main “street” or other clusters, which would have given this group of houses or that 
some privacy, or to state it differently, enhanced cooperation with the other houses on the “plaza.” the functions 
of the outbuildings are not known, whether storage, workrooms, smithies, animal shelters, or latrines, though 
the limited excavations in 1999 suggest that they are not kitchens. at least in the house excavated (Building 
93), cooking was carried out in the open air (meyer 1999: 28–30). if the wells were as productive in antiquity 
as they are now, water would not have been a major problem. a couple of hundred years earlier, in the roman 
period, there are even references to gardens at persou supplying fresh greens to other stations on the roman 
road (Brun 2003: 98). at the same time, fuel for hundreds of household hearths, much less smelters, would have 
been a major problem. in general, mining towns, especially in their first years, tend to have more men than 
women, so it is possible that a number of the ancient Bir Umm Fawakhir houses had only male residents. Still, it 
does seem reasonable to see some families, including women and children, living at ancient Bir Umm Fawakhir, 
hauling water from the wells, cooking, spinning, grinding ore, and perhaps even working in the mines. Further 
attention to the scraps of bone in the cemeteries might help answer this question; infant or child bones would be 
especially indicative. as for the origin of the miners, our best evidence suggests that they came from nile vil-
lages. almost all of the masses of pottery at the site consists of wares and forms well attested at thebes, aswan, 
and elsewhere in the nile Valley, with a little oasis ware, imported african red Slip, and a few pieces of the 
handmade Eastern	Desert	Ware. pots are not people, but in this case the numbers are so overwhelming that it is 
hard to think of the miners as nomads rather than originating from the nile Valley.

as yet we do not know whether work at the mines was seasonal or year round. on the one hand, the desert 
gets cold and windy in the winter and flaming hot in the summer, but on the other hand, there is no requirement 
to work the mines from 9:00 aM to 5:00 PM. For most operations, namely hacking out quartz, hauling, crushing, 
and grinding it, good light is not a requirement, and in the deeper mines, impossible. in the hot season, work 
would best be carried out early in the morning and late in the afternoon with a long siesta in the blazing noon, 
the kind of schedule the camel caravans followed. in the winter, the middle of the day is quite warm enough for 
physical activity. the deepest mines are also insulated. Since they hold the average temperature, they feel cool 
in the summer and warm in the winter. what we do suspect — and will investigate further in the volume on the 
1999 excavations — is that work at Bir Umm Fawakhir was not continuous for 150 years or so, but that the min-
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ing camp was occupied and abandoned several times when and as the need for gold compelled the government 
to subsidize the work.

in the pharaonic period, when the mines in the wadi el-Sid appear to have been worked, mining and quar-
rying were generally carried out by special expeditions that stayed only as long as needed to obtain the metal, 
metal ores, or stone required. the scrappy late new kingdom remains in the wadi el-Sid can neither support 
nor contradict this picture, though further work on these remains is desirable.

what was disappointing was the dearth of ostraca or any other written material at Bir Umm Fawakhir. For 
all the attention we paid to the dipinti on the amphorae, they tell us practically nothing about the internal work-
ings of the settlement.

nor do we know what religion the miners followed, though miners cross-culturally are not very religiously 
observant. technically, by the fifth century they should be Christian, and there are a number of Christian motifs 
stamped on the fine polished orange plates and bowls. the Xp monograms on the amphorae pertain to wherever 
the wine jars were filled, not to Bir Umm Fawakhir. no Christian church was located, though the pagan ptolemy 
iii temple to min still existed and indeed survived until the beginning of the twentieth century. the old pagan 
faith did hold out in remote parts of egypt far longer than in, say, alexandria. the temple of isis on philae was not 
closed until a.d. 535, and a couple of pagan shrines at Berenice survived until the late fourth and fifth centuries 
(Sidebotham 2004: 235–36). the 1999 excavations at Bir Umm Fawakhir recovered what seems to be a small 
bronze Bes amulet (meyer 1999: 27). the cemeteries are anomalous and puzzling, though further investigation 
of the graves and other remains might help clarify the question of religion.

it is likewise disappointing that we know so little of the organization and administration of ancient Bir Umm 
Fawakhir. Unless the roman name of persou persisted, we do not even know its original name. Coptic/Byzan-
tine-period texts pertaining to the eastern Desert are lacking in the thebaid, in the rest of the eastern Desert, 
and at Bir Umm Fawakhir itself. we do not know who, presumably at thebes (luxor), was responsible for the 
mines and quarries in the eastern Desert, whether the	comes	sacrarum	largitiones or another official (kaegi 
2000: 4). we do not even know for sure where the gold went, though the court of Constantinople seems the most 
likely destination. we can only infer that there must have been a huge and mostly reliable transport system to 
supply a thousand or so people in the middle of the desert; we know nothing of the caravaneers, their animals, 
or where they originated, though they must have used the old roman road from at least laqeita on. we know 
nothing about the engineers and gold washers, whom agatharchides says were the only skilled workers, or the 
mine administrators and accountants. the administrative center may have been situated closer to the wells than 
the workmen’s village in the main settlement, and if so, any structures and texts have long been obliterated by 
flash floods and twentieth-century mining.

what the recent work did reveal, however, was how labor intensive and complicated the ancient gold mining 
ore-reduction processes were. at the beginning of the project, almost everyone, the author included, assumed 
that most egyptian gold came from nubia and all of that was simply washed out, either from alluvial deposits or 
from ground ore as agatharchides describes. at Bir Umm Fawakhir, which is so far the only intensively studied 
ancient gold-mining site in egypt, the process was much more difficult. the implications of hard rock mining — 
quartz veins in granite in this case — are far reaching. Such an operation requires a large, organized, and well-
supplied labor force. it requires heavy capitalization, and the profits if any go to the capitalists or government, 
not to the workers. they will make a living and may even be well paid, but they can never strike it rich. the 
ancient egyptians had long solved the problems of organizing large labor forces, but nonetheless the difficulties 
must have been exacerbated by the remoteness of the Fawakhir mines. identifying the veins to attack and pick-
ing over ore chunks worth the considerable effort of further reduction were skilled tasks, though hacking out the 
quartz and pounding and grinding it were more laborious than skilled. gold washing was also skilled work, and 
smelting certainly was, though the latter operation was probably carried out in the nile Valley, where fuel is 
more plentiful. given the complex nature of the polymetallic, sulfidic ores at Bir Umm Fawakhir and the wadi 
el-Sid, smelting must have been at least a two-stage operation: smelting to obtain a lead cake and then resmelt-
ing to reduce the lead to litharge and obtain the beads of gold, silver, or electrum. the high lead content of the 
wadi el-Sid ore sample is noteworthy in this respect. refining requires one or two more operations.
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perhaps the most surprising result is the antiquity of gold mining at wadi el-Sid, only about 4 km from Bir 
Umm Fawakhir.42 the remains are meager, only a sherd dump, a few very crude guardposts, a couple of huts, 
some mostly filled-in mines, and probably some of the grinding stones along the asphalt road. these vestiges 
are so scrappy that they would not make much sense without the study of the more extensive, later remains at 
Bir Umm Fawakhir. that said, the lodes in the wadi el-Sid appear to have the same nature as those at Fawakhir, 
which means that the pharaonic workers were engaged in hard rock mining. whether the original ores were so 
rich they could obtain visible gold simply by fine grinding and washing cannot be known; those ores are long 
mined out. if, however, they were washing out only the heavy, dark, sparkly concentrate, then they required a 
two-step smelting operation or cupellation to obtain gold. Cupellation is documented millennia earlier in the 
aegean, but not in egypt, though compared to other countries such as turkey or Spain, ancient mining and smelt-
ing are not at all well studied in egypt.

42 First recognized by rosemarie and Dietrich klemm during a wide-
ranging survey of the eastern Desert (klemm and klemm 1988; 
1994: 203, 220).
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appenDiX a
1996  anD 1997 regiStereD oBJeCtS

Registration	
No.

Provenance Description Material	 Registration	
Date

Remarks Illustration

1996 Dipinti

96/1 mS, B121, surface Dipinto Ceramic i-15-96 large inscription Figure 50a

96/2 mS, cliffs over 
B104 and B106

Dipinto Ceramic i-15-96 large inscription near handle Figure 50b

96/3 mS, dump between 
B118 and Q2

Dipinto Ceramic i-15-96 piece of large inscription Figure 50c

96/4 mS, dump between 
B118 and Q2

Dipinto Ceramic i-15-96 piece of small inscription Figure 50d

96/5 mS, dump between 
B118 and Q2

Bowl with 
scratched 
decoration

glass i-15-96 — Figure 48a

96/6 mS, cliff above 
B104

Dipinto Ceramic i-15-96 Small piece of large inscription Figure 50e

96/7 wadi el-Sid camp, 
findspot unknown

late roman 
amphora 1 with 
dipinti

Ceramic i-15-96 intact late roman amphora 
1, large inscription with “Xp,” 
small inscription with “¶∫ . ∏ 
. .” (?)

Figure 49

96/8 mS, path between 
o7 and mS

Dipinto, small 
inscription, 
upside down

Ceramic i-15-96 ink 10r 4/8; interior 5yr 6/6, ex-
terior 7.5yr 7/4; abundant gray 
bits and white bits, some chunks, 
some reddish bits; somewhat 
smoothed exterior surface

Figure 50f

96/9 mS, B128, surface Sherd disk with 
dipinto

Ceramic i-15-96 Small inscription. ink 10r 5/8; 
10yr 7/4

Figure 50g

96/10 mS, path between 
o7 and mS

Dipinto, very 
faded

Ceramic i-15-96 late roman amphora 1 neck 
and shoulder. Coarse surface; 
exterior 7.5yr 8/4; section 5yr 
6/6; much grayish sand, pebbles, 
limestone bits and chunks

Figure 50h

96/11 mS, dump between 
B140 and B143

Dipinto Ceramic i-17-96 large inscription near handle Figure 50i

96/12 mS, B106 chinking late roman 4(?) 
rim

Ceramic, marl i-17-96 Jar neck fragment Figure 32 
no. 105

96/13 mS, B140, surface Stamped sherd Ceramic, pink 
ware

i-17-96 Cross in rectangle Figure 36 
no. 161

96/14 mS, building across 
wadi from B124

Sherd of bowl 
with chattering

Ceramic i-17-96 north african import (arS) Figure 36 
no. 148

96/15 mS, path between 
o7 and mS

amphora with 
dipinti

Ceramic i-17-96 rim, neck, shoulder, and one 
handle of late roman amphora 
1; little inscription left

—

96/16 mS, across from 
datum point 104

Sherd with 
painted fish 
decoration

Ceramic i-17-96 Bottle or beaker? Very worn. 
red-brown with black-brown 
paint

Figure 39 
no. 189

96/17 mS, B6 painted sherd 
with potmark

Ceramic i-17-96 prefiring incised potmark Figure 37 
no. 168

96/18 wadi el-Sid camp roman amphora Ceramic i-17-96 Complete amphora plate 2a
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Registration	
No.

Provenance Description Material	 Registration	
Date

Remarks Illustration

96/19 wadi el-Sid camp oil juglet Ceramic i-17-96 light red-brown fabric, 2.5yr 
6/4, with a red slip, 10r 4/4

Figure 14b

96/20 wadi el-Sid camp Juglet or 
miniature jar

Ceramic i-17-96 miniature jar, crude. roman 
period. red-brown silt fabric, 
2.5yr 5/4. String-cut base

Figure 14c

96/21 wadi el-Sid camp miniature 
cooking pot

Ceramic i-17-96 marly fabric, 2.5y 7/4. String-
cut base. roman?

Figure 14d

96/22 wadi el-Sid camp lamp with two 
crouching figures

Ceramic i-17-96 mold made, top half. light 
brown fabric, 10yr 7/3

Figure 14e, 
plate 2b 
center

96/23 wadi el-Sid camp lamp with 
rosette

Ceramic i-17-96 half top and whole bottom plate 2b 
left

96/24 wadi el-Sid camp lamp Ceramic i-17-96 top broken, decoration worn 
and damaged

plate 2b 
right

1996 (not 
registered)

mS, dump north of 
B143

Dipinto Ceramic — piece of large inscription —

1997 Dipinti

97/1 mS, dump north of 
“plaza”

Dipinto, three 
lines small, 
one bit large 
inscription

Ceramic Xi-16-97 red fabric, pinkish white slip, 
red ink. Small inscription, upside 
down, with “∫ . . Â‚Í. ¶” (?)

Figure 51b

97/2 mS, hillock, dump 
behind B157

Dipinto, four 
strokes of large 
inscription

Ceramic Xi-18-97 pale pink fabric and slip, brown-
red ink

Figure 51c

97/3 mS, wadi wash in 
middle of “plaza”

Dipinto, one 
brush stroke

Ceramic Xi-18-97 pale beige fabric, white slip, 
red ink

—

97/4 mS, dump near 
B161

Dipinto, large 
inscription, faint

Ceramic Xi-18-97 red fabric, white to cream slip, 
red ink

Figure 51d

97/5 mS, cliff behind 
B153

Sherd with 
potmark

Ceramic, 
fabric 
uncertain

Xi-18-97 postfiring incised 5-pointed star Figure 41 
no. 206

97/6 mS, dump behind 
B154

Dipinto, loop 
and bit of large 
inscription

Ceramic Xi-19-97 loop like right half of infinity 
sign plus bit of large inscription. 
pale pink fabric, cream slip, 
brown-red ink

—

97/7 mS, hillock behind 
B160

Stone scraper Black stone Xi-19-97 Black stone, basalt? —

97/8 mS, between B157 
and B158

plate with incised 
lines

Ceramic, pink 
ware

Xi-19-97 postfiring incised, arS? Figure 36 
no. 155

97/9 mS, B179 Dipinto, large 
inscription

Ceramic Xi-20-97 one large loop. Cream to beige 
fabric, cream to white slip, 
brown-red ink

—

97/10 mS, northeast face 
of hillock

Dipinto, large 
inscription

Ceramic Xi-20-97 Small sherd. Beige fabric, 
creamy pink slip, brown-red ink

Figure 51e

97/11 mS, B189 Dipinto, large 
inscription, faint

Ceramic Xi-20-97 two fragments, joining. pink 
buff fabric

Figure 51f

97/12 mS, ramp between 
B167 and B168

potmark Ceramic Xi-20-97 — —

97/13 mS, dump behind 
B160

glass rim glass Xi-20-97 amber, bottle rim Figure 48c

97/14 mS, north slope of 
hillock

Sherd with 
potmark

Ceramic, 
fabric 
uncertain

Xi-20-97 postfiring incised Figure 41 
no. 207

97/15 mS, northeast face 
of hillock

Sherd with 
potmark

Ceramic, 
fabric 
uncertain

Xi-20-97 postfiring incised Figure 41 
no. 205
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Registration	
No.

Provenance Description Material	 Registration	
Date

Remarks Illustration

97/16 o6 Flanged bowl rim Ceramic Xi-97 imported african red Slip or 
egyptian red Slip a

Figure 43 
no. 216

97/17 o9, below graves incised sherd Ceramic Xi-22-97 aswan cup with incised “X” —

97/18 mS, downslope 
from B179

Dipinto, large 
inscription

Ceramic Xi-22-97 Cream to beige fabric, cream 
slip, brown-red ink

Figure 51g

97/19 mS, slope between 
B144 and B165

Dipinto, large 
inscription

Ceramic Xi-23-97 Buff fabric, red-brown paint Figure 51h

97/20 outside m1 Dipinto, amphora 
shoulder and 
handle

Ceramic Xi-22-97 pink fabric, cream slip, brown-
red ink. looped bit of large 
inscription. Small inscription 
with “º . . ‡≤” and “hZ”

Figure 51i

97/21 in huts above m1 Faience bowl rim 
fragment

Faience Xi-23-97 roman Figure 14f

97/22 o12, slope below 
B16

Dipinto, large 
inscription, faint

Ceramic Xi-24-97 pink buff fabric, cream slip, red-
brown ink

Figure 51j

97/23 o12, B2 chinking? Dipinto Ceramic Xi-24-97 Bits of large inscription. pink 
buff fabric, cream slip, red-
brown ink

—

97/24 o13, wadi entrance Dipinto Ceramic Xi-26-97 hooked end of large scrawl. 
Buff fabric, cream slip, brown 
ink

—

97/25 o13, wadi entrance Dipinto Ceramic Xi-26-97 one stroke only, bottom of hook. 
pink buff fabric, cream slip, red-
brown ink

—

97/26 mS, wadi between 
B207 and B209

Dipinto, large 
inscription

Ceramic Xi-26-97 odd, thick strokes; edges (at 
arrows) ground smooth 

Figure 51k

97/27 mS, wadi wash 
outside B190

Dipinto Ceramic Xi-26-97 “V” of large, faint inscription 
near handle scar. pink buff 
fabric, cream slip, red-brown ink

—

97/28 mS, between B209 
and B210

Dipinto, bit of 
large inscription 
and drip

Ceramic Xi-26-97 Faint, sprawly. pink buff fabric, 
cream slip, red-brown ink

Figure 51l

97/29 mS, B181 Dipinto Ceramic Xi-26-97 Small piece of large inscription. 
Buff fabric, cream slip, brown 
ink

Figure 51m

97/30 mS, B181 Dipinto Ceramic Xi-26-97 Very faint, tiny bit of large 
inscription. Buff fabric, red-
brown paint

Figure 51n

97/31 mS, B129 Dipinto Ceramic Xi-26-97 large sherd wit large but faint 
inscription with “Xp.” Buff 
fabric, red-brown paint

Figure 52a

97/32 mS, upslope from 
B197

Dipinto Ceramic Xi-30-97 piece of large inscription with 
“Xp”(?). Buff fabric, red-brown 
paint

Figure 52b

97/33 mS, upslope from 
B197

Dipinto Ceramic Xi-30-97 piece of large inscription. Buff 
fabric, red-brown paint

Figure 52c

97/34 mS, upslope, 
between B176 and 
B181

Dipinto  Ceramic Xi-30-97 two or three strokes and drip 
line. Buff fabric, red-brown 
paint

—

97/35 mS, downslope 
from B177 

Dipinto Ceramic Xi-30-97 large fragment, large 
inscription. Buff fabric, red-
brown paint

Figure 52d

97/36 mS, dump south of 
B200

Dipinto Ceramic Xi-30-97 amphora shoulder and handle, 
small inscription upside down, 
“∏≤Í …” orange buff fabric

Figure 52e

97/37 mS, B191 Sherd with 
potmark

Ceramic Xi-30-97 postfiring incised Figure 41 
no. 204
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Registration	
No.

Provenance Description Material	 Registration	
Date

Remarks Illustration

97/38 mS, dump behind 
B191

Dipinto Ceramic Xii-1-97 large inscription, mitten-
shaped. Cream fabric, brown-red 
paint

Figure 52f

97/39 mS, upslope from 
B197

Dipinto Ceramic Xii-1-97 large but faint Figure 52g

97/40 mS, between B221 
and B232, middle of 
wadi “street”

Dipinto Ceramic Xii-1-97 large sprawly inscription. pink 
buff fabric, brown-red paint

Figure 52h

97/41 mS, B184 Dipinto Ceramic Xii-1-97 one line of large, sprawly, 
blobby inscription over handle 
scar. Cream fabric, red-brown 
paint

—

97/42 mS, B232 Dipinto Ceramic Xii-2-97 large, faint, sprawly inscription 
under amphora neck. red-brown 
paint

Figure 52i

97/43 mS, B232 Dipinto Ceramic  Xii-2-97 large fragment of large 
inscription, badly preserved. 
pink buff fabric, red-brown paint

Figure 52j

97/44 top of gebel east 
of o2

Dipinto Ceramic Xii-2-97 Shoulder and handle, part of 
very large inscription. Clear 
small inscription with “∞‚≤ …” 
and “¤ ….” Cream buff fabric, 
brown-red paint

Figure 52k

97/45 mS, wadi in front of 
B185

Steatite vessel Steatite Xi-27-97 pecked interior, scraped 
exterior, five holes drilled under 
interior rim

Figure 48k

97/46 mS, west end of 
wadi

Stamped plate Ceramic Xi-97 egyptian red Slip ware. Circle 
of fronds

Figure 36 
no. 151

97/47 mS, B154 Stamped plate or 
shallow bowl

Ceramic, pink 
ware

Xi-97 large cross Figure 36 
no. 157

97/48 mS, B191 Stamped plate Ceramic Xi-97 large floral design —

97/49 mS, B201 large bowl with 
potmark

Ceramic, 
fabric 
uncertain

Xi-97 postfiring incised Figure 41 
no. 202

97/50 mS, B177 sample Base of flat 
plate with 
black painted 
inscription

Ceramic, 
aswani ware

Xi-97 Slip 10r 5/6; fabric 5yr 7/4. 
abundant black bits and mica, 
medium limestone bits, some 
red bits

Figure 51a

97/51 o2, north of B31 Dipinto  Ceramic Xii-1-97 Fragment of large inscription. 
Cream fabric, red-brown paint

Figure 52l

97/52 o2, north of B43 Dipinto  Ceramic Xii-7-97 large inscription, very faint, 
with scratches (postfiring 
mark?) on top. Cream fabric, 
red-brown paint

Figure 52m

97/53 mS, between B157 
and B159

potmark Ceramic Xii-8-97 postfiring incised plate —

97/54 mS, B217 imported redware Ceramic Xii-8-97 import, overhung rim bowl —

97/55 opposite wadi el-
Sid mines

Six blue-painted 
sherds

Ceramic Xii-8-97 new kingdom sherds Figure 8 
nos. 30, 31

97/56 opposite wadi el-
Sid mines

new kingdom 
“pilgrim flask”

Ceramic Xii-8-97 new kingdom Figure 8 
no. 33

97/57 opposite wadi el-
Sid mines

new kingdom 
potstand

Ceramic, marl Xii-8-97 new kingdom Figure 9 
no. 36

97/58 opposite wadi el-
Sid mines

new kingdom 
flask

Ceramic Xii-8-97 tall, slender flask neck, handle 
scar

Figure 8 
no. 32

97/59 o9B graves “incense burner” Soft stone Xi-21-97 incised vertical lines and dots Figure 48i
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Registration	
No.

Provenance Description Material	 Registration	
Date

Remarks Illustration

97/60 mS, upslope of 
B197

“incense burner” 
fragment

Sandstone Xi-27-97 thin incised lines Figure 48j

97/61 mS, beside B181 on 
hillock

two glass sherds glass Xi-97 one very dark blue; one clear; 
mold blown

fig. 48h 
and not ill.

97/62 mS, B227 Sherd disk Ceramic Xii-97 worked sherd Figure 48m

97/63 mines south of 
wadi el-Sid

Sherd Ceramic Xii-8-97 new kingdom? postfiring 
incised

—

97/64 o9, far end roman-period 
slotted grain mill, 
upper

Vesicular 
basalt

Xii-97 rectangular, slotted, two handle 
holes, “ap” inscription

Figure 14a, 
plate 1b

97/65 mS, between B228 
and B229

large bowl with 
potmark

Ceramic Xii-9-97 postfiring incised Figure 41 
no. 201

97/66 o2, B56 Dipinto, large 
inscription

Ceramic Xii-9-97 mitten-shaped scrawl. Cream 
buff fabric, cream slip, red-
brown paint

Figure 52n

97/67 mS, B176 three stamped 
plates

Ceramic, pink 
ware

Xi-97 — Figure 35 
nos. 138, 

139; Figure 
36 no. 158

97/68 mS, B177 nine decorated 
plates

Ceramic Xi-97 two incised, six stamped, one 
stamped and incised. pink ware 
(nos. 141, 143–46), rest fabric 
uncertain

Figure 35 
nos. 141, 
143–47, 

and not ill.

97/69 mS, between B188 
and B189

Stamped plate Ceramic, pink 
ware

Xii-97 palm frond? Figure 36 
no. 156

APPENDIX	A:	1996	AND	1997	REgISTERED	OBJECTS
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appenDiX B
main Settlement room SiZeS

Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

1992 SeaSon

1 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.45 0.80 1.24 — — —

2 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 3.20 1.50 4.80 — — —

3 agglom- 
erated

2 2 7 147 a 5.00 3.80 18.00 — — 1

b 3.60 3.40 13.12 — — —

c 4.10 3.20 12.28 — — —

d 4.40 3.20 13.16 — — 1

e 5.20 4.00 17.12 — — —

f 6.40 4.20 27.04 — — 1

g 6.30 4.60 21.56 — — 1?

4 house 1 1 2 25 a 4.60 3.20 13.28 — 2 —

b 3.00 2.40 6.60 — — 1?

5 agglom- 
erated

2 3 8 134 a 6.10 3.30 20.32 — — —

b 2.90 2.20 5.60 — — —

c 5.00 3.90 17.48 — — 1

d 1.90 1.50 2.66 — 1 —

e 4.50 2.40 10.92 — — 1

f 6.10 3.30 19.70 — — 1

g 4.10 3.60 14.40 — — 1

h 4.60 3.70 16.78 — 1 1

6 agglom- 
erated

4 4 13 226 a 6.40 4.00 23.52 — — —

b 6.40 4.00 21.24 — — —

c 4.50 3.60 16.08 — 1 —

d 6.40 3.20 19.48 — 1 —

e 3.20 2.50 7.40 — — —

f 4.30 3.60 15.36 — — —

g 4.00 4.00 14.32 — 1 —

h 4.00 3.00 10.60 — — —

i 4.10 3.80 12.74 — 2 —

j 4.40 3.60 11.00 — — —

k 5.20 4.00 17.44 — — 1?

l 2.60 1.40 3.60 — — —

m 3.90 3.00 10.36 — — —

7 house 1 1 3 52 a 5.00 4.90 22.24 — — —

b 3.60 1.30 4.70 — — —

c 4.10 3.40 13.86 — 5 —

187
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

8 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.40 1.20 1.28 — — —

9 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 3.40 ca. 2.00 6.04+ — — —

10 out- 
building?

— — 1 — — 3.10 2.60 8.06 — 2 —

11 house 1 1 3–4 82 a 5.90 4.50 21.44 — 4 1

b 5.50 4.40 23.56 — 4 1 ext.

c 8.70 2.80 21.16 — — —

12 agglom- 
erated

2 2 9 108 a 3.50 3.00 9.56 — — 1

b 3.80 2.20 6.12 — — —

c 5.60 3.80 18.60 — — —

d 3.90 3.00 10.00 — — 1

e 2.10 1.60 2.44 — — —

f 5.70 2.40 11.86 hearth? — —

g 3.40 3.10 10.56 — — 1

h 4.60 2.70 12.48 — 2 1?

i 1.60 1.60 2.20 — — —

13 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 3.20 2.60 7.00 — — 1

14 house 1 1 2–3 48 a 4.30 3.70 14.60 trough? — —

b 4.20 2.80 10.20 — 1 1

c 3.80 3.50 12.16 — 1 1 ext.

15 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.20 1.20 1.36 — — —

16 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.40 1.40 1.74 — — —

17 house? 1 1 8 101 a 3.10 2.90 8.48 — — —

b 1.90 1.90 3.60 — — —

c 3.50 2.70 9.44 — — 1?

d 3.80 1.20 4.56 — — —

e 5.40 4.80 23.86 — — —

f 3.50 2.80 9.52 — — 1

g 3.50 1.80 6.12 — — —

h 4.50 3.30 14.74 — — 1

18 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 4.20 3.50 12.52 — — —

19 house 1 1 2 27 a 3.60 3.40 11.60 — — 1

b 3.00 2.90 7.92 — 1 —

20 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.60 2.00 4.60 — — —

21 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 4.80  ca. 3.3 ca. 14.56 — — 1

22 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.00 1.60 2.40 — — —

23 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.00 1.60 2.86 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

24 house 1 1 3 20 a 2.10 2.00 4.08 — — 1 ext.

b 3.30 2.00 6.08 — 1 1 ext.

c 2.00 1.60 2.60 — 1 int.,  
1 ext.

—

25 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 4.00 1.80 6.04 — — —

26 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 0.80 0.50 0.40 — — —

27 agglom- 
erated

3 4 8 153 a 3.40 3.20 10.86 — — —

b 2.80 2.10 5.24 — — —

c 5.20 4.10 21.32 Courtyard? — —

d 6.00 3.80 17.60 — — —

e 6.20 3.90 21.70 window? 1 —

f 4.80 3.30 12.00 — — —

g 4.20 3.80 15.44 — — 1

h 4.20 3.60 13.40 — — —

28 house? 1 1 2 20+ a 2.60+ 2.40+ 5.00+ — 1 —

b 3.20+ 2.00+ 5.00+ — — —

29 house 1 1 4 60 a 5.30 2.90 13.56 — — 1? ext.

b 4.70 3.20 14.24 — — —

c 3.60 2.10 7.24 — 1 —

d 4.70 3.10 11.82 Courtyard? — —

30 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 3.40 3.40 11.48 — — —

31 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.80 2.50 7.00 — — 1? int.  
1 ext.

32 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 3.00 ca. 1.00 ca. 3.00 — — —

33 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.00 1.40 ca. 2.00 — — —

34 house 1 1 2 30 a 4.40 3.70 16.28 — — 1

b 3.00 2.50 7.36 — — —

35 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 4.30 3.90 14.62 — — —

36 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 3.80 3.00 11.40 — — —

37 agglom- 
erated

2 2 8 131 a 3.30 2.40 7.60 — — —

b 3.40 2.30 5.36 — — —

c 6.50 4.60 25.74 Courtyard? — —

d 4.10 3.90 15.64 — — 1

e 3.40 2.60 7.36 — 1 —

f 4.80 4.00 18.78 — 2 —

g 4.00 3.50 14.04 — — 2

h 3.70 2.20 7.36 — — —

38 house 1 1 2 21 a 3.00 3.00 9.04 — — 1

b 3.50 2.50 5.20 — — Boulder
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

39 agglom- 
erated?

2 ? 2 4 47 a 5.40 3.60 17.78 — — —

b 3.30 2.70 7.52 — 3 —

c 2.90 2.10 5.32 — — —

d 2.00 2.00 4.00 — — —

40 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.90 0.70 1.04 — — —

41 agglom- 
erated

3 4 9–10 150 a 4.70 3.70 15.64 — — —

b 2.80 2.60 6.96 — — —

c 4.80 3.60 15.86 — — 1

d 1.60 1.10 1.52 — — —

e ca. 4.60 3.70 14.48 — — —

f 4.60 2.10 9.48 — — —

g 3.90 1.40 4.48 — — —

h 4.40 3.20 12.36 — — —

i 8.00 5.30 40.96 Courtyard? — —

j 2.20 1.00 2.28 — — —

42 house 1 1 2 32 a 4.00 3.40 12.64 — 2 —

b 4.20 3.50 11.60 — 6–8 —

43 house 1 1 2 28 a 4.10 3.90 14.78 — 1 2

b 4.20 1.60 6.36 — 1+ —

44 house 1 1 3 40 a 4.50 4.00 16.74 — 4 —

b 4.00 2.90 10.36 — 2 1

c 2.30 1.00 2.20 — — —

45 house 1 1 2 26 a 4.00 3.50 9.78 — 1? —

b 3.70 2.50 7.78 — 1? —

46 house 1 1 2 ca. 19 a 3.50 3.10 10.40 — — 1

b ca. 2.50 ca. 2.10 ca. 4.36 — — —

47 house 1 1 3 21 a 3.00 2.80 8.08 — — —

b 2.40 2.20 4.36 — — —

c 2.00 1.50 2.78 — — 1? ext.

48 house 1 1 1 25 — 6.80 3.30 20.00 — 2–3 1?

49 house 1 1 3–4 53 a 5.10 2.10 8.96 — — —

b 5.10 4.10 19.60 — — —

c 3.80 3.70 12.92 — 1? 1

50 agglom- 
erated

3 4 20 303 a 6.30 3.60 21.20 — — 1

b 4.80 2.40 10.96 — — —

c 4.50 4.50 15.70 — — 1

d 3.60 3.60 7.96 — — —

e 2.50 2.00 4.40 — — —

f 6.20 3.90 24.20 Courtyard? — —

g 7.40 4.20 28.52 — 1 —

h 6.60 4.00 24.16 — 1 —

i 3.40 2.40 7.60 — — —

j 3.90 3.70 11.44 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

k 3.40 2.90 9.16 — — —

l 2.80 2.60 6.92 — — —

m 2.80 2.20 5.44 — — —

n 4.70 3.50 15.08 hearth? — 1

o 2.70 2.20 5.04 — — —

p 2.60 2.60 6.00 — — 1?

q 5.30 2.90 14.04 — — 1

r 3.50 3.40 11.28 — — 1

s 4.90 4.20 15.64 — — 1

t 3.00 2.80 7.24 — — —

51 agglom- 
erated

3? 3 6 79 a 3.60 3.50 11.82 — 2 —

b 3.90 2.60 9.12 — — 1

c 2.60 2.40 5.04 — — —

d 3.40 2.20 6.48 — — 1 int.  
1 ext.

e 4.10 3.30 12.12 — — —

f 4.00 4.00 13.56 — 1? 1

52 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 5.20 2.60 12.48 — — —

53 house 1 1 3 48 a 3.00 2.10 5.92 — 2 —

b 4.80 3.80 16.36 — 1 —

c 3.80 2.80 10.64 — — 1

54 house 1 1 3 46 a 4.60 3.60 15.52 — — 1

b 4.00 3.80 15.20 — — 1?

c 3.60 2.00 5.56 — — 1?

55 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.00 1.80 3.60 — — 1?

1993 SeaSon

56 house 1 1 3 49 a 6.20 3.80 20.78 — — 1 + 1?

b 3.20 2.60 7.40 — — —

c 3.30 2.70 8.12 — — 1

57 house 1 1 3 41 a 3.80 3.40 11.48 — — —

b 4.80 3.60 13.20 — — —

c 4.00 1.80 5.60 — — —

58 house 1 1 2–3 23 a 2.70 2.70 6.36 — 1 —

b 1.80 1.20 2.24 — — —

c 1.20 1.10 ca. 1.20 — — —

59 out- 
building?

— — 1 — — 1.80 1.60 ca. 2.60 — — —

60 out- 
building?

— — 1 — — 2.60 2.00 ca. 4.82 — — —

61 agglom- 
erated

3 3 9 170 a 6.90 5.70 35.64 — — —

b 5.70 5.10 26.28 — — —

c 5.50 3.40 14.52 — — —

d 6.50 3.30 20.08 — — —

e 4.20 3.40 12.16 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

f 4.00 3.10 10.66 — 1 —

g 3.90 3.00 11.16 — — —

h 2.20 2.20 4.74 — — —

61a out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.10 0.70 0.70 — — —

62 house 1 1 3–4 41 a 5.00 3.70 16.04 — — —

b 2.40 2.40 5.66 — — —

c 2.20 1.50 3.12 — — —

d 3.00 1.70 5.04 — — —

63 agglom- 
erated

3 3 13 167 a 2.00 1.80 2.24 — — —

b 4.00 2.00 7.48 — — —

c 2.70 2.00 4.56 — — —

d 5.20 3.40 17.12 — 2 1

e 5.00 3.20 15.60 — 1 —

f 2.40 2.20 5.00 — — —

g 6.30 3.80 22.52 — — —

h 3.50 2.50 8.00 — 1 —

i 4.00 2.80 10.52 — — —

j 3.80 3.30 12.56 — 1 1 + 1?

k 4.40 2.40 10.74 — — —

l 3.40 2.30 7.40 — — —

m 3.60 3.30 10.32 — 1 —

64 agglom- 
erated

2 3 10–11 141 a 3.60 3.10 11.04 — — —

b 4.00 3.10 ca. 11.56 hearth? — 2?

c 2.70 2.40 ca. 5.70 — 1 —

d 5.90 3.20 18.88 — — —

e 4.60 2.20 9.04 — 1? —

f 4.20 3.00 11.40 — — —

g 6.10 2.50 15.78 — — —

h 5.40 3.30 13.96 — — 1

i 1.30 1.20 1.56 — — —

j 1.20 1.00 1.20 — — —

65 agglom- 
erated

5 5 13–15 237 a 5.40 2.70 14.12 — — 1

b 3.70 2.90 10.60 — — —

c 2.60 1.60 4.16 — — 1

d 6.00 4.00 16.74 — — —

e 4.10 4.00 16.24 — 1 1

f 4.10 3.10 12.70 — — —

g 2.60 2.20 4.96 — — —

h 4.50 3.90 ca. 13.00 plus 
“closet”

— —

i 5.10 2.50 12.08 — — 1

j 4.90 3.30 12.48 — — —

k 2.50 1.40 3.20 — — —

l 4.40 2.60 ca. 10.60 — — 1
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

m 5.70 4.20 22.24 — 1 —

n 4.20 3.40 13.78 — 1 —

66 agglom- 
erated

3 3 11 156 a 3.70 2.70 9.82 — 3 —

b 3.00 2.30 4.66 — — —

c 5.40 2.90 12.60 — 1 —

d 3.90 3.20 11.52 — — 1

e 4.70 3.60 11.12 — — —

f 4.30 1.80 6.04 — — —

g 4.40 3.80 14.52 — — —

h 5.10 2.40 11.28 — 1 —

i 5.40 3.10 15.24 Circle of 
ash and 
sherds

— —

j 4.40 3.60 13.60 — 2 —

k 2.80 2.70 5.82 — — —

67 house? 1 1 3–4 53 a 3.40 2.80 9.52 — — 1

b 1.20 1.10 1.32 — — —

c 6.00 4.00 18.20 — 2 —

d 3.80 3.00 11.60 — 2 —

68 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.30 0.60 0.56 — — —

69 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.20 1.00 1.24 — — —

70 agglom- 
erated

2 2 4 61 a 5.50 3.40 18.70 — 1 —

b 3.30 1.50 4.48 — — —

c 4.30 ca. 3.30 13.52 — 1 —

d 5.00 2.20 8.52 — — —

71 agglom- 
erated

3 3 10 138 a 6.40 3.50 21.82 — 1 —

b 5.80 4.10 23.32 — — —

c 3.40 2.60 7.56 — — —

d 3.80 2.60 7.12 — — —

e 5.10 3.20 16.32 — 1 —

f 3.40 1.60 5.44 — — —

g 3.00 2.10 6.28 — — —

h 3.20 3.00 7.24 — — —

i ca. 4.00 1.70 6.00 — — —

j 4.30 3.10 12.64 — 2 1?

72 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 0.90 0.70 0.52 — — —

73 house 1 1 3 40 a 3.10 3.00 8.20 — — —

b 3.90 3.40 13.24 — — —

c 4.00 3.10 9.56 — — 1

74 agglom- 
erated

4 4 13–14 174 a 5.00 3.30 16.48 — — —

b 4.70 1.80 7.96 — — —

c 2.60 1.90 4.20 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

d 2.80 2.60 7.28 — — —

e 3.20 ca. 1.50 ca. 4.56 — — —

f ca. 3.30 2.30 ca. 6.96 — — —

g ca. 4.20 4.00 ca. 13.64 — — 1?

h 3.60 3.20 10.56 — — —

i 4.10 2.60 8.66 — — —

j 3.70 3.20 10.28 — — —

k 2.80 2.60 6.00 — — —

l ca. 5.90 3.20 ca. 14.74 includes 
partition 

wall

— —

m 3.50 3.30 11.56 — — 1

75 out- 
building

— — 1 — — ca. 2.80 ca. 1.60 ca. 1.64 guardpost — —

76 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 0.80 0.60 0.44 — — —

77 agglom- 
erated

3 3 8 176 a 7.60 4.10 31.16 hearth? — 1

b 5.00 3.00 14.92 — 2 —

c 3.80 3.00 10.64 — 1 1

d 7.30 4.00 25.40 — 2 + 1? —

e 3.60 3.30 11.28 — — —

f 3.90 3.20 12.48 — — —

g 6.30 3.10 19.12 — — —

h 4.60 2.40 10.08 — — —

78 house 1 1 4 43 a 4.10 2.10 8.32 — — —

b 3.00 2.60 7.92 — — —

c ca. 3.10 3.00 ca. 9.30 — — —

d 2.80 2.00 4.56 — — —

79 agglom- 
erated

4 4 6 81 a ca. 5.10 ca. 3.2 ca. 16.32 — — —

b 5.50 3.00 16.00 — — —

c ca. 4.50 ca. 2.10 ca. 9.45 — — —

d ca. 2.00 ca. 2.00 ca. 3.74 — — 1?

e 4.10 3.20 12.56 — 1? 1

f 0.30 0.80 1.44 — — —

80 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.60 1.40 2.24 — — —

81 house 1 1 5 53 a ca. 4.10 3.00 ca. 11.48 — — —

b 3.20 2.00 6.12 — — —

c ca. 2.70 2.20 ca. 5.16 — 1 —

d ca. 3.00 2.30 ca. 5.20 — — —

e 3.30 2.50 7.52 — — —

82 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 3.00 2.60 7.28 — — —

83 house 1 1 3 34 a 2.60 1.80 4.68 — 1 —

b 4.50 3.20 11.36 includes 
one double 

niche?

2 —

c 3.50 2.00 6.36 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

84 agglom- 
erated

3 4 8–9 150 a 3.00 2.70 7.96 — — —

b 2.20 1.30 2.86 — — —

c ca. 3.80 ca. 2.10 ca. 7.98 — — —

d 2.10+ 1.30 2.73+ — — —

e 6.70 6.40 35.44+ — 1+ —

f 4.50 2.80 11.12 — — 1

g 5.10 4.00 ca. 15.44 — 1? —

h 4.00 2.40 8.04 — 1 —

i 4.90 4.70 21.64 — — 1 ext.

85 house 1 1 2 29 a 5.40 3.50 18.36 — — 2

b 3.10 2.10 6.66 — — —

86 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.60 1.30 2.08 — — —

87 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.20 1.20 1.04 — — —

88 house 1 — 1 2 a 3.80 3.60 13.68 — — —

b 3.10 2.60 8.06 — — —

89 agglom- 
erated

4 4 10–11 119 a 3.00 1.80 5.36 — — —

b 2.10 0.90 1.48 — — —

c 3.90 2.90 9.64 — — —

d 3.00 1.90 5.40 — — —

e 5.90 3.20 ca. 15.66 — — 1

f 2.50 1.50 3.52 — — 1

g 4.20 3.50 13.74 includes 
partition 

wall

— —

h 3.10 2.00 6.28 includes 
boulder

— —

i 5.20 3.60 ca. 17.52 — — —

j ca. 2.70 ca. 2.10 ca. 5.70 — — —

90 house 1 1 2 28 a 4.10 3.30 13.44 hearth? — —

b 3.20 3.00 9.52 hearth? — —

91 house 1 1 2 37 a 4.30 3.40 13.56 — — —

b 4.40 3.60 13.74 — — —

92 agglom- 
erated?

3? 4 5 112 a 5.20 4.20 21.56 includes 
circle

— 1

b 5.00 4.30 19.56 — — —

c 3.80 3.50 13.32 — — —

d ca. 4.30 3.10 ca. 13.32 — — 1

e 4.20 3.60 14.36 — — 1

93 agglom- 
erated

2 3 6 158 a 5.00 1.40 7.00 — — —

b 2.90 2.50 7.25 — 3 —

c 5.30 3.50 18.55 — — —

d 4.80 3.60 17.28 — — 1?

e 3.80 3.64 12.94 — — —

f 3.60 ca. 2.70 ca. 9.00 — — 1

g 4.20 3.20 12.12 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

94 house 1 1 2 19 a 4.00 2.30 8.78 — — —

b 2.60 1.30 3.12 — — —

95 agglom- 
erated?

2? 2 7 119 a 3.50 2.50 8.70 — — —

b 4.40 1.40 6.12 — — —

c 4.00 3.30 13.12 — — —

d 3.00 1.10 3.28 — — —

e 3.30 2.60 8.36 — — —

f 2.80 1.60 4.36 — — —

g 4.00 2.30 9.12 — — —

96 out- 
building

— — 2 — a 1.40 1.30 1.60 — — —

b 1.40 0.90 1.12 — — —

97 house 1 1 2 34 a 4.30 4.10 16.44 — — 1?

b 3.30 2.30 7.28 — 1 —

98 retaining 
walls

— — — — — — — — — — —

99 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.10 1.80 3.60 — — —

100 house 1 1 3 49 a 4.00 2.60 9.78 — — —

b 5.20 3.30 15.60 — — 1

c 4.70 2.00 8.70 — — —

101 agglom- 
erated

2 2 6 74 a 3.70 2.80 10.36 — — 1

b 2.60 2.10 5.60 — 1? 1

c 4.80 3.70 16.32 — — —

d 4.10 3.50 13.20 — 1 —

e 2.00 1.40 2.92 — — —

f 2.40 1.70 3.78 — — —

102 house 1 1 5 31 a 2.90 2.20 6.32 — — —

b 2.80 1.60 3.52 — — —

c 2.70 1.60 4.32 — — —

d 4.20+ 3.60 ca. 8.24 Very 
irregular

— 1

e ca. 2.60 ca. 2.30 ca. 5.12 — — —

103 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.30 1.10 1.28 — — —

104 agglom- 
erated

3 3 10 132 a 4.70 1.40 5.66 — — —

b 4.90 2.80 12.28 — — 1

c 2.60 2.10 4.24 minus 
boulder

— —

d 2.80 1.70 4.56 — — —

e 3.70 3.50 12.60 — — —

f ca. 3.60 3.30 ca. 11.24 — — —

g 2.90 2.10 ca. 4.92 — — —

h 4.10 3.60 12.20 — 1? 1

i 4.80 3.70 15.86 — — —

j 2.80 2.10 5.82 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

105 agglom- 
erated

3 3 7–8 121 a 4.00 3.40 13.40 — — 1

b ca. 2.60 ca. 1.80 ca. 4.66 — — 1

c 5.50 5.10 22.92 — — 1 ext.

d 2.80 2.40 6.48 — — —

e 2.50 2.00 4.92 — — —

f 4.30 4.00 15.32 — — —

g 2.50 2.40 5.56 — — —

h 4.10 3.10 12.70 — — 1

1996 SeaSon

106 agglom- 
erated

6 6 22 271 a 4.20 3.50 14.08 — — 1

b 2.70 2.30 6.04 — — —

c 3.40 2.60 8.08 — 1 (33 flat 
stone)

1

d 4.00 3.00 11.00 — — —

e 4.00 3.40 10.44 — — —

f 2.90 2.80 7.66 — — —

g 5.40 3.10 18.24 — — —

h 5.10 2.40 11.66 — — —

i 3.70 3.20 7.24 — — —

j 4.10 2.10 8.56 — — —

k 4.40 3.80 12.16 — — —

l 3.60 2.10 6.92 — — —

m 5.40 3.90 17.70 — — —

n 4.00 3.80 14.12 — remnant 1

o 4.10 3.80 14.66 — — —

p 2.60 2.40 5.52 — — —

q 3.30 3.20 9.60 — — —

r 4.50 3.10 13.78 — — 1

s 3.00 2.30 6.82 — — —

t 4.10 2.60 6.12 — — —

u 4.40 3.00 13.08 — 1 (38 ≈ 38,  
no top)

—

v 4.10 3.60 14.56 — — —

107 house? 1 1 1 11 — 3.40 3.40 11.52 — — —

108 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 3.10 3.00 9.32 — — 1?

109 agglom- 
erated

2 2 6 35 a 2.10 2.10 4.44 — — —

b 2.20 1.20 2.70 — — —

c 2.10 2.00 3.96 — — —

d 4.10 3.70 12.52 — — —

e 3.20 1.70 4.44 — — —

f 3.00 1.90 4.92 — — 1	(ca.	120	≈	
100)
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

110 house 1 1 4 32 a 6.60 3.90 21.24 — — —

b 2.20 2.00 3.74 — — —

c 2.70 2.60 5.52 — — —

d ca. 1.80 1.20 ca. 2.00 — — —

111 out- 
building

— — 1 — — ca. 3.10 2.10 ca. 5.24 — — —

112 out- 
building

— — 2 — a ca. 2.90 ca. 2.40 ca. 6.82 — — —

b 2.40 2.30 4.40 — — —

113 house 1 1 3 18+ a 3.20+ 2.60+ 6.52+ — — —

b 4.00 2.60 8.82 including 
wall stub

— —

c 2.50 ca. 1.30 ca. 2.78 — — —

114 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.90 1.80 3.12 — — —

115 house? 1 1 1+ 14 — 5.00 3.40 14.16 — — —

116 house 1 1 2 20 — 3.60 3.30 9.92 — — —

4.00 2.60 8.12 including 
lower 

boulder

— —

117 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.20 2.10 4.60 — — —

118 house 1 1 5–6 85 a 4.60 2.90 13.24 — — —

b 5.50 5.00 21.70 Courtyard? — —

c 5.70 3.60 16.66 — — —

d 4.20 3.60 12.60 — — 1?

e 5.20 3.90 ca. 14.66 including 
partition 

wall

— —

119 out- 
building?

— — 1 — — 3.10+ 2.80+ 4.32+ — — —

120 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 3.50 3.40 10.16 — — —

121 agglom- 
erated

3 4 7–8 126 a 6.80 2.70 17.78 — — —

b 5.90 2.20 11.52 — — —

c 4.30 2.60 ca. 10.20 — — —

d 3.90 2.50 9.36 — — —

e 8.10 6.10 37.24 Courtyard? — —

f 3.40 2.40 8.52 — — —

g 5.50 4.00 18.04 — — —

122 house 1 1 2 22 a 3.80 3.50 11.44 — — —

b 3.00 2.50 7.48 — — —

123 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.60 0.80 1.28 — — —

124 agglom- 
erated

3 5 12 187 a 6.50 3.80 22.40 — — 2?

b 5.00 2.00 9.74 — — —

c 4.50 4.20 18.04 — — 1

d 5.10 3.00 14.52 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

e ca. 3.80 2.70 ca. 9.32 — — —

f 4.80 3.20 13.20 — — —

g 3.20 2.50 8.04 — — —

h 3.40 1.90 5.96 — — —

i 4.50 3.90 15.96 — — 1

j 5.60 4.00 17.36 — — —

k 4.20 2.50 10.48 — — 1?

l 4.90 3.00 13.16 — — —

125 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.90 1.40 3.40 — — —

126 agglom- 
erated

3 3 9 134 a 3.60 3.20 10.70 — — 1

b 3.00 2.50 7.28 — — —

c 5.70 4.20 18.60 — — 1? ext.

d 4.60 4.60 20.66 including 
possible 

cross wall

— —

e 7.60 3.10 20.82 Courtyard? — —

f 4.50 3.00 11.70 — — —

g 4.30 2.20 9.44 — — —

h 4.10  ca. 3.6 ca. 13.92 — — —

i 3.70 3.10 9.52 — — —

127 agglom- 
erated?

2 2 2–3 32 a 4.30 4.10 16.04 — — 1 int.  
1 ext.

b 5.10 3.60 14.40 — — 1

c 1.40 1.00 1.36 — — —

128 agglom- 
erated

2 2 6 71 a 5.40 3.80 16.74 — — —

b 3.30 2.60 11.20 — — 1

c 2.70 2.00 4.64 — — —

d 5.40 3.30 16.32 — — —

e 3.10 2.20 6.08 — — —

f 4.30 3.90 15.04 — — 1 (ca.  
110 ≈ 90)

129 house 1 1 3 –4 50 a 4.30 3.60 13.64 — — —

b 5.10 ca. 1.60 ca. 6.70 — — —

c ca. 4.40 3.50 ca. 14.12 — — —

d ca. 2.80 2.70 ca. 6.44 — — 1

130 house 1 1 4 45–58 a 4.50 3.30 13.40 — — —

b 4.70 3.30 14.20 — — —

c 5.30 2.80 14.36 — — —

d 3.50 3.30 10.44 — — —

131 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.10 1.00 0.80 — — —

132 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.50 0.90 1.28 — — —

133 house 1 1 3 16 a 4.10 2.80 11.04 — 1 1

b 1.60 1.20 1.92 — 1 —

c 1.20 1.10 1.32 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

134 agglom- 
erated

2 2 5 68 a 4.80 4.00 18.48 — — 1

b 3.50 2.30 7.82 — — —

c 5.50 2.70 ca. 13.16 — — 1 int.  
1 ext.

d 2.70 ca. 1.60 ca. 4.00 — — —

e 4.40 4.10 ca. 16.40 — — —

135 house 1 1 2 32 a 4.40 3.50 14.86 — — 1

b 3.90 3.50 12.08 — — —

136 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.70 1.70 2.52 — — —

137 out- 
building

— — 1 — — ca. 2.00 ca. 1.40 ca. 1.92 — — —

138 house 1 1 3 23+ a 4.50 3.50 13.52 — — —

b 2.40 2.00 4.48 — — —

c 1.10 ca. 1.00 1.08+ — — —

139 house 1 1 2–3 23+ a 3.40 3.40 10.78 — — —

b 4.00 3.20 12.36 — — 1

140 agglom- 
erated

3+ 3 13 ca. 
213

a 3.30 1.70 5.26 — — —

b 4.20 3.20 12.36 — — —

c 4.90 4.30 19.64 — — —

d 2.90 2.50 7.24 — — —

e ca. 4.10 ca. 2.90 ca. 11.86 — — —

— ca. 4.20 ca. 3.50 ca. 12.00 — — —

g ca. 4.10 ca. 3.80 ca. 14.82 — — —

h 5.50 3.70 ca. 17.82 — — —

i 6.30 3.30 19.24 — — —

j ca. 4.70 ca. 3.60 ca. 15.64 — — —

k 5.70 3.00 17.08 — — —

l 4.50 3.40 14.60 — — —

m 3.70 2.10 7.66 — — 1? ext.

141 agglom- 
erated

2? 2 5 61 a 4.00 3.20 12.36 — — —

b 5.60 3.20 17.32 — 1 (30+ w; 
left slab 40 h; 
bottom 35 up 
from surface)

—

c 3.60 3.50 12.16 — — 1  
(190 ≈ 80)

d 4.20 2.40 9.40 — — 1  
(122 ≈ 80)

e 2.10 1.50 3.12 — — —

142 house 1 1 3 41 a 3.80 3.10 11.44 — — —

b 3.80 3.60 13.44 — — 1

c 4.20 3.80 14.70 — — 1?

143 house 1 1 2 — a 4.40 2.70 11.60 — — 1 (ca.  
180 ≈ 80)

b 2.60 1.90 4.92 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

144 agglom- 
erated

4 4 11 ca. 
143

a 4.30 4.20 ca. 15.20 — 1 (29 w; 18+ 
h; bottom in 
sand)

—

b ca. 2.60 2.40 ca. 6.24 — — —

c 4.00 ca. 3.40 ca. 11.56 — — —

d 4.70 3.60 14.00 — — —

e ca. 4.00 2.60 ca. 9.12 — — —

f 4.20 3.40 ca. 13.00 — 1 (33 w; 39 
d; 20 h; top 
lost, bottom in 
sand)

—

g 3.80 3.80 12.52 to 
boulders

— —

h 3.50 3.20 ca. 9.96 to rim of 
stones

— —

i 4.40 3.40 ca. 13.92 to 
retaining 

wall

— —

j 2.50 1.80 ca. 3.82 — 1 (28 h; 26 
w; filled with 
stones)

—

k 3.00 3.00 8.92 one niche 
damaged

1 (23 w; ca. 
19 d; 31+ h; 
bottom buried)
2 (ca. 33 w; 
20 d)

—

145 house 1 1 2 15 a 4.00 2.20 8.96 — — —

b 3.00 1.40 3.92 — — —

146 out- 
building

— — 2 — a 1.60 1.10 ca. 1.48 — — —

b 1.50 1.40 ca. 2.04 to bedrock 
wall

— —

147 house 1 1 2 — a ca. 5.20 3.10 ca. 14.86 — — —

b ca. 3.00 2.60 ca. 7.78 — — —

148 out- 
building?

— — 1 — — 2.20 2.00 4.04 — — —

149 house 1 1 4–5 ca. 62 a 4.20 3.00 9.20 — — —

b 4.00 3.30 ca. 13.52 including 
“closet”

— —

c 2.80 1.90 5.20 — — —

d 6.60 5.00 18.52 2 rooms? 
court?

— —

149a out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.50 1.10  ca. 1.40 — — —

150 agglom- 
erated

2 2 4–5 54+ a ca. 6.20 ca. 3.40 ca. 16.60 — — —

b 4.00 3.10 12.60 — — —

c 3.60 2.90 9.74 — — —

d ca. 4.10 ca. 3.90 ca. 15.66 — 1 (ca. 30 w; 
20+ h; 45 up 
from surface)

—
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

151 house 1 1 4–5 26+ a 3.70 3.20 10.70 — 1 —

b ca. 2.50  ca. .80 ca. 1.78 — — —

c ca. 4.00 ca. 2.50 ca. 8.48 — — —

d 3.70 2.00+ 7.40+ — 1 —

152 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.20+ 1.50 3.78+ — — —

153 house 1 1 2 31 — 5.00 3.40 15.52 — — —

3.80 3.60 12.82 — 1 (30 w; 20 
h; 30 d; 62 up 
from surface) 
2 (30+ h, top 
missing; 57 up 
from sand)

—

1997 SeaSon

154 house 1 1 3 50 a ca. 3.60 ca. 2.30 ca. 7.96 — — —

b 5.00 4.60 16.40 — — —

c 5.70 4.00 22.24 including 
low walls

1 —

155 out- 
building

— — 1 — — ca. 4.20 ca. 3.20 ca. 12.16 — — —

156 agglom- 
erated

3 3 10 134 a ca. 3.30 2.60 7.20 — — —

b ca. 6.00 ca. 2.80 13.96 — — —

c 3.50 3.20 10.82 — — —

d 4.30 3.50 13.92 — 1 (40 w) —

e 3.00 3.00 8.40 — — —

f 4.70 3.40 15.36 — — —

g 3.60 3.30 10.70 including 
wall stub

2 —

h 5.60 3.40 16.44 — — —

i 3.60 2.60 8.20 — — —

j 5.00 3.00 13.16 not 
including 
boulders

— —

157 house 1 1 2–3 38 a 4.80 3.10 ca. 13.48 — — —

b 4.10 3.00 11.56 — — 1? ext.

158 agglom- 
erated

2 2 5 83 a 6.60 4.00 22.66 — Courtyard? —

b 5.40 3.80 17.60 — — 1?

c ca. 3.00 2.40 ca. 6.52 — — —

d 4.70 3.40 ca. 15.48 — — —

e ca. 4.00 3.00 ca. 11.52 — — —

159 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 4.20 3.90 23.48 minus 
boulders

— —

160 house 1 1 4 60 a 4.50 ca. 3.3 ca. 14.44 — — —

b ca. 5.00 2.80 ca. 11.48 — — —

c 4.40 3.20 13.86 — — —

d 4.00 3.20 12.78 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

161 agglom- 
erated

3 3 7 115 a 5.20 ca. 3.70 ca. 14.20 — — —

b 4.00 3.20 12.36 — — —

c 6.60 3.80 21.60 Feature 
(ca. 125 ≈ 
135 cm)

— —

d 3.90 3.20 12.00 — — —

e 5.00 4.10 15.70 — — —

f 5.00 3.20 14.04 — 1? —

g 4.00 ca. 3.20 ca. 10.08 — — —

162 agglom- 
erated

5 5 16 267 a 4.50 2.90 12.24 — — —

b 4.30 3.80 14.82 — — —

c ca. 4.20 3.60 ca. 14.28 — — —

d ca. 4.20 2.60 ca. 9.48 — — 1?

e 4.20 4.00 15.78 — — —

f 8.60 4.10+ 33.04+ Courtyard? — —

g ca. 6.00 3.50 17.36 — — —

h ca. 4.00 ca. 2.00 ca. 7.96 — — —

i 4.10 2.00 8.20 — — —

j 4.00 3.10 11.44 — — —

k 6.20 4.00 ca. 16.56 — — —

l 4.80 3.10 ca. 13.66 — — —

m 3.70 3.50 12.86 — — —

n ca. 4.50 3.40 ca. 12.74 — — —

o 4.30 3.90 16.32 — — 1?

p 4.10 2.30 9.32 — — —

163 agglom- 
erated

3 3 6 83 a 3.00 2.60 7.12 — — —

b 3.70 2.70 9.44 — — —

c 3.90 3.60 ca. 13.00 — — —

d 2.20 2.20 4.74 — — —

e 6.70 5.60 31.64 — — 1?

f 4.10 2.50 10.04 — — —

164 agglom- 
erated

— — 7 103 a ca. 5.20 3.70 ca. 16.48 — — —

b 3.40 2.00 6.74 — — —

c 4.70 ca. 3.40 ca. 15.66 — — —

d 4.00 2.00 7.24 — — —

e 4.10 ca. 2.6 ca. 10.56 — — —

f 4.10 1.90 6.96 — — —

g 9.10 3.80 29.64 Courtyard? — —

165 house 1 1 2 ca. 39 a ca. 4.80 ca. 4.00 ca. 16.24 — — —

b ca. 5.20 ca. 3.70 ca. 18.04 including 
boulder 
bench

— 1
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

166 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.90 ca. 1.70 ca. 2.20 — — —

167 house 1 1 3–4 29 a 4.20 2.60 9.20 — 1 (40 w	≈	45 h	
≈	40 d; 45 up 
from surface)

—

b 2.20 2.00 4.36 not 
including 
passage

1 —

c 3.80 2.50 8.82 including 
“closet”

1	natural	(45	w	
≈	40	h	≈	140	d)

—

168 house 1 1 2 24 a 3.60 3.40 12.08 including 
wall stub

— 1

b 3.70 2.70 9.82 — — —

169 house 1 1 5 42 a ca. 4.10 ca. 3.80 ca. 11.36 — — —

b 3.80 3.00 9.32 — 1 (30 w;  
27 h; bottom in 

sand)

—

c 3.00 1.70 4.92 — 1 (40 w) —

d 2.20 1.40 2.92 exterior 
feature

— —

e ca. 3.00 2.20 6.24 — — —

170 house 1 1 3 14 a 2.00 1.80 3.00 — — —

b 3.00 2.20 5.24 — — —

c 2.40 2.30 4.78 Upper 
level

— —

171 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.30 1.20 1.24 — — —

172 house 1 1 4 25 a 2.70 2.20 5.00 — — —

b 5.60 3.00 9.44 y-shaped 
room

— —

c 1.90 1.70 3.04 — — —

d 3.70 2.40 6.66 — — —

173 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 3.70 ca. 3.50 ca. 10.44 — — —

174 agglom- 
erated

3 3 6–7 ca. 90 a ca. 4.60 ca. 3.80 ca. 15.44 — — 1 (ca.  
200  ≈ 130)

b 4.40 ca. 3.00 ca. 11.24 — — —

c 6.00 5.50 ca. 25.86 — — 1  
(210 ≈ 120)

d 6.30 4.70 ca. 19.04 including 
small room 
and feature 

or bench

1 (30 w; 60 d, 
bottom lost)

remnant?

e 3.40 1.60 4.66 — — —

f 3.10 2.10 5.74 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

175 agglom- 
erated

2 2 5 61 a ca. 3.80 3.00 ca. 11.20 — natural niche 
in granite

1?

b 4.60 4.20 11.56 — 5, clockwise 
from door:
1. damaged
2. 30 w; ca. 22 
d; 34 h; 75 up
3. 34 w; ca. 23 
d; 39 h; 68 up
4. 39 w; 30+ h; 
top gone
5. 42 w; 36 d; 
26 h; 125 up

2

c ca. 2.90 2.00 ca. 5.40 — — —

d 3.90 ca. 2.90 ca. 10.60 — — —

e 5.00 3.80 ca. 14.78 — — —

176 agglom- 
erated

2 2 4 28 a 4.10 1.30 4.56 — — —

b 3.20 2.20 5.44 — — —

c 3.90 3.70 9.24 — — Boulder bench 
(68 ≈ 29)

d 2.60 2.00 4.56 — — —

177 house 1 1 4 32 a 4.20 2.35 9.64 — — —

b 2.60 2.90 7.00 — 1 (ca. 30 w; 
30 d)

—

c 2.20 1.80 3.66 — natural niche 
in granite

—

d 4.60 2.20 9.64 — 1 (40 w) —

178 house? 1 — 1 1 — 4.60 2.70 7.08 — — 1 (80 w)

179 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.40 1.10 1.28 — — —

180 house 1 1 2 ca. 30 a ca. 4.70 4.50 ca. 16.86 — — 1

b 3.60 ca. 3.50 ca. 12.28 — — 1?  
(85 ≈ 90)

181 out- 
building

— — 1 — — ca. 1.4+ 1.10 1.28+ not 
including 

space 
under 

boulders

— —

182 house? 1 — 1 1 — 3.80 ca. 2.80 ca. 9.48 — 1 1? (19 w;  
27 h)

183 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.60 2.00 2.36 not 
including 
boulders

— —

184 house 1 1 2 27 a 4.80 4.00 15.78 lower 
room

1? 1?

b 3.60 2.90 9.16 — — —

185 house 1 1 4 49 a 4.10 ca. 3.30 ca. 13.08 — — —

b 1.30 0.60 0.78 — — —

c ca. 5.20 ca. 4.20 ca. 20.92 — — —

d 4.20 ca. 3.20 ca. 11.96 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

186 agglom- 
erated?

1 3 3+ ca. 
37+

a 4.20 2.80 11.44 no 
coherent 

plan

— —

b ca. 5.00 ca. 3.00 ca. 15.00 — — —

c ca. 3.40 ca. 2.40 ca. 8.24 — — —

187 out- 
building

— — 1 — — ca. 3.80 2.20 ca. 6.96 — — —

188 house 1 1 2 — a 3.70 ca. 3.20 ca. 11.12 — — —

b ca. 4.00 3.60 ca. 13.48 — — —

189 agglom- 
erated

2+ 2 7–9+ 106 a 3.50 3.00 9.74 — — —

b 4.00 3.80 ca. 12.82 — — —

c 4.00 2.10 7.92 — — —

d 8.00 ca. 4.40 ca. 31.40 Courtyard? 
including 
looters’ 

hole/room

— —

e ca. 2.90 1.50 ca. 4.24 — — —

f ca. 3.30 ca. 2.40 ca. 7.16 — — —

g 5.40 ca. 3.60 ca. 12.12 — — —

h 2.60 2.10 3.04 — — —

190 house 1 1 2 26 a ca. 4.20 3.00 ca. 10.70 — — —

b ca. 4.30 4.00 ca. 14.24 — — —

191 out- 
building?

— — 1 — — 3.70 3.30 12.08 largish — —

192 house? 1 1 1 — — ca. 4.80 ca. 4.60 ca. 20.92 — — —

193 out- 
building?

— — 1 — — 4.00 2.80+ 6.16+ — — —

194 house 1 1 3 33 a 4.40 3.00 10.32 — — —

b 4.10 3.10 12.32 — — —

c 3.70 ca. 2.70 ca. 9.32 — 1 (ca. 40 w;  
45 d; 30 up 
from surface)
2 (broken)

—

195 agglom- 
erated

5 5 14 189 a 5.70 3.70 18.96  — — —

b 4.30 2.20 8.44 — — —

c ca. 3.30 2.80 ca. 8.86 — — —

d 6.50 ca. 3.90 ca. 20.32 Courtyard? — —

e 2.20 1.40 3.08 — — —

f ca. 3.70 2.40 ca. 8.78 — — —

g 3.50 2.20 7.24 — — —

h ca. 3.80 ca. 3.10 ca. 9.00 — — —

i ca. 3.50 ca. 3.20 ca. 9.96 — — —

j 4.00 2.50 9.36 — — —

k 2.80 2.30 ca. 5.60 — — —

l ca. 3.80 2.40 ca. 8.64 — — —

m 3.30 3.20 10.52 — — —

n 4.30 3.90 16.74 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

195a house 1 1 2 27 a 3.60 3.30 11.66 — — —

b 4.10 ca. 3.60 ca. 14.04 — — —

196 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.50 1.40 1.92 — — —

197 house 1 1 4 52 a 4.00 3.90 13.60 — — 1

b 4.40 3.10 ca. 12.00 — — 1?

c 4.40 4.00 12.40 not 
including 
boulder 

— 1

d ca. 3.00 2.60 7.44 — — —

198 house 1 1 2 ca. 20 a ca. 3.60 ca. 3.40 ca. 6.82 — — —

b ca. 3.20 ca. 2.80 ca. 7.24 — — —

199 house 1 1 6 76 a 3.60 3.60 11.60 — — 1?

b 4.80 3.50 14.04 — — —

c 4.00 3.70 13.52 — — 1

d 2.20 2.00 3.70 — — —

e 4.70 2.90 11.52 — — —

f 3.60 3.20 10.20 — — —

200 house 1 1 3 37 a ca. 4.00 3.20 12.78 — — —

b 4.00 2.80 10.86 — — —

c 3.60 2.80 10.04 — — —

201 Compound 3 5 8 199 a 13.00 11.60 85.20 Courtyard — —

b 4.30 4.20 15.36 including 
“light trap”

— —

c 4.00 2.20 8.52 — — —

d 6.00 5.40 ca. 24.08 Courtyard — —

e 4.70 3.20 14.24 — — 1?

f ca. 4.20 ca. 2.00 ca. 7.78 — — —

g 3.80 3.40 11.82 — — —

h 4.70 3.00 13.36 — — —

202 house? 1 1 1 — — ca. 5.00 ca. 3.60 17.36 — — —

203 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.40 0.90 0.86 — — —

204 house 1 1 3 ca. 30 a 4.30 3.60 15.12 — — —

b ca. 2.80 ca. 2.50 ca. 6.44 — — —

c ca. 3.60 ca. 2.50 ca. 7.64 — — —

205 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 4.00 2.70 8.92 — — —

206 house 1 1 3 32 a 3.00 ca. 2.60 ca. 6.70 — — —

b 4.20 3.10 12.28 — — —

c 3.60 3.00 10.52 — — —

207 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 3.10 3.00 8.32 — — —

208 house 1 1 2 27 a 3.40 2.80 8.64 — — —

b 5.40 ca. 4.40 ca. 17.96 — 1 Boulder bench

209 house? 1 1 1 — — 4.80 2.90 13.16 — — —

210 house? 1 1 1 — — 4.10 3.40 12.78 — — —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

211 house 1 1 4 ca. 50 a ca. 6.60 ca. 3.80 ca. 22.56 — — —

b 4.20 2.90 ca. 9.86 — — —

c 1.40 1.40 1.78 — — —

d ca. 5.10 ca. 2.50 ca. 9.70 — — —

212 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 4.20 2.30 ca. 9.12 — — —

213 house? 1 1 2 ca. 40 a 5.30 3.40 ca. 17.4 — — —

b 5.40 3.80 20.32 including 
cross wall

— —

214 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.60 2.10 ca. 4.64 — — —

215 house 1 1 2 18 a 3.60 3.50 11.20 — — —

b 2.50 2.10 4.96 — — —

216 house 1 1 5–6 61 a 2.10 2.00 4.08 — — —

b 3.10 ca. 2.60 ca. 7.24 — — —

c ca. 3.60 3.10 ca. 10.48 — — —

d ca. 3.10 2.60 ca. 7.48 — — —

e ca. 3.70 ca. 3.20 ca. 11.12 — — —

f ca. 3.20 2.90 ca. 8.96 — — —

217 house 1 1 2 25 a ca. 4.00 3.40 ca. 12.16 — — —

b ca. 4.00 2.40 ca. 9.08 — — —

218 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.10 2.10 3.64 — — —

219 out- 
building

— — 1 — — ca. 1.40 ca. 1.30 ca. 1.74 — — —

220 agglom- 
erated?

2 ? 2 5? ca. 
101

a 4.50 4.50 19.86 — — —

b 6.50 4.60 ca. 26.52 — — —

c ca. 5.60 4.30 ca. 22.00 — — —

d ca. 2.90 2.60 ca. 7.48 — — —

e ca. 4.90 ca. 2.90 ca. 13.92 — — —

221 house 1 1 3 ca. 29 a ca. 3.60 ca. 2.50 ca. 8.12 — — —

b ca. 3.00 ca. 2.00 ca. 5.32 — — —

c ca. 3.30 ca. 3.10 ca. 9.64 — — —

222 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.80 2.60 6.70 — — —

223 house 1 1 3 ca. 39 a ca. 2.70 2.00 ca. 5.20 — — —

b ca. 4.00 ca. 1.70 ca. 6.32 — — —

c ca. 6.30 ca. 4.20 ca. 22.70 — — —

224 house? 1 1 2? est. 
26+

a ca. 2.40 ca. 1.80 est. 4.32 — — —

b ca. 4.70 ca. 4.70 est. 21.60 — — —

225 out- 
building?

— — 1? — — ca. 2.90 ca. 2.30 est. 6.66 house 
mound

— —
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Bldg.	
No.

Description
Min.	
units

Max.	
units

No.	
Rooms

Bldg.	
Int.	

(sq.	m)

Room	
No.

Room	
Max.	

Length

Room	
Max.	
Width

Room	Int.	
(sq.	m)

Comments
Niche(s)	

(cm)
Bench(es)		

(cm)

226 house 1 1 2–3 ca. 
24+

a 4.40+ 2.60 ca. 10.40 — — —

b ca. 4.00 3.20 ca. 11.66 — — —

227 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.40 2.10 4.36 — — —

228 agglom- 
erated

2? 2 6 96 a 2.20 1.60 3.24 — — —

b 3.40 3.30 9.32 — — —

c 4.20 3.10 ca. 10.40 — — —

d 3.90 2.20 7.96 — — —

e 3.10 2.00 6.00 — — —

f 14.00 6.10 ca. 49.70 Sprawling — —

229 house 1 1 10 136 a 3.70 2.90 ca. 9.20 — — —

b 6.10 5.50 ca. 28.12 Courtyard? — —

c 2.50 1.80 ca. 4.08 — — —

d 2.20 1.90 4.20 — — —

e 4.50 1.70 ca. 7.12 — — —

f 3.80 3.00 ca. 9.32 — — —

g 4.40 4.00 16.32 — — —

h 4.00 2.20 8.52 — — —

i 3.60 3.20 ca. 11.16 — — —

j 4.00 3.40 ca. 12.66 — — —

230 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 1.40 1.20 1.52 — — —

231 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 4.30 4.00 16.96 not 
including 
boulders

— —

232 house 1 1 3 40 a 4.70 ca. 3.10 ca. 14.36 — — —

b 4.10 2.70 9.16 — — —

c 3.70 3.40 9.64 lower 
level

— —

233 out- 
building

— — — 1 — 2.70 2.30 5.16 — — —

234 retaining 
walls

— — — — — — — — — — —

235 house? 1 1 2? est. 26 a ca. 5.00 ca. 4.00 ca. 20.00 — — —

b ca. 2.60 ca. 2.20  est. 5.72 — — —

236 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.00 1.70 2.70 guardpost — —

237 out- 
building

— — 1 — — 2.00 ca. 1.90 ca. 3.56 — — —

— — 252 267 — — — — — — — — —
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appenDiX C
oUtlierS 12 anD 13 BUilDingS

Building	
No.

No.	of	
Rooms

Dimensions	of		
Rooms	(cm)

Width	≈	Height	
of	Walls	(cm)

Finds Comments

oUtlier 12 weSt SiDe, north to SoUth

14 1 + ? main room 240	≈	190 — Baked brick 
pieces near door 
to main room 

rectangular room with S-shaped wall extending 
south from door of main room; very tumbled, vague 
outline only

13 1 200	≈	230 — — Square structure, part of wall lost (or entrance?)

12 1? room 190	≈	270; wall 
segment 210 cm upslope; 
65 cm long

— — possibly squarish structure, large part of wall lost; 
small segment of wall upslope part of building?

11 0 240 	≈	230+; door(?) 55 cm 55	≈	20–50 — wall built up to slope; small room

11a 0 80 w	≈	85 h	≈	240 d — — man-made chamber/cave in rock in slope above 
B11

10 0 2 walls and corner; max. 
width 180; hypotenuse 120

— — Very tumbled, only triangle left

9 1 ca. 270	≈	ca. 270; door ca. 
70 w

max. 20 h — Squarish structure at foot of slope, extending out 
onto wadi floor; very tumbled, outline discernible

8 1 230	≈	290 — — roundish structure, adjacent to (possibly part of?) 
B7

7 1 + ? 1. 250	≈	220
2. (tumbled wall) 
indeterminate length

50 w 
45 w

— on edge of slope, one squarish room with attached 
wall, similar to B1, with room at higher level

6 1? 330	≈	290 40 w Sherds on slope 
above

Structure entirely on slope, tumbled walls with 
unclear height and thickness, possibly squarish 
shape but continuation of wall unclear in one 
corner

5 0 1st wall part (corner)
2nd wall part (wall 
segment)

50	≈	25
40	≈	65

— two small tumbled sections of wall; 165 cm gap 
between parts

4 0 150 cm max. — — Section of curved wall on wadi floor, very tumbled

3 0 2 sections of wall on either 
side of rock; south segment 
150 cm; rock; north 
segment 40 cm to corner, 
60 cm to break

40 w —

3a 0 70	≈	75 — — Small, three-sided structure in slope next to B3

1 2? 1. 220	≈	280
2. (tumbled wall) 280

45	≈	55
45 w

— wall partly within slope, room 1 at higher level 
than 2

2 2 1. 230	≈	240, ent.(?) 220 w
2. 280	≈	220, ramp entrance 
from wadi 55 w, ramp to 
revetted terrace on slope to 
rear 80 w

50	≈	80
40	≈	60–70

Dipinto to rear 
of B2, on slope/
revetted terrace; 
more fragments 
of same jar 
nearby on terrace 
and below on 
wadi floor

Best-preserved structure in outlier 12; two rooms 
against slope, room 2 built into slope more so than 
room 1 and at higher level, with possibly revetted 
terrace behind room 2

24 ? 140 w (out from slope) 50	≈	55 — Corner and short wall built up to rock at base 
of slope; possible continuation wall from corner 
parallel to rock

211
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Building	
No.

No.	of	
Rooms

Dimensions	of		
Rooms	(cm)

Width	≈	Height	
of	Walls	(cm)

Finds Comments

25 ? 270	≈	150 — — possible structure, built in rocks at base of slope

oUtlier 12 eaSt SiDe, north to SoUth

15 1 + ? 1. 270	≈	170 max.; two 
walls, two corners, wall 
stub running toward room 2
2. 140 w; wall, two corners

— — Close to slope at wadi entrance; very tumbled; 
remains of two rooms and perhaps linking wall

16 0 looters’ hole(?) 150	≈	200; 
semicircle of stones 140	≈	
90; semicircle of stones 110	
≈	110

— Sherds on slope 
below B15, 
above B16

two semicircular features one stone high; large 
looters’ hole(?); line of stones at corner of hole

17 0 one wall parallel bedrock, 
110 from rock, ca. 250 
long; 50 cm; gap = door? 

— — —

18 0 — — — Curved wall segment against slope, length unclear, 
possibly part of B19

19 1 wall 310 long; in front of 
three hollows in rock at 
base of slope:
hollow 1, 70 cm h
hollow 2, 100 cm h; max. 
width to wall 140 cm
hollow 3, 90 cm h
(door?) on south 50 cm w

max. 70 h — —

20 0 105	≈	110 50 w — Small rounded outbuilding on rock in slope above 
B19, possible looters’ hole inside 

21 2? 1. 270	≈	100 max. surviving
2. 310	≈	120 max. surviving

— — parts of three walls built against bedrock (one 
piece continuing over boulder), into wadi floor; 
most lost; appear to be part of same unit

22 1? 290	≈	270 — — Built into rock at base of slope; south wall survives 
270 cm l, north wall ca. 100 cm, then 140 cm gap 
between wall corner and rock; after corner wall 
continues 150 cm parallel with rock

23 ? wall 240 out from slope 
rock, corner, rest lost
looters’ hole(?) 170	≈	80
niche/ledge 70 cm upslope 
from wadi floor, 110 w 30 d

60 w — area within wall filled with wash from slope and 
looters’ hole(?)

hillSiDeS anD Bay Between oUtlierS 12 anD 13, weSt to eaSt

26 0 260	≈	300 — — Semicircular feature; looters’ hole(?) inside; 
mining/tunneling hill above

27 2? 1. 210	≈	180
2. 260	≈	270; wall of large 
stones
pot holder/hearth? 70	≈	70
Feature 70 cm dm

— — two roundish rooms at foot of slope, filled with 
wash, inner outline of wall visible, outer very 
tumbled.
potstand or hearth? 

28 1 ca. 250	≈	190 — — Very tumbled

29 1 160	≈	130 — — roundish, very tumbled

30 2? 1. 250	≈	200
2. 160	≈	200

— — two-part(?) structure adjacent to rock at foot of 
slope, very tumbled, only vaguely discernible

31 1? 130	≈	110 — — possible roundish structure, very tumbled
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Building	
No.

No.	of	
Rooms

Dimensions	of		
Rooms	(cm)

Width	≈	Height	
of	Walls	(cm)

Finds Comments

32 2? 1. 205	≈	250
2. 250	≈	190

— — tumbled and wash filled; back wall of room 1 is 
boulder; possible mastaba against boulder? max. 
170	≈	cm	w 160 cm d. wall stub between rooms 1 
and 2 100 cm out from boulder, 60 cm h ≈	60 cm w; 
is it end of mastaba?
room 2 tumbled and wash filled; back wall 
is boulder; build-up behind wall stub gives 
appearance of revetment

33 1 230	≈	220 — Small sherds in 
wadi wash

rounded structure at foot of slope immediately 
north of B32 

34 0 Small ovoid installation, 
with small round feature 
adjacent 

— Baked brick Very tumbled, only vague outline preserved; more 
hollows in hill above, next to B35 

35 0 Small rounded feature — — Between B36 and B34

36 0 115	≈	120 — — Small rounded installation, next to B35 

37 1 200	≈	190 — — one-room rounded structure hugging base of slope

38 3 1. 100	≈	170
2. 210	≈	185
3. 150	≈	140

50	≈	30 — three-room structure hugging slope

oUtlier 13 weSt SiDe, north to SoUth

39 0 wall stub 110 cm long — — Section of wall in slope above B38 

40 4 1. 230	≈	170, rounded
2. 135	≈	160, rounded
3. 145	≈	200, rounded
4. 280	≈	210, irregular

— — Four-room structure hugging base of slope

41 1 245	≈	210 50 w Baked brick 
piece, between 
B41 and B42

rounded structure in wadi mouth, south side very 
tumbled; adjacent to two small features B42 and 
B43

42 0 90	≈	80 — — Small feature between B41 and B43; potstand or 
hearth? no soot

43 0 40	≈	50 — — Small round feature with amphora base, adjacent 
to B42

44 2+ 1. 260	≈	210
2. 190	≈	190
3. Section of wall, length 
unclear

— — at least two rounded rooms; curved wall close by 
probably associated; all filled with wadi wash, 
outline partially obscured

45 3 + 1 1. 130	≈	90
2. 240	≈	190
3. 110	≈	120
4. 260 at door/widest and 
180 at rear/narrowest	≈	250 
“deep”

— Concave grinding 
stone in northeast 
wall

odd-shaped structure in middle of wadi mouth, 
one large room with small semicircular room on 
northeast and southwest sides; fourth (rectangular) 
room is separate
room 1, small semicircular room on southwest side
room 2, large room shaped rather like quarter 
circle (with rooms 1 and 2 at ends of arc)
room 3, small semicircular room at northeast side
Separate outbuilding; rectangular; stands out from 
other structures in wadi; walls on three sides, wider 
at front than at rear of building

46 1? 140	≈	120 — — Small, rounded one-room(?) structure on slope

47 3 1. 210	≈	190
2. 120	≈	130
3. 230	≈	250

50 w — three rooms in cloverleaf; center of structure 
unclear, possibly openings between rooms

48 3 1. 250	≈	170
2. 260	≈	230 (middle room)
3. 130	≈	110

40	≈	70–80
40	≈	50

— partly tumbled three-room structure in middle of 
wadi floor; outline relatively well preserved
room 3 much smaller than other two; storage?; 
possibly opens to outside and not room 2

49 1 250	≈	210 (parallelogram) — — Very tumbled one-room structure hugging rock at 
base of slope

APPENDIX	C:	OuTLIERS	12	AND	13	BuILDINgS
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Building	
No.

No.	of	
Rooms

Dimensions	of		
Rooms	(cm)

Width	≈	Height	
of	Walls	(cm)

Finds Comments

50 2 1. 270	≈	240 at widest, 160 
at narrowest
2. 255	≈	200

40–45	≈
35–80  
45	≈	35

— two-room structure in middle of wadi floor
room 1 irregular, triangular shape; very tumbled 
but outline visible
room 2 irregular, squarish, very tumbled

51 2 + ? 1. 290	≈	250 
2. unclear
3. 120 l

50	≈	70
40	≈	40
45	≈	75

— room 1 squarish, on slope
room 2 rounded, attached to northeast corner of 
room 1, dimensions and shape unclear
south wall of room 1 extends east a little, possibly 
enclosing another room or space

52 2? 1. rounded part of room(?) 
215	≈	140 w; “tail” wall 
160 long, connecting to 
room 2
2. 90	≈	110 max. surviving 

40	≈	45 — a question mark-shaped wall ending another 
curved wall

53 2 1. 210	≈	240
2. 330	≈	310

100 h at rear
60 w

90 h at rear

— two-room rectangular building on slope, with wall 
surviving to relatively great height to rear, against 
slope; rooms squarish; side facing wadi floor very 
tumbled, much tumble within rooms also

54 1+ 1. 330	≈	275
external feature 150	≈	130

50	≈	40
40	≈	50

— one room, squarish building in middle of wadi 
floor; rounded feature attached to exterior 
southwest corner
rounded feature much tumbled

55 2+ 1. 410	≈	360 (squarish)
2. 290	≈	280
3. ext. wall max. 80 cm l

55	≈	45
45–50 w 
50–60 h

— two-room building at base of slope, back of rooms 
1 and 3(?) are bedrock; outer walls also partly use 
shape of rock outcrops at base of slope; tumble in 
rooms
room 2 shaped like quarter circle
Distinct doorway between rooms 1 and 2, 50 cm w
“room 3” is walled-off pocket between room 2 and 
cliff slope

56 1 270	≈	190 40–45	≈	
55–75

— Squarish building immediately to south of B55

57 ? 130	≈	140 35	≈	40 — Corner of larger structure? Very tumbled and 
unclear

oUtlier 13 eaSt SiDe, SoUth to north

58 ? section of wall 150 l 40 h — Section of wall built out from slope, rest of 
structure lost

59 1 room: 290	≈	210
Steps: 60 w	≈	90

45	≈	60 — Squarish one-room structure built against rock at 
base of slope; stepped entrance inside north wall; 
tumbled on south side (no door noted)

60 3? 1. 280	≈	260
2. 160	≈	140
3. 270	≈	210

85 h — three-room structure built into slope, near base
room 2 smaller rectangular room
possible doorway between rooms 1 and 2; 55 cm w, 
jamb 15 cm h on slope side
room 3 very tumbled; outline on wadi side unclear

61 3 + ? 1. 210	≈	150
2. ca. 150	≈	ca. 210
3. 210	≈	135

40	≈	45 — three rooms, probably more originally. wall stubs 
south of room 1 suggest another room here

62 2? 1. 220	≈	170 — — Built on slope; most of outline of room 1 survives; 
rear wall revetted, wash build-up behind; partial 
remains of second room downslope

63 ? 170 max. surviving width — — Semicircular section of wall at base of slope

64 ? two walls (170 and 80 
long) and a corner, on west 
side facing wadi

30 h — possibly a bit of a third wall on slope side, quite 
tumbled

65 1? 220	≈	230 40 h Baked brick 
fragment inside 
room

one-room structure at base of slope, partly cut into 
slope
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abu Sha’ar 50, 181
abydos 113
administrative building 50
administrator (mining) 183
advanced photon Source 169
aegean 184
africa, east Coast 7
african red Slip 142, 182
agatharchides 3, 170–75, 181
agglomerated buildings 3 and Chapters 3 and 4
akhenaten (date) 14
alabaster 7
alexandria 113, 120, 130, 134, 170, 183
alluvial gold 5–6, 165, 175, 183
altar 111
amarna 16
amenhotep i 177
amenhotep ii 14
amphora 2, 6, 8, 10, 14, 18, 24, 26, 28, 51, 54, 57, 74, 

98–100, 102, 110–13, 155, 157, 170, 181, 183, 
and Chapter 6

amulet 113, 173, 183
animal pen 82
animal shelter 3, 33, 50, 56, 74, 182
antimony 165 n. 20, 177 n. 33, 179
antonine (date) 24
antoninus pius (date) 51
anvil (stone) 172 n. 28, 178
apa moses 113
aqua	regia	 174
arsenopyrite 165
assay, fire 167–69
ash 32, 54, 64, 67, 74, 81–84, 87, 172, 175
ax (stone) 174, 178
 
Barramiya 178
basalt 7, 28, 54–55, 63–64, 107, 153, 173
basket 51, 170–71
basketry 112
bead 7, 173, 183
beam 32, 182
Bedouin 51, 74, 82, 110, 173
bekhen stone 1, 7, 177
bellows 175
bench 3, 32–33, 54, 56–59, 61–63, 65–66, 68–69, 74, 

80 –91, 111, 181–82

inDeX

Beni Suef 112
Berenice 94, 110, 112–14, 155, 181, 183, and Chapter 6
Bes 113, 183
Bir nakheil 181
blue painted sherd 8, 10, 16
bone 8, 60, 62, 94–95, 104, 107, 109–12, 114, 171, 173, 

175, 182
bracelet 171, 173, 181
brick 32, 55, 59, 61–62, 111–12, 175
bronze 112–13, 178, 183
building sequence 32–33, 59, 62, 83
burial 6, 94, 109, 110–12, 114, 166
button 155
 
Canaanite 14, 18
cairn 109–10, 114
calendar 113
captive 3, 170
caravan 7, 182
caravan station 2, 181
carbonate 175
carnelian 171, 181
cementation 175
cemetery 5, 109–12, 146
chalcopyrite 165, 179
charcoal 155, 169, 175, 179
cheese 171
children 52, 110, 171, 173, 182
chinking 3, 33, 52, 54–56, 59, 68, 89, 94, 99–100, 102, 

115, 118–21, 144
chloride 175
Christian 50, 94, 111–13, 114 n. 14, 115, 183
Christianity 113
church 50, 94, 111, 113–14, 183
cist 32, 107, 109–10, 112, 114
coffin 111–12
coin 7, 171, 172 n. 28, 175, 181
coinage  165
column 7, 20, 33, 51
comes	sacrarum	largitiones 183
Complex 26 73, 93–96, 109–10, 113, 115, 140–43, 145, 

182
concentrate (ore) 166–67, 169, 174, 184
Constantinople 5, 183
copper 165 n. 20, 166, 171, 173, 178–79, 181
Coptos 1, 7, 20, 22, 24, 111, 178–79

215
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Coptos tariff 112
courtyard 3, 32, 38–39, 41–42, 44–46, 49–50, 54–57, 

61–62, 65, 67–69, 71, 74, 81, 85–91, 93–97, 102, 
182

cross (Christian) 111–13, 115, 126, 128
crucible 170, 174
crushing stone 55, 166–67, 172, 174, 177, 179, 182, and 

Chapter 7
crushing stone, dimpled 8, 55–56, 58, 61, 63–64, 68–70, 

97–98, 106, and Chapter 7
cupel 175
cupellation 175, 177 n. 33, 179, 184
Cyclades 179

Deir al-Bahri 111
Deir el-medina 10, 14, 16, 18, 20, 111, 177
Delta 14
dice box 7
dimpled crushing stone see	crushing stone, dimpled
Diodorus Siculus 3, 170–75
dipinto 56, 61, 65–69, 105
door 3, 5–6, 32–33, 50, 54–71, 74, 80–105, 134, 181–82
drachma 112, 171, 181
draft animal 2, 56
drive (mine) 166
dump 3, 7–8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 50, 54–58, 60–62, 

64–65, 67–69, 71, 74, 83, 87–89, 115–26, 128, 
132, 138, 154–55, 166–68, 177, 184

Dungash 178
dyke, felsite 2, 31, 96–98, 109, 165–66

early Dynastic 7, 178
eastern Desert ware 138, 146, 171, 182
edfu 116, 178
egyptian red Slip 104, 128, 142
eighteenth Dynasty 8, 10, 16, 111, 178
el Ceren 50
el tio 114 n. 14
electrum 167–68, 177, 183
elephantine 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, and Chapter 6
emerald 171, 181
epiphanius 111, 113, 116, 120, 130, 142, 155 n. 18
esna 154 and Chapter 6

faience 8, 28, 97, 112
Fawakhir granite 1, 2, 52, 105, 107, 165
feldspar 165
felsite dyke 2, 31, 96–98, 109, 166
figurine 33, 113
fire assay 167
fire setting 169–70, 172
Firka 112, 116
flash flood 1, 7–8, 31, 33, 50, 115, 174, 183

Flavian (date) 20
fool’s gold 165
flux 179–80
footwall 169
fort (roman) 2, 155
fortification 2, 50
frog lamp 28
fuel 172, 174–75, 182–83
funeral 110

gabbro 64
gabgaba 178
gad 170
galena 165, 167, 175, 179
gangue 167
garden 51–52, 182
gemstone 171
geology 1, 105, 165, 175
gesios 113
glass 8, 51, 56, 59, 62, 72, 80–81, 112, 153
goat 51, 74
gold 2, 5–8, 51–52, 181, 183–84, and Chapter 8
gold of the Desert of Coptos 178
gold of kush 178
gold of wawat 178
gold washing 173–74, 183
gold worker 177
graffiti 3, 8, 177
granite 1–3, 5, 8, 31–32, 51–52, 54, 56–57, 61, 63–67, 

69–70, 73–74, 93–94, 96, 101–02, 105–07, 
109–10, 153, 165, 170, 172, 179, 183

granodiorite 2, 5, 51, 56, 178, 181
grave 6, 8, 100, 102, 107, 109–12, 114, 136, 146–51, 

154, 177, 183
graywacke 1, 177
greek (language) 111, 155 n. 18
grinding stone 2, 6, 20, 28, 54, 56, 58, 64–66, 68, 81, 84, 

88, 93, 97, 99, 101, 106–07, 167, 173, 179, 184, 
and Chapter 7

grinding stone, concave 54–58, 62–67, 70, 89, 95, 
97–98, 101, 106

grinding stone, rotary 55, 57, 66, 69–70, 87, 93, 97–98, 
and Chapter 7

grinding stone, two-handled 20
guardpost 3, 5, 8–9, 18, 33, 50, 72–73, 94, 98, 170, 177, 

182, 184
gunnis 166
gurob 10

hadrian (date) 51, 155
hanging wall 166, 169–70
hammerstone 153
hatshepsut (date) 16
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head (ore concentrate) 174
hearth 32–33, 54, 63–64, 69, 179, 182
hematite 165
el-hibeh 112
hillock 115, 128, 132, 138, 154, and Chapter 3
hitan rayan 110
horemheb (date) 14, 111
house 2, 3, 109, 113, 115, 153, 155, 170–71, 179, 

181–82, and Chapters 3 and 4
huelva (Spain) 179
hushing 175

iberian pyrite Belt 179
“incense burner” 68, 107, 109–10, 154–55
infant 110, 114, 173, 182
inscription 7, 111, 155, 177–78
india 7, 174
iron 165 n. 20, 166–67, 169, 171–73, 175, 178 n. 36, 179
isis 94, 113, 183
iurudef, tomb of 12

jamb  32, 54–55, 58–61, 63, 67, 69, 71, 82, 85, 88–94, 
96, 98–103, 182

jarosite 179
Jême 5, 111, 155 n. 17, 181
juglet 28
Justinian 50

karoy 178
kerma 178
kitchen 3, 33, 102 n. 9, 171, 182
kolar 174
kothos 113
krokodilo (wadi muwayh) 7, 51, 155, 171
kush 178

lamp 7–8, 28, 33, 72, 111, 113, 154, 172, 182
laqeita 3, 31, 182–83
late Bronze age (Spain) 179
latrine 3, 33, 64, 182
leach (ore processing) 7
lead 28, 112, 165 n. 20, 166–67, 174–75, 177 n. 33, 

179–80, 183
limestone 10, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 116, 118, 120, 

122, 124, 126, 128, 130, 132, 134, 136, 138, 140, 
142, 144, 146, 148, 150, 173

limonite 165–66
litharge 174–75, 177, 179, 183
lode 114 n. 14, 166–68, 184
looters 32, 52, 54–58, 60, 112
luxor 5, 10, 58, 178, 183

magnetite 174

makarios of tkow 113
malachite 178
malkata 16, 18
“mano” 54, 56, 68, 101, 153, 178
marl 100 and Chapters 2 and 6
mask (burial) 111–12
masonry 3, 31, 52, 58, 74, 91, 110
mastaba 32, 55–59, 61–66, 68, 82–86, 88–90, 92–93, 95, 

98–99, 101, 182
matte 175, 177 n. 33
maximianon (Zarqa) 7, 51, 155, 171
maya 14
meat 51, 171, 181
medinet habu 5, 10, 28, 111, 181
memphis 10, 12
merneptah 12, 18
meroitic (date) 174, 178
metate 178
midden 3
middle kingdom 171, 177–78
military post (roman) 171
mill (modern) 8, 20, 73, 106, 177
mill (roman) 28, 107
min 7, 20, 50, 113–14, 183
mine passim and Chapter 8
miner 3, 5, 7, 33, 50–52, 73, 114, 181–83, and Chapter 8
mineralogy 165
monastery 111, 113, 120, 130, 155 n. 18
monasticism 112
mons Claudianus 2, 5, 20, 24, 32–33, 51, 56, 74, 110, 

114 n. 15, 155, 171–72, 181
mons porphyrites 56, 74, 114 n. 15, 181
mons Smaragdus 181
mummification 111
myos hormos 1, 7

napatan (date) 174
new kingdom passim
niche 3, 6, 110, 113, 181–82, and Chapters 3 and 4
nile 1, 2, 5–7, 12, 14, 18, 24, 31, 51, 56, 105, 109–10, 

112–14, 116, 170, 174, 178, 182–83
nineteenth Dynasty 10, 14, 16, 18
nomad 51, 112 n. 11, 171, 181–82
nubia 5, 6, 130, 165, 174, 178, 183

oasis ware 146, 182
obsidian 179
old kingdom 177, 178 n. 36
olynthus 28, 50
opencast mine 2, 8, 67, and Chapter 8
ore 2, 5–7, 20, 51, 153, 182–84, and Chapter 8
ore concentrator 20, 153, 169, 174
ostracon 155, 112 n. 28
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outbuilding 3, 115, 182, and Chapters 3 and 4
outlier 2–6, 8, 28, 31–32, 50, 56, 70, 109–10, 112–13, 

115, 140–50, 153–54, 166, 170, 177, 181–82, and 
Chapter 4

oxide 165 n. 20, 166, 175

pagan 94, 111–13, 183
“palace ware” 8
pan 113
panopolis 113
“pantry” Chapters 3 and 4
papyrus 7, 155, 177–79
path 5, 7, 50, 58, 64–66, 70, 73, 80, 88, 91, 97–98, 102, 

106, 134, 146, 148, 150, 181
persou 51, 155, 182–83
pestle 172–73, 177–78
philae 113, 183
placer 165
platinum 174
“plaza” 3, 34–35, 50, 69, 181–82
plewit 113
pick 28, 169, 172
pliny (the elder) 170, 175
photius 170–74
pompeii 5
population estimate 3, 31, 51, 171
porphyry 153
port 7
portugal 179
potmark Chapters 2 and 6
pounding stone 54, 62, 178
praesidium	 2, 7, 51, 155, 171, 173, 181
precambrian 1, 2, 105, 165
predynastic 178
preservation (site) 3, 6, 52, 74, 106
prisoner of war 3, 171, 181
prostitute 171, 173
ptolemaic 20, 22, 114, 153, 155, 174, 179
ptolemy iii 7, 20, 50, 183
public building 50
pyrite 165, 174, 179
pyrrhotite 165

Qantir 10, 12, 14, 16, 18
Qasr ibrim 112
quarry 2, 4–5, 7–8, 33, 44, 49, 51, 56–57, 65, 70–74, 

102, 104, 114 n. 15, 128, 146, 148, 150, 166, 
171–72, 177, 181, 183

quarry mark 65, 70, 74, 86
quarry slot 56, 71
quartz 1–2, 5, 7, 51, 54, 62, 67, 106, 148, 153, 165–73, 

178–79, 182
quern 55, 58, 60, 63–64, 103, 106, 173, 179

Quft 1–3, 28, 31, 91, 111
Qurna 10, 14
Quseir 3, 31, 91
Quseir al-Qadim (ancient myos hormos) 1, 2, 7, 22, 24, 

28, 110, 142, 153, 173, 181
Qustul 10, 112

rain 1, 52, 177
ramesses ii 10, 12, 14, 178
ramesses iii 5, 10, 14, 18, 177, 181
ramesses iV 10, 14, 18, 177, 181
ramesses Vi 10, 14, 18, 177–78
ramesses Vii 18
ramesses iX 12
ramesses Xi 14, 18
ramesside 10, 14
ramp 36, 58, 63–64, 71, 105, 112, 138
rations 3, 51, 170, 181
red Sea 1, 7, 31, 110, 155, 171, 173, 178
refining 165, 170, 174–75, 183
religion 50, 183, and Chapter 5
road (roman) 31, 73–74, 107, 109, 134, 166, 182–83
roasting (ore) 175, 179
roman period 2, 51, 56, 112, 114 n. 15, 170–71, 179, 

181–82, and Chapter 2
roof 7, 32, 56, 58–59, 61, 63, 68, 71, 82, 85, 87, 107, 

109, 112, 170, 178, 182 
roof beam 32, 82
rotary grinding stones see	grinding stone, rotary

Saint phoibammon 111
salary 2, 111, 166, 174–75
salt 2, 111, 166, 174–75
sandstone 68, 154
Saqqara 10, 12, 14
sarcophagus 7, 110–11
Sardis 154, 165, 175
scraper (stone) 155
scribe 178
Selangeus	 173–74
Sem 167, 169, 177
Serabit al-kadim 114 n. 15
Severan (date) 24
Shai 113
Shemamiya 8, 20–21, 168, 177
Shenoute 113
Shenshef 36, 110, 114, 181, and Chapter 6
sherd disk 155
shroud 111
silo 3, 74, 81–82, 84, 86, 170, 181
silver 165, 167–69, 175, 177, 179–80, 183
Siphnos 179
slag 5, 174–75, 179
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slave 3, 171, 181
sledge (sledge hammer) 171–72
smelting 5, 73, 106, 114 n. 13, 183–84, and Chapter 8
smithy 33, 172, 182
Sohag 113
Spain 179, 180, 184
Spanish mines 170, 175, 179
speiss 175
sphalerite 165
spinning 173, 182
stamped decoration 65 and Chapter 6
stamped plate 65, 183, and Chapter 6
stamped sherd Chapter 6
statue 7
statuette 7
steatite 54, 66, 155
steps 153, 170, 173, 175–76, 180, 182, and Chapters 3 

and 4
stibnite 165, 177
stope 166, 177
storage 32, 33, 51, 63–64, 100, 181–82
storeroom 3, 182
street 23, 31, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58–59, 61–63, 67, 69, 

71–72, 95, 98, 128, 130, 155, 181–82
sulfide (ore) 165 n. 20, 166–67, 175, 179

taharqa (date) 178
tailings 8, 20–28, 166–69, 177
temple 5, 7, 14, 20, 111, 113–14, 168–69, 177–78, 181, 

183
terrace 36, 63–64, 70, 105, 111
thebes 10, 111, 113, 155 nn. 17–18, 182–83
theodora 50
thermoluminescence 179
threshold 32, 67, 80–81, 84, 182
tin 7, 171, 173–74
topography 31, 52, 60, 72
tower 7, 111
trajan (date) 20, 51, 155
trash heap 3, 36, 54–57, 88, 91–92, 115, 155
troy 7 n. 6
tumulus 107, 109–10, 150

INDEX

tunnel 106, 166, 175
turin papyrus (gold mining) 167, 169, 183
tuyere 174
twentieth century 2, 20, 50, 73, 107, 109, 113, 155, 

166–67, 169, 183
twentieth Dynasty 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 178

ultramafic rock 1, 107, 165, 178

Valley of the kings 10, 14, 18, 177
veins, quartz 1, 2, 5, 51, 183, and Chapter 8

wadi abad 178
wadi allaqi 178
wadi atalla 169–70, 172
wadi halfa 178
wadi hammamat 1, 7, 31, 51–52, 110, 155, 170–71, 

173, 177–79, 181–82
wadi kalalat 110
wadi muwayh 7
wadi Shemamiya 8
wadi el-Sid 1, 2, 5–6, 8–10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20–28, 

31, 50, 73, 91, 98, 102, 104, 106, 109, 153, 155, 
166–69, 174–75, 177–80, 183–84

“wadi working” 178
wages 3
warehouse 50
washing table 174, 178
water 1–2, 7, 24, 51, 58, 81, 107, 110, 134, 165, 168–69, 

173–75, 177, 179, 181–82
wawat 178
weaving 173
wedge 55, 104, 172
wedge marks (quarrying) 2
wells (Bir Umm Fawakhir) 1–3, 5, 7–8, 31, 50–51, 73, 

105, 107, 146, 153, 166, 170, 174, 179, 182–83
wheat 171
window 32, 64, 68, 182
wine 6, 51, 110, 146, 155, 170–71, 181, 183
women 51, 111, 114, 171–74, 182
wood 32, 110, 153, 170–71, 173–74, 175 n. 32, 179, 182
workshop 3, 33, 51
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  plate  1

a

(a) Bir Umm Fawakhir vicinity, looking southeast. outlier 2 and the roman road are at center left, the main 
settlement at center right. the modern road is out of view to the right. (b) Slotted grain mill (rn 97/64), bottom

b
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plate  2

a

(a) amphora (rn 96/18) and (b) three lamps (rn 96/23, 96/22, 96/24), all dating to the roman period

b
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  plate  3

a

(a) View of the hillock (center), east bay (lower left), west bay (across wadi “street”), and path across saddle to 
outlier 7 (view toward west); and (b) view of northwest end of site, area mapped in 1997 (view toward southeast)

b
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plate  4

(a) View of southeast end of main settlement, felsite dyke on right; and  
(b) Buildings 106 and 107, most of 105 (at upper right) (view toward northeast)

b

a
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  plate  5

(a) Buildings 107 and 108 (view toward northwest) and (b) Buildings 110 and 109 (view toward northwest)

a

b
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plate  6

(a) Building 111 and (b) basin fragment between Buildings 110 and 111

a

b
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  plate  7

(a) Building 112 and (b) Building 113

a

b
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plate  8

(a) Building 114 and (b) Building 115

a

b
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  plate  9

(a) Crushing and grinding stones near Building 115 and (b) Building 116

a

b
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plate  10

(a) Building 117 with crushing stones reused as steps and (b) Buildings 118 and 119 (view toward southeast)

a

b
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  plate  11

(a) Building 120 and (b) Building 121 (foreground) and part of Buildings 106 and 105 (view toward east)

b

a
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plate  12

b

(a) Building 122 and datum point 104 and (b) Building 126 with quarry block

a
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  plate  13

(a) Building 123 and (b) Building 124 (foreground), wadi “street,” and Buildings 156, 143, 140, 141, and 142 
(background) (view toward east)

a

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  14

(a) Building 125 and (b) Buildings 126 and 127 (view toward east)

a

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  15

(a) Building 128 (foreground), wadi “street,” and Buildings 161 and 158 (background, left to right) (view toward 
northeast); and (b) Building 130 (left of boulder) and Building 129 (right of boulder) (view toward northeast)

a

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  16

(a) Building 131 and (b) Building 132

a

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  17

(a) overview of east bay, mapped in 1996 (view toward west), and  
(b) Building 133, part of Buildings 101 (top center) and 134 (top right) (view toward northwest)

a

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  18

(a) Building 133, niche and grinding stones, and (b) Buildings 138 (foreground),  
and (clockwise from center left) 134, 142, 141, 139, and 138 (view toward northwest)

a

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  19

(a) Building 134 bench and (b) Building 134 door, wall construction

a

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  20

(a) Building 135 and (b) Building 136

a

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  21

(a) Building 137 and (b) Building 140 (looking northwest)

a

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  22

b

(a) Building 143 (center), part of Building 156 (foreground) (view toward south), and  
(b) part of Buildings 167 and 168 (foreground), Buildings 144 and 150 (near midground),  

140, 141, and 142 (far midground), and wadi “street” (view toward southwest)

a

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  23

(a) Building 145 and (b) Building 146

a

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  24

(a) Building 147 and (b) Building 148

a

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  25

(a) Building 149 and  
(b) Building 150 (center) and most of Building 140 (upper left) (view toward southwest)

a

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  26

(a) Building 151, part of Building 164 (upper right) (view toward west), and (b) Building 153

a

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  27

a

b

(a) Building 154 (view toward west) and (b) Building 155 and part of Building 154 (view toward east)

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  28

a

b

(a) Building 156, part of Building 157 (right) (view toward south, from hillock), and  
(b) Building 157 (view toward northwest, from wadi)

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  29

a

b

(a) Buildings 159, 158, and 157 (left to right; view toward northeast), and  
(b) Building 158 (view toward southwest, from hillock)

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  30

a

b

(a) Building 159 and (b) part of Buildings 195 and 199 (foreground), wadi “street,” most of Building 189,  
Buildings 162, 163, 161, 160, 159 (middle, left to right), Buildings 188, 187, 186, and 185  

(against cliff, upper left) (view toward east)

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  31

a

b

(a) Buildings 160 and 161 (center), Building 158 (left), part of Building 162 (right) (view toward south-southwest); 
and (b) Building 161 (view toward southwest)

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  32

a

b

(a) Building 162, south end, and part of Building 163 (in foreground) (view toward northeast); and  
(b) Building 162, north end (view toward northeast)

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  33

a

b

(a) Building 164, northeast end (view toward east, from hillock); and  
(b) Building 164, middle section (view toward southeast, from hillock)

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  34

a

b

(a) Building 164, west end (view toward south, from hillock), and  
(b) Building 169 (view toward northeast, from hillock)

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  35

a

b

(a) hillock and surroundings: Buildings 176 and 177 (on hillock), part of Building 164 (at tip of hillock, left), 
Buildings 169, 170, 172, 173, 174, 178, 180 (foreground), 143, 156, 158, and 161 (far side of hillock) (view toward 

southwest); and (b) Building 170 (foreground), part of Building 169 (background) (view toward south)

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  36

a

b

(a) Building 170 (room c behind meter stick) and (b) Building 171

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  37

a

b

(a) Building 173 (with meter stick), Building 172 (center background), part of Building 174 (right) (view toward 
south); and (b) (left to right) part of Building 172, Buildings 178, 174, 177, and 180 (looking southwest)

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  38

 a

b

(a) Building 175 (left foreground), part of Building 184 (right foreground), Buildings 180 (center, against outcrop), 
160, and 161 (on wadi bed, upper right) (view toward southwest); and (b) three niches in Building 175

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  39

a

b

(a) Buildings 176 (on hillock) and 156 (in background) (view toward southwest) and  
(b) Building 176, west half

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  40

a

b

(a) Building 176 interior door and (b) Building 177 and part of Building 158 (view toward southwest)

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  41

a

b

(a) Buildings 178 (center) and 181 (built into boulders above) and (b) Building 179

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  42

a

b

(a) Building 181 and (b) Building 182

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  43

a

b

(a) Buildings 184 (with meter stick) and 183, and Buildings 158, 160, 161, and part of 162  
(on wadi bed, center right); and (b) Building 186

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  44

a

b

(a) Buildings 188 and 187, part of Building 186 (view toward northeast), and  
(b) Building 190 (view toward south)

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  45

a

b

(a) Building 191 and opencast mine (stope) (view toward east) and (b) part of Building 195, Buildings 195a, 194, 
192, 130, and part of 129, Building 199 (upper left), part of Building 163 (top center),  

part of Building 128 (upper right) (view toward northeast)

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  46

a

b

(a) Buildings 195, 195a, 194, 192, part of 130 (foreground), Buildings 200 and 199 (center), wadi “street,” 
Buildings 190, 189, 188, 186, most of 162, part of 163 (top, left to right); and (b) Building 193 (at meter stick)

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  47

a

b

(a) Building 194 and (b) Buildings 196 and 197 (with meter stick)

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  48

a

b

(a) Buildings 198 (with meter sticks) and 195 (center) (view toward southeast)  
and (b) Building 200

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  49

a

b

(a) part of Building 206 (center left), Buildings 201 (center), 190, 188, 187, 186, 189, 162, 163, 200, 199, 195 
(view toward northeast); and (b) Buildings 205, 204, 202, part of Building 201 (front), and  

Building 206 (center) (view toward northeast)

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  50

a

b

(a) Building 203 (with meter sticks) and (b) Building 207

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  51

a

b

(a) Buildings 212, 213 (front of central cluster), 211 (middle), 210, and 209 (far end of cluster) (view toward east); 
and (b) Building 214

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  52

a

b

(a) Building 215 and (b) Building 216

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  53

a

b

(a) Building 217 and (b) Building 219

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  54

a

b

(a) Buildings 220 and 221 (foreground), view southeast down wadi “street,” and  
(b) Building 222 (center), part of Building 223 (left) 

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  55

a

b

(a) Buildings 225 (center, with meter stick) and 224 (to right), part of Building 223 tumble (lower right),  
part of Quarry 3 (lower left) (view toward northeast); and (b) Quarry 3

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  56

a

b

(a) Building 226 (view toward northwest) and (b) Building 227

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  57

a

b

(a) Buildings 228 (center), 227, 226, and 191 (top) (view toward south); and  
(b) Buildings 229 (foreground), 226, and 191 (center left) and wadi “street” (view toward southwest)

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  58

a

b

(a) Buildings 233, 232, 231, 230 (view toward east), and (b) Building 236

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  59

a

b

(a) View from roman tower showing outlier 2 (center left), Quarry 1 (outcrop behind), and roman road (running 
through center) (view toward east); and (b) outlier 2, Buildings 34 and 35 (foreground), Buildings 26, 29, 30, 33, and 

37 (center), Buildings 31 and 32 (by wadi), and Quarry 1 (upper left) (view toward south)

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  60

a

b

(a) outlier 2: Building 27 and silo and (b) Building 27 silo interior

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  61

a

b

(a) outlier 2: Building 27, silo interior partition and extraction hole, and (b) Building 27 silo in 2001

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  62

a

b

(a) outlier 2: part of Building 34 and Building 35 (foreground), Building 30 and part of Building 33 (upper left), 
part of Building 36 (upper right) (view toward south), and (b) Building 35 front room steps, looking out

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  63

a

b

(a) outlier 2: Building 35 interior room, threshold to front room, and (b) Building 54 double bench 

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  64

a

b

(a) outlier 2: Building 54 double bench, and (b) outlier 6: Building 1

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  65

a

b

(a) outlier 6: Building 2 and (b) Buildings 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  66

a

b

(a) outlier 6: Building 3 and (b) Building 4

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  67

a

b

(a) outlier 6: Building 5 and (b) Buildings 6, 7, and 8

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  68

a

b

(a) outlier 6: Buildings 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13, and (b) Buildings 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 20

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  69

a

b

(a) outlier 6: part of Building 10, Buildings 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and wall of Complex 26 (in row center right), 
part of Building 19, and (b) Buildings 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, and 22, wall of Complex 26 (in row center right) 

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  70

a

b

(a) outlier 6: part of Building 28 (foreground), Buildings 27, 23, 21, 17, 18, 19, 12, 16, part of Building 20,  
and (b) Buildings 29, 30, 31, 32, 32a, 16, 20, 22, 24, and 33

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  71

a

b

(a) outlier 6: Building 25 (with meter stick), looking down to Complex 26 wall, and  
(b) overview of Complex 26 and houses in vicinity

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  72

a

b

(a) outlier 6: Complex 26, granite knob (left), walls, and Building 26 (right), and (b) Building 28

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  73

a

b

(a) outlier 6: Buildings 34 (room 3 in foreground) and 35, and (b) Buildings 38, 37, 36, 35, 34 (foreground), wadi, 
Buildings 33 to 38, Complex 26 (in bay at center right), and felsite dyke at crest of hill (center) 

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  74

a

b

(a) outlier 6: Buildings 43, 42, 41, 40a, 40, and 39, and  
(b) Buildings 41, 42, 43 (foreground), wadi, and Buildings 44 – 48

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  75

a

b

(a) outlier 6: Building 42, and (b) Buildings 54–61, wadi, and Buildings 79–80

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  76

a

b

(a) outlier 6: Buildings 62–65 and Building 68  
and (b) Buildings 65–71 looking across modern road to outlier 5

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  77

a

b

(a) outlier 6: Building 75 and (b) Building 78

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  78

a

b

(a) overview of outlier 7 bay, and (b) outlier 7: Building 82

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  79

a

b

(a) outlier 7: Building 83 and (b) Building 84

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  80

(a) outlier 7: Building 87 and (b) Building 88

a

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  81

a

b

(a) outlier 7: Buildings 90 (foreground) and 84 (upper right) and (b) Building 91

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  82

a

b

(a) outlier 7: Building 92 and (b) Building 93

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  83

a

b

(a) outlier 7: Building 94 and (b) Building 95

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  84

a

b

(a) outlier 7: Building 96 and circle of stones and (b) Building 98 and circle of stones

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  85

a

b

(a) View over modern settlement, looking east (outlier 1 lies behind walled compound), and  
(b) outlier 1 from south

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  86

a

b

(a) outlier 1 from east, southwest half, and (b) outlier 1 from east, northwest half

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  87

a

b

(a) outlier 8 overview, toward modern mill in wadi el-Sid, and 
(b) outlier 8 houses, grinding and crushing stones

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  88

a

b

(a) outlier 9: ancient houses and modern engineers’ houses, and (b) outlier 9, ancient houses

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  89

a

b

(a) outlier 9: grave and (b) “incense burner” just below grave

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  90

a

b

(a) outlier 10: looking up wadi, remains of huts to right, and  
(b) looking toward modern road, remains of huts in foreground

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  91

a

(a) Southeast cemetery cairns, looking northwest to main settlement, and  
(b) overview of southeast cemetery cairns, looking southwest

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  92

a

(a) Southeast cemetery cairns and (b) cist grave in saddle between outlier 7 and main settlement

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  93

a

(a) looted grave and cairn in saddle between outlier 7 and main settlement and  
(b) looted grave with bone, in saddle between outlier 7 and main settlement

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  94

a

(a) Crushing stone surrounded by chunks of discarded quartz beside mine 4 and 
(b) two-faced dimpled crushing stone (from Building 169)

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  95

a

(a) lower grinding stones and (b) upper grinding stones, “manos” (from the vicinity of Building 118 and Quarry 2)

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  96

a

(a) three dimpled crushing stones and lower rotary grinding stone and  
(b) pieces of two upper rotary grinding stones

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  97

a

(a) Deep “ski slope” lower grinding stone from outlier 2 and (b) convex grinding stones near modern wells

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  98

a

(a) large, dished grinding stone near modern wells and  
(b) wall of modern well house with reused grinding stones

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  99

a

(a) ptolemaic(?) two-handled grinding stone (from modern well house) and 
(b) mortar (found behind modern teahouse)

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  100

a

(a) large, shallow grinding stones and (b) pecked ore concentrating stone, all from wadi el-Sid

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  101

a

(a) Quartz stringers and (b) opencast mine (stope)

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  102

a

(a) Deep mine with revetments, outlier 2 and roman road (upper left), and entrance to main settlement (upper 
right); and (b) opencast and deep cuttings above mine 2, platform at entrance to deep mine

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  103

a

(a) hut and opencast trench above mine 1 and  
(b) mine 4 with opencast mine slicing diagonally across slope, light-colored quartz discarded downslope

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  104

a

(a) Deep opencast mine at mine 4 and (b) collecting ore sample from modern mine 3

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  105

a

(a) Stamping ore sample at modern mill and (b) grinding ore on bucking plate

b

oi.uchicago.edu



plate  106

a

(a) Vanning crushed ore and (b) iron wedge (from Building 93)

b

oi.uchicago.edu



  plate  107

new kingdom opencast mine

oi.uchicago.edu



oi.uchicago.edu




